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PREFACE.
The

Institutes of the various sages,

which form the

primary source of the Hindu law, treat of Law in the
widest sense of the term. The rules embracing the religious rites and ceremonies and the moral duties of the
different classes of the community, for the enforcement
of which mere religious sanctions are prescribed, and the
rules of positive law are laid down without any distinction.
a belief,
These rules are believed to be of divine origin
not peculiar to the Hindus, but common to all nations
who believe in the creation of man by God. In forming an
adequate conception of the creation, one would naturally
be impressed with the idea that some knowledge must have
been originally revealed to man for without it, the condition of those first created, would be utterly helpless.
The comprehensive name of Dharma Sdstra is applied by the Hindus to the records which embody the
knowledge, believed by them to have been communicated
by God to man. The Dharma Sdstras are divided into
The former
two classes, the Srutl and the Smriti.
Mantras
and Brahof
comprises the four Vedas consisting
manas, and the Upanishadsj and is believed to record the
very words revealed by the Deity. The Smriti comprehends the precepts of divine origin, not embodied in the
words of the Deity himself, and includes the Institutes
of the sages and certain works on medicine, music, tlio
;

—

;

'

—

'
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VI

grammar

of the

Sanskrit

language and certain

other

subjects.

The Hindu

writers appear to be divided in opinion as

According to one view the
in
them
had
been originally communiembodied
knowledge
cated to Manu who taught it to his disciples, and from
them it was handed down traditionally from precei^tor to
disciple until its purport as remembered was recorded, but not
in the language in which it had been originally delivered.
Another theory is, that at the periodical destructions of
the world, the Sruti alone is preserved, and everything
else is lost, and that Manu who is immortal, comes forward
on each occasion to teach the laws remembered by him.
But it will be observed that neither of these theories
to the origin of the SmriUs.

offers a satisfactory

explanation of the existence

of the

promulgated by the different sages,
inasmuch as all these sages are not supposed to have
Hence
derived their knowledge from Manu himself.
Institutes of

law

put forward, that the rules set to the
first-created by God were strictly observed by them and
their descendants in the Sat?/a Yuga or the age of Truth,
and that the customs and usages which were observed
a third theory

by them

in

is

obedience to

the remembered

commands

of

God, formed the primary source from which laws were
deduced by the sages and consolidated and embodied
This view is consistent with the docin the Institutes.
trine that an immemorial custom is j^resumcd to be founded
on Sndi or revelation, and as such has the force of law,
provided it is not expressly disapproved in any of the
Sdstras,

Although, according to modern notions, the mctliod
pursued by the sages, in laying down their laws without
drawing any distinction between moral and legal obligations, may appear unphilosophical, still it is to be obser-

ved that

so long as a divine origin of the laws

is

believed

VU
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the legal, moral and religious sanctions would

all

act

with equal force upon the minds of men, and so there
would' be no real difference between them. It is only
when the faith in the efficacy of religious ceremonies loses
its grasp on the mind of the community, and the non-observance of the rules of morality and religion begins to be
excused as a venial offence, not even meriting the punishment of excommunication, that the distinction between
legal and religious rules becomes wide and apparent.
The precepts laid down in the Sdstras are divided by
the commentators into several classes.
The proper object
of the Sdstras according to them, is to teach of things
that lie

beyond the scope

of reason.

What men would

do or refrain from doing of their own accord from purely
motives, need not be laid down by the Sdstras,
a precept enjoins men to do a certain thing, when
no reason could be suggested for doing it, it is called an

human
Where

When

utpatti vidhi or injunction.

to

do what they

may do under

called a nishedha or prohibition.

what men may

do, of their

the scope of the Sdstras

own

if it

a precept forbids

the natural impulses,

men
it is

But a precept regarding
accord,

may come

within

enjoins that act at a particu-

Such a precept is called a niyama vidhi
There is a third kind of precept
coWedi parisankhyd vidhi, which is an injunction in form, but
lar

time or place.

or restrictive injunction.

a prohibition in purport.

As

for instance,

"

Man

shall eat

the flesh of the five clawed animals."

This cannot be an
utpatti vidhi, for men may do the same of their own accord
nor can it be a niyama, as no time or place is specified for
compliance with the precept. The meaning therefore is
taken to be, that man shall not eat the flesh of any other
clawed animal than. the five specified ones. When the
Sdstras lay down a precept which is neither an utpatti vidhi
nor a nishedha nor a niyama nor a parisankhyd, or a precept
which embodies what has been declared in another
;
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precept or what
is

may

be deduced from another precept,

called an anuvdda or a superfluous precept that

it

need not

have been laid down.

Some

of the later commentators hold that the Sdstras in

so far as they deal with positive law, are generally super-

inasmuch as the rules of positive law are deducible
from reason, or in other words, from a consideration of
what best conduces to the welfare of the community and
fluous,

suits the feelings of the people.

The reason why

positive

laws have been laid down in the Institutes is then explained by saying, that they w^ere intended to guard the
unthinking from falling into error.
It

has already been said that in the Institutes of

Hindu law no distinction
on the one hand and laws

drawn between positive law
of morality and religion on the

is

But it is to be observed that one of the principles
on which that distinction is based at the present day, is
wanting in the Hindu idea of Law. According to the
modern view, positive laws are rules of conduct set by political superiors to political inferiors, whereas according to the
Hindus, laws of every description emanated from the
Supreme Being himself. The idea of a political superior
amongst the Hindus did not carry with it the power of
making laws for the guidance of the community. The
other.

function of the king, according to the

Hindu

notion,

is

to

protect the country from foreign invasion, and to see that

the laws are observed, but he

bound

to

is,

equally with his subjects,

obey the self-same laws.

It

would have been

humiliating to the pride of the intellectual aristocracy of
the

laws

BrAhnmns
for their

to

concede to a king the power of making

guidance.

But notwithstanding the want of the above feature
in the Hindu notion of Law, it came to be noticed that
obedience to laws of all descriptions could not bo enforced
by the king. A distinction therefore developed itself in

IX
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body of the Hindu laws. In the earlier Institutes,
we find no sort of method or arrangement all kinds of rules
are mixed up together. In the Institutes of Yajnavalkya,
however, which is admittedly a later work, some trace of a
distinction begins to be perceived.
It adopts an improved
arrangement, devoting a separate chapter to what may well
the

:

correspond with positive law. This code
chapters.

The first

is

is

divided into three

the ^'c/z<zm or ritual, which treats of

the initiatory ceremonies, the duties of the different castes,
the domestic and social usages and the rites of purification
and sacrifice. The second chapter is called Vyavalidra

which embraces adjective and substantive
is termed Prdyaschitta or expiation, which
treats of the religious sanctions, and the mode in which sin
incurred by the violation of rules is purged off. The Institutes of Yajnavalkya have, besides, improved the Hindu
law on many points, of which one may be noticed here,
or litigation,
law.

The

third

that the cognates

who are not recognized as heirs by Manu
are for the first time introduced by Yaj-

and other sages,
navalkya in the category of heirs.
Although Manu is theoretically said
the greatest respect,

still

to be entitled to

practically speaking, Yajnaval-

kya appears to have been held in the highest estimation
by the Hindu lawyers. The Mitdkshara which gives a
systematic exposition of the Hindu law, and is held to
be of the greatest authority in almost all the schools,
to be but a commentary on the Institutes
of Yajnavalkya, though it cites
texts of other
sages
to support the doctrines propounded in it.
It appears
that there were other digests compiled previously, but
all of them were •placed by the Mitdkshard.
This treatise
however being, as its. name indicates, a very concise one,
the law enunciated in it, came to be differently understood by different persons. Thus arose various other commentaries which have concurrently with the Mitakshara
professes

X
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considerable weight in- the schools of law

by which they

have respectively been adopted. Of all the later digests,
the Dayabhaga alone, which is recognised by the Bengal
School as of the highest authority, is, on many important
But neverpoints, opposed in doctrine to the Mitakshara.
it
has been
in
far
as
excepting
so
this
treatise,
theless
modified by the Dayabhaga, may still be regarded as an
authority for the Bengal School as well.

Some of the doctrines of the Mitakshara which
down in clear and unmistakeable language were
attacked by the Dayabhaga and other treatises, and the
reasoning by which they were arrived at, was criticised
are laid

and impugned.

A

vindication therefore, of the doctrines

of the Mitakshara would naturally be undertaken by the
admirers of that treatise. This appears to be one of the

which the Viramitrodaya came into existence.
copiously the arguments by which the docexamines
It
trines of the Mitakshard were assailed, exposes their fallacy
and, when necessary, puts forward reasons to support
objects for

It exthe principles laid down in the Mitakshara.
hibits a strong feeling of antagonism to the Daya-

bhaga, and omits no opportunity of exposing its errors of
The Viramitrodaya has, however, on several
reasoning.
points dissented from the Mitakshara, and although it
serves as the ablest vindication of the doctrines laid down
in that treatise, it is in itself an independent work giving

a complete and accurate digest of the Hindu law.
The various commentaries or digests of the Hindu

law which maintain conflicting doctrines,
interpret the laws that are laid

down

all

profess to

in the' Institutes

of

They do not however, appej# to have been inmerely local authority, such as generally
have
tended to
speaking, they now possess. The reason for the adoption,

the sages.

in difi'crent parts of India, of particular treatises as containing

authoritative expositions of the law, appears to be, not that
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the arguments by which their peculiar doctrines are maintained were thought very cogent, but

that

the doctrines

themselves were suited to the feelings of those who adopted
them. The process of development seems to have been
that a change in a particular point of law being considered
desirable,

by reason

altered social
it

may

of a change of feelings occasioned

conditions,

some learned pundit attached,

be, to the court of a king,

the foregone conclusion

by

undertook to establish

by the authority

of the texts of the

sages.

The Hindu law was systematized

at

a time

when

was composed of joint families, the constitution of
which, though resting on a natural basis, was to a great
extent artificial,
A joint family, very naturally consisted of individuals connected by blood, but at the same
time it excluded the cognates, however nearly related, and
included strangers by marriage and adoption. An individual, as such, was not originally recognised as a member of
society

society, but as belonging to a certain gotra or family.

And

though the family divided and subdivided itself into smaller
groups, such as samdnodakas, sakidyas and sapindaSy still all
these were connected by a great many ties, above all, by
It was only when the smaller
the tie of a local union.
groups or individuals left the original seat of the family,
and migrated to distant places, that the strong family

began to abate, and the natural
and importance began
consanguinity became

feeling or clan feeling

stronger,

tie

to

of

be

attached to the cognates.

The gradual development
originally

moulded by the

of the

Hindu law which was

institution of families

may

thus

concisely be stated to consist in the recognition of indivi-

dual rights and in the introduction of cognates as heirs,
and of nearer cognates as heirs in preference to more distant agnates.
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The

principle underlying the

would appear

common

varied, of course,

affection,

stances of each

case.

by

authorities

the highest

benefit

is

the

key

It

to the

has,

principle of natural love

by the

served in the

peculiar circum-

however, been asserted

that the

Hindu law

doctrine of spiritual

But

of inheritance.

greatest deference to them,

with the

of inheritance

be the same as in every other system of

to

Inheritance, namely, the

and

Hindu law

it

may be

ob-

place that no trace whatever can be

first

found of such a doctrine in the Mitakshara. The author of
the Dayabhaga does, no doubt, for the first time introduce
that doctrine, which

is

writers according as

it

more or

less

made use

suited their purpose

;

of

by the

later

but the doctrine

used in the Dayabhaga not for the purpose of
determining the right of inheritance, but for the pur-

itself is

pose of ascertaining priority, as regards the order of succession, of those who are recognized as heirs in the
three fundamental texts of Manu, of Vishnu and of

Yajnavalkya respectively.
The principle enunciated in
the Mitakshara is, that succession is determined by propinquity whereas the author of the Dayabhaga maintains,
that propinquity is not alone the criterion of succession, but
;

in addition to

greater

the capacity for conferring a comparatively

amount of spiritual benefit is to be taken into conand the order of succession laid down by him,

sideration

which

it

is

;

at variance with the Mitakshara in

especially in
is justified

the

preference given to

by him on the

many

points,

certain cognates,

principle of spiritual benefit.

But it should be observed that a clear and consistent principle of succession cannot be deduced from the various
references to

the

Dayabhaga, so as

doctrine

of spiritual

benefit,

in

the

to enable us to decide a question of dis-

puted succession that has not been especially dealt with
by the author himself; in such cases the difliculty of
determining which of two persons confers the greater
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amount of spiritual benefit, remains unsolved. The Hindu idea of honouring the deceased by offering oblations of
food and libations of water appears to be a very catholic
The Hindus present these offerings to some of their
one.
ancestors by name, and to others generally, as well as to
the spirits of all that ever inhabited this globe.

It is

a

all from whom he
and especially to those from
whom he derives the greatest amount of secular benefit.

debt of gratitude paid by a Hindu to
inherits the

world as

it

is,

This will be clear to those who are conversant with the
ceremony of Pdrvana Sraddha.
It would appear that the theory of spiritual benefit
and the law of succession are both of them based on one

and the same principle of natural love and

affection.

The

explained by the author of the
commentators, shows forth in a
glaring light the strength of the joint family union, which
forms the principle of the Mitdkshara law of survivorship.
Those who may live together in this world as members of a
joint family, become united in the next as sapindas or as
it were members of a celestial joint family.
It is by a
strained construction of the term sapinda, that the author
of the Dayabhaga attempts to include some of the cognates under it, with a view to support their preferable
position as maintained by him. And the critical reader will

sapinda relationship,

as

Dayabhaga and other

find that his exposition of the doctrine of spiritual benefit
in tracing out the order of succession is far from satisfactory.

Some

inconsistencies of the Dayabhaga on this
point are noticed in the Vlramitrodaya, although the au-

of the

thor of that treatise himself sometimes invokes the principle
of spiritual benefit in establishing some of his positions.

The

Viramitrodjaya was, as the author himself says,

composed by Mitra Misra under the direction of Vira
Siiiha, a king.
The name of the work indicates the history of

its origin.

It

may also mean either

''

the rise of the
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friend of Vira" or

*'

the rise of the heroic sun" of law

which gathered round many points
Following the arrangement of the Institutes of
Yajnavalkyaj the author divides his work into three
books, namely, A'chdra, Vi/avahdra, and Prdi/aschitia. The
book on VyavaMra or litigation again is subdivided into
to dispel the darkness

of law.

The

four parts.

treats of the constitution of courts

first,

and the law of procedure the second, deals with the law
of evidence and ordeals the third, comprises the eighteen
and the fourth, which is a very short
topics of litigation
one, deals with cases in which the king is the plaintifip, and
;

;

;

to a certain extent corresponds with the present criminal

The

law.

portion translated in the following pages

deals

with the law of succession and inheritance, and is called
one of the eighteen topics of litigation,

partition of heritage^

—

occupying more than a fourth of the book of VyavaLike the Mitakshard it shows great respect for the
authority of Yajnavalkya, whom he always quotes under
hdra.

the

title

of Yocjlsvara or

'

the lord of sages'.

The Viramitrodaya has always been regarded

as

In Gridhari
an authority of considerable importance.
of the
Lords
Government^
the
Bengal
The
versus
Roy
Lall
however,
''That question,
Judicial Committee observe,
Adhering to
is not to be governed by the 3Iitdkshard alone.
the principles which this Board lately laid down in the case

—

of The Collector of Madura versus Moottoo Ramalinga Sathupathy, their Lordships have no doubt that the Viramitrodaya^ which

by Mr.

Colchrooke

and others

Treatise of high authority at Benares^

is

is

stated to be a

properly receiv-

may have been left doubtful
and declaratory of the law of the

able as an exposition of wliat

by

the Mitakshard,

Benares school."

In the arrangement of the present work, I liavo followed
the suggestions kindly made by the Honorable Justice

llameschandra Mitra.

The

division into chapters, parts,

XV
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sections &c., not found in original Sanskrit works, has

frequently
refererice

;

introduced

though

this

by

been

translators for convenience of

has sometimes

led

to

the mis-

take that there are verses in the original corresponding
to the

number of paragraphs.
These works are all writand there is nothing in them which may

ten in prose,

be taken to resemble the sections of a statutory enactment.
The division into small paragraphs again is very misleading, since one might fancy them to be complete in themselves, whereas in the generality of instances they may
often be only isolated links in a long chain of argument.
I was therefore advised to divide the work in such a way
as to prevent any mistake of that kind.
I have adopted the language of Colebrooke in translating many of the texts of the sages, and compared West and
Biihler's translation of the Chapter on Stridhana with mine.
For the convenience of those who may wish to make
occasional references to the

original, that portion of the

of which the following

is a translabeginning of the book.
I am grateful to the Syndicate of the Calcutta University for having offered to contribute one thousand rupees
from the Tagore Law Fund towards the expenses of the
and to the Honorable Justice
publication of this work
Louis S. Jackson, C. I. E., the Honorable Justice William

original Sanskrit,

tion, is printed at the

;

Markby and the Honorable Justice Rameschandra
who have evinced a kind interest in the preparation

Mitra,
of this

work.

My best

thanks are also due to some of

my

friends,

especially to Babu Srischandra Chaudhuri, M. A. and Babu
Indrandth Bandyopadhyay, Vakils of the High Court, from
whom I have derived 'considerable assistance.
a. S.

High Court,
The bth Scjitcmher, 1879.
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1.

fined.

—

—
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—

—

Partition of Heritage, wherein the learned dis1.
pute in various ways about the interpretation of the texts
of Manu and other sages, is to be explained by this treatise.

—

Narada thus declares its definition
" Where
the division by the sons of the paternal property is treated
'

2.

:

that topic of litigation
of heritage."

of,

is

by

the wise called partition

Paternal" signifies what belongs to the parents for
ya (in the term iditrya rendered into paternal) is
added to the term 'pitri which is the result of the uni-residual conjunctive compound (of two words mdtri and pitri
equivalent to mother and father respectively).
Because
the division of the mother's estate also has been in the
sequel ordained (by N^irada).
Both the terms '' paternal" and " sons" indicate any
for in the text,
relation
" The wife and the daughters
partition by other relations also, of the proalso, &c."
perty of the husband and the like, is ordained (by
Y^jnavalkya).
'*

;

the

affix

—

;

—

1
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Accordingly the terras father and the like, are not
used by Manu in premising the subject in the following
text

:

''
Thus has been declared to you the law of man and
wife based upon affection listen now to the law of heritage, and to the mode of having offspring on failure of the
true son."
Here again, by the term " law of heritage," is
intended the partition of heritage for that alone is in the
sequel explained (by Manu) after the laying down of its
definition and because, in the introduction also, that only
" The
has been set forth as the topic of litigation thus,
law of man and wife and imrtition.^'' Accordingly also,
Manu ordains in the sequel, the partition of the estate
;

;

;

;

by any

—

relative.

The term '' heritage" again, is said to be cos'^'tiproperty to which (one's) right accrues, solely
the
tuted of
(his) relation to the owner.
Thus the author
of
reason
by
The
property
Nighantu
says
"
of the father
the
of
which is to be divided, the sages call heritage." Here
too the term " father" stands for any relation, for the
term heritage is used to denote also the estate of any other
" Which is to be divided" means what is caparelative.
ble of partition (and not what is to be necessarily divided;)
for otherwise the term heritage would not include the
estate which devolves on an only son or the like, by reason
of the absence of (actual) partition.
As for what is said by Ji'mutavdhana, namely
" The term daya (heritage) by derivation, signifies what is
given hence the use of the term dujia and the verb da is in
a secondary sense inasmuch as tliere is a similarity (of the
secondary with the primary meaning of the term) in the
consequence, namely, the accrual of another's right after
the extinction of the right of a person who is dead or gone
But tliere is no abdication (as
to retirement or the like.
in the case of gift) on the part of the deceased or the like.
The \vx\\\ herituge [dui/d) has a technical meaning, signifying w(;alth in which one's right dej)cndent on relation to
the former owner arises on the extinction of his owner3.

:

—

:

:

;

ship."
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That is not good for if the meaning be admitted to
be technical, then the supposition that the use of the
term ddya and the verb dci is in a secondarj^ sense is useless because the meaning of a word is said to be technical,
when there is utter absence of the meaning of its root.
Nor can it be said that the meaning here is derivative as
well as technical: because the inapplicability of the derivative meaning has been set out by (Jimiitavahana) himself.
To assert that the meaning of a term is derivative
as well as technical, after assuming a figurative meaning
of its root, is useless, involves the fallacy of mutual depen:

—

—

;

dence, is against the order in which meanings are naturally
suggested by words, and is a reductio ad absurdum. By the
insertion of the phrase " on the extinction of his ownership" in the definition of heritage, it becomes too narrow,
because it will be established, that right arises bybirth also.

The term "partition", however, signifies the adjustment intcTspecific portions, of the divers rights which
accrued to the entire estate. Hence the term " partition"
is not used in cases of ownership of an only son &c,, in the
wealth of the father, and the like " the heritage has been
obtained by such a person" is the expression used (in such
Moreover where a single chattel, such as a female
cases).
slave, or a cow, or the like is common to many co-parceners,
thfjn also the meaning of the term partition, namely, the
adjustment of rights into specific portions, holds good
because the right of each (co-sharer) is made known by
means of the service (of the slave) or the milking (of the
cow) or the like, done at regulated intervals. Accordingly it will be shewn that (in such cases) partition is to
be made in the mode declared in the following texts of
'^^4.

:

Vrihaspati
" A single female slave should be employed on labour
in the houses (of the several co-sharers) successively according to the shares.... and water of wells or ponds is to be
drawn for use according to need. ...such property (as is
regularly not divisible) should be distributed by equitable
adjustment, else it would become useless."
:

5.

The

heritage, as described above,

namely, unobstructed and obstructed.

As

is of two sorts,
the right of the
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sons, &c. to the property of the father and the like, accrues
from the very birth, through the relation of sonship, &c.,
although the (previous) owner, such as the father, is alive,
that is their unobstructed heritage, because the existence of
the (previous) owner does not constitute an obstruction.
But the property of a deceased person who is destitute of
male issue, and who was separated but not re-united, when
it devolves on the father, brother, or the like, is called the
for their right thereto accrues
heritage with obstruction
only on the cessation of the owner's existence which
formed the obstruction.
;

But is not heritage in every case obstructed ?
cannot be asserted that the right even of sons, &c.
arises by birth alone while the owner is alive.
Because if by birth alone the right of the sons and
the like accrued to the property of the father, &c. ihen
the property would be common (as well to the father, &c.
as) to the sons and others as soon as they would be born
consequently without their permission the father and the
like could have no right to the establishment of the sacred
fires, which can be accomplished by means of wealth.
But this would be opposed to the following Sruti
" One
wlio is black-haired and to whom a son has been born
6.

For

it

:

—

shall establish the sacred fires."

Moreover tlie texts declaring the impartiality of
7.
what has been, previously to partition, received by favor
of the father and the like would become unmeaning.
For, if the gift has been made by the father with the consent of the sons, then the gift is made by all ; therefore
the proliibition (of partition) becomes useless, in consequence of the very absence of the possibility of partition
again, in the absence of the consent (of the sons), no gift
of' joint property is possible.
Hence the texts concerning
the affectionate gift and the like, by the father and others
would become unreasonable.
:

Similarly, because without the consent of sons,
by the husband and others to the
wife and the like, would be impossible, and in case of
8.

also the afVectionatc gift
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made by sons also hence in the
has been given by the affectionate
husband to his wife, she may, even when he is dead, consume it or give it away, excepting immoveable property,"
in the passage " consume it or give
the declaration,
of the impartibility of what has been through
it away"
affection given by the husband, would become meaningNor can it be contended that the text does not intend
less.
to establish the affectionate gift in tlie undivided state,
and its impartibility; but, by construing together *' what
has been given" with "excepting immoveable property,"
consent, the
"
following text

What

—

—

tlieir

it

—

—

g-ift is

;

immoveable pro-

establishes that even after partition,

perty shall not be given, through affection, by the husband
to the wife, and even if given by him through ignorance,
shall be resumed and divided by the sons and the like,
but that moveable property when given shall not be reand it signifies,
.9)^med is only a superfluous injunction
as its purport, only the prohibition of gift through affecBecause such a
tion of immoveable property to the wife.
construction is unreasonable, involving as it does the connection of terms which are apart from each other. If the
intention were merely the prohibition of affectionate gift
of immoveables, then the other portion would become a
superfluous precept which is another term for what is
;

useless.

—

9.
Now the text, namely, " The father is master of
the gems, pearls and corals but neither the father nor
the grandfather is so of the whole immoveable property,"
also the following text, viz.,
" By favor of the father,
apparels and ornaments are used but immoveable property may not be enjoyed even by favor of the father,"
must be admitted to imply the prohibition of affectionate gift of immoveable property, before partition
for
the mention of its prohibition is preceded by the authorization of gifts through affection, of gems, pearls, &c.
otherwise these (textsl would be useless as superfluous
precepts.
Accordingly as the right of the sons and the
like, arises by birth, therefore in the gift, even without
their consent, of gems, pearls, and the like, the father is
independent but in the case of immoveable property, the
distinction is, that a gift can be made only with their
all

;

—

—

;

;

;
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This being the plain meaning of the above two

consent.

texts, ricrht

by

birth follows.

—

This is wrong: for the texts refer to immoveable
The meaning
property inherited from the grandfather.
that although when the grandfather is
of the texts is,
deceased, his right being extinguished, the right to his

—

common

and the son, still the conrequisite in the case of immoveable
proj^erty, but not in the case of gems, pearls, and the like.
estate is

sent of the son

to the father

is

—

'' By
the text of Gautama, namely,
birth alone one acquires ownership of property this the
sages declare," which is, by the author of the Mitakshara, cited as an authority for holding birth to be a
means of proprietory right.
That has been already explained (in a different way)
by the author of the Dayatattva, thus, " Ing^much as it
which is the cause
is through the relation of mere birth
of sonship and which is stronger than any other relation,
that the son's right to the property of the father accrues
at the time of the cessation of the father's right, the son
and not any other relative, should take that property ;
Its meaning, however, is not
this the sages declare."
that even while the father's right continues, the son's
for that would be in conflict with
riglit accrues thereto
Since in tlie text
the texts of Nurada and Dev^la.
*'
When the father is dead, the sons shall divide the
wealth of the father," Narada speaks of the father's
wealth, otherwise he would have simply said " shall
"When the father
divide the wealth;" also in the text
father's
wealth for they
divide
the
is dead, let the sons
alive, and free
father
is
the
while
have not ownership
" the father's
having
said
after
also,
Devala
from defect,"
wealth," has, by tlie latter half, viz., " for they have not
ownership &c.," clearly set fortli the absence of tlieir
" Free from defect" signifies,
right as the reason thereof.

10.

As

for

:

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

having no defects, such
tinguisli riglit.

Manu

as,

degraVlation, &c.,

which ex-

also clearly declares the absence of

the owncrsliip of the sons in his property while the
father and the motlier are alive, tlms
" After (tlie
:

demibc

ofj

—

the father and the mother, the sons having
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assembled together, shall divide the paternal heritage
these are not masters while those are alive."

As

11.

for

what

— asserted,

is

;

for

namely, Sankha and

Likhita say, in the text,
" The sons shall not divide the
heritage while the father is alive although ownership is
subsequently acquired by them, the sons are certainly
incompetent by reason of the absence of independence in
^which has been
respect of wealth and religious duties/'
interpreted by the author of the Smritichandrika in the
" Although ownership" in the property
following way
of the father " is by them," i. e. by the sons " acquired,"
i. e., gained " subsequently," i. e., immediately after their
birth and not afterwards, still " while the father is alive"
they shall not divide his wealth except at his desire, the
sons being incompetent to make partition '' by reason
cf J:he absence of independence" i. e. by reason of their
being dep^adent on the father " in respect of property
;

—

:

—

—

hence from this text it follows
religious duties ;"
that the right of sons, &c. to the property of the father
and others accrues by birth.
This too is not tenable ; for, consistently with the

and

various texts of Manu and other sages, which ordain the
absence of right (during the lifetime of the father), this text
ought to be explained otherwise, and it has been so explained in the Kalpataru, thus:
"Although ownership
is subsequently acquired in the wealth gained by the sons
through learning &c., without making use of the paternal
still by reason of the absence,
property
during the
lifetime of the father, of their independence in respect
of property and religious duties, there is not (absolute)
ownership even in the property so acquired, then what
ownership can there be in the father's estate ?

—

;

—

Moreover the notion of the proprietory right
12.
(and of the means of its acquisition) is derived solely from
the Sastras but in t|iese birth is not, as inheritance or
purchase or the like is, set forth as a means of such right
therefore right by birth is without authority.
Hence is
refuted also the argument that as the text,
''A wife, a
son and a slave, these three are incapable of having pro:

—
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whatever they acquire belongs to him whose they

is intended to establish mere dependence, so are the
are,"
texts declaring the absence of ownership (during the lifetime
of the father). Because in the cases of a wife, a son and the

like, their ownership (in the wealth acquired by them) by
means of spinning, &c. and of tutorship, being established
by texts like, " AVhat has been obtained before the fire,

—

—the

interpretation that the above text refers only
to the absence of independence is consistent with reason ;
of sons and others, menfor otherwise the competence
and
Puranas
the
other Sastras, to the perthe
tioned in
which
religious
duties,
can be accomplished
of
formance
by means of property, would also be contradicted. But
here on the contrary there being no authority for holding
that birth is a cause of proprietory right, it would be
merely useless to put on various texts other interpretations
(than what they plainly signify).

&c,"

—

^

Besides if the notion of the proprietory right were
13.
derived from profane authority, then also the notion of the
means of its acquisition would be deducible from profane
consequently the text of Gautama, namely,
authority
" An owner is by inheritance, purchase, partition, seizure
or finding acceptance is an additional mode for a Brdhmana conquest for a Kshatriya gain for a Vaisya and a
would become unnecessary, for it would embody
Siidra,"
a superfluous injunction. Indeed useless sacred texts, embodying superfluous precepts, such as, food is prepared
from rice by cooking, are not declared (by sages).
Tlic meaning of the above text is as follows
^'Inheritance" is heritage; "purchase" is well-known;
**
partition" is the division of heritage, whereby the right
" seiz.urc" is appropriating
to si)ccific portions is indicated
grass, water, wood and the like appertaining to common
which have not been appropriated
tracts such as forests,
by any other; ''finding" is obtaining hidden treasure
whereof the owner is unknown; a j)erson is owner where
these causes of right exist and becomes one, whenever
" for a BrAhmana, acceptance" i. c. acquitlicse happen
sition in the shape of receiving presents and the like

—

;

:

;

—

;

—

—

:

;

—

;

"

is

an additional,"

i.

c.

peculiar

" mode,"

—

for inhcri-
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the
tance and the like are common to all (the classes)
terms ''additional mode" is to be construed with all
(the clauses that follow); "for a Kshatriya, conquest"
i. e. what is gained
through victory in battle as well as
through fines and the like, is a peculiar mode; ''gain
{nirvesa) for a Vaisya" is what is acquired as profit from
agriculture, tending of cattle, and the like, and " for a
Siidra," what is received as wages for serving the twiceborn classes
the root Visa with the prefix nir signifies gain, for in the vocabulary called Trikandi, it is laid
down that nirvesa signifies gain or enjoyment. The terms
Vaisya and Siidra being illustrative, the occupations, such
as driving horses, &c. in the case of the Siitas,
of the
mixed classes, namely, those that are sprung from a father
of a superior class and a mother of an inferior class, as
well as those that are descended from a mother of a supewhich are laid
rior^class and a father of an inferior class,
down in the "Ausanasa and the like, are included under the
term "gain," for all these are in the nature of " gain^"
:

:

—
—

—

—

Moreover, in the text,
"A Brahmana, who
seeks even by officiating at sacrifices or by becoming a
preceptor to obtain any property from the hands of one
who takes what is not given to him is the same as a thief,'^
the provision of punishment for one who acquires wealth
even by means of his own (lawful) profession, such as
officiating at sacrifices, "from one who takes what is not
given to him" i. e. a thief, would be unreasonable, if the
notion of proprietory right were derived from profane
authority since the acquisition through one's own (lawful)
14.

—

;

profession constitutes no offence.
In my opinion, however, right being derived from
divine authority, no right can by virtue of this very text,
accrue in the wealth given by a thief for officiating at
the sacrifices performed by him, consequently the provision of punishment is very reasonable.
15.
Again if the notion of right were derived from
profane authority, then such language as my property
has been stolen by this person,'
could not be used for
the thief himself would have right therein.
'

—

;
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opinion such expression is correct, because theft,
cannot generate right.

of the prohibition of it

16.
If, like gold &c., the rio:ht too therein were perceivable by the authority of the senses, then it being
whether a certain property is this
ascertained, the doubt
could not arise, just as no doubt
person's or another's,
This is also what the author
arises as to what is gold.
"Whatever is in the hands
of the Sangraha has said:
Is
of a person, he is not necessarily the owner of it.
not the property of one found in the hands of another
Therefore it is from
(transferred) by theft and the like ?
the Sastras alone that the notion of proprietory right
For otherwise
springs, and not even from perception.
it cannot reasonably be said that the property of one has
been stolen by another. The means of acquisition are
foundin the Sastras and are likewise separately described.''
" In the Sastras" such as " An owner is b^.i'.iheritance,
&c." " the means of acquisition of wealth," both which
are common (to all classes) as well as what are peculiar (to
any one class,) " are separately described", and known

—
—

—

—

;

Otherwise if it were deducible from profane
therefrom.
the
authority, the Sastras regarding it would be useless
"As I have separately described," is the
rest is clear.
reading (of the above text) in the Smritichandrika ; the
prior reading is written in the Madanaratua.
;

17.

Nor can

it

be contended that,

—

it

being well-

people that what is capable of being used
according to one's pleasure is his property, tlie distinctive feature of property is the capability of being dealt
hence there is not the defect
witli according to pleasure
of including (in the definition of property) what is acquired
by tlieft or the like, for in such ])r()j)erty tliere is not tlio
capability of being used by the thief or the like according
inasmuch as their fear is observed at the
to })lcasure
accordingly there
time of dealing with such property
being no simihirity between thq proprietory right and
gold, &c. as sucli, tlio d(mbt also (as to the right of any
person to a particular pro])erty) is consistent.
Because it is im))()ssible for special rules are laid down
by the Sastras, dii'ccting tiie use of property for the purpo-

known

to all

—

:

;

:

;

11
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and it is noses of the support of the family and the like
where found that property consists in what can be dealt with
according to pleasure. This too has been said by the
author of the Sangraha after setting forth the opposite
'' Nor is that called
view, thus,
property, which can be
;

—

dealt with according to pleasure
the application of all
is inculcated by the Sastras alone."
Here in the
first half the adverse opinion is set forth ; and in the latter
half, the same is refuted.
;

this,

18.

which

is

Nor can

it

another

name

be said that inasmuch

as, utpatti also,

for birth, is like inheritance, &c.,

means of proprietory right, in the text of
Gautama, namely, '^ By birth alone, &(f." therefore although property and the means of its acquisition be

set forth as a

;

deducible from the Sastras alone, still the right by birth
of the sons and the like, to the property of the father and
the like, is ij-jiaffected.
Because it has been already stated that the above
(meaning) being open to many exceptions, a different interpretation is to be put upon the text.
With this very
intention, Dharesvara also has come to the conclusion, that
the right of property is exclusively known from the
Sastras alone.
19.
Again, if right by birth of the sons and the like
accrued even when the father and the like are alive, then
partition would, at the desire of the sons and the like,
take place even against the will of the father and the like.
It cannot be contended that it would not take place by
reason of the texts declaring absence of independence (of
the sons during the father's lifetime).
For in that case,
(notwithstanding the texts declaring dependence), there
would be a mere breach of the rules of morality and religion, but an action at law (for partition) would certainly lie.
Justasonthe occasion of explaining the text,namely, •' But
when there is a mutual dispute between the preceptor and
the disciple, the father and the son, the husband and the
wife, or the master and the servant, no action lies,"
it has
been previously shewn at length that the meaning of the
text is, that if an action consisting of the four elements
{viz.j the plaint, the written statement, the rejoinder, and

—
—
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the determination of the matter contained therein) be
by the sons and the like against the father and
the like, then there would be only injury to their welfare
in this world and the next
the same would also be the
case here.
Nor can it be said, be it so ; for that would be
contrary to all the commentaries.
instituted

:

20.
As to the passage in the ancient books, namely,
Sometimes by birth alone," that also is to be explained
to mean the mediate cause; because the relation of the
father and the son is based upon birth, and because the
demise of the father is the cause of the extinction of his

—

''

right.

21.
Besides, according to the contention, that the
right of the sons accrues by birth, as the ownership of the
sons also arises (in the property of the father) whije the
father is alive, and consequently partitie-ir'might take
place against his will,
therefore the text of Manu, namely,
''
After the demise of the father, &c." must be explained
(consistently with the contention) to prohibit previous par-

—

tition

by declaring
But

that

it

takes place

by

their desire after

again would be unreasonable for
it would be liable to the objection of intending a meaning
not its own. Nor is it reasonable to suppose that the
object of the above text is to enjoin the time for p^irtition to be on the demise of the father and to enjoin
partition.
For both the injunctions would be unreasonable, inasmuch as the purposes of partition are (only)
secular (and no spiritual good is derived therefrom so as
his demise.

this

;

to require any injunction, the natural inducement of man
to effect it being sufficient).
Neither can it be an obliga-

tory injunction regarding partition {viz., that it must be
effected). For the making of partition is declared by Manu
to be optional;
thus he says: "Either let them live
togetlier, or let them dwell apart for the sake of religious
merit."
If it be considered as a restrictive injunction as
to the time (for partition), then partition must be made (if
made at all j immediately after the death of the father and
not aftorwards, (for otherwise) there would be a contradiction of the rule, vis.j the efi'ect is the immediate sequence

—
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of the cause.
For there is not in this instance, as there
in that of the sacrifice on the birth of a child, an objection analogous to the hazard of the newborn infant's life
(that it may be postponed).
is

the texts of Manu and the other sages
shewing that sons have no ownership in
the property of the living parents, but in the estates of
both when deceased.
But partition, which may by
reason of the ownership (accruing on their death) take
place at that time, if desired, is (only) noticed (and is not
enjoined, for that is not necessary to be enjoined, which
men do of their own accord). Accordingly also by reason
of the conflict with these texts, it cannot be asserted that
right accrues by birth.
It will be hereafter stated that
degradation, &c. also cause, as death does, the extinction
of the right of the father and the like.
Het?£On.it is only on the extinction of the right of the
father and the like, that the right of the sons and the like
accrues to their property, but not while their right subsists.
Consequently as the existence of the owner and
the like constitutes the obstruction in all cases, therefore
heritage is in all cases obstructed and never otherwise.
Accordingly the division (of heritage) into two classes is
unreasonable.
22.

Hence

must be taken,

as

23.
To (all) this we say. If it be only on the extinction of the right of the father and others, that the rig-ht of
the sons &c. accrues to their property, in that case it would
follow that while the father and others are alive and free

from defect, the sons would be incompetent to perform
the ceremonies enjoined by the Vedas,
which can be
performed by (one's own) wealth, and consequently there
would be the same (§ 6) conflict with the following Sruti,
namely,
" One who is black-haired and to whom a son
has been born shall establish the sacred fires." Nor, is
the restriction (of the application) of the Sruti reasonable,
for the purpose of (ionformity with a meaning of the
Smritis which is evolved out of one's inner consciousness.
Because the Sruti is, without distinction, applicable to
sons &c., even while the father and the like who have

—

—
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and who have performed tlie
and because performance of what

fires,
;

by all the learned persons
and because in the
observed
who perform -sacrifices, is
on
the
subject
of conflicts,
commentary
&c.
gloss and the
"
terms
the
two
black-haired"
that
concluded
it has been
and '* to whom a son has been born" are intended to
forbid the skipping over the seniors in age, but they are
not to be taken in their literal sense which is indefinite.
Nor can it be said that as in our opinion, the father's
competence to the performance of sacrifices arises by
permission of the sons, so in your opinion the competence
of sons &c. would arise by permission of the fatlier and
For, in the opinion of both, the father's right
the like.
exists in the property, hence the accomplishment of what
is of the essence (of sacrifices), namely, the relinquishment
but, according to your
of property, is unobstructed
opinion, how can the performance of what is oi't'lie essence
of sacrifices &c. take place, inasmuch as the sons have no
right at all (during the lifetime of the father), nor is proprietary right generated by permission ? But in fact,
however, the })ermission of the sons is not even required,
the father being independent but sons and the like are,
on account of their dependence, under the need of permission of the father and the like
this much is the
distinction,
in the same way, as women in performing
religious and charitable acts by means of their own wealth
are to take the permission of their husband by reason of
But if the permission
the declaration of their dependence.
be not taken, then the independent conduct gives rise to
sin or imperfection in the act, but what is of the essence
of such acts is not (on that account) invalid. And the supposition, if made for the above reasons, that right is generated
by permission of the father and the like, is supported
by neitlier sacred nor profane authority. Therefore even
if proprietary riglit be held to be deducible from tlie Sastras
alone, then anyliow the inclusion of birth also by the term
" finding" {adhiyama) in the text,
" An owner is by inheriis

enjoined by

tlie

above

Sruti,

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

tance, &c."

—

is necessary, for the sake of the riglit of the
sons and the like to the performance of sacrifices, &c.
even when the father and the like are alive and free from

Sees.

24—2G.]
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—(the

which rests on the authority of the
Puranas and the custom observed by
will be shewn that in fact, however,

right)

Sruti, the Smriti, the

the learned.
It
the notion proprietary right is derived from profane authoand the ownership of the sons &c. in the estate
rity alone
of the father and the like (during their lifetime) is recognised by people (without the assistance of the Sastras) and
(ownership itself,) by others (who have nothing whatever
;

:

to do with

your

Sastras).

24.
As also for what has been said (§ 6), namely, that
the right be common as well to the father or the like as to
the sons &c. who are incapable of signifying permission,
how can the ceremonies of establishing the sacred fires
and the like, take place in the absence of their permission ?
That has already been almost refuted, thus that the
father, by reason of his independence, does not stand in
need of #K?i^, permission of sons &c. even when they are
capable of giving permission therefore a fortiori when they
are incapable of giving permission.
But Professor Vijnanesvara says that the competence (of performing sacrifices
at the expense of the joint property) follows by force of the
very injunction for the performance of them.
if

—

;

—

25.
Hence also the interpretation (§
by Jimutavahana and Raghunandana upon

10) which is put
the text of Gautama,
" By birth alone one acquires ownership of property,"
namely, that birth is intended to be the mediate
cause of right,
is useless.

—
—

—

As for the text of Sankha, the interpretation (§11)
26.
in the Smritichandrika is preferable
but if the
interpretation were as put in the Kalpataru, then the terms
given

:

like " acquired

by learning" &c. being imported, (the defect
of) the importation of many terms not occurring in the text
would take place. The importation, however, of the term
*'
birth" (in the interpretation given in the Smritichandrika) is not unreasonable, because it presents itself through
the suggestion of the >terms sons &c., and because the
importation is of fewer terms.
27.
Hence in conformity with the texts (§ 9) of the
Smriti which are supported by the Sruti, it is more proper to
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Manu, Narada and Devala
independence (of sons &c. during the
lifetime of the father and not to the absence of their right).
interpret that the texts (§ 10) of

refer to the absence of

28.
As also for what has been said (§ 7), namely, that
on the hypothesis of right accruing by birth, the texts declaring the impartibility of what has been gifted through
that too is not
afiection would become unreasonable
tenable, for they may be reconciled as having reference
to (the sons') permission, and as having the object of establishing the invalidity of the affectionate gift of immoveable
property or, what is declared (in those texts) is the impartibility, by reason of the father's independence, of what,
other than immoveable property, has been given by him
even without the permission of the sons.
;

:

Accordingly with regard to immoveable property,
29.
"-Iili moveables
there is tlie following special rule, namely,
and bipeds although acquired by a man himself, shall not be
gifted away or sold without the consent of all the sons."
And the text, namely, " The father is master of all the
gems, &c." is, however, more reasonable on the hypothesis
Nor is it right to say that it
that right accrues by birth.
property
acquired by the grandrefers only to immoveable
father, for both are enumerated in the text, " neither the
father nor the grandfather."
The declaration that what
is even acquired by the grandfather himself is not to be
given away when there is a son or even a grandson,
indicates right by birth.
As in the opinion of the adversary, the father alone has the right to the gems, pearls and
corals of the grandfather, by reason of it being so declared;
so, in this opinion also, notwithstanding the son and the like
have a right thereto by birth, co-existing (with that of the
father,) the father has the competency of making gifts
thus there is no difference.

—

—

:

30.
Hence it is to be observed, that although the
right of the sons &c. to the property of the father and tlio
grandfather accrues by birth alone, still for the performance
of the necessary religious ceremonies and for the })urposc of
affectionate gift, maintenance of the family, deliverance

Sees.

31—33.]
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like that are prescribed by tlie sacred
the father possesses independence in dealing' with
the (joint) property other tlian immoveable but with respect to immoveable property, whether self-acquired or
inherited from the father or other ancestor, the dependence
on the sons &c. is alike, by reason of the following text
*' Although
immoveables and bipeds be acquired by a man
himself, there can neither be a sale nor a gift (of them) withThose that have been born,'
out convening all the sons.
as also those that are unborn, as well as those that are
in the womb, all of them require maintenance
neither a
gift nor a sale" (can take place).
To this (rule) again,
there is an exception which will be mentioned.

from danger and the

texts,

:

:

:

—

As for what has been said,

namely, that inasderived solely from
the Sastras, and as the generation by birth of such right is
nowhere'^uBdlftred in the sacred texts, how can it be admitted that the right of the sons &c. to the property of the father
and the like, arises by birth ? Tiiat, licwever, has been
alread}^ refuted (§ 23), even granting that the idea of right is
derived solel}^ from the Sastras since in the text of Gautama
and others, birth also is declared as a means of right,
31.

much

(§ 12)

as the notion of proprietary right

is

;

But, in fact however the proposition that the
32.
notion of right is derived solely from the Sastras, does
not stand the test of reason.
Amongst the Mlechchhas
and the like also residing in their own country, who are
devoid of even flie slightest knowledge of the Sastras,
the expression that " this much is so-and-so's ijropertij'''

and transactions, such as sale and purchase based thereupon
are found.
Therefore it must be admitted that property
which is determined by proprietorship whereof purchase
and the like are the means of acquisition is, by means of
co-existence and absence of separate existence, known by
them (tiie Mlechchhas) solely through the (profane) authority
of the senses and the like, either as consisting in the capability of being dealt with according to pleasure, or as a
substance of a distinct category of its own.

—

—

33.

An enthymeme

been mentioned by
o

too based upon this reason has
Vijndnayogin, thus:
"Property is

—
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authority, for

relative to profane purposes,

it effects transactions
like rice, &c. ;" the instance

shows co-existence " the sacrificial fire and the like, that
are known from sacred authority, do not give effect to transactions relative to profane purposes ;" this is an instance
shewing absence of separate existence. Hence the reason
:

consists in co-existence
'*

Although

and absence of separate existence.
and the like effect also transac-

sacrificial fire

tions relative to secular purposes, such as, the boiling of food;
still they do so, in the character of fire &c., as known from
profane authority, but not in the character of sacred fire
''
&c. :" thus there is no infraction of the rule.
But here,
purchase and the like are effected by means of gold &c.

not as such but (by gold) as property only." Just as
w^hen gold &c. become the cause of secular works, such as,
ornaments, that is the secular phase (of gold &c.), similarly
property also which exists in all (in gold as well as in oi^her
*' Since in this
things) is only secular.
worlTi^transactions
such as purchase are not effected by what is not property."
34.
Nor can it be said that in this view, an objection
w^ould arise, namely, that the texts of law such as,
" An
owner is by inheritance &c.," would be useless as superfluous precepts, affirming, as they do, what is otherwise established by profane authority.
For the above texts may
reasonably be explained as referring to what conduces to
spiritual good or to spiritual evil, like the consideration, in
the Smriti of grammar, of the correctness and incorrectness
(of words) consisting (resj)ectively) in the expression of immemorial meaning or its absence.
^J^hus on the subject of correct expression, (in the
MfmAnsa) it has been concluded, " That the SAstras treat of
the correctness which is known from profane authority
alone, but which is not discriminated by the people who
use correct as well as incorrect words ; but not of the correctness which is not deducible from profane authority for
(were it so, then) in the injunction,
'shall speak with
correct words' &c. theie would be the ftillacy of mutual
dependejice &c." Similarly also is the case here.

—

—

—

—

Accordingly

35.

says:

—

*'

The means

in

the

Nayaviveka,

:

Bhavan^ith

of acquisition such as birth &c. are
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derived from the profane authority for what are discriminated to be the impressions on the mind of the primeval
men, are unimpeachable, and the Smriti has for its object
the consolidation of them, like the Smriti of grammar and
the like." By the term " &c." in the phrase '' birth &c." are
included purchase and the like and by the term " and the
like" in the phrase " grammar and the like" are included,
It
music, examination of precious jewels, palmistry &c.
has been said by the venerable Professor while treating of
;

;

the subject of Smriti, that desires and the like also which
are undoubtedly deducible from profane authority are
defined (in the sacred books) for the sole purpose of discriminating them for the benefit of the unthinking.

The text, namely, '' An owner is by inheritance
has
already
been explained (§ 13). Professor Vijnanes&c."
vara, in the Mitakshara, has made the following comments
"rhe term/, inheritance' refers to unobstructed heritage
and the term partition' refers to obstructed heritage."
The author of the Smritichandrika, however, has, after
inheritance' signifies birth
commenting that the term
alone which causes ownership of the sons &c. in the property of the father, and the like, explained the term partition to mean the distribution engendering ownership limited
to a definite portion of the wealth of the father and the
liksr
But this is not right. For partition is made of that
in which proprietory right has already arisen, consequently
partition
cannot properly be set forth as a means of
proprietory right. Indeed what is efiected by partition is
only the adjustment (of the proprietory right) into specific
portions.
If the enumeration be taken to comprise the
principal as well as the secondary causes, then there would
be variableness in the meaning of the term
owner.'
Accordingly in the Mitakshar^, Professor Vijndnesvara
says, that " the term partition is generally understood to
relate to property belonging to several owners, and does
not relate to what .appertains to another nor to what is
unowned ;" and that " the right of the sons and the like,
by birth alone is most familiar in the world."
36.

—

'

'

'

37.

namely,

the
—
—As
" The wife and the daughters &c."
also for

text,

(relatino;-

to succession),
;

that again

is
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intended to prevent mistakes with regard to the proprietory right notwithstanding it is derived from profane
when there are many persons who are recogauthority
nized as heirs by reason of their relationship to the (late)
owner. For it is held by all the commentators that the
sacred Institutes on positive law mainly consist of superfluous precepts embodying matters derived from profane

—
—

authority.

That property whereof the means of acquisition
are prescribed, is deduced from profane authority alone
For while setis approved also by the venerable Guru.
Aphorism on
the
interpretation
which
third
the
ting forth
88.

the desire of acquisition admits of, he in the following
passage, doubts the possibility of the adverse argument,
namely, If restrictions relative to the acquisition of property referred to sacrifices, then there could be no property
at all, since proprietory right is not derived^frOm profane
and then shows that the proper adverse arguauthority
ment is That acceptance and the other modes of acquisition of property are the means of proprietory right, is a
" Nor does
fact derived solely from profane authority
(the text relating to) the means of acquiring property
concern sacrifices, for (if it did so), there could be no
property at all, consequently sacrifice itself could not be
performed. Tliis has been irrationally asserted by sOVne
one To say that acquisition does not produce proprietory
right, is a contradiction in terms."
The meaning of tliis passage has been expounded by
" If tlic restricthe commentator in the following way
tions regarding the acquisition of property (laid down in
An owner is by inheritance &c.') retlio texts such as,
lated to sacrifices, (so tluit tliey could bo performed only by
property acquired agreeably to tliose restrictions), then this
text could not signify tluit the restrictions relate to tho
for by signifying that
means of acquisition of jn-opcrty
the restrictions relate to sacrifices, its power of signification
becomes exhausted. Tliat l)eiH^ so, tliere would bo no
authority to show that what is gained by acceptance (of i)rosents), and tho like, becomes property, consequently sacrifices consisting in tho relinquishment of pro])erty, could

—

—

;

—

:

—
'

:

—

'

;

—
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not be performed by that (i. e. any thing so acquired)
which is not property therefore, to what does relate the
text embodying the rules regarding the acquisition of property ? (i. e. does the text ordain that nothing but what is
acquired in the modes mentioned, becomes property or
that sacrifices can be performed by no otlier property than
what is so acquired ?) This is the adverse argument, the
and the above is the
possibility of which is doubted
meaning of the doubt. The passage beginning with This
has been irrationally asserted &c.' constitutes the answer
;

:

'

inasmuch as it is estaits meaning is as follows
to it
blished by profane authority, that acceptance and the like,
are the means of proprietory right, that cannot be a subconsequently the text signifies
ject of the sacred books
only that the rules have reference to sacrifices
consequently neither is there the impossibility of performing
saci:ifices, nor are the restrictions useless."
Also'in- stating the conclusion, the venerable Guru
does, upon the very assumption that the notion of property
is derived from profane authority, explain the purpose
of the disquisition thus,
" Hence a breach of the rules
aff'ects the person, not the sacrifice."
The meaning of
this passage also has been thus explained
" If restrictions respecting the acquisition of property related to
sacrifices, then a sacrifice might be performed with such
property only as was acquired consistently with the restrictions, and not with property acquired b}^ violating
the restrictions
but the fault arising from the violation
of the restrictions would not attach to the person (who
performs the sacrifice).
This is agreeably to the adverse argument.
But what is affirmed in the conclusion is, that inasmuch as the restrictions regarding the
acquisition of property do not relate to sacrifices, but
afiect the person, the performance of a sacrifice is not
imperfect even with property acquired by infringing
the restrictions therefore the fault of violating the restrictions attaches to the person only."
It is here admitted that
even what is acquired by infringing the restrictions, becomes property because otherwise the statement that
sacrifices may be performed thereby would be contradic;

:

;

:

—

:

;

:

;

ted.

—
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While treating of the very same subject, the
39.
venerable Kumarilasvdmin also is of the opinion that the
notion of property is derived from profane authority. And
this is easily accessi])le to those who feel curiosity for the
valuable exposition of the subject (given by that venerable
author).

Accordingly
the Sastradipika,
— ''Acquisition
which takes place out
in

40.

says

:

Parthasarathi

of (man's) desire

from the Sastras."
It takes
place from (human) desire as one of the ends of man, for
property which when acquired delights the man, is from
perception, known as one of the ends of man, it cannot
from any inference, be deemed as having for its sole object
Therefore it is to be rethe performance of sacrifices.
marked, that property which is one of the ends of man,
is used for the performance of sacrifices, in the same
way as for any other transactions, for a s^icriflce also
but property is not
is one of the transactions of man
subservient to sacrifices only, because, if that were so, no
sacrifice could take place inasmuch as life (of man) would
be extinguished (for want of property to sustain it, consequently who is to perform sacrifices ?) This (explanation)
Here by refuting that acquiis given by Praghattaka.
sition is deduced from the Sastras, it is very clearly indicated that the notion of j^i'operty and the means of its ttvsquisition is derived from profane authority.
It is further
stated by him
" Hence acquisition of property, which
thus becomes one of which the
is one of the ends of man,
liut the restrictions (relative to acquiobject is temporal,
sition of property), having no temporal object, must have
some spiritual object. The spirituality again of the restrictions, referring as they do to acquisition
which is an end of
man, must be taken to affect tlie man alone hence it is
indicated that a person acquiring (property) in any other
mode (than what are prescribed by the Sastras) couunits

(for property) is not derived

:

:

—

—

—

—

—

;

sin."

41.
texts like

Hence
"

also,

An owner

it
is

cannot bb apprehended that the
by inheritance &c.," are un-

since, by declaring as superfluous prcce})ts,
that iiilioritance and the like are the causes of proprietory

nccessaiy

;
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—

a fact deducible from profane authority they intend to lay down restrictive rules with a view to prohibit
any other means of property than those (declared in the

right,

texts) like the restrictions relative to the direction of the
posture of taking food which produces satisfaction of the
appetite.
The difference in the opinions of Bhatta and
Guru consists in this only (the one says) that the acquisition of property alone 'forms the instance in the disquisition of what affects sacrifices and of what affects the person (performing sacrifices)
but the restriction is set forth
(while the other says)
as the argument of the adversary
that the restriction alone forms the instance there.
But
both of them concur in holding that property is derived
from profane authority. This is the substance (of what
they say). The arguments for and against their respective
opinions are dwelt upon in the works of the learned on the
subject, but are not set forth here as they do not bear
upon tlie'poiat in question.
:

:

;

:

Hence is refuted also the argument of Dhares42.
vara and the author of the Sangraha, namely, that if the
notion of property were derived from profane authority,
then what is obtained by means of theft and the like
would become property. For in the world, theft and the
like are not recognized to be the means of proprietory
rfght, inasmuch as such expression is used (in cases of theft
&c.) as that " this property belongs to another and not to
Again a doubt relating to proprietory right
this person."
Whether this property belongs to this perin the form,
son or to another' (a doubt) which arises from a doubt
regarding the (person's) means of acquiring the property,
such as purchase is not unreasonable.
Hence also the
argument, that if the notion of proprietory right were
derived from profane authority, tlien no one could say
**
that my property has been stolen by him," for the property (which is the subject of theft) would belong to the
entirely falls to the ground.
thief alone,

—

*

—
—

—

As

what has been said by the author of the
(§ 17), namely that, since the application of property is laid down by the Siistras, therefore it cannot possibly
43.

Sangraha

for
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be said that property consists in the capability of being dealt
with according- to pleasure because the use to any purThis too is
pose according to one's pleasure is impossible.
only plausible. For we say, not that it is what is used
according to pleasure, but that it is what is capable of being
(Were it) otherwise, (then) when the will (to use
so used.
property in a particular way) is restrained for fear of the
King and others, it would cease to be property; moreover this anomaly would result, namely, that the same
thing would be one's property when he desires to use it,
and cease to be so while he feels no such desire. It may
be that sometimes property is not dealt with according to
pleasure, by reason of rules (regarding the use of property)
laid down by the Sastras, as by reason of the restraint put
by the King and others, but still the ca])ability of being
dealt with according to pleasure remains unaffected.
Hence even if propert}^ be used by a person of perverse
character in a way contrar}^ to the Sastras, "^tiKfit would
not be a case of dealing with what is not property but
only sin would be incurred for violating the rules prescribed by the Sastras. For there is certainly the capability of
being so dealt with arising from its being acquired (by
him.) Accordingly it has been said also in the Nayavivcka, that " wiiat is acquired by one is capable of it by
him." ''Capable of it" signifies, capable of being dealt
with according to pleasure. (It is) similar to the capaoiresulting from the seed
lity in a seed of producing sprout,
as such, although it does not produce a sprout owing to any
But in reality there is indeed a difference beobstacle.
tween the distinctive feature ot property and the capability
of being dealt with according to pleasure, in the same way
as between the distinctive feature of seed and the capability of producing germ
otherwise so long as the differentia
;

:

—

;

of the (;a])ability is unknown, the capability (itself) will
remain indeterminate. Hence like tiie caste of Bralnnanas,
property is certainly a substance of a distinct category of

own, which is liable to production and destructif^n, and
manifested by the cognizance ot^ its means. The only
distinction is that the caste of Brahmanas being a class is
eternal.
This is explained in the treatise on the subject
and in the Lilavati and other works.
its
is
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object of the disquisition here, namely,
whether the notion of proprietory right is derived from
profane authority or from sacred authority has been ex" If the notion of property
plained in the Mitc4ksharcl, thus
alone, then by reason of
authority
were deduced from sacred
acquire wealth
Brahmanas
'If
the text of Manu, namely,
purified
by the
become
they
act,
means
of
blameable
by
a
relinquishment of that wealth, with prayer and rigid auste-

The

44.

:

—

—

a person having no right to the property acquired by
means of improper acceptance of presents, or by other
means which are prohibited to that person, in the same
way as to what is acquired by theft and the like, such
property would not be partible even among his sons. But
rity,'

—

the notion of property be derived from profane authority,
then the father's right accrued to what was so acquired;
consequently that being paternal property, may be divided
by his sons. The acquirer alone is liable to perform expiation"for*^lhe sin incurred in consequence of the violation of
the prohibition but his sons, who acquire that property by
means of inheritance, which is not unlawful, are not required
Since Manu says
even to perform the expiation.
There are seven lawful means of the acquisition of
property, namely, inheritance, finding, purchase, conquest,
investment, performance of (religious) acts (for others,)
Inand acceptance of presents from proper persons.'vestiiient,' is the laying out of property for the purpose of
profit
performance of acts,' means, officiating as a
priest
of these the three beginning with inheritance are
lawful to the four classes alike but conquest is so, to the
Kshatriya and investment when made in person, to the
Vaisya and the Siidra but when not carried on personally,
or even if carried on personally in times of distress, to
all the classes
but the performance of religious acts (on
if

:

:

'

—

;

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

behalf of others) is peculiar to the Brahmanas alone
is the distinction."

:

this

45.
To this, the author of the Madanaratna raises the
following objection
Even if the notion of property be
taken to be derived from sacred autliority alone, still the prohibition of the acceptance of presents from improper persons
and of the other reprobated means, intends not that they do
:

—
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not produce the proprietory right, but that they engender
merely sins. Because by the following texts, namely,
*'
A Br^ihmana taking food or accepting presents from any
person, when in distress, is not tainted with sin, for he is
equal to the burning sun a twice-born is not stained with
sin, if he carries on, but not personally, money-lending,
agriculture, or trade, or does it personally at a time of
''
is not stained with sin."
it is declared that he
distress,"
Hence it appears that no sin is incurred at a time of distress, consequently it is clear that sin is incurred in the
absence of distress for it is proper that the prohibition
and the exception to it should refer to the same subject.
Accordingly when there is no distress, expiation consisting of prayer and rigid austerity after the abandonment of
only has been ordained. But with regard
the property,
to the acceptance of presents from improper persons, and
other reprobated means of acquisition, there is no_,^text
whatever providing punishment, similar to> that in cases
Hence agreeably to both, the
of theft and the like.
conclusion,
the
there being no differand
opinion
adverse
the
generation,
acceptance
the
by
of presents
to
ence as
persons
and
other
reprobated
means,
of the
improper
from
proprietory right of the person acquiring by such means,
the partibility too amongst the sons and the like, of what
has been so acquired is alike (in both opinions). Therefore what has been said to be the object of this disquisition
is not reasonable.
;

—

;

—

What we say here is this. As in the opinion of
46.
those who assert that the notion of property is derived from
sacred authority alone, the prohibition of theft and the like
implies the non-generation of proprietory right, the infliction of punishment and the liability to penance, similarly
let the prohibition also of the acceptance of presents from
improper persons and of tlie like imply the same. Again,
in the event of distress, as by virtue of the exception
viz. " Thus likewise may
laid down in the following text,
who
has
not
eaten
at
the
person
time of six meals (i. o.
a
has fasted for three days together,) steal at the time of the
seventh meal, from a man of mean conduct, (so much
as is sufliciont for tluit day only) without intending

—
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and if the owner asks,
provide for tlie morrow
should be confessed to him when he asks," there
is none of those three incidents in theft, let the same
be the case in the acceptance of presents from improper
persons, and in the like.
For otherwise, in both the
instances, the five great sacrifices and the like could not
be performed by such property. It may be objected that
upon the assumption that the notion of property is derived
from the Sastras, how can the prohibition of theft which is
not recognized (by the Sdstras) as a means of property, be
justified ?
Hence it must be admitted that there is an
indirect recognition of it by reason of its inclusion under
For otherwise the prohibition itself would be
*' seizure."
unreasonable. Also for fear of the objection that in the case
of the prohibition of what has been enjoined by the Sdstras,
obedience would be optional, as in the instance,
The
initiated are not to perform the liomam^'' it must ex necessitate "bb* acknowledged either according to the opinion of
the author of the Bhasya, that the injunction refers to cases
other than what are prohibited, or according to the other
opinion, that agreeably to the rule governing general and
to

:

—

it

—

'"'

particular provisions the prohibition which is particular
supersedes the general injunction (in the cases to which
But the acceptance of presents
the prohibition refers).
&c., as means of acquisition for Brdhmanas &c., have been
decluTed (by the Sastras); hence in the event of distress
and in its absence, the exception (to the prohibition) and
the prohibition respectively are very reasonable,
If it be
objected that, in that case a Brahman a would by accepting
presents from improper persons and by personally carrying
on trade and the like, otherwise than in the emergency of
distress, be liable to judicial punishment.
(The answer is)
be it so for it is not held by any one, that there is fio
judicial punishment for one who renounces the duties of
his class.
The punishment again which is to be inflicted
in particular cases, is what is generally provided, while
in some other cases it is specifically laid down
but this is
a different question altogether. Hence there is also another
defect in the opinion of those who maintain that the notion
of property is derived from sacred authority, namely multiplicity^ inasmuch as the prohibition of theft (according to
;

:
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tliem) implies three things (namely, the non-generation of
property, the infliction of punishment and the liability to
penance) as well as the multiplicity consisting in the adBut in
mission of the limitation of a general proposition.
the opinion of those who assert that the notion of property
is derived from profane authority, the prohibition implies
;

sin only because it is a matter derived from
profane authority that theft and the like are not the means
of property and as the prohibition refers to what may
happen under the influence of the springs of human action,
there is no defect in the shape of the admission of the
limitation of a general proposition. Hence (in this opinion)
there is feivness (of assumptions as opposed to multiplicity in
the other opinion). Therefore if the notion of property were
held to be derived from sacred authority alone, then
acceptance of presents from improper persons, and the like
being not (lawful) means of property the father could have
no right to what is so acquired; consequently as there
can be no partition of the property acquired by the father
by means of theft and the like, so also what has been
acquired by means of acceptance of presents from improper
persons would be impartible.
But if the notion of property
is derived from profane authority, then as these also are in
the world considered to bo legitimate means of acquisition,
therefore it is established that what is so acquired is partible.
Hence the object (of the disquisition) as setfwi^tli
in the Mitakshara is perfectly consistent with reason.
The
object (as set forth in the Mitakshara,) however, is illustrative
for agreeably to the adverse ojjinion, the sons &c.,

punishment and

;

:

;

would have been

liable to

punishment and penance even

in taking paternal property acquired by improper acceptance &c., just as in taking what has been acquired by
the father by means of tlioit and the like. (To obviate)
this too is to be properly considered as an object (of the
disquisition) by reason of what has been said (in the
Mituksliara), namely " The acquirer alone is to perform

the penance."

—

But tills ([uestion ought to be solved hero, namenotion of property is derived from profane authority, and it is a matter established by profane authority,
47.

ly, if the
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that theft is not a means of property, then, when theft is
allowed in the emergency of fasting for three days together, whether or not property arises in what is stolen
The first (alternative) is not tenable for it
accordingly.
being established by profane authority that theft is not a
means of property, the generation of property by theft cannot be maintained. Indeed a fact against the authority of
the senses, such as the generation of acid curd by water,
cannot be established by a thousand texts. Neither is the
second tenable ; for the five great sacrifices which are
principally considered cannot be performed by what is not
Nor can it be said that let that stolen property
property.
accomplish only the gratification of the appetite and not
any religious rite because that would be contrary to the
practice of the learned, and because it is ordained that,
" The learned never partakes of it without performing
the very same food which a perthe five great sacrifices
this
in
world,
is offered to his gods,"
son p^takes
Accordingly the following anecdote is related in the Puranas
" When Visvamitra having stolen a hind leg of a dog from
the house of a butcher, and having made up his mind to
partake of the same, and to offer a portion of it to Indra and
the other gods, was about to present to the gods their
share, then Indra and the other deities created rain, and
abundant crops instantly sprung up." But if property be
hcld-to be a matter derived from the Sastras, then the generation or the non-generation of property by theft and the
like,
as is laid down by the Sdstras, are not contradictory.
While those who maintain that the notion of property and
the means of its acquisition are derived from profane authority, are fixed on the horns of a dilemma.
;

;

—

:

—

—

The above argument we meet thus Although
not deduced from profane authority, that theft is a
means of right, still it is derived from the very text cited
above, which authorizes theft at the time of the seventh
meal, by one who has not taken food during the time of six
meals. But the positioij that the notion of property is solely
derived from the Sastras is untenable, inasmuch as purchase
and the like transactions that can be accomplished by property would be unaccounted for among those who are
48.

it is

:
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Hence the prohibition of theft
i"-norant of the Stistras.
but it does not imply
indicates punishment and sin only
since
generation
of right by theft
non-generation of right,
for
instance
although
As
the class
is not recognized.
;

Brahmanyam

is

perceptible in

all

(the individuals

con-

stituting the class) still in so far as regards the superiority
because
of the caste, it is deduced from the Sastras alone
the rules regarding the superiority and inferiority of men
Thus the venerable
are derived solely from the Sastras.
" But here this much only is to be adpreceptor says
mitted as derived from the sacred authority, since this rule
regarding the superiority and inferiority of men is not
;

—

deducible from profane authority."
—
Brahmanyam
" Then again, the

He

further says:
manifested in an
individual descended lineally from a particular person;
hence what is derived from the Sastras is only the relation
between that which is manifested and that whereby
it is manifested, (i. e. between the class BrahmanyaLLi*and
and the class Brahthe descent from a particular person)
manyam in an individual described above, is certainly perceptible to a person who is conscious of that whereby it is
manifested inasmuch as there are all the conditions for
the perception of the class after the perception of the indiIn the present case, however, unconditional theft
vidual."
alone being considered to be not a cause of property, only
the generation of property by theft under the circumstaj^es
mentioned is taught by the Sastras. Nor can it be said
that it is against the authority of the senses, and what is
against the authority of the senses cannot be tauglit by a
Because the non-generation too (by
thousand texts.
theft, of proprietory right) is not a matter derived from
but inasmuch as what is a means of properception
perty is deduced from the co-existence and the absence
of separate existence, of that means and of the free use
the fact that theft is a
of property acquired thereby,
means of property is not deduced, since stolen property
(as such) cannot be applied to any use.
Just as the
])roduction of a son by means of the sacrifice for a son,
fact which is beyond profane authority, is taught by the
Sastras, notwithstanding there arc visible means for the
generation of a son let the sumo be the case here also.
class

is

:

;

:

—

—

;
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As

for the sacrifices aiming at heavenly happiness, which
spiritual in their consequences, there is in addipurely
are
but that is a different
tion the absence of visible means
As (for another instance) the fact that the
question.
reviving mantras have the power of producing the burning
property (of fire) which has been counteracted by any
neutralizing agent is known from the Sastras such as the Arthavan, since it is not deducible from profane authority. Because it cannot be asserted that the reviving power is anything more than the causality of an effect counteracted by
a neutralizing agent since (if the power be held to be a
separate substance, then) there would be great multiplicity in supposing the destruction of the power and the
production of it.
:

;

49.
As for what Jimiitavd^hana has, while refuting
the position that right accrues by birth, said,
after explaining that .the intention of the ancient passage, viz.,
" Sometimes by birth," is to indicate the mediate cause,
since birth is the cause of the relation of the father and
son and the demise of the father is the cause of the (son's)
and anticipating the objection, viz., how can the
right;
son's right arise by the father's act consisting in the gener*'The production of the right of one
ation ? namely;
person even by the act of another is not inconsistent, it
iDeiiig' based upon the authority of the Sastras
and that
is also seen in the world, since in the case of donation,
the donee's right to the thing arises from the act of the
donor, namely from his relinquishment in favor of a sentient being.
Neither is the right (of the donee) created
by (his) acceptance, for then the acceptor himself would
(virtually) be the donor
since gift consists in the effect of
raising another's right to the property, and that effect
would liere depend on the donee. Just as a sacrificer [i. e.
the person at whose cost and for whose benefit a sacrifice
though making relinquishment of (his right)
is performed),
to the things offered to the gods
is not called the hotd (the
performer of the homam^) but the priest alone is denominated the hotd^ as performing the act of throwing (the things in
the sacrificial fire) which is the reason of the name homam
(being applied to the ceremony).
The same would be the

—

—
—

—

;

;

—

—
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Besides the term gift is used even previous
case here.
to the acceptance (by the donee), in the following sacred
Thinking in the mind of the intended donee shall
text,
pour water on the earth an ocean has a limit, but a gift
has none.' But is not receipt acceptance ? For the affix
in the word svikdra (acceptance) implies a thing becoming
what it before was not and the act of making his own,
what before was not his, constitutes acceptance or svikdra.
then can right (of the donee) accrue antecedent to
The answer is, though right has already arisen,
that ?
still it is by the act of the donee consisting in the know-

—

'

:

;

How

ledge that the property is his own, rendered capable
of being dealt with according to pleasure and such is
From its
the meaning of the term acceptance fsvikdraj.
association with officiating as a priest and teaching,
receipt fpratigralia) is, without question, a mode of
acquisition though it do not immediately create^ proprietory right for in the case of officiating a.s a priest, and
so forth, right (in the wealth so gained) arises solely from
Or the survival of the son at tho
the gift of the fees.
father's
demise,
may constitute his acquisithe
time of
in
the
of
property left by a brother
Besides
case
tion.
or any other relative, the right of the rest of the
brethren or other heirs must, however reluctantly, be acknowledged to arise either from the death (of the ])roprietor) or from the survival of the rest at the time 'Cffhis
Let the same be the case here also."
decease.
;

:

50.

But

this is not tenable.

For the argument,

—

''

it

being based upon the authority of the Sastras," has
already been obviated by the demonstrated conclusion that
the notion of property is derived from profane authority.
As also for what has been said in tlie pavssage, " And that
that too is only specious
is also seen in tlie world &c.,"
for should the donee refuse to accept, his right certainly
docs not arise; again, if by (mere) relin(iuislimont in favor
of a particular person, his riglit accrued, notwithstanding
to accept (the gift, )i then it would follow
liis refusal
that the donor could not ])ossibly grant (the property
relinquished in favor of a particular person) to any other
person.
As also for tho argument, " for then the acceptor

—

—

;
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himself would f virtually) be the donor ;" that again is not
consistent with reason
because, gift being an act whereof
the effect is the generation of another's right, the term gift
implies the act of inference &c., (by the donor) in favor of
the acceptance by the donee, but the production of that
effect is not possible witliout the acceptance by the donee;
hence the act of the donee completes the gift, but that
alone does not constitute the gift.
As also for what has
been said in the passage "just as &c.," that too is not
correct.
For the distinction does not obtain in the ac/nihotra and the like homas which are (personally) performed
by the sacrificer again in the clarsapwiiamdsa and other
sacrifices where the relinquishment only is made by the
sacrificer, but the offerings are (actually) thrown (in the
sacrificial fire) by the priests, the function (of the priests)
being distinct (from that of the sacrificer,) the use of the
term hotd (for a priest) implying that function, is not open
to excep'tion. , The term /zo;«c<, however, does not signify
the throwing (by the priest) of what has not been relinquished (by the sacrificer). But whether that relinquishment which is the distinctive feature (of a homa) is carried
out through the agency of one's self, or through the agency
of another person, that makes no difference.
Hence a
sacrifice {yafja) does not depend, for its completion, on the
throwing (of offerings), but a Jioma depends on that alone.
The '&ct of the donee, however, is the sine qua non of gift,
for without it gift cannot be accomj)lished.
Again what has been said in the passage, '' Besides
&c.," that also is nothing.
For abdication alone is ordained therein, but not gift
accordingly it has (subsequently) been said that "the donor reaps its fruit," for
otherwise this (portion) would be superfluous.
Had the
fruit of gift been otherwise deducible in what is intended
for gift, the passage " the donor reaps its fruit," would
;

—

;

;

have become useless.
Hence what is intended by the
verb "give" (in the term gift) in the passage cited before, is abdication only
consisting of the pouring of

—

water, in favor of the intended donee, but the completion
of the gift takes place only in case of acceptance by the
donee of what is so abdicated. This is the best interpretation.
Accordingly, in the formula for declaring the

5
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a gift,) the expression used by the
abdicate," and not " I will give" or " I
give."
Hence, although the fruit of gift arises (before
acceptance), still because the right of the donee accrues
from acceptance, therefore the proposition that acceptance
For the term
is an acquisition, is not liable to exception.
Accordacquisition means an act producing property.
ingly Prabhakara says
" This has been irrationally
asserted by some one to say that acquisition does not
produce property is a contradiction in terms." The text
Moreover if accepot this has already been explained.
tance, consisting in the knowledge that this property is
mine, did onl37- render that property to be capable of being
dealt with, wherein the right accrued merely by the act of
the donor, then the term acquisition as applied to acceptance would be metaphorical in its meaning and the bestowal of that property on any other person (in case the
intended donee refuse to accept the gift) woijld be,- as*mentioned before, unreasonable also in case of his non-acceptance, the destruction of his right already produced will
have to be assumed. Nor can it be said that it must be
acknowledged by you also, that by the act of the donor his
right being extinguished, a common right of donees is produced otherwise if his right be extinguished and no other's
right accrue, then the thing being without an owner, the
right of any person might, by means of seizure &c., aftse in
that thing, just as in grass, fuel, &c. of a forest, which have
not been appropriated, and the preservation (of the thing
by the donor so long as it is not given to any other person)
would be imj)ossiblc so also in our opinion, the right of a
particular person produced on the abdication in favor of
that particular person, is extinguished by his non-acceptance, and tlio right of another arises by his acceptance
thus there is no such contradiction as the destruction of
a common right and the production of an exclusive right
(which you cannot but admit). Because a common right in
such a tiling being not recognized, the production thereof

intention

learned

(of

is,

making

"I

:

—

:

;

;

;

:

;

is

witliout autliority,

and

is neitlic-

acknowledged by

rea-

But notwithstanding the extinction
son of multipUciti/.
of tlie donor's proprietory right, consisting in the capability of being dealt with according to pleasure, the gift
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being incomplete in the absence of the effectj namely,
the production of another's property, the donor who aims
at attaining the merit held out by the injunction (for gifts)
certainly retains the right of preserving (the subject of the
gift) till the bestowal (of the same on some other fit person) in the same way as (a sacrificer has the riglit of preserving) the clarified butter poured on tlie sacrificial fire
until it is burnt to ashes, by reason of the declaration of
imperfection which would otherwise be the consequence
of non-conformity with the prohibition of (the offering)
being touched by what should not be touched. Hence it
follows that although another's right be not generated, still
there is no harm in not preventing (by the supposition of
a common right) the (supposed) consequences of the thing
being without an owner, and of its seizure. Upon this
alone is based the practice of the learned, consisting in
the preservation of the subject of gifts (to men and gods).
Nor can it be* argued that the injunction being assumed
by us to refer solely to abdication, the fact of the production of another's right would not at all be important,
because abdication, such as is described above, is what (we
say) is intended by the injunction, for otlierwise in the
case of homa also, the state of being burnt to ashes would
itself

;

be unimportant.
As for what has been said, namely, from its association with officiating as a priest and teaching, acceptance
though it do not immediately create proprietory right, is
still an acquisition in a
metaphorical sense only,
that
Since in the case of officiating at
also is from ignorance.
a sacrifice, the shares to which the priests and others are
entitled, are, at the time of distributing the fees {dakshind\
allotted to them in the shape of wages.
Accordingl}'- in
the aphorism of Jaimini, viz., " Salary is the service of a
master," the use of salary (to signify the fees) has been
ascertained the details, however are to be found there.
Salary is no other than the wages causing inducement of
So also, in teaching, the pupil at the end of his
a servant.
education gives to the »teacher such wages for teaching as
satisfies him.
But in case of regular service for wages, the

—

—

:

paid tuition is quasi degradation.
Hence as distinguished
from acceptance as well as from service {nirvesa) implying
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(regular) wages, officiating at a sacrifice and teaching have
been separately enumerated as being a mixture of both.
Hence these too are acquisitions in the primary sense.
Accordingly also the term honorarium {daJcshind) is applied to what is given to a priest and a teaclier.
As also for the argument that it is undisputed that in
the propert}^ left by a brotlier or any other relation the
right of the rest of the brethren or other heirs is produced
either by the demise of the owner or by the survival of the
therefore also in
brethren &c. at the time of his decease
the case of sons &c. let the demise of the father &c., or
the survival at the time of their decease, be the cause of
right, but not the birth of the sons &c., which is not apthat also has been already confuted
plicable to all cases
;

;

by showing

that

it

—

must be admitted that birth

is

a cause

of right.
51.
As also for what has been said, namely, that if
birth be held to be a cause of proprietory riglit, then the
text of Manu, viz:
" After the father and mother &c.,"
for if it be considered
cannot consistently be explained
to mean the prohibition of previous partition, then the
objection would arise that it intends a meaning not its own
and as the pur])ose of partition is mundane, an injunction
for partition as well as an injunction for its time is impossible.
Nor can it be taken to mean an obligatory in-

—

;

—

;

junction regarding ])artiti()n which stands (but for this injunction) optional, for in tliat case there would be a conflict
with the injunction regarding dwelling togetlicr therefore
it nnist be admitted tliat the text is intended for establishing that wliilc the fatlier and the mother are alive there is
no ownership by birth to their property, but that it is on
tlicir demise that the right of the sous &c. accrues to
;

their estate.
52.
The above argument is extremely unsound. Rccauso the objection that it imparts a meaning not its own,
is equally applicable (to tlie view taken by liim)
and
because there can Ix; no incongruity in considering tlie
al)<)ve text to be an injunction as to tlie time for partition,
inasmuch as there was no independence (of the sous) before
•

;
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and because even it be held as
(the demise of the father)
a superfluous injunction regarding the time (for partition)
which proceeds from the desire (of the co-sharers for
partition) there can be no impropriety, it being a text on
positive law.
Hence is obviated also the objection that partition
would be admissible only at the moment immediately
following the father's decease, for there is not in this
instance any particular objection like the danger to the
new-born infant's life in the case of a sacrifice on the birth
of a son,
against the immediate sequence of the effect
Neither is the causality of
(when the cause is present)
the father's decease indicated by the injunction regarding
the time for partition, for otherwise, as the effect must
necessarily follow the cause, it would be sinful if partition
be made after the death of the parents (and not immediately on their death).
Moreover the extinction of the
father's right ^irises also from degradation and retirement:
but the right (of the sons) by birth holds equall}^ good
(in these cases).
In the case of degradation, however,
the extinction of right and the disqualification for participation arise only if expiation be not performed.
Other;

—

wise penance too, which can be accomplished with (one's
own) wealth, could not be performed by the parents with
their

own

wealth.

(it must be admitted that) the following
text also, namely, " When the mother is past child-bearing
&c.," declares an injunction with reference to the time
for partition.
There is not, however, in that event the
extinction of right as in degradation &c.
but the extinction of (the father's) right is deduced solely from profane
authority as well as from the prohibition of (his) participation, as in the case of a brother and others (who are excluded
from inheritance by reason of disqualification) ; this will

Accordingly,

:

be mentioned

(hereafter).

Moreover, Jimutavahana himself appears to give
and to admit partition by sons
even when the father's right is not extinguished for he
has, after having asserted that
"Thus there are two periods of partition one, when the father's right ceases
the
53.

up

his prior contentiosi,

—

:

;

;
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—

and then
other, by his choice while his right endures,"
meanwhile having found fault with the three 'periods of
partition mentioned in the Mitakshara
come to the conclusion that,
"Therefore two periods of partition are right-

—

—

one, when the father's right is extinguished
degradation,
extinction of temporal affections and
by
death the other, by the choice of the father while his
right subsists."
Now how does (in the latter case) the right
of the sons arise in the property of the father ?
And
how is it that there is no conflict with the texts ordaining absence of ownership (of the sons) while the parents
are alive ? Partition being impossible of what is not
property, how can partition be made by them ? Where
is the consistency of
one part with another of his
(Jimutavahana's) own book ? For (in another part) he
says, " The cessation only of the father's right is intended by the text, After (the demise ofj the father and
mother &c.' with this purpose the tQvm.'^after is used
instead of the term dead: the meaning being " after the
cessation of the father's right, and the cessation of the
father's right arises as well from his degradation and
extinction of worldly affections as from his death &c."
Again he says: " Here also, as it is indicated that
the son's right in the father's wealth arises from such
causes as the extinction of the temporal affections, this is
one period of partition." Now if by the term, "from'^uch
causes as the extinction of the temporal affections," the
cessation alone of the father's right be intended, in that
case it is contradictory to what has been said, namely,
the other period of partition is by the choice of the father
while his right subsists.
Again when he maintains that the survival alone of
the sons and others at the time of the extinction of the
father's right is a means of acquisition, how can he assert
the right of the sons to the property of the father while
the father's right subsists.
Certainly the father's right
caimot (according to his opinion) cease simply by reason
of the mother's being past child-bearing in the absence of
the father's retirement to a forest
therefore it becomes
diflicult to apply the term
lieritage' to the property whereof partition is made while tlio father's right is not extinly affirmed

:

;

'

;

—

;

'
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guished for the meaning of the term heritage as explained
" The term heritage is techby himself is wanting, viz.
;

:

nically used to signify wealth in which right dependent
on relation to the former owner arises on the extinction
of his right."
These and similar confusions arise (in pursuance of the doctrines propounded by Jimutavdhana).
54.
But it is to be observed by those that are unprejudiced that every thing becomes consistent if right by
Accordingly in the Mitakshara and
birth be admitted.
other works it has been said that the term heritage signifies
that wealth wherein another's right arises dependent on
relation to the former owner but the phrase " on cessation
of the previous owner's right" has also not been inserted
:

Hence

established that^ heritage is two-fold.
in support of the three periods of partition mentioned in the Mitakshara will be set forth at
length when that subject will be dealt with ; there is no
use of discussing here what is incidental to the subject

in

it.

it is

The argument

under enquiry.

The term

been explained in the
the adjustment into specific portions, of divers rights arisen in the entire estate."
But Jimutavahana introduces this definition as the opinion
of tli'e adversary in the following passage,
" Nor can it
be affirmed that partition is the adjustment into a particular portion of that right which all the co-sharers have
through the sameness of their relation over the entire probb.

'

partition' has

Mitakshara, thus, " Partition

is

—

—
—

—

perty;" and then finds faults with it, thus,
"Because
the relation (of one co-heir to the owner) opposed by the coexistence of another relative produces a right
determinable by partition
to portions only of the estate for (otherwise) there would be multiplicity in the assumption of the
accrual and extinction of a right to the entire estate
and
it would be useless as there would not result the eifect, viz.
the power of dealing with the property according to
pleasure;" and then goes on,
"What we say is, that
partition consists in the act of manifesting, by the casting
of lot or otherwise, the right which had arisen in lands,
gold &c. and which extended only to a portion of them,

—

;

;

—
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and which was previously unascertained, being unfit for
exclusive appropriation, because no evidence of anyground of discrimination existed; or partition is the act of
ascertaining the right or of making it known,
by the
derivation of the term.''

—

56.
The author of tlie Dayatattva has referred to
view of Jimiitavahana, and censured it thus: '' For
how may it be certainly known, since no text declares it,
that the lot for each person falls precisely on that article
which was already his.
" Again if wealth be gained after the father's demise,
by a brother riding one of two horses, which belonged to
the father, it is universally acknowledged, that two shares of
it appertain to the acquirer
and one to any other co-heir.
In such a case when the original property is subsequently
divided, if that very horse be obtained by the acquirer,
then according to the opinion of those who ..affirm partial
rights, the horse was already his why then should another
brother share the wealth gained by him ? But if the horse
be obtained by another, equal participation of wealth so
acquired would be proper, since it is gained by the personal labour of the one and by the work of a horse be-

—

this

;

;

longing to the other.
" 13 ut in fact, partition is the adjustment by lot or
otherwise into a right over a specific portion, of thatl-ight
which did, by reason of the same relation of the co-heirs,
accrue to the whole property, upon the extinctiou of the
right of the previous owner.
*'
Thus, even the accrual and extinction of rights
over the entire estate are to be admitted, in the same

manner, as in the case of the re-union of co-heirs, the destruction of rights over portions, and the production of
rights over the entire estate, are acknowledged.
" This too is (in a manner) acknowledged by the

—

author of the Dayabhaga who himself writes
In the follie who being
lowing text of Vriiiaspati, namely
(once) separated dwells again through afi'ection, with his
father, brother or paternal uncle is termed re-united,' bocause the father, the brother, the paternal uncle and the
like, are from their birth likely to be united as regards
:

:

'
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by the

may become

father or tlie grandfather
re-united, when being once sepa-

rated they annul, through mutual affection, the previous
partition with the agreement to this effect, that the wealth
which is thine is mine, and what is mine is thine, and remain like one house-holder in any transaction. But not an
association of merchants who, unlike the co-parceners, are
by the mere union of stocks formed into a partnership,
nor the mere union of estate of separated co-parceners
without the stipulation based upon affection (are to be
looked upon as instances of re-union).
" By reason of the right being common, the text of
K^tyayana, which says
A co-parcener is not liable for
the use of any article which belongs to all the undivided
inasrelatives,' becomes consistent in its literal sense
much as his own right extends over every article
accordingly there can be no theft in such a case, as will
:

'

;

be shewn hereafter.
also, by the text of Narada, namely:
*' Similarly
Separated, not unseparated, brethren may reciprocally
bear testimony, become sureties, bestow gifts and accept
presents,' the prohibition of mutual gift &c. amongst undivided co-parceners becomes logically consistent because
(in such a case) there is an impossibility of gift and acceptance, inasmuch as the acceptor had a right to the
property given, even before a gift of it was made.
" All the co-parceners are entitled to the fruits of all
acts, either temporal or spiritual, which are performed with
the use of the joint property
since their right is common.
This is affirmed also by Narada
Among undivided brethren, duties continue common but when
partition takes place, their duties also become different.'
" Vyasa ordains: 'Let no one without the consent
of the others, make a sale or gift of the whole immoveable
estate nor of what is common to the family.'
Here, from
the use of the adjective 'whole,' it appears that the right
of each parcener accrues to the entire estate.
" Therefore, when there are two persons equally related to the deceased, each of them considers the property
left by the deceased to belong to himself as well as to the
other coheir.
Gift and the like by the one for his own pur*

;

;

:

'

;

6
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prohibited, should the other's consent be want-

ing.

" Therefore it is established that the right does not
accrue to a fractional portion."
It appears that this is subscribed to also by the
57.
" Partition is the
for, he says
author of the Mitakshara
adjustment into specific portions, of divers rights which
have arisen in the entire estate."
Whether
But what is to be decided here is this
ownership inhering in the owners and determined by the
whole of the property, also whether property inhering in
the entire estate and determined by the owners, exists
jointly in all or exists separately in each ? The first (alterSince in case of destruction of any
native) is not tenable.
in
which
those
the ownership or the property inof
one
heres, there would be great multipliciiy in assuming their
destruction, and the production of tliem in^-all the remaining ones and since the dealing with any article by any
one (of the co-owners) would be impracticable in consequence of the want of power (in any one co-owner) of giving away or selling or using in any other way, according
Neither is the second (alternative) tenable
to pleasure.
because on partition the destruction and the reproduction
of all of them would have to be assumed and because that
would be contrary to the following passage (of the Mitak" Partition is made of what was property, but
shara), viz.
property is not generated by partition."
there are certainly rights
What we say here is this
existing separately in each, by reason of the sameness of
the relation when partition takes place amongst the coowners, the right of each ceases to what is allotted to the
others, in the same way as by death, retirement and the
:

;

:

;

;

;

:

—

:

is no inconsistency. And this is what is meant
adjustment;" otherwise, the generation of right to a
specific portion would have been used.
Accordingly the
cessation only of the right is assumed, but the ])roduction
of a difl'oreiit right is not assumqd.
Agreeably to the
opinion of Jinuitavjihana, it being not determined previous
to partition, as to what property the right of a co-sharer
accrues in reality, there would be an end of all temporal

like

by

:

*'

so there
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well as spiritual ones enjoined by the Sruti and
Smriti
which can he performed by wealth. You
(Jimiitavahana) impute to the author of the Mitakshara,
the defect of multiplicity for his assumption of the destruction and the production of rights, but yours is a still greater
one (that of inconsistency) when you admit the production
of a different right of each (of the co-sharers) in the property
of the others by consent given by all (on re-union) after
partition.
You ascribe uselessness to the right over the
entire estate by reason of its unfitness for use but the same
is equal if the right be admitted to arise in a fractional portion.
There is no use in spinning out the matter.
affairs as

tlie

;

—

:

CHAPTER

Law

of

Pa

i\_t

PART
—

11.

i

t

i

o N,

I,

When and by whom partition is made. —9. Distribution by
8.
Sec. 1
10.
Of allotment of shares to wives.
the father not arbitrary.
Of equal Distribution. 12. Father's double share in self11.
14. Equality
13. Not so in ancestral property.
acquired property.
15.
Partition with one who wishes
of shai'es pi'cferable in all cases.
16.
Partition of heritage extendi to the
not to take any share.
Of parti17.
participation 2>er stirpes not per capita.
third degree
tion of ancestral property recovered by father and of the father's right
18.
Mother's life no bar to partition. 19. The mother
of disposal.
21. MarInitiation of uninitiated brothers.
20.
entitled to a share.
22.
Of alienation of immoveable jjroperty.
riage of sisters, &c.
Partition may take place at the desire of a single co-sharer.
23.
Of a CO- sharer born after partition. 25. Of partition by brothers
24.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

;

—

—
—

—

—

of different classes,

Now

are determined the periods, when, anTl tlie
partition may be made.
'^ Aitcr (the
death of)
On tiiat subject Manu says
the father and also the motlier, tlie brethren being assemfor
bled together shall equally divide the paternal estate
they are not masters while those are alive."
" Paternal," signifies, belonging to the parents, since
both are previously mentioned hence by the })hrase '' after
the father," a period of partition of" the paternal property,
is expressed; [ind by the phrase ''after the mother," a
period of partition of the maternal property, is shown
the term " and also" {cha) however, is used for the pur})ose of indicating other ])eri()ds, bu,t not for the purpose
of laying down the restriction, (thut })artition is to be
made only) " after the death of both," for the mother's
life does not constitute a bar to the partition of the pater1.

persons by

whom,

:

—

;

:

;
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nal property, nor the father's life to the partition of the
maternal property.
" ParAccordingly the author of the Sangraha says
tition of paternal property may take place notwithstanding
the mother is alive, because in the absence of the husband,
the mother has no independent ownership (in the property
of her husband ;) likewise also the partition of the maternal
property may be made while the father is alive, for when
there are children, a woman's lord is not the lord of her
Inasmuch as, when there
property." The meaning is
are sons, the mother has not independent ownership in the
property of her husband even after his death, therefore
even while she is alive the partition of the paternal property is reasonable and because the husband has no right
to the property of the wife, when there are children,
therefore even while he is alive the sons are entitled to
divide the maternal property.
Hence alsathe text, " For they are not masters while
those are alive" is to be held as establishing the absence
of independence in respect of the property of the father
and mother respectively and not as establishing the
absence of right, since it has been demonstrated that the
sons' right to the property of the father (and the mother ?)
:

:

;

;

accrues

by birth.

—

In the following text, namely,
" Should the father
effect p'artition, he may separate the sons at his own desire,
or (may separate) the eldest son with the best share
or all may be equal sharers ;"
Yajnavalkya, by declaring
that the father may separate the sons at his desire, indicates that while the father is alive, that too is a period of partition when the father feels a desire for it.
In that case, again, the father alone is the person who is
competent to make partition since the want of the sons'
'' For
independence has been established by the text, viz.,
they have no right while the father is alive and free from
defect." From the adjective " free from defect," it appears
that what is meant is, that although the father be alive who
has defects like degrada^^tion, still because the sons are not
required to remain under his control, therefore that too is
a period of partition when they desire and in that case

—

—

;

;

the sons are competent to

make

partition.
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also another period of partition at the desire
when the father feels no concern for
namely,
of the sons,
sexual appetite extinct, and the
his
has
property and
Thus Narada having
mother is past child-bearing.
spoken of partition after (the demise of) the fatlier, in the
" Hence after (the demise of) the father,
text, namely,
goes on to
the sons may divide his estate equally ;"
'' Also
when the mother is past child-bearing and
say
or when the
the sisters have been given in marriage
father's sexual propensity has become extinct and his

There

is

—

:

—

—

;

affection (for property) has ceased."

reads the text as " the
father is lost or houseless," (instead of "the father's
sexual propensity has become extinct ;") and explains that
" lost," means, degraded and " houseless," signifies, no
He also says that the reading,
longer a householder.
^'
viz.,
the father's sexual propensity has become extinct,"
But this is unreasonable; for that readis unauthorized.
ing has been adopted in the Mitakshara and other commentaries.
The passage " the sons may divide his estate"
(occurring in the preceding text) is to be construed with
the latter text (of Narada).
Gautama also, after declaring, '' After (the demise
of) the fatlier, the sons may divide his wealth,"
goes on
to say,
" Also in his lifetime, when he desires, if the
mother be past child-bearing."
" On the demise of the
Also Vrihaspati ordains,
parents, partition among brethren has been declared
it
may also take place while they are alive if the mother be
past child-bearing."
Again even when the mother is capable of bearing
more sons, and the father is unwilling, partition may take
place at the desire of the sons, if the father suffer from
Thus Saukha
a lasting disease or be addicted to vice.
*' Partition of inheritance may take place against
says
the will of the father, if he be old, diseased, and liave his
intellect ])erverted ;"
also NArada says
" A father
wlio is afflicted witli disease, or is influenced witli wrath,
or whoso mind is engrossed witli a beloved object, or who
acts otherwise than the Sastras permit, is not competent to

Jimutavahana, however,

;

—

—

;

:

—

—

make

partition."

:

—
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2.
To what has been said on the subject in the
Mitaksliard, namely, that the father's death is one period,
when the mother is past child-bearing is the second, and
the third is in the lifetime of the father when he desires,
the following objection is raised by Jimiitavahana
" If the cessation of the mother's courses be joined, as a
condition, with the extinction of the father's affections,
then since the nubile age is ordained by Manu in the text,
man of thirty years shall marry a lovely girl of
viz.,
twelve years ; or a man of twenty four, a girl of eight
years one who marries sooner deviates from virtue ;' and
since the same sage ordains the age in which a man should
After fifty a man
adopt another order, in the text,
therefore at that time, the cessation
shall retire to a forest;'
of the mother's courses being impossible, there could be no
partition at the desire of the sons although the father
become a hermit or his temporal affections be extinct. If
it be said that, the extinction of the father's temporal
affections without the condition annexed to it, constitutes
a period of partition of paternal property, then even
when the father is degraded partition could not take place
if his temporal affections be not extinct.
If it be alleged
that this too is another period of partition, then there
would be four periods of partition, viz., the demise of the
father, his degradation, the extinction of his affections and
Hence two periods only are reasonable one,
his desire.
when the father's right ceases by death, degradation or the
extinction of terporal affections the other, at the pleasure
of the father while his right subsists,"
This objection has arisen from not understanding the
intention of the author of the Mit^kshard.
For he does
not lay down the restrictive rule that there are only three
periods of partition because he does immediately establish
other periods by the passage likewise, &c.,' and because
there is no reason for such a rule.
The proposition, again,
that one period of partition is on the cessation of the
father's right, and the other, at the father's desire although
his ownership have not, ceased,
is erroneous.
Since in
that case, the text, *' when the mother is past child-bearing," would become unmeaning, for the father's right is
not extinguished by reason of the mere fact of the cessation
:

—

'

A

—

:

—

—

'

:

;

;

'

—
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and since the cessation of the
of the mother's courses
rig-lit cannot possibly be the occasion of partition;
inasmuch as right has been established to accrue by birth.
Similarly also, right does not cease under the circumstance
hence also the
of being afflicted with a lasting disease
restrictive rule asserted by you that there are only two
Nor can
periods of partition is difficult to be maintained.
you say that you approve the proposition that right does
not cease when the father is afflicted with a lasting disease,
for it would be contrary to the text which enjoins partition
on that event.
;

father's

;

3,

namely,

has been said by the same
—As Thewhat
condition when the mother
past

autlior,

for

childbearing,' refers to the property inherited from the grandSince, the mother being past
father and other ancestors.
cliild-bearing, the birth of more sons becomes impossible,
hence partition among sons may then take place, but by
the choice of the father, for if ancestral property were
divided while the mother was capable of bearing children,
then those born subsequently would be deprived of subsis*'

'

is

—

Those
nor is that reasonable, for it is ordained,
begotten,
are
not
yet
as
well
as
and
those
who
who are born
those wlio are in the womb, all require maintenance the
dissipation of their hereditary source of maintenance is
tence

;

*

;

—

Inasmuch as there are two periods for ])artition
censured.'
of paternal wcaltli, therefore Manu, Gautama and other
sages have used the term after,' leaving the term death.
After,' signifies, extinction of the fatlier's right. But if the
above text referred to paternal ])roperty, then the text,
'
13ut one born after partition sliall take the father's share
would be without any subject to which it may bo
only,'
applicable, because there is no possibility of the birth of
more sons, when the mother is past child-bearing nor can
it bo at all supposed to relate to the mother's estate, for in
that case the mother would bo deprived of her property.
Hence the condition when the mother is past child-beai*'

'

—

;

'

Nor can the
circumstance of the mother b(nng incai)able of bearing more
children be a cause of partition independently of choice, for
then
there can bo no partition without a will to effect it

ing,' refers to the estate of tho grandftitlier.

;

49
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the question occurs, whose must that will be ? and the soluis that it must be the father's will, as deduced from the
After (the demise of) the
text of Gautama, which says,
father, the sons may divide the estate, or while he lives if
the mother be past child-bearing, and he desires it.' Hence
there are only two periods for partition of the grandfather's estate ; one is, when the parents are no more, and
the other, when the mother is past child-bearing and the
tion

—

'

father desires it."
This too is, but the effect of carelessness because the
objection of dissipation of the subsistence is equally applicable to paternal property ; and because the objection that
the text, ' But one born after partition, &c.,' would be without a subject, holds equally good in case that text be held
to refer to the estate of the grandfather and other ancestors ; also because it cannot but be admitted, as it is universally admitted, that when a father who retains his temporal affections.»becomes tainted with degradation and the
like, partition of even the grandfather's estate may take
place at the desire of the sons. But as it will be established
that in the property of the grandfather, the ownership of
the father and the sons is equal by reason of texts such as,
" The ownership of the father and the son is the same
therefore in fact partition thereof at the desire of
<S:c.,"
the sons is not improper. As for a different interpretation
of the above text, and the supposition that the absence of
mastery relates to his. estate &c., all these will be refuted
on the occasion of considering that text.
:

—

—

We

say that there are only three periods of parti4.
tion in this way, namely, when the father is alive and
worthy of independence, his desire alone is the cause of
partition but if he is not worthy of it by reason of degradation, mendicancy and the like, then the desire of the
on the demise of the father,' however, the causons only
sality of the sons' desire, necessarily follows.
Otherwise
there would be great confusion, for it would be unreasonable to suppose that the? circumstances, namely, extinction
of desires and the like, do sometimes separately and sometimes conjointly constitute the cause of partition, and
;

;

because

it

would be
7

difficult to

discriminate between what
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constitutes the principal cause and wliat its concomitants.
Hence in certain texts the enumeration of some of the circumstances and the omission of the others become consistent.

By reason of the simplicity of the supposition of one
radical revelation, all the texts should be considered to
indicate only the absence of the father's independence by
To this very effect
extinction of desire' and the like.
'^ For
they
is the import of texts like the following
:"
while
the
parents
(Manu).
masters
are
alive
are not
" For sons have not ownership while the father is alive
and free from defect :" (Devala). ^' And it is right even
while they are both living :" (Vrihaspati).
'

:

—

Hence Vyasa and other sages have declared two
abode
where

alter-

preferable, is the^ common
of brothers while the parents are alive ; the other,
by their consent and the like, the eldest or any other

natives, namely, one

which

is

is capable of managing the affairs of the family becomes the head of the family and the rest live under his
Thus Vyasa says: "For brothers, common
control.
abode is ordained while the parents are alive." Harita de" While the father lives, the sons have no indepenclares,
dence with regard to receipt, expenditure and deposit of
wealth. But if he be deceased, remotely absent, or afflicted
Sankha
with disease, let the eldest manage the estate."
and Likliita, however, most clearly declare, ""If the
father becomes incapable, let the eldest manage the affairs
of the family, or with his consent a younger brother con-

who

—

—

—

partition of the wealth does not
versant with business
when lie
take place, if the father be not desirous of it
is old or his mental faculties are impaired, or his body
is afflicted with a lasting disease let the eldest like a
lather protect the goods of the rest
as (the suj)port of) the
family depends upon the wealth, they are not independent
while they have their father Hying, or while the mother
;

;

;

is

so."

Therefore there are only three periods for partition,
way mentioned above.

in the

,

Ill the text of Manu on this subject the term '' as5.
sembled together" only recites (but does not enjoin) the
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assemblage (of co-sliarers) which may take place, like the
plurality (recited by the plural number in the term
*'
brethren,") otherwise partition could not take place, at
the desire of one co-parcener or where there are two
brothers.
The term " equally" however is restrictive ; but
this will

be fully considered hereafter.

—

''
6.
Jimiitavdhana says
Since the term ' parents'
Vrihaspati's text) bears the dual number, therefore
partition by uterine brothers, of even the paternal property
should be made only on the demise of the mother.
But
the use of the mother's demise has no reference to the
partition of the mother's estate
because the text even
while they are living' cannot consistently refer to the
mother's estate, therefore it must be admitted to refer to
another's property hence, because by the term
even' in
the text
even while they are both living,' the existence
of the parents i» declared to relate to the very same case to
which the non-existence of the parents stands as the cause,
therefore the demise of the mother ought not to be interpreted as referring to the estate of the mother,"
But this is not consistent for in the text of Manu the
terms father' and mother' are separately set out
also
where it is otherwise, (as in Vrihaspati's text) it is reasonable to interpret the dual number as only intending
reference to partition. If it were not so, then there would
be no earthly reason for connecting the property of one
with the demise of another.
What again is the meaning of the passage, namely,
**
Because the text, ' even while they are both living &c.'
cannot consistently refer to the estate of the mother
&c," ? If it be that the text does not refer to the property
of the mother, by reason of the absence of her independence while the father is alive, in that case the father has
ownership even in the property of his wife notwithstanding the sons, therefore her deaiise too cannot have any
bearing upon that, hence would arise the objection of having
reference to something ^Ise.
And as for a different meaning of the above passage,
it will be shown that that is an absurd assertion.
Hence
the proposition, affirmed by the author of the Sangraha
:

(in

'

;

'

:

'

;

*

'

:
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and

— that the mother's demise
— consistent since reason

others,

property,

[Chap.

viz.,

is

;

tlie

is

II.

Ft. I

relates to

her

earthly.

7.
The common abode of the brethren, however, is
preferable, as while the parents are alive as likewise after
" They
their demise. Thus Sankha and Likhita declare,
may live together if they please, for being united togeThe meaning is,
ther they may attain to prosperity."

—

that being "united together," i., e., dwelling together they
may attain to prosperity through the assistance rendered
by each other in the acquisition of property. So Narada
'' Let the eldest brother, like
a father maintain the
says.
rest together or let a younger brother who is capable, do
so the maintenance of the family depends upon ability."
So Manu ordains, " The eldest brother may take
the patrimony entire, and the rest may live under him as
under a father. By the eldest son as soon as born, a man
becomes father of male issue, and is exon€.rated from the
such a son therefore is entitled to
debt to the ancestors
That son alone on whom he
take the entire heritage.
devolves his debt and through whom he tastes immortality^ was begotten from a sense of dut}^ ;• the rest are conLet the eldest
sidered as begotten from love of pleasure.
like a father, support the younger brothers, and let them
according to law behave like sons towards the eldest
The firstborn exalts the family, or on tlTe conbrother.
the firstborn is the most respectable in
trary, destroys it
society, the firstborn is honored by the good in this world.
If the eldest brother acts as an eldest brotlier should do, he
But one who does not
is as a mother, he is as a father.
should
still
to be respected as
eldest
brother
do,
is
act as an
a relative. The eldest brother who from avarice defrauds
liis younger brethren shall not be considered as the eldest,
shall forfeit his share and sliall be punislied by the king."
Agreeably to all these texts, the joint abode of all
the brethren in obedience to the eldest brother who is
possessed Of good qualities, is })referablo.
But if increase of religious mc?'itbe desired then partition sliould be made.
It has been so declared by Manu
and I'raji'ipati
" Thus let them dwell together, or apart
for llie sake of religious merit, since religious duties are

—

;

—

:

:

;

;

—
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multiplied apart, therefore separation is virtuous."
Religious duties consist in tlie worship of gods &c., for that alone
is never heard to be separate in a joint family. Accordingly
*' Among those who live in commensality,
Vrihaspati says:
the worship of the manes of ancestors and of gods and
Bnihmanas, is common but among the separated the very
same worship takes place in the house of each."
The author of the Sangraha, however, says that the
term increase of religious merit, includes also the increase
of religious merit by means of the establishment of the
sacred fires and the like ceremonies:
thus he says,
By
partition the paternal estate is rendered the property of
when the right of property arises, they comthe sons
mence hence separation is virtuous " commence," i. e.
accomplish the ceremonies of establishing the sacred fires
and the like.
But this has already been refuted by us when establishing the riglit of sons to the performance of ceremonies
enjoined by the Sruti and the Smriti, even before partition
by reason of the sons' right to the paternal property accruing by birth alone. Therefore by the term religious
duties, are to be understood only such religious duties as
the five great sacrifices.

—

:

—

—

;

:

;

The phrase

and the

sisters given in marriage,'^
purpose of marking a period
of partition, but for the purpose of shewing that their marriage must be celebrated
similarly the text of Narada,
viz.,
" Whatever remains after the father's gifts are given
and the paternal debts liquidated out of it, should be
divided by the brothers so that the father may not remain
a debtor," ordains the obligation of paying oif the lather's
debts, but not a period of partition.
8.

is

''

however inserted not

for the

—

:

—

9.

Again when the father separates the sons

desire, then also

at his

arbitrary will shall not be exercised, but
the meaning of Yogisvara's text is, that of the two methods
" Or (may separate) the eldest with the best share,
vis.
or all may be equal sharers,"
that method which he

—

chooses

may

be adopted.
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Professor Vijnaiiesvara explains the above text in the
*' The eldest,
with the best share the
following way
middlemost
share
the youngest,
middlemost, with the
with the smallest share or all the eldest and the rest may
be made equal sharers."
The oriental writers, however, say that the phrase ^ at
his desire' indicates a separate method altogether, and distinct shares of the eldest and others and equal shares constitute two methods thus there are three methods accord" or " in the text " or (may separate)
in<i;'ly the first term
tlie eldest,"
becomes significant, as having reference to
the mode indicated by the phrase " at his desire :" it would
:

—

;

;

;

:

;

—

become far-fetched, had

it reference to the method which is
subsequently set forth.
And they assign the following reason for that (view):
<' Or the
In the text of Ndrada, viz.,
father himself
when old may separate the sons, either (he may separate)
the eldest with the best share, or in any way. he pleases,"
because one mode of unequal distribution is set forth by the
passage " either the eldest &c.," and then it is said " or
in any way &c." therefore it is indicated that there is also
another mode of distribution by the desire of the father.
'' A father, having
Also Harita says
during his lifetime
distributed his property may retire to the forest, or enter
into the order suitable to an aged man
or he may remain
at home having distributed a small portion (of his prt)perty
should
amongst his sons) and retaining a greater portion
he be pinched, he may take back from them." "The
order suitable to an aged man," means the fourth order
" be pinched," means, be reduced to poverty
here too a
different mode is expressed by the passage " having distri-

—

—

:

—

;

—
;

:

—

;

Therefore by reason of the same
foundation (of Yogisvara's text) with these (texts) it is
reasonable to say, in order to include the above mode of
partition in Yogisvara's text, that the passage " at his desire" in Yogfsvara's text) indicates nothing but a separate

buted a small portion."

^^

mode.
This is wrong. for the term '' or" does not become farfetched (by having reference to the subsequent mode,)
since it may, with pr()i)riety, be construed in either way.
Neither is the reason assigned correct. Because if the object
:
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be to inthen the
Litter half (of Yogisvara's text) would be merely unnecessary; for as those two modes also are mentioned in other texts,
these may likewise be included under the phrase " at his
desire"
there would certainly be very little necessity if
the object of that phrase were to include a mode other than
And because desire being under no
these (two modes).
restraint, the meaning of that (other supposed mode) cannot be ascertained without consulting other texts, (but it
must be ascertained) so that arbitrariness may be prevented but there would be no necessity for consulting other
texts, if the phrase " at his desire" be interpreted to be
inserted for the purpose of removing the idea of any rule
regarding the applicability of the two modes mentioned by
Nor can it be said that inasmuch as
(Yogisvara) himself.
option is indicated by the very assertion of the alternative,
the phrase " at^ais desire" is useless since it is far more
reasonable to say that the phrase though it is superfluous,
is intended to have reference to the two modes
mentioned by himself, with the object of removing the idea
of the alternative being governed by any rule, rather than
of the phrase

'

clude another

at his desire' (in Yogisvara's text)

mode mentioned

in other texts,

:

:

;

that the latter half (of Yogisvara's text) is useless.
Again, the same foundation (of Yogisvara's text) with
texts
of N^rada and other sages, is not inconsistent with
the
the iiiterpretation put by Vijnanesvara
for the two
modes mentioned in Yogisvara's text, are declared in other
texts also
Nor can it be said that let the meaning of
Yogisvara's text be, that arbitrary will alone constitutes a
distinct mode ; for in that case the following text would be
meaningless, viz
father who acts otherwise than the
Sastras permit has no power in distribution"
for, if (the
exercise of) unqualified will were agreeable to the Sastras,
then acting otherwise than the Sastras permit, would be
impossible.
Had will been the only cause, then the following text of Katy^yana also would have been useless, viz.
" But let not the father distinguish one son at a partition
made in his lifetime, nor whimsically deprive any one
(of his share) without sufficient cause."
"Let not distinguish," means, let him not make any son benefitted by
any arbitrary special consideration, otherwise than by the
;

:

"A

;

:

—
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as enjoined
for the eldest and others,
''
sufficient cause" again, is such as degrathe Sastras
" whimsically"
dation &c., permitted by the Sastras
means, through anger or through affection towards the son
" deprive" signifies, render destitute of
of a beloved wife
specific deductions

by

;

;

;

shares.

the following text ofYogisvara, namely,
Among those separated with greater or less allotments,
(the distribution) made by the father is pronounced,
that again has, consistently with the text, viz.,
lawful,"
^'
who is afflicted with disease or incensed with
father
A
wrath &c," been explained by Vijnanesvara himself to
" lawful" i. e., if in accordance with law,
mean onl}" this
then what is made by the father is pronounced as finally
made i. e.^ cannot be revoked but what is not lawful
Sastras, can certainly be
i, e., not made agreeably to the

As

for

*'

—

— —
:

;

revoked.
Similarly are to be explained also the fallowing texts of
" Shares which
Vrihaspati and Narada (respectively)
have been assigned by the father to the sons, whether equal,
else
greater or less, ought to be kept unaltered by them
they shall be chastised." " For such as have been separated by their father with equal, greater or less allotments of
for the fatlier is
wealth, the same is a lawful distribution
The meaning is that even in case of partithe lord of all."
tion with the best and the like shares allotted by the father
to the eldest and the like respectively, the others should not
nor should the eldest and otliers be so, in
be dissatisfied
case of partition with equal allotments accordingly Narada
:

—

—

:

;

—
;

:

says, that '' that is a lawful distribution."
Partition with the best and the like shares has been
" The twentieth part of the
declared also by Munu thus,
estate together witli tlic best of all chattels, constitutes the
half of that for the middlespecific deduction for tlie eldest
most and a quarter, for the youngest." Baudluiyana has
" Manu distrideclared the case of equal shares, thus
buted the heritage among his sons hence the share of all
The
is equal by reason of the absence of distinction."
meaning is, that all the sons shall liavo equal shares inas-

—

;

;

:

—

'

;

niucli
*'

as

]\Ianu

no distinction is mentioned in the Sruti,
distributed the heritage among his sous."

vlz.^
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10.
If a father, by his own will, separates his sons
with equal shares, then he must give to each of his wives
a sliare equal to that of a son. Thus Yaj naval ky a says
" If he makes the allotments equal, then his wives to whom
v.wmaii!s propertij has not been given by the husband or
father-in-law, shall be made equal sharers."
To whom
vjoman's property has not been given through affection
:

—

—

&c., by the husband or the father-in-law: the mention
the husband &c. is illustrative ; the meaning is,
who are devoid of tvoman^s property described hereafter.
What is laid down is, that each of such wives
is entitled only to a share equal to that of a son.
Thus the
When the father separates
following meaning is deduced
his sons even with the best and the like shares, then also
after having deducted the best and the like shares he shall,
out of the whole property from which the specific deductions have been made, allot to each of his wives a share
equal to that o:^ son ; but they are not entitled to specific deductions for their seniority.
Whatever, however, a wife is entitled to as her specific deduction, that too the wife gets ; accordingly A'pastaniba says:
"The furniture in the house and the
jewels belong to the wife."
" Furniture"
means pots
for eating and the like.
What furniture of a woman is
not joint property and what ornament is not so, will be

of

:

—

—

—

considered hereafter.
Nor is it reasonable to say that when Vij nan es vara
explains the above text (of Yogisvara) to intend that a wife
is entitled to a share equal to that of a son in both the
modes (of partition), then the condition consisting in
the equality of shares, as ordained in the passage, '* If he
makes the allotments equal," is useless this much only
ought to have been said that the wives do not get specific
deductions according to their seniority.
Because a
mode of mere unequal distribution without the specific
deductions,
has been declared by Manu in the text,
" When the specific deductions have thus been made,
let equal shares (of th9 residue) be allotted
but if the
specific deductions be not made, then the distribution of
shares among the sons shall be in this manner,
let the
eldest have a double share
the next born, a share and a
8

—

:

—

:

—

j
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law,"

and the younger sons each a share

—by Gautama

in the text,

[Chap. II. Pt.

this is the settled

— " Or the
:

I.

first-born

have a double share, and the rest one share each,"

—

may

—by

*' The partition of heritage among
Vasishtha, in the text,
brothers is now declared let the eldest take two shares,
to him also belongs a tenth of the oxen and horses the
goats, the sheep and the house belongs to the youngest the
iron instruments and the furniture of the house belong
and by Narada, in the text,
to the middlemost,"
" To the eldest an additional share should be given
for the youngest the best share is ordained the rest shall
partake of equal shares and so the unmarried sister."
If this mode be adopted, then in order to establish the
absence of the wives' shares in that case, the restrictive
has
rule, namely, " If he makes the allotments equal,"
been ordained. Hence there is no defect.
Accordingly in interpreting the following text of Manu,
'' Among undivided brethren,
if there be exertion
viz.
in common, then the father shall on no account make unequal allotments," which prohibits the distribution of unequal shares, if in acquiring the property there has been
*'
in common" i. e., equal "exertion" i. e., labour of all the
Jimiitavdhana says
But the specific deducbrethren,
tions may certainly be given by the father, these do not
partake of the nature of allotments unequal allotments only
being prohibited.
The following is the opinion of VijnAnayogin
Hence also in a case of partition with specific deductions,
as declared by Yajnavalkya in the text, " or the eldest
with the best share," the sons certainly take equal shares
consequently to that case also, the above text (of Yajnavalkya) is applicable. But it does not apply to the case of
partition with double shares &c.
liut if ivomaii's property has been given (to a wife,)
in that case the allotment of a half share is subsequently
"If any have been assigned, let him
ordained in the text,
Although this has been ordained with reallot the half."
ference to what the husband is. to give to a wife who is
8U})ersoded by the marriage of another wife, still by parity
of reason it is to be aj)plied to the present case whore tho
question occurs (us to what should be allotted to a wife who
:

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

:

—

;

:

—

—
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has received woman'' s property). For Baudliayana says
" Wliat is affirmed of even one among many that have a
common property, the same is to be extended to all, since
they are declared to be similar."
Jimiitavahana and his follower the author of the
D^yatattva appear to explain the term '' exertion in common" in the text of Manu, viz., '' Among undivided
brothers &c.,"
to mean, if all ask for partition
for they
say
" But when the sons request partition in the father's
lifetime, an unequal distribution should not be made by
him." But this interpretation is improper inasmuch as the
term ''in common" fsaliaj becomes unmeaning, and the
term '' exertion" futthnnamj although importing labor
must be taken to signify, desire for partition hence the
interpretation put by us is to be preferred thus we get
also harmony with the following text of Yogisvara, viz.,
" When there is an augmentation of the common stock, then
however, the distribution is ordained to be equal"
hence
that text is reasonably construed by putting no other interpretation than what is approved by us.
It has been said in the Mitakshara
" Again in the
:

—

:

—

—

;

;

:

:

text,

—

:

'

If

any have been assigned,

let

—

him

allot the half,'

half does not signify an exact equal division
hence so much should be given as what was given before
and what is given now may be equal (to the share of a son)."
The purport of which is this —although the term ardha
(half), in the neuter gender, signifies equal division according to the kosha (vocabulary) which says,
" ardha in the
neuter gender, implies equal division," still the intention
is that a wife is entitled only to a share equal to that of a
son, so that the share of a wife may not be unsettled, that
is, sometimes greater than that of a son,
and sometimes
less
also that the restriction as to an exact half share may
not have an ultra-mundane object.
With regard to this the author of the Madanaratna
'' From the
says
plural number in the terra
wives,'
(in Yajnavalkya's text) it appears that the father himself
is to take a share for ea9h wife
but separate shares are
not to be allotted to them since that would be contrary to
Harita's text which ordains,
There can be no partition
the term

*

:

—

—

;

:

—

'

;

;

between husband and

wife.'

—
"

'
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not tenable for partition between husband
not affirmed here, so that tliere would be conflict
with the text of Harita, but (what is affirmed is) the gift to
tlie wives, at the time of separating the sons, of shares
equal to theirs, like the gift through affection for this
reason it has been said that a half share shall be assigned
Hence there is no
if woman^s inoperty has been given.

This

and wife

is

;

is

;

defect.
1 1

The

.

partition, however,

which takes place

at the

—

must
desire of the sons during the lifetime of the father,
is
provision
inequality
(of
there
no
for
because
equal
be
distribution,) and because the term '* equally" which occurs in the previous text is to be construed with the text of
;

Manu (Narada ?)

viz.,

— " When the

mother

is

past child-

bearing."

So also the partition after the demise of the father
must be equal for it is so declared by the..term, '' equally"
in Manu's text cited before; also Harita says, " When the
;

;"

father is dead, the division of the heritage shall be equal
" When the paternal property
so Paithinasi declares,
is to be divided, the shares of the brothers shall be equal";
" After the demise of the paso also Yajnavalkya ordains,
rents, the sons shall equally divide the heritage and the
debts."
This text (of Yajnavalkya) has been explained in the
"After tlie demise of the parents," inMitakshara, thus:
dicates the period of partition, " the sons" shows the persons by whom partition is to be made, " equally" restricts
the mode of partition.
If it be said that when Manu, after having premised
partition after the demise of the father, and having ordained
the alternative of joint abode to bo preferable, in the fol" Tlie eldest alone, however, may take the
lowing text,
paternal estate in its entirety, and the rest may live under
him as under a father," has also sjioken of unequal division in the text,
" Tlie specific deduction for the eldest
then how can the restriction,
is the twentieth part &c."
bo obtained that the distribution shall be equal ? The
answer is, although this unequal distribution is laid down
by the S^istras, whether the father bo alivo or dead ; still

—

—

—

—

—

— —

:

—
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that the distribution shall be but equal
the restriction,
Icalipic/am
(age of discord,) is to be maintained
in this
of
other
texts for Yogisvara ordains,
" But
in pursuance
what
is
abhorred
in
the
world
though
it be
not
practise
legal, for it secures not spiritual good."
Here the term " world," means yugam (age) the
meaning is, " what is abhorred" i. e., prohibited to be
practised in one age, although it may be legal in another
Otherwise there would be
age, ought not to be practised.
the following defects : it would be contradictory to say
that the same thing is legal, and (at the same time) is one
which secures not spiritual good the abhorrence of what is
agreeable to the Sastras by one who is versed in them
would be contradictory the abhorrence of mortals in
ignorance of the Sastras does not, however, render anything
incapable of affording spiritual good, because the same
might extend to cruelty &c. in the ceremonies of agnisoma
and the like. -Accordingly, those only that are ordained
to be shunned in the kalyjugam, such as the killing of
cattle in honor of a venerable guest and the sacrifice of
cows, have been set forth in the Mitakshara as examples of
what are abhorred in the world.
Again wherever the re-marriage of an undefiled
widow, and the like, have been mentioned under what
are to be shunned in the kalujiigam, there have been
also included the specific deductions for the eldest &c. ;
'' The rethus in the A'dipurana it has been said,
marriage of a woman once married, the specific deduction for the eldest, the sacrifice of kine likewise, the
intercourse with a brother's wife, and the use of a kamandalu ; these five shall not be done in the haliyugamP
So
also it has been said in the Smritisangraha,
" As neither
the law of appointment to raise issue, nor the sacrifice of
kine, so neither the partition with specific deductions, now
exist."
" The law of appointment to raise issue," means,
intercourse,
in the prescribed way, by appointment of
venerable relatives,
with a brother's affianced bride if the
brother dies, (before ^he completion of marriage); ''the
sacrifice of kine," is as ordained in the text,
" Sacrifice a
barren cow as a victim consecrated to Mitra and Varuna ;"
"now," means, in the kaliyugam.

—

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Accordingly A'pastamba, having declared his

—

I.

own

'' A father, in
his lifetime, shall equally distriopinion,
bute the heritage among the sons ;" and having stated
as the opinion of some, the taking of the entire estate
by the eldest, in the text, " Some (say that) the eldest is
and having shewn, as the opinion of others,
the heir ;"
'' In
a distribution with specific deductions, in the text,
some countries, the gold, the kine, and the black produce
the car appertains to the
of the earth belong to the eldest
father ; and the furniture in the house and ornaments are
the wife's, as also wealth (received by her) from kinsmen ;" has refuted the same in the text, " That is conand has himself explained the
trary to the Sastras ;"
inconsistency with the Sastras, in the text,
" No distincManu distributed his
tion is mentioned in the Sruti,
"
heritage among his sons.'
Hence unequal distribution, though ordained by the
Sastras, ought not to be carried out in the../:«/^ age.
As for what has been said by the author of the Mitak'' it is also contrary to scripture ;"
that is
shara, namely,
open to question. P'or if there be inconsistency with
scripture, then unequal distribution could not be practised
in other ages also (besides the kali age,) consequently
the texts ordaining it would be altogether without authority hence it is inconsistent to say that it is one which is
Neither is here direct conto be shunned in the kali age.
flict with scripture ; for inasmuch as distinction is not
ordained in the Sruti (cited above), therefore equality (of
"Equalidistribution) is inferred according to the maxim,
ty is the rule where no distinction is expressed."
In the following passage of the Smritichandrika,
however, there is written a different text of scripture, cited
by Baudhayana, which ordains unequal distribution: He
himself lias declared that there is a different text of scripture, bearing upon the specific deductions for seniority,
" The eldest shall set apart one from every kind of property
Therefore set the eldest son at
agreeably to the Sruti,
ease with a property' ;" by speaking of " one from every
kind of property," lie indicates that the singular number
in the term * a property,' occurring in the Sruti, is signi-

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

'

—

—

;

—

—

—

ficant

*
;

set at case,'

'

means

satisfy.
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Jimutavahana and others, however, say that the equal
or unequal distribution are determined respectively with
reference to the consent or not (of the younger brothers,)
"When there is the consent of the brothers
in the passage
by reason of great respect &c., (for the eldest) then there
may be unequal distribution with specific deductions and
the like accordingly equal division alone is observed in
the world, because persons of the present day fwho are
younger brotliers) entertain no great respect (for their
elders), also because elder brothers deserving of deducted
This is, however, not acceptable
allotments are now rare."
as it is inconsistent with the first half (of Yajnavalkya's
text,) because in that case, the sons' desire alone would be
the cause and the interpretation,
that the father's will
constitutes another independent mode (of partition)
has,
however, been previously shewn to be erroneous.
:

—

:

—

—

;

—

12.
Whe^i the father distributes his self-acquired property amongst the sons, he shall himself take two shares.
This has been declared by Ndrada, " The father while
dividing his own property shall take two shares." Also
Vrihaspati says,
" If partition takes place in his lifetime,
the father shall take two shares."
It is said by Sankha and Likhita that the father
takes two shares in case he has an only son thus,
" If
he be the father of an only son, he shall allot two shares to
himself."
The author of the Vyavaharaparijata, however,
has explained the above text, thus
Here the term " only"
accordingly if the son, being
felcaj means, excellent
accomplished, is capable of acquiring wealth, then on
separation with him, two shares shall be taken by the father.
Jimiitavdhana, however, has explained the above text,
"The term ekaputra (rendered above into 'the
thus;
father of an only son') signifies, the son of one father, i. e.,
the true faurasaj son it is not a compound called vahubr'iM^
signifying, the father of an only son' for, as in a vahubrihi
compound what is principally considered is an object
different from what the constituent words of such a compound mean, it is not preferrable to a shashthitatpurusha
accordingly the tvife's son {kshetraja) is excluded by reason
of his being the son of two fathers hence a father being

—

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

'

;

:

—
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a true son (of his own father) shall take two shares out of
the estate of his own father, but not a father who is ksheiraja
or the ivife's son.'^
This is wrong, for in that case this text would refer to
of the grandfather but it will be established
estate
the
that even a father who is a true son (ofhis father) is entitled
to (no more than) a share equal to that of a son, because
the father and the sons have equal right to the estate of the
grandfather accordingly here the vahuhnhi compound is
;

:

to be necessarily preferred.

The author of the Mitakshara, however, has not
noticed the above text at all.
Katyayana says, *' A father takes either a double
share or a moiety by reason of his acquisition of both son
and wealth and a mother also, if the father be deceased,
is entitled to a share equal to that of a son."
(In commenting) on this text Jimutavahana says
'^
The term putravittdrjandt (rendered above into by
reason of his aquisitiou of both son and wealth') means,
from a son's acquisition of wealth, /.£?., the father is entitled
to two shares of the wealth acquired even by a son, in the
same manner as of his self-acquired property but it does
not signify, by reason of the acquisition of both son and

—

;

:

'

:

'

;'
for it is admitted that when partition is made with
brothers, then even one who has not got a son takes two
shares as the gainer of the wealth hence it must be ahu-med
(by the adversary to be the meaning of the above text) that
if any relative exist who is entitled to participate, the
acquirer takes two shares &c.
but if there be none, he
takes the whole.
But thus the specific mention of father
and son would be unmeaning, like the singing of a drunkard.
Besides acquisition is an act causing right of property,
for it has been declared that * it is a contradiction to say
tliat acquisition does not produce right of property' ; but it
has been shewn under the topic of the gift of whatever a
man owns that there can be no such right over sons
hence the term acquisition would be metaphorical in
regard to sons and literal in respect of wealth but this
two-fold meaning of a term once uttered is unreasonable.
Nor can it Ije argued that the text would bo superfluous, since the son's right to a double share is obtained

wealth

;

;

;
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being the acquirer, and since the Cither's
shares is also deducible from other texts,
independently of the above text. For this text is not
superfluous since without this text there is no authority
for holding that the father is entitled to two shares of his
son's wealth."
This is not tenable for the compound {putravittdrjandf,) as explained by you, conveys a secondary meaning,
depending at it does upon the genitive case to be imported,
and as such, is less reasonable than tlie conjunctive form
(maintained by us). As for the objection raised to the
conjunctive form by the argument '' for it is admitted &c." ;
that is extremely incongruous
for the text does not
relate to participation &c. by brothers, the father's property being the subject dealt with. Nor can it be contended
that the term puira " son" (in the above text) is useless, the
acquisition of property alone being a sufficient cause for
taking two shares. Because the term shews the absence of
independence (in the son) the purport is, a son too being

from the

fact of his

right to two

;

;

;

:

by him

and as such
can be no obstacle to the taking by the father, of two shares
of his self-acquired property.
As for the objection, " but
this two-fold meaning &c."
that too is not good.
For the
father's right over the sons too is admitted.
It cannot be
said that this would be contradictory to what is said under
the topic of the gift of whatever a man owns, the
purport of what is said there being against such right of
the father and others.
Because the absence of the gift of
sons &c. wliich is concluded in that topic, has been
acquired

like property is dependent,

;

established

by reason

of conflict (of the gift of sons

&c.)

with what is shewn in the Bhashya, to be the inducement
(for giving away all that a man owns).
It is for this
reason that the provisions regarding the gift &c. of sons
and daughters, bear only the primary meaning, they do
not convey gift &c. that are secondary, such as making
sons &c. dependents of others.

But the appropriation of two shares by a father
13,
relates to his self-acquired property ; it has no reference
to the property acquired by his father.
For the father

and the sons are
9

entitled

to equal shares of the grund-
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father's estate, since their co-equal ownersliip therein has
been ordained by Yajnavalkya in the following- text,
is, indeed, similar in
*' The ownership of father and son
the acquisitions of the grandfather, whether land, any
settled income or moveables."
'' land," signiAnd the meaning of this text is this
"
any settled income," is what
fies, rice-field and the like
is given by reason of written grants by kings to the
'' To such and such a person, so many
following effect,
betel-leaves or the like shall be given from such and
such a plantation of betel leaves or orchard of betel-nuts ;"
" moveables," are gold &c. by the term '' indeed," it
is indicated that the ownersliip of father and son in these
that again is
is well-known, right accruing by birth alone
''
hence in respect of the grandsimilar," i. e., co-equal
father's estate, the sons are not dependent on the father,
as they are in respect of the father's self-acquired property
consequently partition (of the grandtatbi^r's estate) maybe made (by the sons) even against the father's will, and
the rule regarding the father's t\vo shares docs not obtain.
So Vrihaspati has declared, " In the property acquired by the grandfather, wdiether immoveable or moveable, the parcenership of both father and son is ordained
to be co-equal indeed."
The meaning
The author of the Madanaratna saj^s
is that the father shall take an equal share only, but not a
double share as in the case of his self-acquired property,
nor shall adopt the mode of unequal distribution.
" Where of two
On this, Jimiitavahana says
leaving a son,
while
the
father
is
alive,
dies,
one
brothers,
subsequently
the father
brother
survives
and
other
and the
his
proximity,
son
alone,
reason
of
the
by
case
that
in
dies
would have inherited the' father's estate, but not the grandson whose father is previously deceased, by reason of his
distance in order to ])revent this, it has been declared
the ownershij) is siinihir ;' hence, as the father had
that
ownership in the giandfather's estate, so his son too has
tlicro is, however, no distinction by reason of greater or
less ])ro])inquity, both being equally conq)etent to offer
This is the i)urport.
obhiiions in the pdriutna mode.
llcnco also a great-grandson whoso father and grandfather
:

—

;

—

;

;

:

—

:

:

;

:

'

—

—

are dead
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equally entitled to the estate of the great-grandno distinction as to the offering of
oblations.
But if the sons had ownersliip in the grandfather's property while the father is alive, then on partition
by two brothers having sons, their sons too would liave been
entitled to shares by reason of their equal ownership.
Hence the text (of Yajnavalkya) relates to a grandson
whose father is dead and not to grandsons generally. Nor
can it be said tliat such cannot be the purport of the text,
Because the case of
as being not the subject premised.
grandsons by different fathers is the subject previously
proposed.
But w^liat is intended to be shewn by the,
declaration of the similarity of ownership, is that tliere
cannot be unequal distribution by the father at his will, as
it can be in the case of self-acquired property.
Thus
Vishnu says
When a father separates ]iis sons from
himself, his will regulates the division of the wealth acquired
by himself but*, in the estate inherited from the grandfather, the ownership of father and son is co-equal.'
Hence as regards seTf- acquired property, a father may
separate his sons with unequal allotments
but in the
grandfather's estate the ownership being co-equal, the
lather cannot act according to his pleasure.
Tliese texts
being reasonably construed by this interpretation alone,
the general rule,
that the fatlier's desire constitutes the
period of partition, and that tlie father is entitled to a
double share, is not affected (by them). Again, although
it may be conceded, as is maintained by Dharesvara,
that
the texts relate even to grandsons whose father is alive,
still the object is no other tlian to prevent unequal distribution by the choice of the father they do not however
shew that partition may take place at the desire of the
sons, nor that the father is not entitled to two shares.
AVlien, agreeably to the following text of Vrihaspati, viz.
is

father, for there is

:

—

'

;

;

—

—

;

'

The

eldest

by

birth,

by

science,

and by good

qualities

obtain a double share of the heritage
and the rest
shall share alike
for he is as a father to them,'
a father,
who delivers his father from the lower regions and is the
shall

;

:

—

—

eldest by good qualities,
is, on partition with his brotliers
entitled to a double share as being like a father
then it is
:

not proper on the part of yourself and

tlie

sages^,

to

say

68
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that tlic father liiniself, on partition with his sons does not
obtain a double sliare of the estate inherited from thegrandfatlier, althougli it is through him alone that the relation of the sons arises to the grandfather's property.
Hence the rule that the father's desire constitutes the period
for partition, as set forth in the text,
He may separate
his sons by his choice' and that the father is entitled
in the text,
to a double share, as is laid down
shall take two shares,'
is applicable also to the property
inherited from the grandfather
but it is only the unequal
distribution amongst the sons, that does not take place at
his will.
Nor can it be said that in the following text,
In the property acquired by the grandfather,
viz.,
whether immoveable or moveable the parcenership of both
the equality
father and son is ordained to be equal indeed,'
of the shares of father and son being clearly declared by
Vrihaspati, how are two shares for the father obtained in
this case too?
Because the meaning ig that 'the par-"
cenership,' i. c, the act of one who distributes is
equal,'
that is to say, the father is not, however, entitled to make
a distribution of greater and less shares at his choice it
Or the
it does not imj)ly that the shares must be alike.
declaration of equal parcenership may be taken to have reference to a father who is the son of two fathers, such as
the zvifc's son, since it has been shown that the term ekapvira in the text,
If he be the father of an only son &c.,'
refers to one who is a true son."
This is not acceptable, being opposed to the context.
Since after ordaining that among grandsons by different
fathers the allotment of shares is according to the father,
" The ownership of father and son is,
it is declared,
indeed, similar in tlie acquisitions of the grandfather
whether land, any settled income, or moveables." Now
here three doubts arise, namely, whether, when the
father is alive, the grandsons have no ownership in the
grandfather's })roperty, or there can be no partition, or partition can take place only ])y the choice of tlie father as in the
case of his self-ac((iiired property.
Hence what the author of the Mitakshara says, namely, that the latter text
is ordained only with a view to remove these doubts,
is
consistent with the proper mode of interpretation.
Whore'

—

'

;

—

'

—

'

:

—

—

'

—

—

—
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the case of grandsons whoso
Nor, can it agreeably to what is maintained by Dharesvara, be said, that the text is intended
to prevent only unequal distribution by the choice of the
father, and not the determination of the time for partition
by the father's choice, nor his double share, which are
without distinction applicable to this case.
Because
there is no ground of discrimination (as to what is
Moreover, the causality of the father's
the intention).
desire, is literal, being expressed by the instrumental case
in the text, " may separate hj his cJioice
but the determination, by the father's desire, of the time for partition,
it is very strange that when the literal
is only inferential
causality is prevented by this text, it does not prevent
the determination ^^by the father's choice) of the time for
partition
which is inferential. And if the ownership be
admitted to be co-equal, as you have taken upon yourself the
then the causality of the son's
difficulty of admitting it,
desire, and the determination by it, of the time, cannot
*»
be opposed.
If it be said,That the father is entitled to a double
share by reason of his being the father and not by
reason of his greater right, nor by reason of his
being the acquirer for (otlierwise) that [i. e., the acquirer's
double share) being established by the general text of
'' Whatever any one of them has himVasishtha, namely,
self acquired, he is certainly entitled to two shares" (of the
same,) the particular text,
viz.
" The father
shall
himself take two shares,"
would be useless therefore in
the same way as, by virtue of special texts, he is, by reason
ofhis being the eldest son, entitled to two shares of the property acquired by his father, so likewise is the father,
of the property inherited from the grandfather
hence
in our opinion the father is entitled to a double share
even of the property acquired by a son.
(The answer is,) true, but the text which ordains coequality of right, and which is applicable without restricfore should

father

it

dead

is

resti'icted to

?

—

f

:

—

—

—
;

—

—

—

— —

;

:

.

tion, is against that (ccvnclusion).

That the father is not entitled to a double share of
the property acquired by a son, has been already established
by impugning the meaning assigned by you, to the text
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Nor can it be said,
be
deduced
cannot
from that
that even if a double share
in
the
property
share
acquired
double
father's
text, still the
text
general
itself.
the
For (in
from
follows
by a son,
cited

by you, namely,

piitravittarjanat.

that case), the specification of the acquisition of the property as the reason thereof, would become meaningless.
Nor can it be argued that that part of the text which specifies the reason, is merely illustrative, otherwise there
would be no use of this special text inasmuch as a double
share by reason of acquisition is established by the very
Since, as the double share of the son,
text of Vasishtha.
by reason of his being the acquirer, is not prohibited in
that text, therefore although the father be entitled to two
shares by reason of his being the father, still the result
would be the equality of shares but the father's share
does not become greater than the son's share, as you
contend, for there is no express text to that effect.
As for the impropriety mentioned ^n the passage,
^'
For there can be no
Moreover (fee." ; that is nothing.
equality
ordained by a text
the
to
as
propriety
of
question

—

;

neither can impropriety be avoided by you, (for
eldest is entitled to two shares by reason of
his being the eldest, and the father is so entitled by reason
of his being the father, hence follows the equality (of the
father) with the eldest son.
of law

:

you say) the

14.

It appears,

Katyayana, cited

however, from the following text of
Madanaratna, that the participa-

in the

tion of equal shares by all the brothers, and by the fatlier and
" Wlien the parents and
sons, is tlie preferable mode
the brothers take in equal shares, all sorts of properties,
such a partition is declared to be lawful."- Accordingly,
:

—

—

Yogisvara has employed the term '' all" in the text, "or
all may be equal sharers," otherwise he would have said
" or shall

make

the sons equal sharers."

]3ut with reference to a coparcener who is capa15.
able of maintaining himself by his, own exertion and does
not wi.sli to take a sliare of the paternal property &c., it is
" If any one of the l)rethren having a comsaid by Manu
petence ]jy his own exertion, feels no desire for the heri:

—
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he may be debarred from his share by giving liim
something in lieu of maintenance."
So Yajnavalkya
says
" Tiie separation of one who is able to support himself and is not desirous (of taking his share) is to be
*' May be debarred,"
effected by giving him something."
signilies, may be made to have no conecrn (with the
proj^erty)
the same is the meaning of the term "separation" (in Yajuavalkya's text) " by giving him something,"
means, by giving him anything, even a trifle, as a sign of
partition and this is to be done for the purpose of preventing his sons from claiming the inheritance.
Halayudha, however, has in order to make the above
text of Manu correspond with the following text of Narada,
viz.,
" He who being employed in the management of the
affairs of the family, performs its business, is to be honored
by the brethren with food, raiment and conveyance,"
assumed the reading sa nirvdtijas and has explained the
meaning to be, •rhis share is to be made up by the brethren
who have taken th^ir shares, by deducting wealth from the
share of each.
But iliis is to be rejected because the
term " feels no desire" would become meaningless, and
because it is imj^roj^er to assume a reading which is not
noticed by the commentators such as Medhatithi
and
because the other reading is consistent with the clear
declaration (in Yajuavalkya's text) of " separation."
The author of the Prakasa, however, has, even
adopting the correct reading fnirvdsyasj explained the text
of Manu in the following way:
" If any one of the cosharers who are engaged in the acquisition of wealth, do
not through negligence or laziness, feel desire' i. e., cooperate, i. (?., render any assistance, although
having
competence,' ^. e., capable of rendering assistance 'by his
own exertion,' i. c, by his co-operation, he should be
debarred from his share, i. e., from the wealth acquired by
the others' own exertion,
by giving him something in
tage,

:

—

—

;

;

:

—

;

;

—

^

'

'

'

lieu of maintenance,'

by allowing him

to participate
This is not reasonable because
in the capital alone."
the term " although" {ccpi) is to be imported, and because
the meaning which is consistent with the text of Yogisvara,
does most clearly appear, and because the interpretation
i.

<?.,

;

put by you depends upon a different text.
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— ''When

one himself dies
un separated, his son who has not received maintenance
from the grandfather, shall be made participator of the
heritage; he is to get, however, the paternal share from
the uncle or uncle's son the very same share shall equitably belong to all the brothers or his son also shall
16.

:

:

afterwards cessation (of succession) takes place."
''
One himself," signifies, a brother, " his son," the
the question
brother's son " maintenance," means share
what short of share is he to get ?' it is said,
occurring,
" the paternal share ;" " his son," intends the great-grandson of the person whose estate is divided, because the
case of a grandson is considered; "afterwards," i. c,
after his son, " cessation" i. e., cessation of succession takes
place; the meaning is that the great-grandson's son is
not entitled to any share.
"Partition of heriAccordingly also Devala says:
tage among undivided parceners and s-^cond })artition
among divided parceners dwelling toge/-'iier, extends to the
The meaning
fourth in descent this is the settl.p,'-! law."
is that partition of heritage extends to the fourth degree
counting from the proprietor. This rule is alike applicable
if divided coparceners dwell together after re-union, by
reason of the expression " dwelling together."
The term " the paternal share" being used by Katy^yana, it is indicated that the allotment of shares is to be
according to the fathers. Accordingly Yajnavalkya says
" Among grandsons by different fathers the allotment
The meaning is
of shares is according to the fathers."
The right by birth of grandsons to the estate
this
of the grandfiitlier is not distinguishable from that of
tlic sons; hence although it is proper that the grandsons who are alike to the sons, should liave a share equal
still their share being adjusted through
to that of a son
they
are entitled to the shares of their
father,
their
the participation, however in the
fathers respectively
grandfatlier's property is not with reference to themWhat is intended is this: If unseparated broselves.
thers die leaving sons, and the number of sons be une<[ual, one leaving two sons, and others three, four &c.,
the two shall take the share of their father by dividing
get

—

:

—

;

;

'

—

—

:

—

;

:

—

—

;

—

;

—
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into two
the three, foiu' &c. also shall take the share
of their fathers by dividing- the same into three, four &c. respectively
but the distribution of the grandfather's estate
is 'not to be made according to the number of grandsons.
In the same way when some of the brothers are alive, and
the others die leaving sons, then the surviving brothers
shall take their own sliares, and the sons of the others
shall take the shares of their fathers respectively: this distinction is based upon the authority of the texts.
Hence
this text indicating as it does, the case of similar co-heirs
(i. e., the
case of grandsons only) is superfluous.
Unequal distribution with specific deductions also is based
upon the authority of texts.
But equal participation
which follows from the co-equality of ownership has been
superfluously laid down by the texts.
it

;

:

"Whatever property of the grandfather was lost by
been recovered by the father,
!?ijt has
therein the grandsonXparticipate, only by the choice of
the father, in the sanlt?^»way as in the property acquired
by the father. This has been declared by Manu, "But
if a father recovers his paternal property, which was not recovered before, he shall not, if unwilling, share that property
with his sons, (like what is) acquired by himself."
The^term " acquired by himself" is to be construed
by supplying the term " like what is" or it may be construed in this way,
because that property passed from
the grandfather, and was recovered by him alone, hence
it became as it were his self-acquired property
the term
" if unwilling" shows that it is by the choice of the father
alone and not by the choice of the sons, that partition takes
place of such property although inherited from the grand17.

theft or the like,

—

;

—

;

father.

—

Likewise there is another passage of law
" Whatever property of the grandfather was taken away, but has
been recovered by the father by his own exertion, and
whatever has been acquired by means of science heroism, &c., therein the father's ownershij^ is ordained; he may
at his pleasure, make a gift of it or allow partition to be
made of such property but in his absence, the sons are
pronounced to be equal sharers."
:

;

10
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Taken away," i. e., wrongfully taken possession of
the meaning is, that it was not recovered by
the
the grandfather but was recovered by the father
meaning of the expression " by his own exertion," is,
''

by

strangers

;

:

without the use of the grandfather's property
but if it
be recovered by means of the grandfather's property, then
the father obtains two shares on account of his being the
acquirer by reason of the text of Vrihaspati, namely,
"Among these, he who acquires himself, shall get only two
shares." And this is to be construed also with what is
acquired by means of science &c. but this will be (here;

;

after) stated at length.

The

substance of what

is intended in the above text
ownership of the sons and the
grandsons in the property of the father and the grandfather

is this

:

— Although the

by

still by reason of the texts previously
being dependent on the father, with respect
to the father's self-acquired property, ai>4 the father being
entitled to superiority on account of kis being the acquirer,

arises

birth alone,

cited, the sons

asse;^.t- to the disposal by the
father of his self-acquired property excepting laud and
slaves, by reason of the previously cited text, namely,"Immoveables and bipeds &c." With respect to the grandfather's property, however, there is also the power of forbidding (any disposal by the father); but with respect to
property which was not recovered by the grandfather but
has been recovered by the father, the sons are certainly
dependent on the father's will, although the property be the
grandfather's but as regards gems, pearls &c., though
inherited from the grandfather, the father alone has independence by reason of the previously cited texts, namely,
" The father is master of all the gems, pearls, and corals

the sons must give their

;

—

&c."

—

Jinuitavahana says
" When partition is made
by the brothers after the demise of the father, then as
regards the ])aternal estate too, it should take place after
the demise of both the parents, since tlio demise of the
father as well as of the mother is mentioned (in the text
of i\ranu).
The oi)ini()n of the author of the Sangralui,
that the demise of the mother refers to the maternal
18.

:

75
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because there
property is not, however, to be preferred
no authority to support the supposition tliat the term
paternal is the result of the uni-residual conjunctive
compound, signifying, belonging to the 'parents.
And
because, if this be taken to be a provision regarding partition of the mother's estate, then there would be tautology, since partition of the mother's estate has been
subsequent^ declared (by Manu) in the text,
But when
the motlier is dead, let all the uterine brothers and the
uterine sisters equally divide the maternal estate,'
Yajuavalkya also has, in the following text, namely,
Let
sons divide equally the effects and the debts, after the
death, of both parents but daughters share the residue of
their mother's property after payment of her debts
and
the (male) issue, in default of daughters ;'
declared the
l^artition of the mother's estate in the passage,
but
daughters &c.'
And the construction intended (of the
first part of this-t^xt) is not that
Let sons divide the
effects of both pai's^ts,'
but that after the demise of
both parents' it is, "r^^wever, by implication that the
relation, namely,
the effects and debts of the father ^^
is
obtained, because in the latter part the partition of the
motlier's effects and debts has been mentioned.
Accordingly in the previously cited text of Sankha and Likhita,
namely,
Since the support of the family depends on
the wealth, the sons are not independent when the father
is alive, as also while the mother is so,'
the meaning
expressed by the portion as also while the mother is so,'
is, that the uterine brothers are not independent
of the
mother, and are not entitled to effect partition even while
she is alive.
Hence also in the text of Vyasa, namely,
For brothers, a common abode is ordained so long as
both the parents are alive if separated after their demise,
the religious merit of them increases,' separation being
prohibited by the injunction regarding the common abode,
and partition being prohibited in the lifetime of the father
and the mother, the association of their lives is not intended by the passage, while the parents are alive' hence
if any one of the parents be living, partition is not lawful
but it is so, when both are gone to rest.
;

is
*

'

—

'

—

'•

:

;

—

'

'

—

:

—

—

'

—

•*

'

—

'

'

:

'

—

:

;
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*^ Also in
the text of Vrihaspati, namely,—' On the
demise of the parents, partition among brothers is allowed,
and even while they are both living, it is right if tlie
mother be past child-bearing,' since partition during the
lifetime of the mother who is past child-bearing, cannot be
relative to the mother's property, and since the very partition which is mentioned to take place after the demise of
both parents, and which is referred to by the particle even'
is proin the passage even while they are botli living'
nounced to be right therefore it is ascertained that the
partition among brothers after the death of the parents is

—

'

—

*

;

relative to the father's estate alone.
*' Accordingly Vydsa propounds that if partition takes
place in the lifetime of the mothers, it is to be made
If there be sons of one man,
according to the mothers
by different mothers, but equal in number and alike
by class, a distribution among the mothers is approved.'
If theij<:>be many sprung
Likewise Vrihaspati ordains,
from one, alike in number and clasr?, but born of rival
mothers, then according to law, ^i^rrxtition should be made
by them, by distribution amongst the mothers.' Since there
is not in reality any difference in the shares of (the different sets of) the half brothers, for they are equal in number
and in class, hence the provision of allotment of shares to
the mothers refers to the superiority of the mothers. And the
purport is, that this is not a partition among the sons, but
the partition is to be made avowing it to be one among
Tiierefore as in the mothers property, so
the mothers.
in this case also, the separation of thQ sons from each other
Hence what is
is not lawful in the lifetime of the mother.
In partition
Gautama
and
otiier
sages,
namely,
said by
understood
increase
of
religious
must
is
merit,'
bo
there
to refer to one after the demise of the mother."
This has already been refuted on the ground that
some spiritual ol)joct will have to be assumed, if it be held
that the mother's death has reference to paternal proi)erty.
As for what has been said, namely, that the term '* paternal" has no reference to the motiier's property, because
there is no authority for considering it to bo the result
of the uni-rcsidual conjunctive compound, and because
that again is unreasonable.
there would bo tautology
:

—

'

—

—

'

—

—

—

—

;

—

'
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Because for fear of the objection of assuming some spiritual
object it cannot but be admitted that the term is the result
of theuni-residual conjunctive compound
the objection of
tautology, however, is not consistent with reason, for the
injunction regarding the partition of maternal property
may rightly be taken to be a repetition with a view to lay
down particular rules.
As for the text of Yajnavalkya, the author of the
Mitakshara construes it thus, ''Let the sons divide the
effects of the father and the mother ;" he has removed the
objection of tautology by introducing the latter half thus,
" The sage states an exception in regard to the mother's
and he has, after explaining the
separate property"
text, " and the issue succeeds on their default," thus, " In
default of daughters, the issue, i. e., the son and the like,
shall take the mother's wealth after payment of debts,"
said,
" Although this is established by the first part of
Let the sons divide equally the effects
the text, namel jt
and the debts, aftei\|he demise, of the parents,' still it is
again declared for thev^ike of greater perspicuity."
Nor can it be argued that let this only be the construction here, namely, " after the demise of the parents ;"
the terms " the effects and the debts" become by implication connected with " father's", since in the latter half, the
partition of the mother's estate is ordained
and thus the
portion",
" the issue succeeds on their default"
does not
become an useless repetition.
Because, the terms " the
effects and the debts" implying as they do, relation to
some person, the question occurs who is that person, consequently the construction of these terms with the term " of
the parents" which occurs in the same sentence
is preferrable to the construction of these terms with the term
" of the father", which is to be known by implication after
the perusal of the whole verse; and it is proper even to admit,
as a consequence of such a construction, that the portion,
" the issue succeeds on their default," is a mere repetiAccording to the opinion of those, however, who
tion.
explain the term " issue" to mean, the issue of the daughter,
^. e., the daughter's son,
there can be no fear whatever
of that portion being a useless repetition.
All this will be
dwelt upon at length when the partition of woman'' s property will be discussed.
;

—

;

—

—

—

'

—

—

;

—

—

—

—
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The absence

of independence in the lifetime of the
by Sankha and Likhita, may certainly be reconciled by supposing it to be intended to extol
the veneration due to the mother, or to refer to her pro-

mother, as ordained

perty.

—

—

*' For brothers &c.,"
Also the text of Vydsa, namely,
merely lays down that during the joint lives of both the

neither is there
parents, the common abode is approved
any defect in considering that the association of their lives
is intended by the phrase, '' while both the parents are alive."
But, in fact, the joint abode is preferable also after the
demise of the parents by reason of the text ''The eldest
alone shall take the entire property &c.," and partition is
calculated to increase religious merit, and religious duties
;

such as the five great sacrifices must be performed even
while the mother is alive, hence for the purpose of increasing it, ])artition is certainly proper.
As to what has been said, namely, *' A^so in the text of
On the demise of parents3/:ucc., since partition
Vrihaspati,
the
lifetime
of the mother j^kct 'is past child-bearing
during
is
By the first half (of tlie text) it is
the
answer
&c.,"
declared that the common abode is preferable while both
parents are alive, and that partition takes place after
their demise; therefore the meaning (of the latter half) is,
that inasmuch as there is a possibility of the birth of other
sons if the mother be not past child-bearing, and the dissipation of the means of their support is censured by the
text,
" Those that are born and those that are not yet
begotten &c.," but that it is not possible if the mother be

—

'

—

:

—

—

past child-bearing, therefore partition is approved just as
when the father's affections become extinct tiuit being so,
the motlicr being past child-bearing, there is no possibility
of the birth of daughters who are entitled to her wealth (in
preference to sons), therefore the sons may, by her choice,
divide her wealth also
hence this text may relate also to
maternal property. Therefore the objection is nothing.
As for what has been said in the texts of Vyasa and
Vrihaspati, namely, that })artition by half brothers is to bo
made by a distribution amongst the mothers
that is not
against my opinion.
Since, just as by virtue of the texts,
like
person with iiis family shall not bo independent
:

;

;

— "A

—
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—

while the parents are alive," the dependence on the father
and mother continues even after parfttion, so likewise by
virtue of the above texts, (the half brothers) shall, as long
as the mothers are alive, remain obedient to their orders,
thinking the partition to be as between the mothers only.
How from this can it follow, that there is no right to the
partition of the paternal property while the mother is alive ?
There is no use in enlarging upon the subject.
19.
As in the case of partition during the lifetime of
the father, the father is to make his wives equal sharers
with his sons, so also in the case of partition after his
demise the sons are to make them partakers of shares equal
this has been ordained by Yajnato those of themselves
valkya,
" The mother also, of those effecting partition
after the demise of the father, shall get an equal share."
If stridhanam has not been given (to herj
when it has
been given, tb^n it is ordained that a half share shall be
NotwitL%^anding, the term " half" here does not
allotted.
signify a moiety (or k^v^idl division)
but what is intended
is, that so much shall be given which (together with her
stridhanam) will make her an equal sharer with a son.
The term " mother" which signifies the parent does
not include a step-mother also for the term mother which
has been once used (in the text) cannot reasonably convey
two meanings one of which is primary and the other
secondary.
From the following text of Vyasa, namely, " The
father's sonless wives, however, shall be made equal sharers
as also the paternal grandmothers, for they are declared to
be equal to mothers ;" and from the use of the term
" wives" in the text of Yogisvara (§ 10), it follows that, in
partition during the lifetime of the father, all his wives
without distinction are entitled to equal shares with the
sous for the terms '' son" and '' wife" convey meanings in
correlation with "father," hence there can be no objection
of their bearing primary and secondary meanings.
But in
partition after the demise of the father, it is effected by
the sons, and the term mother which appears to be used in
correlation to them, cannot, by reason of the variableness
in its meaning, imply a step-mother also ; therefore those

—

:

:

;

;

—

;

—

;
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only who are mothers of sons, are entitled to shares equalBut those who are souless are
ly with their own son^.
entitled to food and raiment only, like the wives of coparAnd this is reaceners who are undivided or re-united.
sonable, since the father is independent in partition during
his lifetime, and the sons are independent in partition
after his demise and since this appears to be the intention
It
of the use of the term " mother" and the term " wife."
;

also reasonable that those who are destitute of sons are
This appears to be the
entitled only to maintenance.
intention of various commentaries.
That all the wives of the father, whether sonless or

is

having sons, are entitled to shares equally with the sons,
even in partition after the father's demise appears to be
since
the opinion of the learned author of the Mitakshard
he introduces the text of Ydjnavalkya, namely " The
mothers also of those effecting partition after the demise
with these remarks
" It has heejp? ordained that
&c.,"
entitled
shares
to
equqtflrj^ with the sons in
are
wives
the
partition during the lifetime of the-. ^father, now the sage
declares that the wives are entitled to shares equally with
the sons in partition after the demise of the father."
Accordingly also the author of the Madanaratna says:
*'
The use of tlie term mother indicates also the sonless
step-mothers, as also the paternal grandmothers, agreeably
The father's sonless wives &c.' "
to the text of Vyasa,
The following seems to be the intention of the authors
And this is conof the Mitakshara and the Madanaratna

—

;

—

:

—

—

'

:

—

sistent with reason, since otherwise, in the phrase '' father's
wives," (in Vycisa's text) the use of the term father, the

—

would be useless. Had the participation
correlative of son,
of ecjual shares with the sons, referred to the partition in
the lifetime of the father, then the term " mothers" would
Hence it
liave been used instead of " tlie fatlicr's wives."
follows that it is only in consequence of their being tlie wives
of the father, that they get equal shares with the sons,
whether the partition takes place in the lifetime of the
father or after his demise.
But if the genitive case in the term ''father's" (in
VyAsu's text) l)o held to be used to denote the agent,
then what is allirnied (in the text of Vyiisa) amounts to
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this,—" Tlie wives are equal sharers in partition made hy
the father^'' and it follows by implication that the term
" wives" stands in correlation with him hence it is proper
;

to say that this text relates only to partition in the lifetime
of the father.
But in Yajnavalkya's text the term mother

cannot properly refer to the parent as well as to the stepand for its correlative the term sons occurs suggested by the term mother itself; therefore in order that the
term mother may have its primary meaning it is proper that
it should imply the parent alone.
This is also the practice
of the learned.
This is here reasonable; this ought to be
accepted tliere is no use in dilating upon the matter.
Vrihaspati ordains:
" After his death, however, the
mother fjanan'ij or the daughter gets an equal share.''
Here by the context the term " his" means, the father's.
20.
If at the time when the father is dead, any of
the brothers be uninitiated, then after having performed
their initiation a'^the charge of whole estate, the residue
shall be divided a(>^ording to shares.
Thus Yajnavalkya
says:
" The uninitiafed^ ought to be initiated by the
brothers who have been previously initiated." ^From tlie
mention of the term " by the brothers," it appears that
" the uninitiated" brothers are intended.
The mere provision that they ought to be initiated, having no concern
with thf^ subject of the Partition of Heritage, what is intended is, at the charge of the whole estate. Accordingly
Vyasa says
" Those, however, among them, that are uninitiated shall be initiated by the elder brothers, out of
the patrimony so also the maiden daughters according to

mother

;

—

:

—

—

— —
:

;

law."

Narada declares the necessity of the initiation of the
uninitiated, although no wealth of the father exists, thus
" If no wealth of the father exists, the initiation must, without fail, be made by brothers already initiated contributing
funds out of their own shares."
:

The marriage

of unmarried sisters also is necesbe paternal property, then shares also are
to be allotted to them.
This is ordained by Yajnavalkya,
" The sisters also, giving (them) a fourth part from
one's own share."
The passage " uninitiated ought to be
21
21.

sary.

—

If there
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initiated"' f occuiTing in the previous text §
Manusays: "
strued with this text.

II. Pt. I.

is to be conthe maiden
daughters, however, let the brothers give separately from
their own shares (they) shall be degraded, if unwilling to
give a fourth part from every one's share."
In the Ratnakara and the Chintdmani it has been
explained that, here the meaning of both the texts (of
Manu and Yajnavalkya) is not that to each of the sisters is
to be given by all the brotliers a fourth part of every one's
own allotted share for in that case she who has many
brothers would get much wealth, and a brother who has
many sisters would be deprived of everything therefore
what is intended, is only the allotment of so much property
And in support of their view
as is sufficient for marriage.
" The marthe following text of Vishnu is set forth
riage of the maiden daughters, however, shall be effected
according to the estate."
This is not reasonable. Since it c^Timot properly be
said that in neither of the texts thep^otment of shares is
intended and since the sin for.e^rC?iusal to allot shares has
been mentioned as distinguished from the sin for non-performance of marriage otherwise, also the declaration of
" shall be
sin for refusal to give (shares) in the text,
degraded if unwilling to give," would have to be interpreted to intend sin for non-performance of marriage.
For this reason Medhitithi and the author of the
Mitak.shara and others have explained the texts thus i
The ablative case in the terms '• from one's own share"
("nijcidansatj and " from every one's share" fsvdt BvddansdtJ
is, however used in the stead of a particijde understood
that being so, the meaning is havhujrefjariLto that (i. e.
*'
Hence, to
one's own share" and '' ever}^ one's share.")
a maiden daughter shall be allotted a fourth part of such a
share as is assignable to a son of the same class with her.
if the
Accordingly the following meaning is deduced
maiden be daughter of a Jirahmani, her share is the quarter
part of what will be stated hereafter to be the allotment
for a son by a Bnihmani wife sinnlarly also if the maiden
be daughter of a Kshatriya or tlie like. For instance if a
Br^lmiani is the only wife of any person, and she has one
son and one daughter then dividing the whole paternal

—

20)

To

;

;

;

:

—

;

—

;

—

—
;

:

;

;
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property into two parts, and subdividing one such part into
four shares, lie shall give one such share to the sister, and
himself take the residue.
Similarly if there be two sons
and one maiden daughter, then dividing the entire property into three parts, and sub-dividing one such part into
four shares, one such share shall be given to the sister, and
the remainder shall be divided by the two brothers,
according to shares. But if there be one son and two
maiden daughters, then dividing the property into three
parts and subdividing one such part into four sliares, and
allotting two shares to the two maiden daughters, the rest
shall be taken by him.
Similarl37- when the brothers and
sisters are of the same class, whether their number is equal
(or unequal), it is to be understood that in all cases the sisters are entitled to get a quarter of the share assignable to
a brother of the same class.
But if there be one son by a
Br^hmanf wife and one daughter by a Kshatrij^a wife,
then dividing th^.^paternal property into seven parts and
subdividing tlie thrt.§jiarts which would be the allotment for
a son by a Kshatriya v>4fe into four shares, and giving one
such share to the daughter of the Kshatriya wife, the son
of the Brahma 111 wife shall take the residue.
But when
there are two sons by the Brahmani wife and one daughter
by the Kshatri}^^ wife, then the paternal estate is to be
divided into eleven parts
and the throe parts which
would be assignable to a son by a Kshatriyd wife, must be
subdivided into four shares and giving one such share to
the daughter of the Kshatriya, the two sons of the Bn'dimani shall take the whole of the rest dividing the same. It
must be similarly understood in any case of equal or unequal number of brothers and sisters dissimilar in caste.
"Mothers are entitled to shares
Also Vishnu says
according to the shares of the sons
also the maiden
daughters, according to the shares of tlie sons as the sons
are entitled to four shares, or three, or two, or one, according
to the classes, so are the wives of the same class." Here by
the jjassage " the maiden daughters are entitled to shares
according to the sliares of the sons," although it appears
that the daughters are entitled to all the shares, namely
four, &c. (equally with the sons of the same class ;) still
because Manu aud Yogisvara have declared the allotment
;

;

:

—

;

:

—
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(to them)'of a fourth part of a share in the passages "

one's

own

share,"

from

and " from every one's share," therefore

the accordance with the sliares of tlie sons is to be miderstood in tliat way only but they are not entitled to shares
Thus
equal to those of the brothers of the same class.
there is no conflict.
" The mothers, however,
Vrihaspati distinctly says
maiden daughters are
them,
and
the
are equal sharers with
This
is approved also by
sliare."
quarter
entitled to a
''
unmarried
daughters, a
For
he
says
Katyayana, for
sons,
three
shares
and
for
the
intended,
is
f(jurth share
small."
The
if
property
be
ordained
the
is
equality
but
meaning, however, of the passage '' but equality &c." is
sufficient
if there be not paternal property even
this:
for marriage, then the daughters are entitled to shares
equally with the sons.
Also the text of Vishnu, namely, '^ The marriage of
the maiden daughters, &c.," (para. 2)—^'s not opposed to
The
the explanation given by Medhatitl^ and others.
marriage of the unmarried daugli|,^.'s of the father, i. e. of
their own sisters shall be performed according to wealth.
By tliis, only the necessity of marriage is ordained, but
not tlie giving or not giving of sliares.
The author of the Smritichandrikti, however, has,
in accordance with the following text of Devala, namely,
" And to the maiden daughters shall be giVen the
held that profather's wealth, (and) nuptial property'^
perty sufficient for marriage is to be allotted his intention
''
nupis that the qualifying term " nuptial" in the passage
otherwise
would
become
meaningless.
tial property"
What we say here is this. The passage " To the
maiden daughters, shall be given paternal wealth," constiand that consists only of a
tutes a distinct injunction
to
Marm
and others.
And tlie
according
part,
fourth
"
property,"
forms
dilferent
nuptial
a
injunction,
portion
being in accordance with the following text of Sanklia
" AVhen the heritage is divided, a maiden daughter gets
And this text of
the ornaments and nuptial slridhanam.^^
Sankha has been explained by thfe venerable Vidydranya
in his commentary on the Institutes of Parasara, thus
" At the time of partition of the paternal estate, a maiden
;

:

:

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

:
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daughter gets also the ornaments put on by her, as is
But if the meaning (of the text of
declared b}' Sankha."
Devala) were that " the father's wealth" which is " nuptial" i. e. so much as is sufficient for marriage, shall be
given to the maiden daughters then the term " property"
would be superfluous. Therefore it is reasonable to suppose that here are two distinct injunctions.
This text (of Devala,) however, is read by the author
;

—

" To the maiden 'daughters shall
of the Di'i^^atattva, thus,
be given nuptial property from the father's wealth." It is
to be observed that in this reading too, the explanation
given by us deserves to be preferred, so that this text may
have the same meaning with the text of Sankha it does
not however intend that property sufficient for marriage is
to be given.
Now although, sometimes the term '' sister" and sometimes the term " maiden daughter &c." are used in the texts
of Manu and ot^iers, still it is to be held that the subject
being the partitioi?^ by brothers, they convey the same
meaning by interpretij-g; the term " sister" to be used in
correlation with the brothers, and the term " daughter," in
correlation with their father.
Hence in partition after the demise of the father, the
(maiden) sisters are entitled to get shares out of the paternal property
and not that they are only to be disposed
But if (partition takes place) previously
of in marriage.
(to the father's decease) they get only whatever the father
gives, for there is no particular text regarding the point.
But Jimiitavahana says
Since Manu and Yajnavalkya have respectively declared " let the brothers give'^ and
*' giving
a fourth part," therefore the sisters are not to take
the fourth part, under the impression that they have a
right thereto certainly it is never said that let one brother
give from his own share to another brotljer, what the latter
has a right to get similarly (is to be understood) also the
giving of a fourth part.
The brothers incur moral guilt,
if they refuse to give but the sister has no right to compel
;

^

;

:

—

:

;

;

them.
This is not reasonable. For this conclusion does not
follow from what is merely a variety of expression, just as
in the texts,
" He may separate the sons by his choice"
and " giving deductions to the eldest" and the like.

—
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what lie lias said again, namely, '' Since in
Of those whose forms of initiation
Narada,
tlie text of
regularly
performed by the father, these
been
have not
ceremonies must be completed by tlie brothers out of the
w\\o?>q' fyeshdmj is used in the
patrimony,' the pronoun
and since immediately after this text,
masculine gender
If no wealth of the
is commenced the following text,
father exists &c.,' therefore tlie text refers only to the
Hence, when there is paternal
initiation of aTarother.
property then since the necessity of the sister's marriage
appears from the texts of Manu and other sages, therefore
the intention is that only so much property as is sufficient
for marriage shall be given."
That is to be rejected for the necessity of the sister's
marriage appears from other texts. Thus in the text,

As

for

—

'

—

'

—

;

'

;

The father, the paternal grandfather, a brother, a kinsman fsalcul/iaj the mother likewise on failure of the first
**

;

who

is of sane mind is the
giver of a girl in marriage and omittkig to dispose of the
girl in marriage becomes guilty of„^^using miscarriage in
every course" Yogisvara declares that a brother too failing to perform the ceremony of a sister's marriage becomes
Hence because the text of
guilty of causing miscarriage.
Narada is also based upon the same foundation with. Yogi'svara's text, it is proper to admit that the terms " whose"
fyeshdmj and " of those" fteshdmj are in the genitive case
in the neuter gender, by reason of the rule that neuter
gender is to be used when both the sexes are intended
and by reason of the rule that a term is to be taken
or that the terms are the
in its widest acceptance
results of the uni-residual conjunctive compound of dissimilar terms.
The author of the Madanaratna reads a text of Vri" The younger brothers, however, who
liaspati, tiius,
may be uninitiated, shall be initiated by the elder ones out
intending that the
of the common paternal property"
term yahiijtisas " younger" (in later Sanskrit ijabii/dnsas)
is used in the Vedic form
and explains it thus, the term
" brothers" is illustrative, it includes the sisters also.
Here again it is to be understood that the maiden
daughters arc intended by reason of association with

amonji: these the next in order
;

—

;

—

—

;

—
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the adjective '' unmarried" is
mentioned in the text (of Kat3'ayana), "For unmarried
daughters &c." hence the maiden sisters alone get a
quarter, share, the others get some trifle out of propriety.
This will be explained in detail while treating of the
mother's property.
initiation,

because

—

:

Of immoveable property, whether ancestral or
self-acquired, the father may make gift and the like only
with the consent of the sons, by reason of the text previ22.

—

ously cited, viz.,
" Immoveables and bipeds although
acquired by a man himself, shall not be gifted away or
sold without the consent of all the sons."
By the passage
"although acquired by a man himself" it is a fortiori
shewn that the consent of the sons is indispensable in (the
But in case of distress of
disposal of) ancestral property.
the whole family, any member is competent, even witiiout
the consent of tliQ rest, to make a sale, gift or the like
(disposal) of immoveable property, since the support of
the family is indispeiteal4y necessary, by reason of the
following text,
" Even a single coparcener may make a
gift, mortgage or sale of immoveable property at a time of
danger, for a family purpose and especially for religious
purposes."
By "religious purposes" are intended, indispensable religious ceremonies such as the sraddha of the

—

—

iather.

—

But a passage of law runs as follows
" Separated
or unseparated kinsmen are equal in respect of immoveable property for in both cases one member is incompetent to make a gift, mortgage or sale ;"
which is to be
interpreted in this way.
Although the incompetency
:

;

—

without the consent of the others, is settled by reason of
the co-equality of ownership, in joint property, of
undivided coparceners, still the same is here particularly
mentioned in respect of immoveable property for the
purpose of extolling its worth. But as regards the separated
coparceners, what is said in this text is for the purpose of
facility of proof in case of dispute
for if, at a future time,
the question arises whether the family is separated or
undivided, thennn that case, the fact of partition must be
made out by the evidence of witnesses or the like because
;

;
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otherwise the gift or tlie like of joint property would be
But if there be consent of the other co-sharers,
the transaction is valid, independently of partition. Nor
can it be said that let the ownership of even the separated
coparceners be, as is ordained by this text, common
For then it would follow that
in immoveable property.
property)
takes place for some
immoveable
partition (of
validity of the gift
Hence
the
purpose.
ultra-mundane
may be established
its
essence,
regards
like,
as
or the
even in the absence of the consent of the other co-sharers
and the determination of the dispute can take place on
(The consent of the separated coproof of partition.
sharers is) like the consent of the village-men and the con"Land
sent of the hearlman of the village, as in the text,
by the consent of (the owner)
passes by six formalities
himself, of the village-men, of kinsmen, of the headman of
the village, and of heirs, and by gift of gold and water."
But the consent of the headman is also for the purpose of
preventing boundary dispute. The consent of the kinsmen
and the heirs, however, is to be e;t^iained in the very same
way as is previously mentioned accordingly there is
" Acceptance shall be publicanother passage of law, viz.
Otherwise, gift or
especially of immoveable property."
other alienation would be invalid for want of tlie consent
of also the village-men and the headman of the village.
The passage, "by gift of gold and water," shows that
since the sale of immoveable property is prohibited by the
" Tliere can be no sale of immoveable property
text,
mortgage may be made with the consent," and since gift
" He who acce])ts land and he
the text,
is praised in
who gives it, they both are performers of a virtuous act
therefore when a sale
and will certainly go to heaven"
of
the family and the
maintenance
is indispensable for the
immoveable
property shall be
of
the
sale
like (necessity),
gift
giving
gold and
of
by
formalities
with
the
made
water to the purchasers, so that tliere nuiy be even one
invalid.

;

—

:

—

;

—

—

—

;

clement of

;

—

gift.

after citing the two texts of Vyasa
parcener, shall not, without the consent
of the others, nuike a gift or sale of the whole innnovcablo
j)roperty conniion to the family; separated or un.separated

But Jimiitavahana,

namely,

— "One

^0-
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kinsmen are equal in respect of immoveable property ; for
in both cases a single member is incompetent to make a gift,
'' These are not for establishing
mortgage or sale," says
that one coparcener has no power to make a sale, gift or
other transfer.
Since as the proprietory right which is
defined to consist in the power of disposal according to
pleasure, exists without distinction in immoveable as in any
other property, these texts cannot show the incompleteness
of the relinquishment of right; for a fact cannot be altered
But the prohibition is levelled
by a hundred texts.
against wicked persons, and is intended to show that an
alienation is sinful if it is made to the injury of the family
when there is no necessity for alienation such as distress of
Accordingly Ndrada authorizes generally a
the family.
sale or any other alienation
' When
there are many
persons sprung from one man who have duties apart and
transactions apart, and are separate in business and
character, if they -be not accordant in affairs, should they
give or sell their own shares, they may do all that they
please, for they are mafetc^^ of their own wealth.'
Since
this text specifies the reason in the passage for they are
masters of their own wealth,' it relates to immoveables

—

:

—

:

—

'

would be unmeaning."

also, for else it

This

right, but that

it is not reasonable to say that
inticnded to show that an alienation is sinful.
Since
the sale of immoveable property even by all the co-sharers
being prohibited in the absence of necessity, an objection
would arise that the use of the term " a single member" is
unmeaning and since it is unreasonable to assume an
ultra-mundane object in a rule of positive law, when there
may be a visible object such as facility of proof in case of
dispute
otherwise, even in case of the consent of cosharers, the objection of injuring the family may arise
hence the texts would have to be interpreted as referring
solely to sin in consequence of injuring the family, as is
laid down in other texts.

it

is all

is

;

:

23.

whether

Here again, partition at the desire of the sons,
in the lifetime of the father or after his demise,

may take
there

is

place

no

by the

distinction.

ciioice of a single co-parcener, since

Hence what,

after

premising par-

90
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The wealth of
who have not attained to maturity and likewise of
who are absent in a distant place, shall be deposited,

tition, is said

those
those
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by Kdtydyana, in the

text,

''

—

is also
free from disbursement, with relatives and friends,"
Otherwise if partition could not
in support of this view.

take place without their consent, the declaration of the
deposit of their wealth with relatives and friends would be
'^ Likewise
So also Vishnu says
the
unreasonable.
wealtli of a minor shall be preserved till he attains to
majority."
:

2Sa.

among

This distribution

—

sons extends equally

them and to grandsons and great-grandsons in the male
line.
There is not here an order of succession following
For the three
the order of proximity according to birth.
descendants, namely, the son, the grandson and the greatto

grandson are competent to offer oblations in the parva occasions. Hence it.is that Devala says:
"A father, a grandfather and likewise a great-grandfather assiduously cherish
a new-born son, as birds the holy fig'tree,-(reflecting)he will
present to us a funeral repast with honey, meat and herbs,
with milk, and with sweet rice and milk in the season of
Likewise Sankha,
rains and under the asterism Maghas."
Likhita and Gautama sa^^s
" A father, a grandfather
and likewise a great-grandfather welcome a new-born son
as birds tlie holy fig-tree, (reflecting) he will give us satisfaction with honey and meat and especially the flesh of
tlie rhinoceros and with milk, and with sweet rice and milk
in the season of rains and under the asterism Maghds."
Thus tlie competency being equal and tlie right by birth
also being equal, equal participation would have followed
"Among grandsons by difbut is prevented by the text,
ferent lathers the allotment of shares is according to the

—

:

—

—

fathers."

—

'' The grandsons and the groatJimiitaviihana says
grandsons wiuwo lathers are alive cannot confer oblations
in the parva occasions, they are not therefore entitled to the
estate of their grandfather and great-grandfather respectively.
If there bo one son, and sons of another son
(who is dead,) then one share appertains to the surviving
for
sou, and the other share goes to all the grandsons
:

;
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their interest in the grandfather's wealth is founded on
their relation by birth to their own father, consequently
they have a right to just so much as should have been
their father's share."

This, however, is not acceptable because, it has been
established that in the grandfather's property the grandsous also acquire ownership by birth
hence the equality
of the grandsons' share (with a son's share) in the grandfather's property is based upon the authority of the texts,
and not founded upon any equitable principle.
As for what he has further said, namely, "Where one
brother has left a large number of sons, and another a
Among grandsons by diflesser number, there the text,
ferent fathers &c.'
is intended to prevent equal distribution amongst all of them by reason of their being grandsons but if the grandsons had ownersliip in the estate
of the grandfather while the father is living, then in the
case of partition by two brothers, one of whom has sons and
the other has none, the sons also of that brother would have
been entitled to share by reason of the co-equality of right."
That has already been refuted before. B}" this again
is removed also the above-mentioned incongruity.
Hence
is refuted also the objection that when there are uncles and
nephews, then because the property belonged to the father
of the uncles, therefore the nephews would get no share by
reason of the absence of their ownership.
As for what has been said, naaiely, " The grandsons
and the great-grandsons whose fathers are alive &c." that
too is wrong.
For the capacity for presenting funeral
oblations is not alone the criterion of the right to heritage,
since the younger brothers are entitled to the heritage
although they are not competent to offer oblations while
there is the eldest brother.
And the fitness for presenting
oblations, (which the younger brothers have) is not wanting in grandsons too (while their father is alive). But
when there are many claimants to the heritage, amongst
the gentiles fgotrajasj and the like, then the fact of conferring benefits on the proprietor of the wealth by means
of the offering of oblations and the like,
only excludes
those that do not confer (such) benefit it is not, however,
the criterion here.
;

;

—

—

—

'

;

—

—

—

:
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Whether partition is made in the lifetime of the
24.
father or after his demise, if the pregnancy of any of the
father's wives or of any of a brother's wives, be evident,
then partition ought to be postponed till parturition, by
" Now, the
reason of the following text of Vasishtha,
partition of heritage amongst brothers takes place after the
delivery of sons by those women who are childless (but
From the passage " after the delivery of sons"
pregnant").
it appears that the postponement is to be made if their
pregnancy is evident, but not if it is not evident.
Hence it is that Yogisvara has declared the mode of
participation by one who is born subsequently to parti" One who is begotten by one of equal class, after
tion ;
tlio co-parceners have been separated, is taker of the share."

—

—

When

the co-parceners have been separsted during the

lifetime of the parents, whether by the desire of the lather
or by the desire of the sons, one who is subsequently
brought forth by a wife of equal class is taker of the share
" is taker of the share," means, gets the share allotted to
The meaning is, ^lat after the parents, he
the parents.

alone gets their share the distinction is, that he gets the
From the adjecmother's share if there be no daughters.
tive " one of equal class," fsavarndyamj itajDpears that one
who is begotten, however, by a wife of a different class,
gets only his proper share from the father's wealth, and the
entire share of his mother should there be no daughter.
.For this very reason, a son begotten by a wife of an unequal
class after partition, gets only the share proper to his class,
although tlie partition took place during the lifetime of the
fatlier: it must not be concluded that he is entitled to
obtain all that belong to the fatlier.
'' But he who
With this very intention, Manu says
is born after partition shall get only the paternal wealth."
He shall get " the paternal wealth," i. e. the wealth belonging to both the parents in tlie manner mentioned above
the term " only" shows that the brothers are not to make
liim participant of a share equal to their own, by deduct"One
Also Gautama says:
ing from their own shares.
born after partition (shall get) the paternal (share) only."
liut those who have been sejiarated during the lifetime of the father, not knowiug at the time that the mother
:

:

—

;

—

Sec.
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or her co-wife was with child, shall make the brother, born
subsequently to partition, participant of a share equal to

own by deducting from their own shares. Thus
" To one born after partition, his share
shall be given by those who have been separated with the
And it is the father alone who, by taking that
father."
share of the new-born son, given by the brothers, shall
maintain him by reason of his having a preferable right
their

Vishnu says

:

—
;

and by reason of the previously cited text,
namely, " The wealth of those who have not attained to
thereto,

maturity, &c." (§. 23.)
'' One
born before has no
Also the text, namely,
claim in the allotment of the parents ; nor one begotten
refers to this very
after partition, in that of a brother"
The meaning is, one born before partition, and
subject.
(consequently) who has received his share of the paternal
property, has no claim, z. e., has no ownership in the allotment of the parents ; and one begotten after partition has
no claim in the share of a brother who has previously been
separated.
And also what is acquired by the father, after partition, belongs only to the son born after partition, by reason
''Whatever is acof the following text of Vrihaspati;
quired by the father himself who has been separated with
his sons ; all that belongs to the son born after partition
therein the sons born before have no claim as in the
wealth, so in the debts likewise, and in gifts, mortgages
and purchases. They have no claims on each other,
except for acts of mourning, and libations of water." He
"The younger brothers of those who have
also says;
made a partition with the father, whether children of the
same or of a different mother, shall however take the
paternal allotment."
The reason here is the same as is
declared in the text,
" One born before has no claim,

—

—

—

;

—

—

&c."

But

if

some of the sons have been re-united with the

father, then the after-born son is not entitled to the whole
of the paternal property, but he shall participate with

—

This is declared by Manu
" Or he shall partici" Him,"
pate with those that are re-united with him."

them.
i.

e.,

the father.

;
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If after the paternal property has been taken by the
brothers, on partition after the demise of the father, a son
is delivered by a wife of the father, whose pregnancy was
not known at the time of partition they shall make him
participant of a share equal to theirs, out of their own
;

This is
shares as modified by income ^nd expenditure.
'' Or his allotment must be made
said by Ydjnavalkya
out of the visible estate corrected for income and expendi"Visible estate," means what has been taken by
ture."
the brothers^ " Income," means monthly, daily and annual
increment to the visible estate. " Exj^enditure," means
the liquidation of the fathers debts, and the expenses
attending the initiation of brothers and sisters, for it must
be made at the expense of the common property it does
not, however, include any expense that a brother had
Tlie meaning
to incur, for that has no concern with it.
is, that out of the paternal property corrected for such income and expenditure, one born after partition shall get
an equal share with those previously separated. What is
including in thQ^. share of each of the cosaid is this
sharers, the income arising therefrom, and subtracting the
necessary common expenditure, and deducting a part from
the remainder of every one's share, a (posthumous) son
born after partition shall be made an equal sharer. The
particle " or" signifies an alternative based on distinct
circumstances, with reference to the first half of this text,
namely, " One who is begotten by one of equal class
after the co-parceners have been separated is taker of the
share,"
and tlie distinct circumstances (to which the first
half is applicable) have already been set forth.
Halayudlia, however, after interpreting the term
*'
out of the visible estate" to mean, from the perceptible
pro2)crty of the father, but not from what is concealed,
says that this alternative refers to a son born after partition, who is possessed of less good qualities than the
separated brothers.
Tills is to be rejected.
Since concealed property too,
when discovered after partition, is liable to be divided in
c(jual shares, and there is no authority to show the inapl)licability of the above rule to this case
and since in
supposing the above text to embody this restriction, there
;

—

—

;

—

:

—
—

;
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assuming some ultra-mundane
and since the text becomes perfectly consistent
by the interpretation put by Vijnanesvara.

would

arise the objection of

purpose

;

25.
The mode of partition among brothers dissimilar
in class is declared by Yogisvara
" The sons of a Brahmana, in the several classes, (varnasas), have four shares
the sons of a Kshatriya have three
or three or two or one
shares or two or one ; and the sons of a Vaisya have two
shares or one."
In the text, namely,
" The wives of a Brahmana, a
Kshatriya and a Vaisya may, as regards the classes, be
three, two and one respectively ; the wife of a Siidra is one
of the same class,"
Yogisvara has declared that a Brahmana may have three wives belonging to the (inferior)
classes, different from that of himself; (similarly) a Kshatriya two, and a Vaisya, one
and including one of the
:

—

;

—

—

:

with them, a Brahmana may have four, a
Kshatriya three, and a Vaisya two. If the enumeration
referred to wives of similar as well as dissimilar tribes, then
a wife of the Siidra class Ijeing excluded, the two of a
Vaisya also, would be reduced to one of his own class
consequently the part '' the wife of a Sudra is one of
his own class" could not consistently be put in contradistinction to a Vaisya
hence this enumeration is intended to have reference, to the wives of dissimilar classes.
This text has been so explained by Vijndnayogin.
That being so, (the meaning of the text in the first
para, is this:
"The sons of a Brahmana" born of
)
wives belonging to the Brahmana and other classes respectively " in the several classes, [varnasas f^ i. e. according to
the classes to which their mothers belong,
the affix sas (in
var7iasas) shows that the term varna (class) is in the locative
case and bears a distributive sense, agi-eeably to the
grammatical rule,
" To a noun in the singular number,

same

class

;

—

;

—

—

signifying quantity, the particle sas is affixed in a distributo those who are begotten by a Brahmana or
the like father on a Kshatriya or the- like wife, is applied the
term ja^i (mixed class) such as that of Miirdhabhishikta, and
jati cannot possibly be comprised by the term class, therefore the meaning is, according to the classes to which the
mothers belong; "have four shares or three or two or
tive sense :"

—
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wbat Is said is, that the sons of a Brahmana, born
one,"
of a motlier of the same class, shall each get four shares
the sons of the same Brahmana born of a Kshatri3'a mother,
three shares each the sons of the same person, born of a
Vaisya mother, two shares each sons of the same person
born of a Sudra mother one share each. The passage,
''
in the several tribes" is to be construed with every clause
in the latter half of the text that being so, the sons of
a Kshatriya born of Kshatriya and other mothers shall
each respectively get three shares, or two, or one the sons
of a Vaisya born of Vaisya and Sudra mothers shall each
A Siidra cannot have
get two shares, or one respectively.
a wife of a different class, partition among his sons must
be one among the sons of the same class, which has been
already mentioned.
Although the marriage of a Sudra woman by a twiceborn person is much censured, and espousing a Sudra with
the intent of having sons by her is on all hands prohibit" Men of the
ed, as in the text of Manu and Vishnu,
twice-born classes, who, tlirough infatuation, marry
women of the lowest class, very soon degrade their family
with their progeny to the state of a Sudra according to
Attri and the son of Utathya, he who marries a woman
of the Sudra class, becomes degraded instantly according to Saunaka, by the birth of a son ; and according to
Bhrigu, by having issue by lier"
"by having issue by
her," means by having issue born of the Sudra wife alone;
and marriage of a Sudrd woman by a Brahmana,
however, is declared by tliem, to be more reprehensible
than by a Kshatriya or Vaisya, thus,
" A Brahmana, if
he takes a Sudra woman to his bed, becomes degraded, and
by begetting a son on her, he loses his priestly rank too";
Yogisvara also says,
" The marriage of Sudra wives
by the twice-born persons, as has been declared (by other
sages), is not ajjprovcd by me, inasmuch as a person himself is born of her (in the shape of a son)"
and it may
hence occur, that as there cannot be a son begotten by a
lir^hmana &c., on a Sudra wife, wliy lias his allotment
]jcon declared ?
Still, a marriage for the purpose of pleasure, and a
marriage for the })urp()sc of religion (/. e. for the purpose
;

;

:

;

—

—
:

;

—

—

—

—

—

—
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of having sons) being secondary to each other, a son may
be born of a married woman of the Siidra class by reason
of the relation of the purposes through the act (whereby
any one of the purposes may be attained) consequently
;

the declaration of his allotment is certainly reasonable, in
the same way as the declaration of his caste [jdti) in
the text,
" One born of a Sudra mother (by a Brahmana
father) is called a nishada or parasava.^^
To this effect is
the conclusion demonstrated in the Mitakshara on the
book of Achara (or customary rites). Hence in the text,
''But for such as are impelled by love of pleasure the following may, in the order of the classes, be (wives of the
twice-born) though not preferrable,"
Manu by saying
''by love of pleasure" and "not preferrable" ordains that
the marriage of a wife of the same class is preferrable.
Sankha and Likhita say, " Wives must be espoused,
women of the same class are preferrable for all persons:
The succedaneous mode is
this is the principal rule.
(wives of) four (classes) are allowed to a Brahmana, iu the
(wives of) three (classes), to a Kshatriya
direct order
(wives of) two (classes), to a Vaisya (wives of) one (class),
By the term "in the direct order," the
to a Sudra."
inferiority of the next in order is indicated.
But Manu has declared two modes of partition among
sons of the four classes, thus,
" Let a Brahmana son
take three shares a son born of a Kshatriyii mother, two
shares
a son born of a Vaisya mother, one share and a
half; and a son of a Siidra mother, one share: or by dividing into ten equal shares, the entire property of all
descriptions, let a lawyer allot legal shares in the following manner a Brahmana shall get four shares a son of a
Kshatriya mother, three shares a son of a Vaisya mother,
two shares; a son of a Siidra mother, one share." Of
these the latter mode corresponds with what is declared
by Yogisvara (para. 1.) And these are to be reconciled,
as having reference to the sons of the Kshatriya mothers
&c., according as they are possessed of good qualities or
are not possessed of good qualities.
Hence it is that if
the son of a Brahmana, born of a Kshatriya mother, bo
the eldest by birth and possessed of good qualities, he gets
an equal share with a son of a Brahmani mother again
13

—

—

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

:

;

—

;
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a son begotten on a Vais}''^ mother by a Brahmana or a
Kshatriya father, be of the same description, he takes an
equal share with a son born of a Kshatriya mother. This
"A son begotten on a Kshais declared by Vrihaspati,
triya mother by a Brahmana father, if eldest by birth and
possessed of good qualities, becomes equal sharer with a
son of the Brahmana class so likewise a son born of a
Vaisya mother." Likewise Baudhayana says, " If, between a son born of a wife of the same class, and a son
born of a wife of the class next in order, the son born of
a wife of the class next in order be possessed of good qualities, he shall take the share of the eldest; for one possessed
of good qualities becomes the supporter of the rest."
Since it has been generally laid down in this text that a
son born of a wife of the class next in order takes, by
reason of his good qualities and seniority, an equal share
with a son of the next better class, therefore it is to be observed, though it is not mentioned by Vrihasj^ati, that a
son begotten on a Siidra mother by a Vaisya father, if, of
the above character, gets an .equal share with a son of the
Vaisya mother. The meaning of the portion, "shall
shall take an
take the share of the eldest," is only this,
equal share with a son of the next better class, by reason
of this being consistent with the text of Vrihaspati, and by
reason of the impropriety of taking a larger share than

if

—

—

;

—

—

that of a son of a superior class.
When, however, a Brahmana has only one son born of
a Sudra wife, then he shall get a third part of his property
the remaining two parts shall go to sapindas, in their default to the sa/cnlf/as, and in their default to him who performs tlic funeral obsequies as is declared by Devala,
^'
If a nisJuida be the only son of a Bralmiana, he gets a tliird
part a sapinda or a sakiihja or the giver of the oblations,
" nisliddcC means a son born of
takes the other two parts",
a Sudra motlier by a Brahmana father.
But if a Sudra bo the only son of a Kshatriya or a
Vaisya, lie gets a moiety, the other half is taken by those
entitled to succeed to tlie property of a sonless man, in tho
same order. Accordingly Vislinu says, '* But when a
Siidra is tlio only son of the twice-born he gets a moiety
the succession to the other moiety is the same as to the
:

;

—

—

;

*
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property of a sonless man." By the term ^' twice-born"
here, the Kshatriyas and the Vaisyas only are intended,
because Devala has declared a distinct rule with regard
" Only son"
and noun. .

to the Brahmauas.

of an adjective

(ekaputra)

is

a

compound

But this rule (regarding a third and a moiety) has
reference to a son by a Sudra wife, having good character
and many good qualities; for else, this would be in
conflict with the text of Manu, namely,
" But whether
he has or has not sons by other wives, no more than a
tenth part shall be given to his son by a Sudra wife,"
and,
" The son .of a Brahmana, a Kshatriya or a Vaisya, by
a wife of the Sudra class, shall not share the inheritance
whatever his father may give him, let that only be his
property."
Although this mode of partition is generally laid
down, still it refers to property other than land acquired
by means of acceptance (of gift) because participation of
that by sons begotten by a Kshatriya or the like wife, is
prohibited.
So Vrihaspati., says, ''Land received by
acceptance shall never be given to sons by a wife of the
Kshatriya or the like class even if their father gives it,
the son by a Brahmana wife may, nevertheless, resume it
after the father's death."
Here the term " acceptance"
being used, it is indicated that of lands acquired by means
of purchase &c., they too shall have shares proper to
their caste.
Hence it is that, with regard to lands generally, Devala has laid down a separate prohibition levelled
against a son by a Sudra wife.
son sprung from a
Sudra mother and a twice-born father, is not entitled to a
share of land those born of wives of the same class shall
take the whole of it this is the settled law."
But as for the text of Manu, " The son of a Bralimana, a Kshatriya, or a Vaisya, by a wife of the servile
class, shall not share the heritage ; whatever his father may
give him, let that only be his jDroperty," that has been explained by the southern writers, to apply when there is property given by the father through affection. But the oriental commentators say that it refers to a son by an unmarried
Sudra woman, destitute of good qualities. This is wrong ;
because it is not proper to discard the distinction men-

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

— "A

;

:

—

—
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—
—

'' whatever his father may give
tioned in the latter part,
&c.," and to assume a distinction between having and not
having good qualities, which is not mentioned (in the
and because the share of a son by an unmarried
text)
Sudra woman will be stated (Jby Manu) when treating the
Hence the previous distinction only is
subject of slaves.
;

right.

PART
§

1.

II,

—
—
—
maiden-born
— The son of the twice-married woman. — The
adopted
— The purchased — The son made. — The
self-given
— The son received with a
— 13. The deserted
— The son by a Sudra woman. — The aurasa the
the
— 16. Partition by
— Partition by the
Partition
legitimate son and the son of the'Ytppointed daughter. —
The conflicting
by the legitimate son and the adopted son &c. —
dividing the twelve sons into two
of whom are
the
heirs to kinsmen, how
to the same
— All
— The son by a Sudra woman cannot get the whole property.
— Of the son of a Sudra by a female
—23. Of the son of a
Principal and subsidiary sons, described by Yajnavalkja.
2. The
legitimate son,
3. The son of the appointed daughter.
4. The wife's
son including the son of two fathers.
6. The
5. The secret-born son.

—

—

son.

son.

son.

son.
pal,

8.

7.

son.

9.

11.

10.

12.

bride.

14.

rest subsidiary.

princi-

is

15.

these.

17.

18.

19.

tests,

classes

reconciled.

class.

20.

first

this is relative

21.

22.

slave.

twice-born by a female slave.

In order to show the law of partition among prinand subsidiary sons, their nature is ascertained. On
legitimate son
subject, YAjnavalkya says:
*' The

1

cipal
this

.

—

Similar to him is
faurasaj is one born of a lawful wife.
A son
the son of an appointed daughter fpiitrikdsuiaj
begotten on a wife by a kinsman fsar/otraj or any other is
the wife's son.
One secretly begotten in the house is
declared the secret-born son.
The maiden-born son is one
born of an unmarried daugliter and is considered as son
of the maternal grandsiro.
A son begotten on a woman
who has not been doilowercd, or on one who has been
deflowered, is called the son of a twice-married woman.
He wliom his father or mother gives for adoption is declared to be tlie son gh^en.
The son bought is one who
was sold by them. The son made, is one adopted by
.

;
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One
One who gives himself is self-given.
one's self.
is
the
son
received
in
the
womb
with
received while yet
a bride. He, who is taken for adoption, having been
forsaken by his parents, is the deserted son."

—

A

''
in the Mitakshard
woman of
a
equal class, espoused in a lawful form of marriage, is
lawful wife '; one born of her is the legitimate faurasaj
son ". But in fact it is not to be so understood for it is
contradictory to what (the author of the Mitdkshara) him-

2.

It

is

said

:

'

;

— " because

the murddhabhishikta and
other mixed classes sprung from superior fathers and inferior mothers, are included under the term legitimate sons ";
and since, if the sons born of women espoused in forms of
marriage which are not strictly lawful for Brdhmanas and
others respectively, were not legitimate sons, then notwithstanding such sons, others would take the heritage.
Hence the term *' of equal class" is to be held to be used
(in the Mitakshara) for the purpose of indicating superiority.
But what is mentioned in the text, namely " One born of
a lawful wife," constitutes the definition, which excludes
thp wife's son.
'' He, whom
Accordingly Mann says
a man himself
has begotten on his own wedded wife, is the legitimate
and the principal son." Vasishtha also says: "Only
twelve kinds of sons are mentioned by the ancients the
first is the legitimate son begotten by a man himself
on his own wedded wife." Also Vishnu says, " Now there
are twelve kinds of sons, the first is the legitimate son, begotten by a man himself on his own wedded wife."
Here in both the texts (of Vasishtha and Vishnu), the term
"wedded" fsanskritdyamj is to be considered as an explanatory adjunct of the term " own wife " fsvahshetrej for
otherwise there would be repetition.
Devala says
" He, who is begotten by a man himself on his own wedded
wife, is called the legitimate son, is the first in rank and
the perpetuator of the father's lineage."
A'pastamba
says:
"The sons of one who in proper time meets a
lawfully wedded wife of the same class they have a religious connection and cannot be deprived of the property
of the father and the mother." Baudhayana says
" One
self has

said,

viz.,

—

:

—

—

;

:

—

;

:

—
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wlio is begotten by a man himself on a wedded woman of
the same class is known as the legitimate son. Also it is
You are born from
declared (by the ancient sages)
every limb, you are sprung from the heart, you are one's
self in the name of son, you, who are such, live for
hundred years the ancestors put on a garland of lotus,
just as a person
(in joy) when you were in the womb
himself is in this world, so you become born here (a part
of him) a man himself is called by the name of imt-tra
on account of the benefits conferred upon the father and
because you deliver from the lower regions
the mother
called /'z^z', therefore you are xiQ.VL\.Q^ put-traP
In the texts of A'pastamba and Baudhdyana, the
terra " of the same class," is used with the intention of
Hence the mention of the mode
indicating superiority.
of partition among the sons too, who are begotten on
wives of dissimilar class, while dealing with legitimate
The text of A'pastamba is read
sons, becomes consistent.
''of the same class, who had no
in the Ratndkara as
" who had
and is explained thus
previous (husband)"
no previous [cqmrvam) i. e. who^adno previous husband;
the meaning is one who was not even affianced to anIn the
other this is said by the author of the Prakasa."
The term, " of the same class,"
Parijata also it is said:
here means that a woman of any twice-born class, is of
and
the same class with a man of any twice-born class
that a Siidra woman is of the same class with a Sudra.
It does not, however, imply that a Brahmani woman
is equal in class to a Brahmana
a KshatriyA to a Kshatriya and a Vaisyti to a Vaisya for if that were so, then the
sons of Kshatriyd or other women espoused by a Brahmana
or any other (of a superior class) would not be included
under any of the twelve kinds of sons.
:

—

;

;

;

;

—
—

:

—

;

—

;

;

:

3.
is

" The son of an appointed daughter fpuHrikamtaJ

him" (/. c. the legitimate son). The same is
by Vasishtha, " This damsel who has no bro-

similar to

described

—

unto thee, decked with ornaments the
son that may be born of her shall be my son." Also Manu
says,
" lie who has no son may appoint his daughter in
this form to raise up issue for him
whatever child may

ther, I will give

:

—

:
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be born of her

mode Daksha

shall

perform

my

1

obsequies.

03

In this very

a creator of beings, appointed
daughters for the purpose of multiplying his race. He,
with a delighted heart, gave ten daughters to Dharma,
thirteen to Kasyapa, and twenty-seven to the king Soma
(moon) having received them with honor." Here it is laid
down that a son, born of a daughter who is given in marriage with the express declaration of appointment, becomes
the ptittrika-puttra of his maternal grandfather.
That a
son born of a daughter who is given in marriage without
such express declaration, may be the ptdtrika-pttttra is
determined in the following passage of the Mitakshara in
'' The epithet 'having brother'
the book of A'chara:
has
been used to prevent the apprehension of the bride's appointment by this it appears that a daughter may be
appointed, though not declared to be so."
Accordingly,
" The sonless father shall give away
also Gautama says:
the appointed daughter in marriage with the express
agreement that the issue shall be mine. Some say that
(even in the absence of any,express agreement) a daughter
becomes appointed by the mere intention of the father."
It is said also in the Brahmapurana
"A daughter who
has been appointed to raise issue by her sonless father,
whether mentally or in the presence of the king, fire and
kinsmen, or anywhere else, previously to conception, even
if she has received fees (from the bridegroom) and is given
to the bridegroom whether by the father (himself) or (by
any other) when the father is dead, is known as the appointed daughter. Such a daughter gets an equal share
from the father's property." Manu says: "A son of the
appointed daughter shall offer the first oblation to his
mother, the second to her father, and the third to the
himself,

—

—

;

:

—

—

—

father's father."

Or the (compound) term pitttri/ca-suta (in Yajnavalkya's
1) may mean the ajipointed daughter as well as

text §
son, i.

the appointed daughter herself is the substitute
Our opinion is that although she is (like a son)
sprung from the breast [iiras)^ still being a daughter she is
similar to (and not the same as) a legitimate [aiirasa) son.
But the author of the Mitakshara says: ''She is declared
to be similar to a legitimate son because (in a female child)
e.

of a son.

—
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l^^^P-

there are

more of the mother's limbs, than of the

limbs".

So Vasishtha says

herself, is the

:

— " The appointed

Pt. II.

father's

daughter

second son."

The Dvyamushyayana

or the son of two fathers
by Yajnavalkya in the following text " A
son begotten by one who is without male issue, on the soil
4.

is

—

as described

of another, under an appointment, becomes legally the heir
and the giver of oblations to both." Although he is
sprung from the breast (or aurasa son) of the owner of the
seed, still being begotten on another's wife, he is certainly
son. Hence it is that
the sage himself has given the following definition of the
" The aurasa or legitimate son
aurasa or legitimate son
And we also will
is one born of a lawful wife," (§ 1.)
explain the Dvyamushyayana as falling under the description of the wife's son, since the distinctive feature of the
wife's son is not wanting in him.
"When by a contract of work, the
Also Manu says
the owner of the
soil is given in consideration of^he seed
soil and the owner of the seed are found in the world to be
Just as in the world by a contract
sharers of that."
when one has land but has no seed such
for cultivation
as paddy for sowing, and another has seed, but no land
and if they enter into a contract, i. e. an agreement, that
mine is the seed and yours the land, let us cultivate by
sowing that in this, and let the produce grown therein be
ours, then it is observed that both become sharers of the
Similarly also, in the case of the Dvyflcrops thereof.
musliyayana or the son of two fatliers, if one sows his
(virile) seed in the soil of another, by an agreement that
tlien the issue
let the son begotten on the soil be ours,
begotten thereon belongs to botli. Such a son of the wife,
belonging to two fathers is called the Dvyamushyayana.
Yajnavalkya, in defining the Dvyamushyayana, (para.
said " begotten under appointment", therefore wliat
has
1)
is intended is that tlie husband's younger brother or any
other sapinda can, only when appointed by her venerable
protector, beget a son on the wife of a brother and the
like, in the proscribed mode such as rubbing the body
with clarified butter otherwise sin would be incurred by
inferior to the aurasa or legitimate

:

:

—

—

:

—

—

—

;
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both.
Accordingly Manu says
The husband's younger
brother, or a sapinda or a sagotra, being appointed by the
venerable protector, and rubbing his body with clarified
butter, shall with the desire of begetting a son, have an
interview with a sonless woman after catamenia
one
born in this mode becomes the son of the wife of a
person."
AVhen, however, without the agreement that the produce is to belong to both, seed is sown in the soil of another
by the husband's younger brother or the like, then that son
belongs to the owner of the soil alone. Tliis also is declared
by Manu,. '' Should there be no agreement that the pro,duce is to belong to the owner of the soil as well as to the
owner of tlie seed, then clearly the fruit belongs to the
owner of the soil, for the soil is more important than the
AVhere without the agreement about tlie produce
seed."
which is here the offspring, a child is begotten on the
soil of another, tliat belongs to the owner of tlie soil alone.
The meaning of the term " clearly" is that as in the world,
if seed be sown in the land o^ another without any agreement with him, or if an elephant, a horse or the like belonging to one person causes a female of the same species
belonging to another person to conceive, then in both cases,
the fruit produced therein is seen to belong to the owner
of the soil alone
and the reason for this is stated in tlie
passage, "for the soil is more important than the seed ;"
the purport is that this is found in the case of cows, ma*"es
&c. Accordingly the meaning which follows is, that if
there be an agreement, then only the wife's son becomes the
son of two fathers or Dvyamush3^a3^ana, by reason of the
right of the owner of the seed but the owner of the soil
has right over the wife's son in both the cases, {i. e. whether
there be an agreement or not).
Hence it is that although
Yajnavalkya has made no mention of the agreement with
the owner of the seed, in the text,
son begotten by
one without male issue &c.," still that is to be understood since the text is based upon the same foundation with
that of Manu.
Accordingly in the text, "
son begotten
on a wife by a kinsman [sagoira) or any other," a comprehensive definition of the wife's son is given, irrespective
of the agreement ; otherwise there would have been repeti*
:

:

—

:

;

—

— "A

—

U

A

—
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a kinsman fmgotraj'''' means, the husband's younger
brother or a sapinda or the like " any other," signifies one
otlier tlian a sor/otra ; this is the secondary alternative, for
Manu says, " or a sapinda or a BagoiraP
The A charyas say that appointment to raise issue is

tion

''

:

:

—

relative to an affianced
issue in pursuance of

woman

Because raising up

only.

restricted by Manu
only, as in the text,
"When the husband
dies after the verbal betrothal of a damsel, her husband's
younger brother shall have intercourse with her in this
mode." And because the appointment of a widow is
rather prohibited since after setting fortli the appointment
" On failure of issue, the desired
of a widow in the text,
offspring may be obtained by a woman duly authorized,
from the husband's younger brother or a sapinda: but one
who is appointed to raise issue on widow, shall, rubbing
liis body with clarified butter, and being silent, beget in
night only one son and by no means a second," Manu
himself forbids it in the following text,
" No widow
should be authorized by regei^erate men to beget children
by otlier persons, for those that authorise her to conceive
by other men, violate the primeval law such appointment is nowliere mentioned in the Vodic texts on marneither is the re-marriage of widows mentioned in
riage
the law of marriage this practice, fit only for brutes, and

appointment

—

to her case

is

—

;

—

—

:

;

:

reprehended by learned regenerate

among men

wliile

Vena held

men was

the sovereign

sway

introduced
:

lie,

and eminent among the royal

ruling

the whole earth,
gave rise to confusion of tribes, while his intellect was
perverted by i:)assion since his time, tlie virtuous censure
him who through delusion of mind authorizes a widow
to have intercourse with another man for the sake of
saints,

:

progeny."

Here it is to be remarked that the term '' affianced"
means a damsel wlio has been given in marriage by the
person liaving the right to give, witli tlie declaratory sen"
" 1 give unto tlice ;" and tliat tlie term " widow
tence,
signifies one who has been married with the connubial
ceremony ending in the rite of going seven stej^s, but
whoso husband is subscfjucntly dead.
But the term
**
aflianced " docs not include one who has been betrothed

—
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at an indefinite time before marriage, such as
with the following declaratory sentence,
''I will give
this damsel in marriage, in the presence of gods, the
spiritual preceptor and the holy fire, to him (or thee) who
is (or art) not destitute of any limb, or not impotent, not
degraded and free from the ten defects." Hence it is that
the term '' husband " has been used by Manu; the previous executory promise being no part of the marriasj'e
ceremony, the promisee's status of husband does not arise
thereby, consequently he cannot reasonably be referred to
by the term "husband." Although a person does not
become the husband of even a damsel betrothed by- a

—

promise, inasmuch as like the status of wife, the status of
husband, which consists in the sacred initiation and which
is to be eff"ected by the ceremony of marriage, can never
still in the couimencement of
arise before its completion
the connubial ceremony the use of the term " husband,"
the status whereof will be the eff'ect of it, is not unreasonable, like the use of the word sacrificial fire before the
commencement of the sacrifiqe by the sacrificer. Hence it
is that among western, northern and the like people, if the
promisee dies a little before the marriage of the betrothed
damsel, her marriage with another person is allowed by
the learned, who are not censured.
Otherwise in the kali
age when the appointment to raise issue is prohibited, if
the re-marriage of those whose marriage is not consummated be also forbidden, it would be a very objectionable
practice.
Accordingly the meaning (of the text of Manu)
is this,
When " the husband " i. e. person about whom
the ceremony of marriage takes place whereby the status
of husband is efi'ected, "dies after the verbal betrothal,"
i. e.
after the gift has been made with the declaratory
sentence.
Nor can it be said that let the appointment of
widows to raise issue be optional, inasmuch as it is prohibited after having been enjoined.
Because option
cannot reasonably be supposed with reference to a fact,
for it is not reasonable to say that a person undertakino*
to procreate issue on a widow, under appointment, does
or does not incur sin.
And because the law of appointment to raise issue cannot apply to widows, as it is restricted to affianced damsels, by the text, " When the husband
;

—

—
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&c." And because the injunction and the prohibition
are not of equal force, inasmuch as those who give the
authority are censured, as in speaking of the duties of
women, unchastity has been declared to be the source of
numerous faults, and as a life of austerity (led by the
Accordingly in the
widows') has been highly praised.
text,
" Let her rather emaciate her body by (living upon)
the pure flowers, roots and fruits but let her not when
the husband is dead, pronounce even the name of another
man," Manu himself has prohibited the resorting to the
protection of another man, for livelihood and in the text,
" Longing for the unparalleled virtue of those having
only one husband, shall continue till death, forgiving all
injuries, observing strictly the rules and foregoing all
sensual pleasure many thousands of bachelor Vipras continuing in the order of the student have ascended the
celestial regions without leaving any issue
like those
life-long students, a chaste woman leading a life of austerities after the death of her husband goes to heaven though
destitute of sons
a woman \^io being covetous for offspring proves faithless to her (deceased) husband, brings
disgrace on herself in this world, and becomes excluded
from the regions of her lord (in the next world,)" he has
forbidden with extreme censure the living with another
man for progeny; and subsequently in the text, " When
the husband dies &c."
himself has declared the
lie
legality of appointment relative to an affianced damsel.
Having mentioned, "in this mode," he has declared other
ceremonies, in tlie text,
" Having espoused her in due
form, she being clad in a white robe, and pure in her
conduct, let him privately approach her once after each
course till delivery."
The ])ronoun " this" in the passage
"in this mode" means the mode which has been mentioned before, vis. rubbing of the body with clariiicd butter,
appointment by the venerable protector, &c., and includes what is stated in other Smritis.
The term "husband's younger brother " includes a sapinda and the like,
in conformity with other texts.
The term "husband"
and the expression " after the verbal betrothal" have been

—

;

—

—

;

:

:

:

—

—

—

—

—

already cxi)laincd.
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The following passage of the Mitakshara, namely,
From this very text it appears that the person to whom

the damsel is betrothed becomes her husband even without
acceptance," must be taken as implying the meaning
explained by us, since it has been shewn that the meaning
which appears on the face of the passage, is erroneous.
Accordingly there is the following j^assage further down,
" This espousal with the restrictions, namely, sprinkling
the body with clarified butter &c. forms part of the intercourse to be had with the woman appointed to raise issue
but it does not secure for her the status of a wife of
Hence the offspring bethe husband's younger brother.
gotten on her belongs to the owner of the soil, should there
be no agreement but if there be an agreement, it appertains to both by virtue of the agreement itself."
Narada says: "The issue of the seed sown in
another's soil by the owner's permission is considered as
belonging to both the owner of the seed and the owner of
Sankha and Likhita say: "According to
the soil."
Angirasas, the offspring belongs to him who espoused her
with Yedic texts but Usanas holds that the produce of
the seed sown with an agreement between the owner of
the seed and the owner of the soil belongs to both."
Katyayana ordains
" When one raises produce with the
consent of the owner of the soil then both of them become he're the sharers of the same, since the fruit could not
come into existence in the absence of either."
Haritasays: " (If begotten) in the lifetime (of the
husband) he is called the wife's son, by reason of the
absence of independence but after the death, he is called
the son of two fathers, by reason of the seed not being
sown (by the husband) others say that soil bears not fruit
without seed, nor does seed germinate without soil, hence
both being necessary, the offspring belongs to both. Of
these two fathers, he becomes first the offspring of the
natural father. Let them offer two pindas in tlie fn'irvdpaj
sacrifice in honor of the ancestors, or in one pinda declare
the name of both (the fathers) let his son do the same
when offering the second pinda, and his grandson when
offering the third pinda.
And let the remote descendants
down to the seventh, pronounce the name of two while

—

—

;

—

—

:

:

—

;

—

;

:

;

~
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offering lepa or divided oblations to the three ancestors
entitled to the lepa or divided oblations."
If begotten '^ in the lifeThe meaning of this text is
time" ^. e. of the owner of the soil, he is, by some, called
the wife's son, who belongs to the owner of the soil alone
" by reason of the absence of indethe reason for this is,
:

—

—

pendence" i. e. of the wife: " but after the death," i, e. of
the owner of the soil although the absence of independence is the same, by reason of the subsequently cited text
" A sonless woman keeping unsullied &g. ;"
of Manu, viz.
still the son does not belong to the owner of the soil
alone and the reason for this is, '' by reason of the seed
being not sown" i. e. the owner of the soil must have given
;

—

—

;

''
soil bears not fruit
permission to the owner of the seed
" in the
said
is
reasonable
has
been
what
that
shows
&c."
;

:

which means that in which oblations are given, i. e,
there let the Dvyamuthe sacrifice in honor of ancestors
shydyanas " offer" separately " i^o pindas'^ to two fathers,
*'
or in one innda^ declare the name of both" the fathers

nirvdpa'''

;

;

to be understood that in each of the pindas the names
of two ancestors are to be declared; for A pastamba or" If he be the son of two fathers, he shall offer
dains,
each oblation to two ancestors" i. e. by reason of tlio
it is

—

''
the second," i. e. in offerthree ancestors being double
ing the second and tlie third oblations " the three ancestors entitled to the Icpa,'''' i. e. while offering divided oblations to them shall pronounce the names of two.
''The sons of two fathers shall
Also Narada says:
separately offer to the two (sets of ancestors) the pindas
and libations of water and shall likewise take a moiety
of the property of the owner of the seed and of the owner of
The term " moiety" indicates a share that is
the soil.''
reasonable under the circumstances.
Baudliayana says: "The son of two f\ithcr3 shall
offer oblations (in this way); shall })rochiim the names of
both in each oblation three oblations shall be offered to
" The six" means tho
he who does so, errs not."
the six
two fathers, the two grandlathcrs and the two great-grand" The son begotten on the wife
lie again says:
fathers,
of a ])erson deceased or impotent or diseased, by one duly
authorized, is tho wife's son; he is the son of two fathers,
;

:

;

—

—

—

;

:

—

Sees. 5
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belongs to two (/ofras, performs the funeral obsequies of
both and takes their heritage."
" He who is begotten on the duly apManu says
man
deceased or impotent or diseased is
of
a
pointed wife
called the son of the wife."
:

—

in all cases where the owner of the soil is alive,
incapable of begetting a son on account of disease
&c., the appointment and the agreement may, according
to the circumstances, be made by the venerable protectors
and the husband also but if he be dead, then by the
venerable protectors alone.
Thus there are two descriptions of the kshefraj'a or
one has two fathers, and the other has the
wife's son
owner of the soil for his father.
" One secretly begotten in the house" by a gal-,
5.
lant, and subsequently ascertained to be of the same class,
is the secret-born son of the owner of the soil.
Thus Manu
^'
says,
When a son is begotten on one's wife, and it is
not known who is its father, he is the secret-born in the
house and belongs to him fr.om whose soil he is sprung,"
" And it is not known &c.," means, that although it is
not known by what particular person he is procreated,
still it must be held that it is known that he is begotten
by a person of equal class, by reason of the following text
of Yogisvara.
" This law is propounded by me in regard
to sons equal by class."
This text will be explained here-

Here

but

ia

;

:

—

—

after,
'' The
6.
maiden-born son is one born of an unmarried daughter," begotten by a man of equal class, he
" is considered as a son of the maternal grandsire :" that
is, the son belongs to him, of whose daughter he is born.
But one born of a married daughter becomes the secretborn son of the husband; as is said by Manu. "When
a maiden daughter secretly conceives a son in her father's
house, that son sprung from the maiden daughter is called
by the name of the maiden-born son and belongs to the
husband." From these texts it appears that one begotten
on an unmarried damsel residing at her father's house, by
a gallant of equal class, is called a maiden-born son, and
that he becomes son of the maternal grandfatheif

—

—
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But in conflict with this is the following passage of the
Brahmapurana cited in the Ratnakara, " But one be-

—

gotten in the father's house, on a damsel who has not been
given (in marriage), by a man of equal class is called the
maiden-born son and becomes the son of him to whom she
is given (in marriage) ;" also the following text of Narada
" The maiden-born son, also the
cited in the same book,
son received with the bride, and he who is secretly born
their mother's husband is to be known as their father and
they are pronounced to be heirs." Here (z. e. in the passage of the Brahmapurana) there is no conflict as to his
being the maiden-born son, who is begotten on an unDiarried damsel in her father's house, by a man of equal
" and becomes
class
but the conflict lies in the portion,
the son of him to whom she is given in marriage ;" also
in what has been declared in the above text of Narada,
namely, that the damsel's husband becomes the father of
the maiden-born son, of the son received with a bride, and
and in what Manu says,
of hira who is secretly born
" and belongs to the.husband :" since it is not
namely,
said (in these texts) that he becomes a son of the maternal
As for the reconciliation made by the author
grandsire.
" if begotten on a maiden
of the Mitakshard, namely,
daughter, he becomes the son of the maternal grandfather,
and of the husband alone, if begotten on a married daughFor if that were so, then
tliat is not satisfactory.
ter,"
such a son could not be called a maiden-born son fkaninajy
being not begotten on an unmarried daughter, meant by
It cannot, however, be said
the term maiden or kanyu.
(maiden daughter) refers to any
tliat tlie term hanija
Since the
female child (whether married or unmarried).
definition (of the maiden-born son) would be unmeaning,
inasmuch as it would not exclude tlie secret-born son, who
all women being daughters
is begotten by a dauglitor,Again, tlic conflict with the })assage of tlie
of some body.
Brahmapurana is not got rid of (by this), for there the
term " who has not been given in marriage" has been
;

—

:

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

Accordingly also, it is diflicult
consistency with the text of Manu.
Kalpataru, however, who has cited the
to each otlfbr, has not at all reconciled
used.

—

to reconcile the in-

The author

of the

texts contradictory
the conflict, for like
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man he makes no mention of tlie distinct
Indeed, he having
eases to which the texts are applicable.
set forth many texts showing that the maiden-born son belongs to tlie maternal grandfather, has immediately cited
the text of Narada and the passage of the Brahmapurana,
which are in conflict with the above texts. There are cited
the following text of Vasishtha,' " The maiden-born son
a thoughtless

—

is the fifth; he, whom an unmarried damsel begets through
passion in her father's house, is the maiden-born son, he
becomes the maternal grandfather's son this is also deIf a sonless daughter
clared (by the ancient sages),
begets a son in the house in him the maternal grandfather has a son's son, he shall offer pmda and take the
likewise the following text of Narada,
property' "

—

:

'

;

—

"

The maiden-born

son, whose father is unknown, and
whose mother was senseless, shall ofier pinda to the maternal grandfather and take his property"
and also the
'' If
following text of Baudhayana,
one approaches a
damsel who has not been espoused and who has not been
given the son begotten on .her is the maiden-born son."
We remove the difficulty thus The texts which
declare that the maiden-born son belongs to the maternal

—

—

;

:

grandfather, are relative to a son begotten by a man of
equal class on a damsel who has not in any way been
given and the texts which declare that such a son belongs
to the husband, have reference to the son begotten by a
man of equal class, on a damsel who has been declared
to be given but who has not acquired the status of
wife, which is effected by the marriage ceremony ending
in the rite of going seven steps.
The term, " who has
not been given" in the text of Narada (in tlie passage
of the Brahmapurana?), and the term " who has not been
given," in the text of Baudhayana mean, the ceremony
of whose marriage has not been completed,
but they
do not signify, who has not at all been given. And
this is consistent with reason.
By the declaration of the
intention (to give the damsel in marriage), the destruction
of the father's right and the generation of the bridegroom's
right are commenced
and the father's right not being
wholly destroyed (just after the declaration of the intention)
the term "maiden-born sou" may reasonably be applied,
:

—

;
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and there being the commencement of the bridefrroom's

may reasonably belong to him ; but it is
consistent with reason that when the father's right is complete (over the damsel), the son born of her becomes the
son of the maternal grandfather. The same is also the
damsel, who has
meaning of the text of Manu (para. 1) :
been declared to be given, but whose marriage ceremonyhas not been completed, continues a maiden, because the
status of the intended bridegroom's wife has not been acquired a son sprung from such a maiden daughter is called
by the name of the maiden-born son and belongs to the
husband i. e. to the person by whom she is married hence
the phrase '' in her fathers house" is consistent as support-

right, the son

—A

;

:

tliis meaning, for immediately after the marriage she
The passage of the Mitakenters the husband's house.
shanl also (on this subject) bears the same meaning '' un-

ing

:

whose marriage ceremony is not commenced,
i. e. whose marriage ceremony has commenced
married" udhd is used
the past participle in the word
in the sense that the act is commenced, but not in the
But if the marriage ceresense that the act is completed.

married" i.
*' married"

e.

;

—

'*'

mony

of a damsel has been completed, then a son procreated on her by a gallant of equal class, becomes the
'' one begotten secretly
secret-bom son: hence it is said,
in the house" i. e. born in the husband's house without his

—

knowledge.
7.

the

Twice married women are of two descriptions
one who was not deflowered on her first marand is espoused by another and the second is one

first is

riage,

who

;

has, previously to the marriage, been polluted

by

in-

tercourse with the other sex.
One bom of such a woman
is the son of the twice- married woman ; hence it is declared
(by Yajnavalkya § 1), " begotten on a woman who
has not been deflowered or on one who has been deilanu says
flowered."
" If a woman who has been
deserted by the husband or a widow begets (a son) by
becoming, of their own accord, the wife of another person ;
he is called the son of the twice-married woman." Katyayana says
" When a woman having deserted a husband
who is impotent or degraded, gDts another husband j

—
:

:

—

—
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is the son of the twice-married woman,
clear that he belono^s to his natural father."
'' Tlie fourth is the son
Vasislitha and Vishnu say
of the

a son born of her

and

it

is

:

—

twice-married woman." His being the fourth
ably to the order stated by them.

is

agree-

8.
He, whom the mother with her husband's assent
or the ftxther gives to another, becomes his adopted son ;
thus Manu says
" That son whom his mother or father
aftectionately gives with water, at a time of distress, and
wdio is alike (by. class) is known as the adopted son."
By
specifying " at a time of distress," it is indicated that the
giver incurs sin in the absence of distress the mother and
the father (may give) separately or jointly the term
*' with water," indicates the mode of gift and acceptance
;
" alike" means equal in class " affectionately" fpritlsan:

—

;

;

;

yuktamj

an adverb.
An only son shall neither be given nor accepted. So
'' A person, produced
Vasislitha ordains,
from tlie virile
seed and the uterine blood, \$, an effect whereof the mother
and the father are the cause the mother and the father
are competent to give, to sell, or to abandom him. But let
no one give or accept an only son, since he is to continue
the line of the ancestors. Let not a woman, however, give
or accept a son unless with the assent of her husband."
Some say that the adoption of a son by a woman
without the assent of her husband, being prohibited
in this text, the son taken by a widow whose husband died without giving authority does not become an
adopted son. This is not tenable since a sonless person
has no access to heaven, and the procreation of a son is
ordained to be necessa,ry, therefore the permission which
he was bound under the Siistras to give, is not to be considered as wanting in such a case. Nor can it be said that
thus the portion, namely, "unless with the assent of her
husband" would be useless, inasmuch as there is no case
to be excluded, and as the authority which a person is
bound under the Sdstras to give, is in all cases necessary
(and so assumed as given). Because the prohibition is
levelled against a woman who wishes to adopt a son for
her own sake, when her husband who is desirous of having
is

—

:

;

—

[Cbap.
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molcsha or freedom from the necessity of repeated deaths
and birtlis, or who lias a son by another wife, cannot

So it is declared,
possibly give an authority to adopt.
" If one among all the wives of the same person be mother
of a son, then all of them becomes, by that son, mothers
The purpose
of male issue this is ordained by ]\Ianu."
is
desired,
namely,
of
son
performance
which
a
the
for
srdddha &c. being served by the son of a co-wife, no son
need be adopted by such a woman without the assent of
her husband. The purport is, that in such a case, the
object of both (the husband and the wife) is accomplished
by that son since he being the aiii-asa, is the principal
son to the husband, while to the wife, he is a subsidiary
hence another son shall not be
son, like an adopted son
taken in adoption witliout the permission of the husband.
But in reality the meaning of the part, '^ unless with the
is,
that while the husband is
assent of her husband,"
alive, a son shall not be adopted by the wife without the
permission of the husband because the following text,
" If among uterine brothers, ojie becomes father of a son,
then all of them become by that son, fathers of male issue
which is similar to the
this has been declared by Manu"
has
(If one among all the wives &c.)
previous text,
been explained in the Mitakshara and the SmritichandrikA
to mean that when a brother's son is available for making
a subsidiary son, such as an adopted son, any other shall
not be made a substitutionary son.
But when the husband is dead, the assent of those
only is necessary, on whom she is dependent. In this
view, the object of the prohibition becomes reasonable.
Therefore, although the husband be deceased without giving permission to adopt, still an adoption by the widow is
not invalid. TJio reason also for putting the interpretation mentioned above on the two texts of Manu
has been
set forth in the MitAksliara itself, tlms
" Otherwise in
the texts, namely,
The wife and tho daughters also &c.'
and
The property of a woman without issue &c.'
which refer to the heirs who take the property of one
destitute of issue,
the declaration of tlie succession of tho
brother's son and the step-son respectively, in default of
the wife &c., and in default of tho husband &c., would bo
:

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

'

—

—

:

*

— —
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This will be dealt with
iu conflict with the above texts."
in detail while explaining tlie texts.
Although there may be many sons, still the eldest
"As
shall not be given in adoption; for in the text,
soon as the eldest is born, a man becomes father of a son"
he is declared to be preferable in performing the duties
of a son.
The reason being equal, the prohibition in respect of
an only son and the eldest son, applies to the cases of the
son bought, the son self-given, and the son made. Hence
in the anecdote of Harischandra in the Bahbricha Brah-

—

—

mana, there

is found a suggestion of the prohibition in
respect of the eldest son in the case of the son bought
" He, on taking the eldest son, said."
The mode of accepting a son is propounded by
person being about to adopt a son shall
Vasishtha,
"
take an unremote kinsman, or a near relation of a kins:

—

A

man, having convened

his

kindred and announced his

intention to the king, having performed the homam with
recitation of the hymns denominated vyahritl in the
middle of the dwelling-house." Here by the term " unremote kinsman" is intended, the exclusion of one who
is remote by country and language.
Similarly, in the
cases of the son bought and the like, for the reason is the
same. In the Kalpataru, however, the text is read as
adurahdhdhavam asannikrishtam eva^ and is explained thus
adurahdndhavam^ (rendered above into an unremote kinsman), means, one whose maternal uncle &c. are near;
asanm'krishtam, means, one whose vi.cues and defects are
unknown; c^'« means even. And he has written the following as the remaining portion of the text of Vasishtha
''
But if a doubt arise, let him set apart like a Stidra
one whose kindred are remote, for it is declared (in the
Vedas), many are saved by one,' " and explained thus
But if a doubt arise,' i. e., should a doubt with respect to
his caste arise, on account of his kinsmen not being near,
let him set apart like a Siidra' destitute of initiation
the
intention is that even a Siidra may be a son adopted.
:

:

—

'

:

'

*

:

9.
'^

*'

A

by them,"

son bought is one who was sold by them,"
e.,
by the mother and the father that is,

i,

:
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one given to another by the mother with the husband's
exceptassent, or by the father, on receipt of price
ing an only son and tlie eldest son, at a time of dis(in the definition)
he
is also to be inserted
tress,'
must be one of the same class, by reason of the concluding
'' This law is propounded by me in regard to sons
text,
" He, who is
equal in class." As for the text of Manu^
purchased from the mother and the father to become a
son, is the purchaser's son bought, whether similar or
;

—
—

'

;

—

— that

dissimilar,"'

is

— "whether similar or
but not dissimilar in
— " This law
with the
— " He, who
Baudhayana

interpreted,

class,
good qualities,
tdxt,
is
would be conflict
says,
propounded, &c." Also
l3eing purchased from the mother and the father, or from

dissimilar" in

for there

either, is

taken for progeny,

is

the son bought."

A

son made is one" of an equal class, " who"
induced
by the show of money, field, &c., is
having been
son,'
and " is adopted by the man himyou
my
be
asked
male issue provided that he
of
having
desirous
is
who
self"
and
the
father, for if they be alive
mother
of
the
destitute
is
he cannot, by reason of his dependence on them, become
Also Manu and Vishnu say,
''When one
another's son.
alike (in class), capable of discriminating between right
and wrong and possessed of the virtues of a son, is adopt'' alike,"
i. <?.,
ed, he is to be known as the son made"
alike in class, " is adopted" by the mother and the father
"

10.

—

'

;

—

;

—

jointly or separately.

" One who gives himself is self-given," i. (?,, one
himself has given himself to another, i. e., one who
I become j^our son,'
comes of his own accord by saying,
and is bereft of tlic mother and father, or is abandoned by
is called a
tlicni, is equal in class and is not degraded,
So Manu says, " He, who being bereft
self-given son.
of tlic mother and the father or abandoned (by them)
witliout any cause, delivers himself to another, is pro" abandoned," /. c, by the
nounced his self-given son"
time
of famine or the like, on
at
a
and
the
father
mother
account of inability to afford maintenance, &c., *' witliout
any cause" such as degradation, that is to say, independent, (so that he can give himselfj.
11.

who

*

—

—

;

—

—

12— 14]
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12.
One received, while yet in the womb, is a son
received with a bride,"' i. c, one, who is in the womb,
being begotten by a gallant of equal class in the unmarried
vinna being
state of a damsel, and is received or vinna,
the past participle of vid, to get, when she is married in
is called one received with a bride,
the pregnant state,
and becomes the husband's son. So Manu says, " When
a pregnant damsel is espoused, whether known or not
known (to be so), the child in the womb belongs to the
husband and is called the son received with a bride."
Also Vishnu says,
" The seventh is the son received
with a bride he is the son of a damsel married when
" The seventh,"
pregnant, and belongs to the husband."
I. c, with reference to the order in which the enumeration
is made by the sage.
Sec.

—

—

—

—

—

;

''
13.
He, who is taken for adoption, having been
forsaken (by the parents), is a deserted son," z. e., one who
is abandoned by the mother and the father, and is taken
by a person desirous of havi«ng male issue, becomes son
of the taker, and is called a deserted son.
These two
must be alike in class. Likewise, Vishnu also says,
*'
The eleventh is the deserted son, belonging to him by
whom he is taken, having been forsaken by the father and
the mother."
Vasishtha says,
" The fifth is the deserted
son, who is taken, having been forsaken by the mother
and the father." '' The eleventh" and " the fifth" place
is agreeably to the order in which enumeration is made by
the two sages respectively.

—

—

14.
The son of a Siidra woman, however, who is
called pdrasava, and is enumerated by Manu among the
subsidiary sons, is not mentioned by Ydjnavalkya inasmuch as the sage lays down a restrictive rule in the shape
;

—

of the conclusion contained in the text,
''This law is
propounded by me in respect of sons equal in class,"
and as he can, by no means, be considered as equal in
class.
Hence, the sage speaks of such a son in the text,
^'One begotten even on a female slave &c. (§ 22)," since
a son of a twice-born by a Sudra woman, cannot succeed
to

his

paternal property

even in default of other sons.
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—

" The son
be resumed. Likewise, Manu says,
whom a Brahmana impelled by passion begets on a woman
of the servile class, is a carcass though living and thereAlso Baudhafore called a /'«V«5ay«, (a living carcass)."
yana says, '^ A parasava is one begotten on a woman of
the servile class by a person belonging to the first of the
regenerate tribes, impelled by passion."

This

will

—

Of

these (twelve descriptions of sons,) those
described after the aiirasa or legitimate son are subsidiary
Accordsons, but the .aurasa alone is the principal one.
(kinds
of
sons,)
begineleven
"
These
ingly Manu says,
been
described
son,
as
have
above,
wife's
with
the
ning
are declared by the wise substitutes of sons for failure of
The term *' for failure of the object," i. e.
the object."
forms the reason
for failure of the object of marriage &c.
But in the Smritichandrikd it has been
for substitution.
The wise, i. e. the sages apprehending, in
explained thus,
default of the legitimate son, the extinction of the ceremonies of the srdddha and the ]dke that might be performed
by him, have declared the eleven substitutionary sons, as
what should be adopted. Vrihaspati says, " There are
thirteen kinds of sons, that are described by Manu in tho
order of priority of them the legitimate son perpetuates
the lineage, the appointed daughter and the rest," this
are declared as what
text has been explained by adding,
should be made subsidiary sons.' Vrihaspati declares,
*'
As in the absence of clarified butter, the linseed oil is
declared by the virtuous, as the substitute, so are tho
eleven dcscri})tions of sons, in the absence of the legitimate
son and the appointed daughter." In the Bralimapurana,
" The son given, the son self-given, the son
(it is said):
made, as well also the son purchased, and the deserted son
are always to be maintained those that belong to a different fjolra or family, present distinct oblations, and perpetuate a different lineage, become impure for three days on
tlie occasions of l)irth and death, as well of tliose that give
food and raiment as of those to whom the seed and tho
soil belong.
Tho Vii)ras have rarely a parasava son of tho
servile Siidra class. But persons of the royal class, that is,
labouring under a curse, and is gradually perishing, and
15.

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

:

—

'
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if
is always en2:aged in warfare, liave sometimes these
there be neither the legitimate son nor the appointed
daughter, then they have eleven sons of different descriptions beginning with the wife's son, who, however, merely
perpetuate the lineage all of them perform like a slave,
their srciddha &c. on the specified occasions.
The secretborn son, the maiden-born son, the son received with a
pregnant bride, the wife's son and the son of the twicemarried woman, these five, the wealthy Vaisyas may not
have even for fear of punisliment from the king they may
have all the rest. The Siidras whose occupation is service,
who depend upon others for livelihood, and whose person
is under the control of others, can have no son anywliere
therefore of a male slave and a female slave, none but a
slave can spring,"
;

;

;

;

16.
Having thus determined the nature of these
sons, their right to heritage is now determined, on this
Yogisvara says, " In default of the preceding one among

—

these, every succeeding one is the giver of the pinda and
the taker of the heritage." * Inasmuch as a distributive
sense is indicated by the term " every succeeding one,"
the term " the preceding one," also, is to be taken in a

distributive sense.

When there are a legitimate son and the son
of an appointed daughter, then agreeably to the above
text it would follow that the son of the appointed daughter is not entitled to the heritage while there is the
legitimate son, but Manu propounds an exception (to the
above rule,) in the text, " A daughter having been
appointed, if a son be afterwards born, the division of
heritage must in that case be equal since a woman has no
right to specific deductions for seniority."
Also Vrihaspati says," " The legitimate son alone is pronounced to
be the owner of the paternal property an appointed
daughter is declared to be equal to him the other sons,
however, are to be maintained." Nor is it reasonable to
say that if the son of the appointed daughter be born first
(in point of time) and subsequently the legitimate son
be born, then because the son of the appointed daughter
16
17.

•

—

;

—

;

;
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the eldest by birth and not a female, he is therefore
Since he
entitled to specific deductions for seniority.
liolds the status of a son's son, as is declared by Manu in
the text,' " When a daughter, appointed or not appointed

is

—

to raise issue, gives birth to a son begotten by a man of
equal class in that son, the maternal graudsire has a
let him present oblations and take the herison's son
;

— " has a
;

son's son," since the appointed daughter
a (subsidiary) son, hence her son though a daughter's
And since it is nowhere declared that
son is a son's son.
a son's son is entitled to a greater share (than a son) by
reason of seniority. Nor can it be said that this is in con"The son that will be born of her
flict with the text,'
as it affirms sonship of the son of an
shall be my son,"
appointed daughter. Because the above meaning being
in conflict with Manu, this text must be explained as intending the term son in a secondary sense on account of
As the term son is aphis being the giver of oblations.
plied to an appointed daughter in a secondary sense she
being not a male child, so also to the son begotten by an
appointed daughter who is begotten by a man himself
since althougli he is male he is not begotten by the man
himself, and since the term son' primarily signifies a male
child begotten by a man himself.

tage;"
is

—

—

'

Likewise it would follow from that (tOxt of Yo18.
gisvara § 16), that other sons too are not entitled to any
but an
share, should there be the next preceding son
" If a
exception is ordained by Vasishtha in the text,
legitimate son be born after a son has been adopted, the
son given is entitled to a quarter share." Here the term
*'
son given" is indicative of others also, such as a son
bought, for they are equally ado})ted accordingly Kdtyayana says, " If a legitimate son be born, the rest of the
sons are entitled to a (][uartcr share provided they be savarbut if they be asavarna (of a difl'erivi (of tlic same class)
entitled
to food and raiment only."
are
ent class) they
Katyayanais
this savnrna, i. e.
of
text
the
of
'J'he nuianing
tliey
are entitled to a
son
given
&c.,
the
son,
the wile's
quarter share when there is a legitimate son asavarna, i. e.
the maiden born son, the secret born son, the son received
;

—

;

;

:

;

—
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with a pregnant bride and the son of the twice-married
these however, are not entitled even to a quarter
share when there is a legitimate son, but are entitled to
food and raiment. Accordingly Vishnu prohibits the participation of a quarter share by a maiden-born son and the
like, if there be a legitimate son, in the text,
"But the
maiden-born son, the secret-born son, the son received
with a pregnant bride and the son of the twice-married
woman are not preferable they are not at all entitled to
In default of
participate in the pinda and the heritage."
the legitimate son &c., the maiden-born son &c,, are
certainly entitled to take the paternal property in its
"In default of the preentirety, by reason of tlie text
ceding one among these, every succeeding one &c.," (§16.)
As for the text of Manu, viz., " The legitimate son alone
is the master of the paternal estate
but for the sake of
humanity, he shall allow sufficient maintenance to the
rest,"
that also is to be explained to prohibit the quarter
share in case the son given and the like be inimical to the
legitimate son and devoid of g-ood qualities and to refer to
the maiden-born son &c., since they being declared (in
the text of Katyayana) to be entitled to food and raiment
only, this text should be taken to be based upon the same

woman

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

foundation.

Again Manu himself has declared that the wife's son
entitled to a fifth or sixth share,
"Let the legitimate
son, when dividing the paternal heritage, allot to the
wife's son a fifth or a sixth share out of the patrimony.'*
The distinction is, that a sixth share should be allotted to

—

is

him,

if there be both animosity (towards the legitimate
son) and want of good qualities and a fifth, if there be
either of these defects.
But the quarter share for the son
of an appointed daughter, whom Manu has declared to be
entitled to an equal share, and the third share for the
wife's son who has been declared to be entitled to a fifth
or sixth share,
as mentioned in the passage of the Brahmapurana, namely, " The legitimate son though next
born, is entitled to the entire patrimony the wife's sou
takes a third share and the son of the appointed daughter,
a fourth,"
are to be considered to refer to a son of the
appointed daughter who is utterly devoid of good qualities
;

— —

;

—

;
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shall, after generating a son to the brother, make oyer hia
If there be a legitimate aon and a wife's
estate to him.
son entitled to the property of the same father, each shall
take what belonged to his natural father, and not the

The legitimate son being the subject commenced,
although it seems that the equal participation of the wife's
son is mentioned relatively to the legitimate son, still because the meaning that is suggested by the context cannot
be adopted should there be conflict of texts, therefore it is to
be understood that the above text means the participation
of a share equal to that of the natural father.
Hence in
the subsequent passage the superiority of the natural father
Also by the text,
is set forth.
" he shall, after jrenerating a son to the brother &c.," it is declared that he
shall give him the property of him to whom the wife's son
belongs, «. e. Fuch a son being the representative ot the
brother shall take a share equal to his.
Similarly are to be anyhow reconciled the texts of
Vrihaspati and other sages, which declare greater or lesser
Thus Vrihaspati says,
shares for the wife's son &c.
" The other five or six sons beginning with the wife's son
"' One about
Harita ordains,
are equal shares."
to distnbute shall allot one-twenty-first to the maiden.bom son,
one-twentieth to the son of a twice-married woman, onenineteenth to the son of two fathers, one-eighteenth to the
wife's son, one-seventeenth to the son of an appointed
and the rest shall be given to the legritimate
daughter
son."
In the Brahmapurana it is said, '* A legitimate son
though next bom for begotten on a woman of inferior cla.<s)
takes the entire estate, the wife's son takes a third part, the
son of an appointed daughter a fourth, the son made a
fifth share, the secret-bom son a sixth, the deserted son a
seventh share, the maiden-bom son an eighth share, the
son received with a pregnant bride a ninth part, the son
bought gets a tenth, the son of a twice-married woman,
however, obtains the next, the self-given son a twelfth
but the son of a Siidra woman, a thirteenth part of the
paternal property a person of the same ^oira or a virtuous
student (shall take the remainder)." Here with every
clause should be construed, * when there is a legitimate
sou,' by reason of the text,
" In default of the preceding
other."

—

—

—

;

:

—
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one among these, every succeeding one &c.," (§16.) It has
previously been shown (para. 2) to what case is applicable
the first verse of the above passage, namely, '' A legitimate
The reconciliation of the others also is to be
son &c."
made as is proper according to the local customs or agreeable to a comparison of the qualities.

Manu

has divided the sons into two sets of six,
six are heirs fddyddasj and
six are not heirs but kinsmen,
" The legitimate son and the wife's son
as in the text,
also, the son given and the son made, the secret-born son
and the deserted son, these six are heirs {ddyddas) and
kinsmen the maiden-born son, the son received with a
pregnant bride, the son bought, likewise the son of a twicemarried woman, the self-given son and the son of a Siidra
woman, these six are not heirs but Kinsmen." The meanIn default of any near heir
ing of this text is as follows
of the sapindas and the samdnodakas of their father, the
first six are entitled to their estate, but the latter six are
not entitled to the same but the division into those that
are heirs [divjddas) to the father and those that are not so,
would not be reasonable, because the right of all the sons in
default of the preceding one, to take the property of the
" In default of the
father is equal, by reason of the text,
and because the
preceding one among these &c.," (§16)
" Neither the brothers nor the parents but the sons
text,
which is declared after the
take the estate of the father,"
"The legitimate son alone is the master of the
text,
establishes that all the subsidiary sons
paternal property"
and because
are entitled to take the paternal property
the term dlvjdda is mostly applied to heirs other than the
" iShall compel even the ddson, in many texts such as,
:"
status
of kinsman, i. e. the qualificabut the
yddas to give
ceremonies
of offering libations of
performing
the
tion of
water &c., by reason of being sapinda or samdnodaka^ is
common to both the sets of six.
" Six arc kinsmen and heirs the sou
l^ut IIArita says,
begotten by a man himself on his chaste wife, the wife's,
son, the son of the twice-married wonum, the maiden-born
son, the son of the appointed daughter, and one secretly
19.

and declared that- the first
kinsmen, and that the latter

—

\

:

—

;

—

—
—

;

—

—

;

—

—

;
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born in the house are kinsmen

and heirs the son given,
the son bought, the deserted son, the son received with
a pregnant bride, the son self-given and the son found
by chance are not heirs of kinsmen." " The son begotten by a man himself on his chaste wife," means the
legitimate son; '' the son found by chance" is one that is
bereft of the mother, father &c., and is suddenly found by
a person who, after satisfying him says,
be you my son,'
and so adopts him, that is to say, the son made.
Now here the conflict with Manu is clear. Because
by him, the maiden-born son and the son of the twicemarried woman are enumerated among those that are not
heirs to kinsmen
while by Harita among those that
are kinsmen as well as heirs again the son given, the son
made and the deserted son are reversely enumerated.
Hence the conflict is to be removed thus their applicability is to be determined with reference to qualities
such as equality in class, or with reference to local customs.
Baudhayana, however, concurs with Manu in what he
says (about this subject) in .the text,
" The legitimate
son, the son of the appointed daughter, the wife's son, the
son given, the son made, the secret-born son and the deserted son are pronounced to be heirs
the maiden-born
son, the son received with a pregnant bride, the son
bought, likewise the son of the twice-married woman, the
self-given son and the son of a Siidra woman are pronounced
to be kinsmen."
Devala, having described the legitimate son, the son
of the appointed daughter, the wife's son, the maiden-born
son, the secret born son, the deserted son, the son received
with a pregnant bride, the son of the twice-married
woman, the son given, the self-given son, the son made
and the son bought, says, " These twelve sons are declared for the sake of issue
some are sprung from
himself; some are sprung from another
some are acquired and others become sons independent of any exertion.
Of these, the flrst six are heirs to kinsmen, the
latter six are so to the father alone
a distinction also
among the sons according to the priority in the order of
enumeration is ordained all these sons indeed are considered entitled to take the heritage of one having no legiti:

—

—

—

'

;

:

;

—
:

—

:

;

;

:

:
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but should a legitimate son be subsequentlyno right on account of seniority of these
have
they
born,
but
sons, those that are equal in class take a third share
those inferior in class, shall remain dependent upon him,
Of the sons enumerated, it
receiving food and raiment."
is clear who are sprung from himself and so forth.
Narada also says, " Tlie legitimate son, the wife's son,
the son of the appointed daughter, the maiden-born son,
the son received with a pregnant bride, likewise the secretborn son, the son of the twice-married woman, the deserted son, tlie son given, the son bought, likewise the son
made, and the self given son these are pronounced to be
Of these, six are kinsmen
the twelve descriptions of sons.
and six are not heirs but kinsmen.
Eacli,
and heirs
according to the priority in order, is considered as suOn the death
perior and the next in order, as inferior.
of the father, they succeed to his estate according to
their order: on default of the superior let the inferior
take the estate."

mate son

;

:

;

—

—

;

;

;

Manu

says,

—

'^

On

failure

of the superior, the in-

ferior in order is entitled to the heritage ; but if there
many equal, all become sharers of the estate."

be

—

" The son given, the deserted son,
Vrihaspati says,
the son bought, the son made and likewise the son of a
Siidra woman all these when pure in class, are considered
as sons of middle rank, entitled to the heritage the wife's
son is censured by the virtuous, so likewise are the son of
the twice-married woman, the maiden-born son, the son
received with a pregnant bride and the secret-born son."
" The son of a Siidra woman, the selfIlarita says,
given son, and the son purchased all these who are pro;

:

—

;

nounced kinsmen are undoubtedly kdndapn'fihtha ; there is
no doubt that, inasmuch as ho having left his own family
joins a different family, tlierefore by reason of that misconcalled kdndaprhhtlia.
says,
" The son given at a time of distress,
son
and
the son of a Vaishnavi, all these throe
self-given
the
described by Manu are kdnda/rrishtha ; since the family is

duct

—

lie is

Yama

called the Icdnda,
let

him who

having

left his

is

and they left tlioir previous i'amily. Jiut
lie, who
eldest remain in the family,

own

family, betakes himself to a different

i
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family is considered as Jiiindaprishtha on account of that
misconduct." In the Kalpataru it is said that Vaishnavi

—

means a Sudra woman.
20.

In the following

text,

Yogisvara

restrictive rule in the shape of the conclusion

laj^s

of

down a

what has

— " This law propounded by me
sons
equal
—
This law which
propounded by me in
— " In
of the preceding one among
the
every succeeding one &c.," —
be understood

been

refers to

said,

in class."

is

default

text,

these,

is

to

to refer

to the "v%fe's son &c., that belong to the same class with
the father, and not to those of a different class.
Of them
the maiden-born son, the secret-born son, the son received
with a pregnant bride and the son of the twice-married
wo^an can be of the same class, through their natural
father for they themselves have not the distinctive feature
of the pure and mixed classes.
Since Yogisvara himself
having discriminated the pure and mixed classes, says,
''
This law is declared to refer to married women."
4^^ The sons sprung from a father of a superior class and
#mother of an inferior class, ^^and belonging to the mixed
classes such as the Murdhabhishikta, are included under
the definition of the legitimate hence the mode of 2)artition by them has been declared by the text,
" The sons
of a Brahmana have four shares or three or two or one
accordiog to the class &c.," (Part 1, § 25, para. 1.) Consequently, it is on their default, that tiie wife's son and the
rest are eutitlecl to the paternal estate.
;

;

—

21.
The son of a Stidra woman, however, although
legitimate, is not entitled to take the entire paternal property, notwithstanding the default of other sons.
Accordingly, Manu says,
" Whether one has a son or is destitute of a son, let him not, according to law, give more than
a tenth to a son by a Siidra woman." AVhether one has
a son by a wife of equal class or destitute of sons by
when he is dead let not his
a wife of equal class
wife's son &c., or any other heir give to a son by a Sudra
woman more than a tenth out of his property. From this
text it appears that in default of a son by a wife of equal
class, a son by a Kshatriya or a Vaisya wife, takes the
entire paternal property.
As for the right of a son by a

—

;

17
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Sudra woman to take one share, declared by Yogisvara
and other sages in texts like, " The sons of a Brahmana,

—

according to the class, take four shares, or three, or two, or
one &c.," that is to be understood to refer to a Sudra
woman's son of a very good character since, otherwise,
And the text of Manu,
there would be conflict with Manu.
namely, " A son of a Brahmana, a Kshatriya or a Vaisya,
by a Sudra woman, is not entitled to take the heritage,"
has already been explained.

—

;

—

A special rule is propounded by Yajnavalkya
22.
with regard to the partition of the property of a Sudra, in
" One begotten by a person of the servile class,
the text,
even on a female slave takes a share by the choice (of the

—

father) when the father is dead, let the brothers make
him partaker of a half share when there is no brother,
let him take the whole, provided there be no daughter's
son."
A son begotten on a female slave by a Siidra
obtains a share by the choice of the father after the
the sons by a
father's death, however, let the brothers, i.
Sudra woman lawfully wedded, make him, i. e.^ the son of
;

:

:

<?.,

the female slave, partaker of a share equal to half of their
own share. Here from the plural number (in brothers)
it should not be erroneously concluded that every one must
give half of his share for if that were so, then one having
many brothers would get a much larger portion of the property than they, and that would be very, unreasonable
but the sons by a Sudra woman, each take a half share of
what is allotted to a legitimate son the singular number
(him) and the plural number (brothers) indicate the
class and the individual. But in default of a son by a lawfully wedded Siidra woman and of his sons &c., the son
of a female slave, also, gets the entire property of the
Sudra father this appears to be the purport.
;

:

;

;

"a

From the use of the term
23.
servile class" (in Yajnavalkya's text, § 22)

person oftho
appears that
one begotten by u twice-born person on a female slave,
cannot, notwithstanding the desire of the father, get a
share, or a half share after his death
the taking of his
entire property is out of tlie question
but he is entitled
only to maintenance, provided ho bo not disobedient.
;

:

it

CHAPTER

Law

III.

Succession

of

to the esta.te of a persox sepaeated and not ee-united.

PART
— The

I.

§

1.

— General

wife's succession
wives of dif2.
marriage in different forms her right to perform religious ceremonies, and to take the entire estate. 3. Limitation
of her right
two texts of Katyayana, interpretation of these by the
author of Snu'itichandrika that by Jimiitavahana, stated and criticized ;
conclusion.
4.
Other texts on the priority of the wife's succession.
5.
Texts in conflict with these.;;— 6. Reconciliation by Dharesvara.
7.
Criticized.
8.
Reconciliation by Srikara criticized.
9.
Another reconciliation criticized.
10.
Reconciliation by the author.
11.
The term " sonless" in texts on succession explained sapinda
Jimutav^ahana's objection to the above
relationship explained.
12.
reconciliation, stated at length.
13.
The same criticized re-uuiou
explained chaste widows entitled to maintenance only when the husband is unseparated.
nale of succession.

ferent classes

;

effect of

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

1.
Now are mentioned those, who, in default of tlie
principal and subsidiary sons, are entitled to take the
estate of one who is deceased, degraded, gone to retirement or the like.
On this Yogisvara says, '' The wife fpatn'ij and the
daughters also, the parents, brothers likewise, their sons,
the gentiles fc/otrajaj, cognates (handlmj^ a pupil, the
fellow student in the absence of the preceding one, every
succeeding one is indeed heir to the estate of a sonless
This rule extends to all
person, who departed for heaven.
The meaning is The wife and tlie rest shall,
classes."
agreeably to the order in which they are mentioned, i. e.\
in the absence of each preceding one, the next succeeding one, take the estate of a person who departed for
heaven, i. e., is deceased, and is sonless, i. e., destitute of

—

:

:

—
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the twelve kinds of sons previously described
this rule
is to be understood to apply to all, i. e., the mixed cliasses
whether they are sprung from a high-caste father and a
low-caste mother, or from a low-caste father and a highcaste mother,
as well as to the (four principal) classes,
such as the Brahmana.
;

—

.

First of all the patni or the lawfully wedded wife
2.
takes the estate.
The term patni itself signifies a woman
espoused in the prescribed form of marriage, agreeably to
the Aphorism of Panini,
" The term pati (husband) is
changed into patni (meaning the correlative) implying relation through a sacrifice." The singular number (in the term
patni in Yogisvara's text, § 1) implies the class hence if a
jDcrson leaves more wives than one, then all of them,
first
those of the same class (with the husband) and after them
those of a different class,
shall take the husband's projDcrty dividing the same amongst themselves.
From the use of the teri-n. patni (in Yajnavalkya's text,
§ 1) it appears that a wife espoused in the dsufa or the like
(disapproved) form of marriage has no right to take the property when there is another wife espoused in a lawful form
of marriage.
To this effect is the following passage of
A
law,
woman, however, who is purchased by giving
"
price, is not to be considered as a patni ; for neither
in a sacrifice in honor of the gods, nor in one in honor
of the departed ancestors she (can be the companion of
her husband, i. e., the purchaser, wlicn performing such a
sacrifice) the poets (prophets or sages) look upon Iier as a
female slave." In tliis text her status of a female slave is
mentioned with the intention that she has not tlie right of
becoming the indispensable companion in the performance
of ceremonies having spiritual merit for their end, but not
with the intention that intercourse with her is forbidden ;
for she being espoused (thougli in a disap})roved form), tlie
objection of her being the wife of another man, cannot
arise.
Accordingly Manu, having described the virtuous
and the vicious forms of marriage, declares that tlie virtues
and vices attach solely to the issue (of such marriages),
" If a wife is espoused by a man in the blameless forms of
marriage, the offspring becomes unblameable ; and if in tho

—

;

—

—

:

—

—
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reprehensible forms, the progeny becomes reprehensible
therefore the reprehensible forms should be studiously
avoided." The reprehensibility of the offspring, again,
refers to the absence of good conduct and character, not,
however, to exclusion from the castes pure or mixed for the
sole fact of being begotten on a married woman by the
man who marries her, determines the caste pure or mixed
(of the offspring,) by reason of the text,
"This law is
;

;

—

ordained with regard to married women." Hence, by the
text,
" For neither in a sacrifice in honor of the gods,
nor in one in honor of the departed ancestors she &c."
the right to be the companion is prohibited.
Accordingly it is indicated by the term patni that the
competency also, of performing the rites in honor of the
ancestors, is a reason for the succession to the property of
the husband. Hence Prajapati says that the estate of the
husband may be taken only by a wife who is chaste and
who is competent to associate with the husband in the
performance of ceremonies enjoined in the Sruti and the
*' Dying before the husband,
Smriti, as in the text,
a wife
devoted to the husband partakes of his consecrated fire
but if the husband die before her, she takes his property
this is the primeval law."
Alsp Vriddha Manu says,
" The sonless wife (^Mtni) alone, keeping unsullied the bed
of her husband and persevering in religious observances,
shall offer oblations to him and take his entire share."
"With reference to this text, the author of the Smritichandrika says, that since the order of reading of the latter half,
is opposed by the order indicated by the sense, therefore
the widow first obtains his entire share and then presents
oblations.
This is to be rejected. Because nothing is
intended to be expressed by the order the sole object of
the text is to establish her right to both.
Otherwise the
funeral ceremonies would have to be postponed till the
share be obtained but that is prohibited in various passages
of law. Also because there would arise the objection of
assuming some spiritual purpose. By the particle " alone"
in the term " the wife alone," it is shown that even to the
performance of the funeral ceremonies of her sonless husband, she alone, like a son (had there been one) of her sonless husband, is entitled, notwithstanding a brother and

—

—

:

:

:
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'' The
wife and the
daughters also &c."
The very same meaning is expressed at length by
'' Having
Prajapati,
taken liis moveable and immoveable property, the precious and the base metals, the grains,
the liquids, and the clothes, let her duly offer his monthly,
half yearly and other funeral oblations.
With funeral
repast and by pious liberalit}^, let her honor the paternal
uncle of her husband, the spiritual preceptor (or the parents) and daughter's sons, the children of the sisters,
the maternal uncle, and also decrepit persons, guests
and females (or the other wives of inferior status)."
" The base metals" are lead, tin and the like {i. e. other
than gold and silver;) "funeral repast" signifies the food
" pious liberality" means
intended for the ancestors
reservoir of water and tlie like (works for public good) or
the fees and the like (given to Brahmanas) for the performance of a ceremony. What is intended is this Having
obtained the husband's entire estate including even the
immoveables, the jiatni should, under the superintendence
of the husband's relatives, perform the ceremonies conducive to the spiritual benefit of her husband and herself,
(the ceremonies) which c^n be accomplished by wealth and
whicli a female is competent to perform.
The same sage declares that those that cause injury
to her who conducts herself in this way are to be punished
as robbers,
" The gentiles and the cognates, however,
who become her adversaries or injure her property, let the
king chastise by inflicting on them the punishment of a
robber."
The following passage prohibitory of the taking by
i]\Q pulnl of inunoveablc property, is quoted in the Smriticliandrika as a text of Vrihaspati
" When the husband
is separated, the pledge and various otliers that are recognised as property, the wife {juf/d), after the dcatli of her
liusband, obtains, excepting the innnoveable.''
And in
order to prevent the inconsistency of this text with that of
i'rajapati, namely,
" Having taken his moveable and
inuiioyeable tV:c."
it is conchided tliat tills refers to a
wife destitute of daugliters, by rejecting the opinion of
others, namely, that this passage refers cither to a wife

the rest enumerated in the text,

—

;

:

—

;

—

—

—
—
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without good character or to the property of an unseparaas being contradictory to the remaining
ted liusband,
'' Even
part of the above text, namely,
when partition
lias been made, the wife fsirij, though preserving her character, is not entitled to immoveable property."
The author of the Madannratna points out a defect in
the above conclusion on the ground that the above text of
Vrihaspati is an interpolation inasmuch as it is not cited
in the Mitakshara, the Kalpataru, the Halayudha and the
other commentaries, but that the text of Prajapati, name" Having taken his moveable and immoveable &c."
ly,
is a genuine one, since it is quoted in all the commentaand characterizes the conclusion come to by the auries
thor of the Smritichandrikd to be unreasonable, being
simply an emanation from his inner consciousness and he
himself forms the following reconciliation, supposing the
text of Vrihaspati to be a genuine one, namely, that the
taking of the entire property including the immoveable
refers to a wife espoused in the forms of marriage,
called Brahma. and the like, inasmuch as the ievm. ^^atn'i is
used in these texts but that the text of Vrihaspati is relative to a wife espoused in the A'sura or the like form of
marriage, because the terms /d^a and stri only are employ-

—

—

—

—

—
;

:

—

;

ed in that text.
This is refuted in
it is said" that

a wife

th(?

Smritichandrika itself, in which
in the A'sura or the like form

wedded

is not comprised by the term patni ; and the texts also, in
which the term jchjd and the like occur, refer to her fi. e.,
the patnij, inasmuch as these texts rest on the same foundation (with the texts in which the term patnl is used).
As for what is said, namely, that the conclusion arrived at
by the author of the Smritichandrika is a dogmatic one,

—

not tenable.
Because, if there be a daughter,
then through her son there is a possibility of the enjoyment of immoveables, and of the spiritual benefit of the
proprietor, therefore even the immoveables are taken (by
the wife) but one that is destitute of daughter does not
take the immoveable property by reason of the absence of
such possibility in this therefore may consist the reason
(for .the above conclusion of the author of the Smritichandrika).
Accordingly it has been previously set forth
that also

is

;

:
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that without the consent of the sons the father has no
right to alienate even his self-acquired property.
3.
As for what appears from the text of Katyayana,
"When the husband is dead, (the wife) preserving
viz.
the honor of the family shall take the share of the husband
for her life (or livelihood), not, however, the right to make
namely, that the wife succeeding
gift, mortgage or sale,"
to the property of the husband is entitled to mere maintenance out of the estate, but has no right to make gift,
mortgage or sale thereof; that also refers to the want of
right to make gifts to players, dancers, &c, for secular
Because he (Katyayana) himself sets out her
purposes.
right to make gifts for spiritual purposes, also to mortgage
or sell so much as is sufficient for such purposes, in the
" Persevering in religious observances and fasting,
text,
leading a life of austerity, and constantly engaged in the
control of passion and in making gifts, (the widow) though
from the phrase " ascends to
sonless, ascends to heaven,"
heaven" it appears that she has power to make gifts, &c.,
even in religious ceremonies that are optional, and a fortiori in those daily and occasional ceremonies which are
enjoined by the Sastras, and the omission whereof entails
demerit.
And because to the same effect is the text of
" Having taken the movePrajiipati cited before, namely
The author of the Smritiables and immoveables &c."
chandrika, and others, say, that in this text too, the first
(of the series of duties) being enumerated, her power
to perform the optional ceremonies (at the expense of her

—

—

—

—

—

—

husband's property) follows.
There is again another text of Katyayana himself,
" Let the sonless (widow), preserving unsullied
namely,
the bed of her husband, and abiding with her venerable protector, only enjoy (her husband's property) being moderate
until her death, after her, let the heirs (or co-heirs, ddyadasj

—

take."

In interpretinfi: this text the author of the SmritiThe meaning is, " let her being moderchandrika says
ate," ^. <?., ])aticntly enduring any opposition, offered by
;

—

the (husbaiid's) co-heirs (daijdda^J^ to the application of the
wealth, " enjoy until her death."
This again refers to
such undivided property as the widow herself has taken
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for her livelihood, when the father-in-law &c. beinsf enefas:ed in other pursuits are unable to afford protection, maintenance and the like for had it referred to divided property,
it would have been contrary to the doctrine propounded by
;

Mauu and others.
The oriental

commentators, however, putting an

in-

terpretation which appears on the face of the text (of Katyayana) say that the wife has no power of making gift,
mortgage, or the like (disposition) of her husband's pro''
perty, in the following passage
Abiding with her
:

—

'

venerable protector,' i. e., with her fatlier-in-law or the
like (kinsman of her husband), let her only enjoy her husband's estate during her life but let her not, according
to her pleasure, deal witli it as with stridhan by making a
gift, mortgage, sale, or the like
after her, let the heirs,
i. e., the daughters and others who would be entitled to his
property (in default of the wife), take the estate, but not the
kinsmen since they being inferior to tlie daughter &c.,
ought not to exclude these for the widow debars them
(the daughter &c. from succession), and the absence of the
obstacle (in the shape of the widow) is equal either in the
case of the destruction, or in the case of utter absence,
of her right; they (the daughters &c.) therefore cannot
reasonably be excluded. Nor can it be said that " let the
heirs" to stridhan " take," for then there would be tautology, inasmuch as Katyayana himself has declared in other
Hence those persons who, in
texts the heirs to stridhan.
'' The wife and the daughters also &c."
the text,
are in
the absence of the preceding ones, exhibited as next heirs
to the property of a sonless deceased person [who was separated and not re-united] shall in like manner as they
would have succeeded in case of the utter absence of the
wife's succession, succeed to the residue of the estate
after her enjoyment, upon the demise of the wife in whom
At that time the succession of
the succession had vested.
the daughters &c. is proper, since they confer greater spiriThe following passage of the
tual benefits than others.
Mahabharata in the chapter on the Religious merit of Grifts,
It is ordained that
is also in support of the above view,
the property of the husband when devolving on wives has
enjoyment fupahhogaj for its use let not women on any account make a waste of her husband's property.' Enjoyment
again should not be by wearing delicate apparel and similar
18
;

:

;

:

—

—

—

:

'

—

1
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luxuries but since a widow may benefit her husband by the
preservation of her person, the enjoj-ment of property sufThus in the text,
ficient for that purpose is authorized.
With funeral repast and pious liberality &c.' Vrihaspati
intends by the term paternal uncle, any sapinda of her
husband ; by the term daughter's son, the progeny of her
husband's daughter ; by the term sister's son, the husband's
and by the term maternal uncle, her husband's
sister's son
mother's family to these alone, let her give presents in
])roportion to the wealth, at her husband's funeral rites,
and not to the family of her own father. With their conAccordingly
sent, however, she may give to them also.
Narada says, " When the husband is dead, his kin are
In the disposal of
the guardians of his sonless widow.
property, and care of herself, as well as in her maintenance, they have full power. But if the husband's family
be extinct or contain no male, or be helpless, the kin of her
own father are the guardians of the widow, if there be no
relations of her husband within the degree of a sapinda^
On this it is to be said,, Is it, that even when a gift
or the like disposition of her husband's property is made
by the widow, this is per se invalid ? This, however,
is not reasonable, since her succession to the entire estate of
her husband being declared in the texts of Manu and other
sages, her proprietory right arises thereto ; hence it would
be contradictory to say that gifts &c. (made by her) are
jyer se invalid.
Accordingly Jimutavahana himself, having cited the following texts prohibiting gift and the like
'' But
disposal of immoveable property, namely,
neither
the father nor the grandfather is so, of the whole immoveable property,"
" Separated or unseparatcd kinsmen are
e(jual in respect of immoveables &c."
and " Immoveables
and bipeds, although acquired by a man himself &c." concludes that these texts are intended to show that moral
guilt is incurred by a man of evil disposition, who makes
gift and the like merely for the purpose of putting the
family to distress but they do not establish the invalidity
of gifts and the like in themselves ; for it would be unreasonable to say that they do so, because the proprietory
right which is defined to be the power of disposal according to pleasure,
in the immoveable property is not dis;

—

'

;

:

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—
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tinct from what it is in other objects, and because a fact
cannot be altered even by a hundred texts. Hence in the
manner mentioned by him, let, in this instance too, moral
ojBFence, by reason of the violation of the prohibition, be

incurred by a widow who out of evil disposition makes
&c. of her husband's estate, solely for the purpose of
putting the kinsmen (of her husband) to distress. And
certainly a moral offence too is not committed by one who
makes gifts for religious purposes, or who sells or mortgages for the purpose of her own maintenance. Nor can
it be said that from the restriction expressed by the term,
*'
'' After her
only enjoy," as well as from the declaration
what alone can follow is her incomlet the heirs take,"
petency to make gifts &c. as in the case of joint property.
Because this (^. e. the separate property) which is the subject of exclusive right is dififerent from joint property which
Nor can it be asserted that
is the subject of common right.
inasmuch as the enjoyment by the widow (of her husband's estate), which follows (from the assertion of her
heirship, ) cannot be taken to Jbe intended to be declared
(in the text of Katyayana), therefore the text is solely for
the purpose of prohibiting gifts &c., and accordingly her
want of right to make gifts &c. inevitably follows. Because, (you say) a fact cannot be altered, hence it cannot
but be admitted for the sake of the consistency of that
rule, that the text is intended to prohibit the waste of the
property by useless gifts &c. Otherwise if her right (to
make gifts &c.) be not admitted, then there would be an
irreconcileable conflict (of the text of Katyayana) with the
texts enjoining gifts, namely,
" ... engaged in the control of passions and in making gifts ...,"
and—'' ... with
funeral repast and pious liberality let her honor &c."
As
for what is said, namely, that let the heirs, i. e., the daugh" The wife and
ters &c. who are declared in the text,
also
the daughters
&c." to be entitled to the estate in
default of the wife, take, since the default of the wife who
forms the obstacle (to the succession of the daughters &c.)
is equal, as in the utter absence, so in the destruction, of
that is only plausible.
her right
Again, as there would
be tautology if the term " heirs" be interpreted to signify
the heirs to stridhan by reason of their being mentioned iu
gifts

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

—
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another text, similarly there would be the same defect of
tautology (in the interpretation put by you), for the heirs
of the husband also are mentioned by Katyayana in a
separate text.
But in fact when a person in whom right vested dies,
it is proper that his property should be inherited by his
near relations hence, as the words wife and the like are
relative terms, what have the daughters and the like of
the former proprietor to do, when right to the husband's
Hence, although the abestate had vested in the wife ?
sence of the preceding one, the previous absence (of something that subsequently comes into existence) the destruction (or the future absence of some thing previously existing), the utter absence (or the absence without relation to
any particular time), the relative absence of the obstacle,
and the reciprocal absence (or the negation of identity) are
similar (all these being of the same category, namely, negation), still when the owner of any property is dead, then
if he leave no male issue, his property is inherited by his
this is what tlie text (of
relations, such as his wife (^.c.
Ydjnavalkya, § 1 ) means. Otherwise there would be great
confusion, since if the daughters £ind the rest having succeeded to the property of their father &c. die, then in supercession of their children, the father &c. of the father
who was the previous owner, would take the property.
Hence when the wife after having succeeded to the property of her husband dies, the residue of the property after her enjoyment would have devolved on (her heirs such
as) the daughters and the like, by reason of texts like the
following,
" And the daughters, the residue of the mobut it is
ther's property after liquidating her debts &c."
" After her let the heirs take."
prevented by the passage,
And the construction of the text (of Katyayana) is arrived at
thus: on perusing "let the heirs take," the question occurs,
whose heirs? and the word " of the husband" connected with
the word " bed" suggests itself and is construed with
''heirs;" accordingly the signification of the text is as follows,
" After her let the husband's heirs or (1di/d(las'\ i. e.j
th(;sc that are entitled to take his undivided property,
" take" also what remains of the estate of a separated brother
after the enjoyment thereof by his wife j and not the heirs to
;

:

—

—

—

:

—
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the estate of the wife, .such as daughters and the like. Thus
the last part (of Katyayana's text) expressing a meaning
"which is not expressed anywhere else, becomes significant
but according to the other view, this part would become*
useless, inasmuch as it would merely repeat what is declared in other texts.
Therefore, it is established that in making gifts for
spiritual purpose as well as in making sale or mortgage
for the purpose of performing what is necessary in a spiritual or temporal point of view, the widow's right does certainly extend to the entire estate of her husband the restriction, however, is intended to prohibit gifts to players,
dancers and the like, as well as sale or mortgage without
necessity.
Accordingly the term " being moderate" is in;

serted the meaning is, that on obtaining the property she
shall not uselessly spend the property.
The passage in
the Mahabharata on the religious merit of gifts, however,
.strongly supports our view, for it begins thus: "It is ordained thattheproperty of the husband when devolving on
•wives has enjoyment for its use."
Here enjoyment fupahJiogaJ signifies enjoyment allied to religious duty, not
however vicious enjoyment '' ordained," i. e., declared by
Manu and others. In the latter half (of the passage) the
very same thing is expressed, namely, '' women shall not
waste", i. e., uselessly expend the property of their husband
by the phrase "on any account" it is intimated, that waste
is under all circumstances reprehensible; apahdra (waste)
is theft,
making useless gifts to dancers, players, and the
like, and the wearing of delicate apparel &c., the tasting of
rich food &c. and the like, also being improper for a widow
who is enjoined to restrain her passions, are equal to theft
thus the term apahdra (waste) is used in a secondary sense.
But gifts and the like for religious purposes are not so, and
consequently cannot be included under the term apahdra
or waste.
Therefore everything is consistent.
;

;

—

:

4.
There are also many other passages of law, establishing the preferable right of the wife to succeed to the
estate of her sonless husband who was separated but not
re-united.
Thus Vrihaspati says, " In the Vedas and
in the Smritis as well as in popular practice, a wife is de-

—
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clared by the wise" to be half the body of her husband
equally sharing the fruit of pure as well as impure acts.
Of him, whose wife is not deceased, half the body survives.
Why then should another get his property, while
half his person is alive ? Let the wife of a sonless deceased man take his share notwithstanding kinsmen, the
father, the mother, or the uterine brother be present."
Yogisvara also b}^ declaring the right of every succeeding one to accrue in default of the preceding one, ordains
the wife's succession in preference to all others.
Also Vishnu says,- " The wealth of a sonless man
goes to his wife on failure of her it devolves on daughters if there be none, it belongs to the father if he be
dead, it goes to the mother on failure of her, it goes
on their default, it goes to the brother's
to the brothers
sons if none exist, it passes to a kinsman fhandhuj ; on
their default, it devolves on a distant kinsman fsakulya) ;
on failure of these, it comes to tlie fellow-student and
for want of all those heirs the property goes to the king,
excepting the wealth of a Brahmana." Here the term
handlm (kinsman) signifies a sapincla, and the term salcuhja
(distant kinsman) means a sagotra or one descended from
a common ancestor in the male line (other than a sapinda) :
if by the term handlm the cognates of the father and the
like were comprised, then there would be a conflict with
the order mentioned by Yogisvara.
" The wife is entitled to the
Also Kcityayana says,
but
estate of the husband, provided she is not unchaste
on her default, a daughter, if she be then unmarried."
There is also another passage of law, " Now of a
sonless person, the wife born in a (good) family, or also
the daughters, in their default tlie father, the mother, the
brother and (his) sons are pronounced (to be heirs)."
In these texts it is established that the wife is first of
all entitled to the estate left by the husband.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

5.
There are texts again, which arc in conflict with
the above texts. Thus Narada declares the succession of
tlie brothers in spite of the wife, and tlie maintenance of
liis wife, as in the text,
" Among brothers if any one die
without issue or enter a religious order, let the rest (of the

—
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brothers) divide Lis wealth, excepting the wife's separate
Let them allow a maintenance to his wives
properly.
until
the end of their lives, provided they prefstrindmj
but if they beserve unsullied the bed of their husband
have otherwise, the brothers may resume her allowance."
Also Manu declares that the father or a brother is
entitled to succeed to the property of a sonless person, not
" Let the father or the brothers
the wife, as in the text,
take the estate of a sonless person."
The following- passage of law asserts that the mother
or the paternal grandmother is entitled to succeed to the
'' Let the mother take the esestate of a sonless person,
and if the mother too be dead,
tate of her childless son
let the father's mother take the property."
Also Sankha, Likhita, Paithinasi and Yama declare
the succession of the wife in default of the brothers and the
parents, as in the text,
" The wealth of a sonless person,
who departs for heaven, goes to the brothers if there be
none, let the parents take, or let the senior wife take."
The wife who is, by Yqgisvara, placed first to the exclusion of others, is declared also by Devala, to be entitled
to succeed on failure of the brothers and the like, as in the
text,
" Next let brothers of the whole blood divide the
estate of a sonless person, or daughters also equal (in class)
or .let the father if he survive, or (half) brothers of the
same clkss, or the mother, or the wife inherit in their
order."
Here by the term " brothers", half brothers are
meant, since whole brothers are separately enumeratedAlso in the following text, the wife is not even enumerated by Katyayana, though father and others are mentioned as heirs,
" When a man who is separated, dies,
then in default of sons let the father, or the brother, or the
mother, or the father's mother in their order take the
;

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

estate."
6.
Of these texts, conflicting with each other, Dharesvara makes the following reconciliation
If the wife
of a sonless brother who was separated but not re-united,
accepts the appointment to raise issue, then and then only
she obtains the estate of the husband ; but if she be not
solicitous of the appointment, then she gets mere maintenance like the wife of one who was unseparated or re-uni:

—
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ted for it is through appointment alone, that the right of
the wife of a sonless person accrues to the estate of her husband. Nor (can it be said) on what principle is this conclusion based ?
Because the wife's right of inheritance is
shewn in many passages of law to arise through children
:

—

Accordingly Gautama says, '* Let kinsmen allied
by the pinda or funeral oblation, by (/otra or family name^
and by descent from the same patriarch share the herialone.

or the wife of the childless person, or she (may) seek
up offspring." Let kinsmen allied by, funeral
oblation, by family name, and by descent from the same
patriarch, take the heritage of a childless man or let his
wife take the heritage, if she seek to raise up issue to him
the particle or' conveys the meaning of ' if otherwise,
the sense of alternative would be unreasonable, since there
is no similarity between taking of tlie heritage and seeking
Likewise, also Manu declares that the
to raise up issue.
wife's succession to the divided property is in right of the
progeny, as in the text " He who protects the estate and
the wife of a deceased brother,^ shall after generating a son
So likewise,
to the brother, make over his estate to liiui."
even if partition has not taken place, Manu intimates that
the right of inheritance arises through the offspring, tlius,
''If a younger brotlier begets a son on the wife of an
elder brotlier, then the distribution in such a case shall be
Therefore by tiie prinequal this is the settled law."
ciple of co-existence and the absence of separate existence,
it is established that the wife's right of inheritance is in
Vasislitha also, in
right of progeny and not otherwise.
" An appointment shall not be accepted through
the text,
covetousness for the heritage" forbids an appointment to
raise up issue to the husband if sought from covetousness,
and thereby clearly intimates that the widow is entitled to
the succession if she consents to the appointment and not
Accordingly it follows that tiie text of Narada,
otherwise.
namely, " If any one of the brothers die &c.," and
similar texts refer to a widow who is unwilling to bo apLikewise in the text, namely,
" Their childless
pointed.

tage

;

—

to raise

;

:

'

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

wives, conducting themselves aright, must be supported
})ut such as are unchaste should be expelled, and so indeed
should be those that are perverse" ^Yogisvura also, by
;

—
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ordainin": maintenance for the wives of the blind and the
who are destitute of sons, and thus intimating the
superiority of the son's right to the wealth, indicates, by
the parity of reason, that the wife's right of succession is
in right of the progeny alone.
The following passage of
law, namely,- " Property has come into existence for the
purpose of sacrifices ; therefore those, who are incompetent to perform these, are not entitled to inheritance, but
are entitled to food and raiment"
by declaring the exclusion from inheritance, of sons &c. though males who are
like

—

—

incapable of performing sacrifices, does a fortiori oppose
the right of succession of widows who are incapable of
performing sacrifices. So also another text of law, namely,
" Property is ordained for sacrifices
therefore it
should be given to virtuous persons, and not to women, to
the ignorant or to the vicious" prohibiting even the gift
of property to women and others, greatly depreciates the
taking, directly by the widow, of the entire estate.

—

;

—

This view is not endorsed by Vijndnesvara
7.
and others; because in texts like "The wife and the
daughters also &c.," there is no express mention of appointment, nor is it suggested by the context. Moreover,
what is the cause of the widow's right to the heritage ? Is
it the appointment or the progeny sprung therefrom ?
If
it be the first,
then the heritage would belong to the
widow who accepts the appointment although no son be
born, and (even if a son be born) it would not belong to

—

—

the son begotten through the appointment, for (agreeably
to this alternative) right to the husband's estate arises
from the appointment alone. If it be the second, then the
enumeration of the wife (as an heir in the texts) would be
useless, since the children's right to the heritage is established by other texts.
Again, if the argument be that
women may have right to property through their husband
alone, and not in any other way, therefore so long as the
husband is alive, tliey have it through him but in order
to show that when the husband is dead they may have it
through the progen}^, the wife' is so enumerated, which
refers to a wife willing to accept the appointment.
Then
it is not a sound one j because it is shown by texts which
19
;

'
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—

'^ What was given before
in the bridal procesfire,
what
was
presented
nuptial
the
that they may have right to property in other
sion &c."
ways also. If it be said that it is only in the twofold
In
w^ay that her right to the husband's property arises.
that case, the text dealing with the estate of a sonless
person ought not to commence with " the wife ;" because
while the husband is alive, her right to his property is
" Union (of
established by the text of Gautama, namely,
the husband and the wife) arises indeed from the joining
of hands (^. e. marriage) ;" and because, to say that when
he is dead the right to his property arises by reason of
appointment, is to affirm it only of the wife's son, but that
also has previously been declared.
Again the text of Gautama, namely, '' Or she (may)
seek to raise up offspring" has been interpreted to mean,
if she seek to raise up issue,' and has been set forth as
an authority in support of the position that the wife of a
sonless person may have the right of succession through
But that is not reasonable. Beappointment alone
cause the sense of if is not conveyed by or' that

•will

be cited hereafter, such

as,

—

—

—

—

'

'

'

marks an alternative. Nor can it be argued that, when
or' marks an alterit becomes unreasonable to say that
native by reason of the dissimilarity in meaning between
the succession to the estate and the desire for appointment, then inasmuch as indeclinable words convey vari'

ous meanings,

the particle

^

or'

may

certaiidy be taken

to convey the meaning of if,' which renders the construction of the latter part with tlie first part (of the text of
Gautama) reasonable. Because it is certainly reasonable
to say tliat or' marks an alternative, since it may refer
or she
to another duty suggested by tlie context, thus
may seek to raise issue or restrain her j)assions.' Accordingly the succession to the husband's estate, independently
of the appointment, becomes aflirmed by also the text of
'

—

'

'

Moreover, since the a])puintment of a widow
prohibited
and since by texts of Manu and others,
such as " The sonless wife preserving unsullied the bed
is
of her husband &c."
it is established that a widow
entitled to the estate, provided she remain chaste and
since by the text,
" such as are unchaste should be ex-

Gautama.
is

—

;

—

—

;
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—

even maintenance itself is disallowed to those
pelled"
that fail to continue in the path of duty therefore the
right (of unchaste widows) to the entire estate of the husband is certainly unreasonable.
As for the argument, namely, that from the texts'of
Manu and others, such as " He who protects the estate
and the wife &c." " If a j^ounger brother begets a son
on the wife of an elder brother &c."—-and- " An appointment shall not be accepted through covetousness" it appears, by reason of co- existence and the absence of separate existence, that the widow's right to the estate of her
husband whether separated or unseparated arises throuo-h
progeny alone
that is only plausible, the language of
the texts does not convey the meaning deduced
tlie intention of the texts being that when the husband who is
unseparated or re-united dies, then her right to his estate
arises through progeny alone, and that -the appointment
should not be accepted from covetousness. Accordingly,
Narada having declared, " The sages hold that amongst
the re-united brethren howe.ver, that share (which would
go to the husband on partition) she is not entitled to"
establishes mere maintenance of his childless wives.
Nor
can it be argued that if the text of Narada, namely,
''Among brothers if any one die without issue &c." (§ 5)
be thus taken to be relative to the estate of a person
unseparated or re-united, then there would be tautology,
for the sanie thing is expressed in the above text, viz.
" The sages hold that among unseparated brethren &c."
Because in the first text are laid down the impartibility
of woman's separate property, and their maintenance which
are not ordained in any other text, and the subject is
introduced by that part of the text (which conveys the
same meaning as the other text). As for the text of
Yogisvara, namely,
" Their childless widows conducting
themselves aright &c. ;" that, however, will be shewn
in the chapter dealing with those that are excluded from
inheritance, to refer to the wives of the impotent and the
like, since the pronoun
their' relates to those mentioned
in the previous text.
As also for the argument that the property of a twiceborn has for its object the performance of sacrifices, and
;

—

—

—

—

;

—

:

—

—

—

—

—
'
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that consequently it is imj^roper that the j^roperty should
be taken by a widow who is incompetent to perform
that too is unreasonable, because the term
sacrifices
sacrifice' is illustrative, it includes gifts &c., and these the
widow also is competent to make for if the term were
taken in its literal acceptance, then the property could
not be used for gifts, burnt-offering and the like purposes
But in reality the performance of
other than sacrifices.
for in the
religious ritea is not the sole end of property
" Neglect not religious duty, wealth and pleasure
text,
" Let not
according to ability," likewise in the text,
morning, noon or evening be fruitless as regards religion,
wealth and pleasure," it is laid down that the pursuit of
wealth and pleasure, that may be made by means of wealth,
Had wealth been designed solely for sacriis necessary.
ficial purposes, then the wearing of gold (inculcated by
the Vedas) would have had the sacrificial use for its object
by reason of its intimate relation with sacrifices (as supposed) but this would be contrary to what is concluded (in
the Mimansa) viz., that it is intended for secular purposes.
By reason of such texts as, " woman is not entitled to
independence"- let there be only dependence of a woman,
but there can be no objection whatever to her succession to
And the text " Property has come into extlie estate.
purpose of sacrifices &c.," however, is
the
for
istence
laudatory of the application of property to the performance of sacrifices. Accordingly the latter part (of the
'' to virtuous persons and not to women,
to
other text) is
the ignorant or to the vicious." The author of the Mitdkshara, however, says that these texts intend that the
property which was acquired by the father for the purpose
of performing a sacrifice, nmst, even by liis sons or other
heirs, bo a})j)ropriated to that use alone and not to any
other
for the following passage declaring it to be aii
offence (to act otherwise), is equally njiplicablo to sons
" lie, who having received
as well as to other lieirs
articles for sacrifice, disposes not of them for that purpose,
shall become a kite or a crow."
;

—

*

;

—

;

—

—
—

;

—

—

A

—

—

—

;

:

8.

flicting

—

Srikara and others, however, say that the conto distinct cases if the husband's

texts relate

:
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estate is only sufficient for the maintenance of the wife,
she takes the whole of it but if there be a surplus, the
brothers and the like take to the very same effect is the
'' and take the entire share ;" for maintenance
text,
must
be allowed. And they assign the following reason for
that conclusion, vis.j that by this all the texts become
;

—

:

reconciled.

This

term

not consistent with

is

which

Because the

reason.

mentioned but once

the texts)
the wife,'
to mean so much property as is sufficient for maintenance and when construing it with the brothers' or the
like, to mean the unqualified estate and this variableness
in the meaning is not reasonable if uniformity is possible.
And because the term entire' in Manu's text would be
Besides it is very unreasonable to say
meaningless.
that, when there is no son, the wife -gets no more than
is

estate'

'

is

to be interpreted,

when construing

it

(in

with

'

'

;

:

'

maintenance

;

for,

on partition being made, whether during

the lifetime of the husband or after his death, even when
there are legitimate sons, the allotment to the wife of a
share equal to theirs is ordained in the following texts,
namely,
" If he makes the allotments equal, his
wives shall be made equal sharers," and '' Th« mother
also, of those effecting partition after the demise of the
father, shall get an equal share."
Nor can it be argued
that in {hese texts too, the term
share' is intended to
indicate no more than what is sufficient for maintenance.
Because in that case the terms equal and share' would
become meaningless.
And because, if it be held that
what is sufficient for maintenance, is only intended, then.
''
in the latter part also (of the text), namely,
If any
have been assigned, let him allot the half," the meaning
of the term half would have to be altogether rejected. To
say that what is intended is, that when the property is
small a share equal to that of a son (should be given to her),
and when the property is large, so much only as is sufficient
for maintenance, is extremely unreasonable by reason of the
variableness in the precept.
Since the very same term
* equal share'
would, having regard to some other text,
signify, on one occasion when the estate is considerable,
property sufficient for maintenance only j and on another

—

— —

'

'

'

'

—

—

'
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is

small,

its

literal

I.

meaning

hence in the same precept the meaning of the sentence
being different, there would be different sentences (couched
and this is unreasonable. There
in the same words)
would also be the error of admitting the simultaneous
exercise of the twofold power of words, namely, that of
conveying a literal and a metaphorical meaning.
Just as in the topic (in the Mimansa) of the Chaturmas3'a {i. e., a sacrifice which takes four months for its
completion, and which consists of four distinct sacrifices
called the Vaisvadeva, the Varunapraghasa, tlie Sakamedha
and the Sunasir3"a with roo-ard to which there is the
'^ Here they construct
following text of Sruti,
the holy
fire-place, not in the Vaisvadeva nor in the Sunasirya
for
the Varunapraghasa and the Sakamedha are the principal
ones of the sacrifice, as in these two they establisli the
:

;

—

—

:

sacred fire,") the adversary says that the injunction regarding the establishment of the holy fire (ordained for the
sacrifice called Darsapaurnamasiya, whereof the Chaturmas3'^a is a modification) is, applicable also to the Chaturmtisya, as indicated by the text,
" as in these two
tliey establish the holy fire,"
and/ this, he assigns, to be
the reason for the proliil)ition of the construction of the
'^ not
sacred fire-place, as contained in the text,
in the
Vaisvadeva nor in the Sunasirya," for otherwise the proJiibition of what cannot take place would be unreasonable thereupon it is argued on the opposite side that this
is not the })rohibition of the construction of the holy fireplace which is rendered applicable to the Chaturmasya
sacrifice by reason of the extension of the injunction to
that effect, declared with regard to the Darsapaurnamasiya Ijut this is the prohibition of the construction of
the holy iirc-place, as enjoined in the text in tliis topic,
vtz.y
" Here they construct the holy fire-place" whereupon the adversary finds fault with the above opinion on
tlio ground of variableness in the precept, for the text in
tlio topic, taken together with the prohibition (in that
very text) renders the construction of the holy fire-place
optional, in the first and the last sacrifices, but it does
independently of any other precept, render the construction of the holy fire-place obligatory in the two inter-

—

—

—

—

:

;

—

:
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sacrifices
for fear of this variableness in the
precept it is established in the conclusion that the precept,
" not in the Vaisvadeva &c." is absolutely a superfluous precept, for proliibition is unreasonable, of what
cannot take place in the first and the last sacrifices but
the precept
" Here they construct the holy fire-place,"
together with the laudatory precept " in these two they
enjoins the construction of the
establish the holy fire"
sacred fire-place in the two intermediate sacrifices, namely,
Varunaspraghasa and Sakamedha but this is not in consequence of the extension to this sacrifice of an injunction
declared with respect to the Darsapaurnamasiya sacrifice.
:

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

On this some one says

—

It is declared that the brothers shall take the estate of a sonless person, and that they
shall give to his wives property sufficent for their maintenance, as in the text,
" and shall allow maintenance to
lives :" but when the estate
till
of
their
the end
his wives
9.

:

—

not more than what is sufficient for maintenance, or
even less than that, then the question occurs whether in
such a case the brothers shall take the estate or the wife ?
And the text, " The wife and the daughters also &c."
by showing the priority of the wife's right, indicates that

is

—

—

in such a case, the wife alone shall take the estate.
This too is wrong since in this view too, there would
be the very same variableness in the precept as has previ;

ously been mentioned; for the phrase "shall take the
estate," taken together with other texts in case the estate
is small, would signify when construed with " the wife,"
shall take so much property as is sufficient for maintenance but when construed with "the parents &c.," shall
take the entire estate.
;

If you'ask, how then is the conflict to be reconListen
Since there is no indication of order (of
succession) in the texts such as,
" The father or the brothers shall take &c."
therefore these texts are intended
only to enumerate the heirs to the estate of a sonless
person but the text of Yogisvara which lays down,
" In
the absence of the preceding one, every succeeding one is
heir to the estate"
is relative to the order of succession
10.

ciled ?

:

—

—

—

—

:

—

:
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therefore althoug'li in the other texts there is no mention
of the wife and the rest in a settled order, still there being
no conflict in meaning (between these two sets of texts j,
the father and the rest become heirs to the estate of a sonless person in default of the wife and the like.
The succession, however, of a wife that is suspected
" If a woman becomof adultery, is forbidden by Harita,
ing widow in her youth be headstrong, a maintenance
must in that case be allowed to her for the support of life."
From this very text it appears that the widow who is not
suspected of unchastity, is entitled to take the entire estate
Accordingly it is said in the text of
of the husband.
" or the senior wife :" senior' means praiseworSankha,
thy for good qualities, but not the eldest in age. Manu
"'
When
also declares seniority in the order of the classes,
regenerate men espouse wives of the same class as well as
of a different class, the seniority, honor and habitation of
those wives must be settled according to the order of the
Hence a wife of the same class, although youngclasses."
est in age and in respect of the date of marriage, is senior
to one of a different class also among those of the same
Acclass, the senior is one possessed of good qualities.
" To all such married men, the
cordingly ]\Ianu says,
wives of the same class, and not the wives of a different
class on any account, shall perform the duty of personal
attendance, and the daily business relating to acts of religion for he who foolishly causes those duties to be performed by any other than his wife of the same class when
she is near at hand, has been immemorially considered as
Also Yogisa Chandalii though by birth a Bralnnana."
" Among wives of the same class, one other
vara says,
than the eldest should not be employed in the performance of religious duties." Also, a wife of the same class
is indicated by the term patni itself, which signifies union
througli a sacrifice.
But in the absence of a wife of the
same class, a wife belonging to the class next in order,
(may be employed in the performance of such duties)
" If there be no wife belonging
accordingly Vishnu says,
to the same class, then under the exceptional circumstance,
a wife belonging to the class next in order (may bo
employed) but never (should) a regenerate man (perform)

—

—

'

—

;

—

:

—

—

;

Sec.
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—

religious duties, with a wife of the S6dra class :"
the term
" should perform" occurring in the previous text is to be

construed with this text.
Hence in default of a Brahmani wife, a Kshatriya wife may be the companion of
a Brahmana under that unavoidable circumstance but
neither a Vaisya nor a Siidra woman though espoused
a
Vaisya wife alone may become the associate of the Kshatriya husband in default of a Kshatriya wife
a Vaisya
may not have a Sudra wife (for his companion in the performance of religious duties) but must have one of the
same class for a Siidra wife 'is altogether excluded.
;

:

:

;

Accordingly a wife who

is

not suspected of unchastity,

and who is of the superior class, shall take the husband's
estate, and maintain her co-wives of the inferior classes.
But the wives of the same class with the husband shall
take the estate dividing it amongst themselves.
Hence
the singular number in the term wife' is' to be taken to be
'

used with the intention of designating the

class.

Hence the chaste wife

of a sonless deceased person
who was separated and not ^re-united, is entitled to take
the entire estate but of a sonless person who was unseparated or re- united, even the chaste wife is entitled to
mere subsistence, by reason of the texts of Narada and
others, such as,
" If any one among brothers die without
An unchaste widow, however, is not entitled
issue &c."
even to maintenance, for it is declared, ^' But if she behave otherwise, they may resume the allowance."
As for the allowance of food and raiment even to the
unchaste wives, as is declared in the following text, name'' Also let one act in the same
ly,
manner towards even
food and raiment, however, should be
the fallen wives
allowed to them-, if they reside in the vicinity of the
dwelling house :" that however is to be explained as referring to the husband, consistently with what is ordained
by Yogisvara alter having premised the husband, as in the
text,
" Def)rived of her position in the family, clad in
dirty clothes, living upon morsels barely Sufficient for life,
and humiliated, an unchaste wife shall be made to lie
down upon the bare earth." This too is to continue till
the penance be performed.
The banishment by also the
husband, and the like mode of expiation for those women
:

—

—

—

;

—

—

20
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that do not out of perversencss perform the penance, will
subsequently be considered by us.
The text, namely, " The wife and the daughters also
&c." is relative to the estate of one who was separated
and not re-united for partition (of a joint family) has previously been treated, and partition after re-union, has by
way of an exception to all other cases, been subsequently
dealt with, (by Yajnavalkya), consequently this is the
only case which remains to be discussed. This is the
opinion of most commentators, namely, Vijnanesvara,
Lakshmidhara, the author of the Smritichandrika, Visvarupa, Medhatitlii, the author of the Madanaratna, &c.

—

—

;

11.

The term

sion) sucli as,

used in the texts (on succes— "The wife and
the daughters also &c."
'

sonless'

indicates the default of the grandson and the great-grandson also.
The succession of the wife is proper only in
default of male issue down to the ffreat-o^randson.
For
the duty of the grandsons too, to pay off the debts is de" The debts ought to be liquidated by
clared in the text,
the sons and grandsons fjmttra-pauttraisj ;" but if any one
else were to take the estate in spite of the grandson, then
the declaration of the grandson's liability to discharge the
debts would be unreasonable; since by reason of the text,
•
" The heir to the estate of a person shall be compelled
to liquidate his debts,"
he alone who takes the estate is
declared liable to discharge tlie debts.
If it be argued
that tlie grandson is included under the term gentiles,' and
as sucli may take the estate
tlien, in that case, there
would be no use for tlie special provision regarding the
grandson's liability to discharge the debts since it would
follow from the text alone, viz.
" The heir to the estate
of a person shall be compelled to liquidate his debts."
If
it be said that the grandsons are liable, in the same way
as sons, to liquidate the debts, although thoy do not
got the grandfather's estate. Then ajorliori it follows that
when property is left by the grandfather, the right of any
other than the grandson ought not to take place. The
very same reason applies to the great-grandson also,
llcnce it is that the comi)ound term ^.>?«/;frrt-/?a?f/^rrt/5 (rendered above into, by the sons and grandsons) bears tho

—

—

'

:

—

;
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dual number would have
be assumed that tlie plural
number is used in order to denote individuals. Thus
the term- 'puttra-pauttra may be
the meaning is this
taken to be a compound oi jmttra and imuttra and liuttra^s
pauttra ; and the plural number is accounted for by taking
the term imttra-pauttrais to be the result of the uni-residual
conjunctive compound of two similar terms, namely, puttra-pauttrau (bearing a dual number and signifying the
sons and the grandsons) d^xi^ puttra-pauUra (bearing a singular number and signifying the great-grandson)
that is
to say, by the sons, grandsons and great-grandsons or the
term grandson may include the great-grandson. Accordingly the different sorts of provisions for the liquidation of
the debts by the great-grandsons as distinguished from the
same by the grandsons, and by the grandsons as distinguished from the same by the sons, 'become consistent
with reason. Otherwise there would arise the objection'of
assuming a peculiar provision so far as regards the greatgrandsons.
Again, it is clear that the three descendants equally
confer spiritual benefit by offering oblations 'vi\ \X\q parva
Accordingly Manu says,
occasions.
" To three (ancestors) must libations of water be given for three, is the
funeral oblation of food ordained the fourth is the giver
of these the fifth has no concern in them."
Also Baudhaj'ana having premised son, grandson and great-grandplural number
been used, or it

otherwise

:

the

would have
:

to

—

;

:

—

••

—

;

:

;

—

son, says,
father, the

''

The

great-grandfather, the grandfather, the

man

himself, the uterine brothers, the son begotten by a wife of the same class, the grandson and the
great-grandson these, partaking of undivided oblations,
are called sapindas. Those who partake of divided oblations
When there is male issue of the body,
are called sakiilyas.
the estate must go to him."
The meaning of this text is
:

—

—

follows:
Since a person (when deceased) partakes of
tlie oblations presented to the three paternal ancestors beginning with the father, by reason of the union of oblations (effected through the ceremony cdiWedi sapindikaranaj ;
and since the three descendants in the male line beo'innins:
with the son present oblations to that person himself; and
since he, who while living offered oblations to an ancestor
as
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in the male line, partakes when dead, of the oblations presented to that ancestor, by reason of the union of oblations thus the middlemost person who while living offered
oblations to his ancestors, and when dead partakes of the
oblations presented to them, becomes the object to whom
oblations are presented by others that are living, and partakes with these latter while they are dead, of oblations
presented (to him) by the daughter's son and the like.
I'herefore those to whom that person offers oblations, as
w^ell as those who partake of the oblations presented by
him, as also those who present oblations to him, are, as
partaking of undivided oblations consisting of the pinda^
the sapindas of that person by reason of connection through
the same pinda. To an ancestor who is fifth in ascent, the
middlemost person who is fifth in descent, does not present oblations, nor does he partake of oblations presented
to that ancestor similarly the fifth descendant does not
confer oblations on the middlemost person, nor partakes of
oblations presented to him.
Consequently the three ancestors beginning with the giieat-great-grandfatlier and the
three descendants beginning with the great-great-grandson, that is, the three beginning with tlie fifth on both
sides, who partake of divided oblations, and are not connected through the same pinda, are by the sage called
saJculyas, inasmuch as they are only connected through the
:

;

Jcula

or family.

This sapinda and sakulya relationship is declared with
reference to succession, as it is mentioned in the cliaptcr relating to that subject.
But with reference to impurity, marriage &c., those also that partake of the divided oblations [i. e. the sakuhjm) are considered as sapindas^

—

of the text,
" The fourth and the other ancestors wlio partake of the lejxj, or divided oblations, and the
fatlier and the like to wliom t\\Q pinda or oblation is offered
(are safrindasj ; to these the seventh offers obhitions, lienco
mpinda relationship extends to seven generations." And
tlie text,
" The sapinda relationship, however, ceases in
tlie seventh generation"
is
to be explained consistently
with tlie text of Yajnavallvj^a, namely,
" After the fifth
and the seventh from the mother and the father (respectively/'
to mean that it remains in the seventh but ceases

by reason

—

—

—

—
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Hence as in the case of the unin the eighth generation.
married females, the sapinda relationship extending over
three generations, as is declared in the chapter on impurity (occasioned by death &c), is considered to be with reference to that alone ; so it is to be deemed that this sapinda relationship (extending to the fourth degree) is relative
to succession alone.
Katyayana, however, distinctly declares the succession of the son, grandson and great-grandson, as in the
" When a son dies unseparated, his son who has not
text,

—

—

received maintenance from the grandfather, shall be made
he is to get, however, the
participator of the heritage
paternal share from the uncle or uncle's son
the very
same share shall equitably belong to all the brothers or
his son also shall get afterwards cessation (of succession)
But it is to be borne in mind that the cessatakes place."
tion of the right of the great-great-grandson and the like
who are further removed than the great-grandson, as
mentioned in this text, refers to them as sapindas ; for as
saktdyas they are certainly entitled to succeed according
;

:

:

:

—

to proximity.

—

'^ If among uterine
namely,
brothers,
son
father
of
a
&c."
that, however, refers to
one becomes
the performance of a son's duties such as the sraddha but not
to the taking of heritage, and that lays down the restriction, namely, that when a brother's son is available for
taking in adoption none else should be made a subsidiary
son otherwise the mention of the brother's son after the
brother, in the text enumerating the heirs to the estate of
a sonless person and laying down the order of succession,
would become inconsistent.
The three descendants beginning with the son confer
the greatest amount of spiritual benefit on the three ancestors beginning with the father, consequently the estate
conducing as it does to the benefit of the owner himself
when taken by the sons &c. continues, as it were, the
owner's own by reason of the proximity of benefit. And
the nearness on account of the spiritual benefit is consistent
with reason thus it is ordained,
" As soon as the eldest
son is born, a man becomes father of male issue and is
liberated from the debt he owes to his ancestors ; therefore

As

for the text,

—

:

:

—
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—

he (tlie eldest son) is entitled to get." Since, in the chapter
on Partition of Heritage, the conferring of spiritual benefit
therefore' set out as the reason hence it is
is by the lerm
indicated that he alone is entitled to get the estate, on
whom the estate being devolved conduces to the greatest
amount of spiritual benefit of the deceased owner, and that
proximity in this way is to be accepted as a general rule
and reasonable.
Tliat the son and other descendants confer the greatest
'

;

amount of spiritual benefit is set forth in many passages of
On this subject
the Sruti, the Smriti, and the Puninas.
In the anecdote of Haristhere is the following Sruti
chandra in the Bahvrichabrahmana it is said that Narada
" Explain to me, O
being asked by Harischandra thus,
Narada what is attained by a son, for those that are
learned as well as those that are not, are solicitous for
enlightened him by ten verses delineating the
sons,"
importance of a son he being asked in one verse answered
" If the father sees the face of his living son
in ten, thus,
after it is born, he transfers bis debts to it and attains
The following passages of the Smriti
inmiortality &c."
Manu and Vishnu say, '^ Since
are to the same effect.
a son delivers the father from the infernal region called
put^ therefore he is named i\\Q j^ut-tra (the deliverer from
Sankha and Likhithe pt'^ii) by the self-existing himself."
" Seeing the face of a son in his lifetime, the
ta say,
father becomes liberated from his debt to tlie ancestors,
and becomes entitled to go to heaven by means of the
The sacred
son born, after transferring that debt to him.
all
sacrifices
with
fees to tlie
three
Vedas,
and
tlic
fire, the
equivalent
even
to
sixteenth
part
of the
not
a
are
priestS;
and
Harita
born."
Manu,
Likhita,
Yasishtlia
son
oldest
" ]jy means of a son one attains the heavenly regions,
say,
by a grandson acquires immortality, and by a son's grandYajnavalkya declares,
son attains the solar region."
" As the blissful regions and the heaven are attained by
means of sons, grandsons and great-grandsons, tlierefore
wives should betaken and guarded well." In the Puranas,
again, there arc many anecdotes laudatory of the son &c.
Hence it is established tliat it is only in default of
male issue down to the great-grandson that the wife takes
:

—

—

!

—

—

:

—

—

—

—
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and not

separated

re-

Jimutayahana maintains that the above recon-.

12.

by reason of conflict with the text
Thus he says: "In the text, 'When
of Vrihaspati.
brothers who have been separated dwell together through
affection, then in the re-distribution among these there is
no specific deduction for seniority if any one of them
dies or anyhow retires, his share is not extinguished but
belongs to his brother if there be any sister, she is entitled
to obtain a share of it
this is the law regarding the estate
of a childless person who is destitute of the wife and the
father of the re-united, however, if any one acquires
wealth by science, valour and the like two shares are to
be allotted to him, and the rest are equal sharers' re -union
is mentioned in the commencement as well as in the
concluding portion therefore it must be admitted that the
intermediate portion, namely,
his share is not extinguished but belongs to his brother'—refers to the case of
re-union also it is declared that, this is the law, regarding the estate of a childless person who is destitute of the
wife and the father ;' hence it appears that the right of the reunited uterine brother takes eflect in default of son, daughter, wife and father
how then can a brother debar the
wife ? Moreover the portion, namely,
his share is not
extinguished,' becomes reasonable, if the brother was
unseparated or re-united, as there might be an apprehension of the extinction of his share by reason of the
mixture but if the brother was separated and not re-united
then his estate being separate, there cannot be any apprehension of extinction from this reason as also from indication
it appears tliat the above text refers to a case of re-union.
" Moreover, is it by reason of any other clear text or
by reason of any strong argument that the texts of Sankha
and other sages, which indicate the right of the brothers
to be preferable to that of the wife, are maintained to refer
to the estate of one who was unseparated or re-united ?
The first is not tenable, by reason of the absence of any
ciliation is not tenable

—

—

:

;

:

^

:

;

—

;

—

'

'

:

;

'

;

:

clear special text.
hereafter,

namely

—The
Of a

however, which will be cited
re-united (co-heir), however, a

text,

'
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I.

lays down a special rule when the sucreunited (co heir)'
cession opens to brothers it does not convey the contended
The text of Vrihaspati, however, indicating as
meaning.
it does the succession of a re-united uterine brother in
default of those beginning with the son and ending in the
father, rather shows that the texts in question are relative
Neither is the
to the estate of one who was not re- united.
second tenable. For argument (if any) must be said to
to be this in a family joint or re-united, whatever property belongs to one member belongs also to others
therefore although the right therein of a deceased member
is extinguished, the right of the survivors subsists therein ;
hence the devolution on them is reasonable, but not the
But this is not consistent
supposition of any other heir.
with reason. For even when the family is joint or reunited, the right of each member extends to a fractional
but neither an exclusive
portion though unascertained
right of each nor a joint right of all the members togetlier
extends to the entire property, as in that case there would
be multiplicity in assuming many times the accrual and
extinction of right.
Moreover, from the previously cited texts of Gautama
and others, such as, " Union (of husband and wife) arises
indeed from marriage," it appears that the wife's right to
the property of the husband arises from marriage but
there is no authority for assuming that that right ceases
on the death of the husband if he was unseparated or reWhen
united, and that it does jiot cease in other cases.
tliere are sons &c., then it is only on the authority of the
texts propounding their riglit that the extinction of the
It cannot, however, be conwife's right is assumed.
tliis
too,
tliat
in
case
the extinction of the wife's
tended,
riglit is to be assumed by reason of the texts laying down
Because
the right of a re-united or unseparated brother.
any text to that effect is not met with and because it
cannot be ascertained by reason of tlie fallacy of mutual
dependence for if it be estjiblislicd that the wife's right is
extinguished on the death of the husband who was reunited or unseparated, tlien the texts laying down the
riglit of the In-other may be held to be relative to tliat case
again if it be established that the texts laying down tho
;

:

;

—

—

:

;

;
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rifrht of the brother is relative to that case, then the exHence it is
tinction of the wife's right may be assumed.
that in the texts of Yogisvara, Vishnu and others, only the
default of sons is mentioned, but not separation nor the
absence of re-union. It cannot be argued that these are,
by implication, enumerated, inasmuch as partition has previously been mentioned and re-union has su])sequently been

treated of; for if that were so, then the term sonless' also
need not be set out, since when the primary and tlie secondary sons have been separately mentioned to be heirs, then
'

also it may appear by implication that the text is relative
The term ' sonless' may beto a different state of things.
come significant by interpreting it to indicate the following
restriction, namely, that these alone are, in this very order,
heirs to a sonless person and this interpretation is equally
applicable to the other two cases (namely, jointness, or
re-union).
But it does by no means follow that the text
:

the case of separation.
It has already been
said that the text regarding re-union is intended for laying
down a special rule when tke right of the brother takes
efiect, and not for excluding the wife and the like.
" Besides, if the texts of Sankha, Likhita, and others
related to a brother who was joint or re-united, then what
is the meaning of this, viz.^ that the estate of such a sonless
person devolves on a brother of that description, and in
his default the parents shall take ?
Then again the question arises, whether the parents who have been separated
and not re-united, or who are joint or re-united shall take ?
The first alternative is not tenable ; for such parents are
debarred by the wife, how then in default of brothers, can
their right be signified in preference to the wife ?
Neither
is the second alternative tenable
for the text would be
useless, since no one disputes that the parents who are
joint or re-united are entitled to take.
Moreover, as in
the case of the estate of one who was separated and not
re-united with the father or the brothers, the father sufceeds in preference to the brothers,
by reason of his being
the author of (the deceased son's) existence, by reason of
the declaration of identity (of father and son) as in the
text,
man himself indeed is born as the son, the son
is the same as the father himself,' by reason of the authority
is relative to

;

—

—

'

A

21

1
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tlie father over the person and property of the son, by
reason of the deceased son's participation, through the
union of oblations effected by the ceremony of sapiniUlcarana, in the two oblations presented by the father to
the grandfather and the great-grandfather, and by reason
of the incompetency of the sons to present oblations in the
2Kirva occasions while the father is alive
so it is reasonOr there beable that he should succeed in other cases.
between
jointness
the
no
distinction
and
re-union,
ing
co-equal right (of the father and the brothers) is reasonable, but it is not reasonable to say that the father's right
takes effect on failure of the brothers.
^'
unseparated' and
reMoreover, the adjectives
united' cannot properly be applied to (both) the parents,
for there cannot be partition with the mother, and so the
adjective unseparated' (as applied to tlie mother) would
be meaningless. Hence it follows that there can neither be
re-union (with the mother), for it must be preceded by parHe who having
Accordingly Vrihaspati says,
tition.
been separated dwell together again through affection with
the father, brother or the paternal uncle is called re-united
with him.' From this text it appears that the father, brother and the paternal uncle who are from their birth likely
to be united as regards the property acquired by the
father and the grandfather, they alone may become re-united when having been once separated they annul through
mutual affection the previous partition witli an agreement
to tlie effect that the wealth which is mine is tliinc and
wliat is thine is mine, and remain as one householder as
before in common sal it}'' and undivided (in any transacThose, however, wdio are unlike tliese are not to be
tion).
considered re-united by reason of tlic mere union of profor if that were so, tlicn the term re- union would
perty
be a])plicable to a joint stock company of traders. Accordingly the term re-union is not applied to brethren
who manage tlieir estates holding them joint for the sake
of convenience, but are without the stipulation based upon

of

;

—

'

'

*

'

—

'

;

Hence it becomes diflicult (for the adver.sary)
affection.
to maintain the mother's right of succession in spite of the
brother.
*'

llcncc

it is

pcifcctly consistent to hold that

in

do-
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down to the great grandson, the widoes without distinction succeed to the entire
But it is not reaestate of her deceased sonless husband.
sonable to assume what is not specified in any text,
namely, that the wife succeeds if the husband was sepa*
Jitendriya and others also suprated and not re-united.
port the same view.' In default of descendants down to
the great grandson, she too confers a great amount of
spiritual benefit upon the husband by performing the
This appears from the following
srdddha and the like.
text of Manu, viz.,
The wife alone shall off'er oblations
to him and take his entire estate.'
Vyasa also declares,
* When the husband is dead, a chaste wife
leading a life of
austerities and performing daily oblations shall respectfully oft'er handfuls of water to her husband and shall day
by day worship the gods and entertain the guests also
being devoted shall daily worship Vi»hnu, shall present
gifts to worthiest Brahmanas for the purpose of augmenting religious merit and shall, oh auspicious observe the
various kinds of fasting enjoii*ed by the Sastras oh sweetfaced
the wife who is constantly devoted to a religious
life saves both herself and her husband abiding in the
other world.'
Hence, because the wife also saves the husband from the infernal regions, and because by leading a
vicious life through indigence (the wife who is) half the
body of* the husband by reason of the declaration to that
effect, causes the husband also to fall, for the same is indicated in texts like the following,
whose wife drinks
wine &c.' therefore the estate being taken by her becomes beneficial to the husband consequently the wife's
succession to the husband's estate in preference to all
others is consistent with reason.
'*
The construction to be put upon the texts of Sankha
and other sages is, however, far-fetched
The estate of a
person who is deceased and sonless, i. e.j destitute of male
issue down to the great-grandson, let the eldest wife, i. e.,
the wife that is preferable, take
in her default and in
default of the daughter and the daughter's son, let the
parents take in their default it goes to the brothers
the
term iadahhave (in his, her or their default) occurring in
the middle (of the text of Sankha and others) may be conof descendants

fault

dow

ah:)ne

—

'

;

;

!

:

!

—

—

—

'

;

:

—

;

;

:
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strued with what precedes or with what follows, for such
a construction is not incorrect, and the reason for it
The text of Narada,
has previously been mentioned.
If any one of the brothers die without issue
namely,
and other texts to the same effect are relative to a
&c.'
wedded wife other than a joa^w/; since in these texts the
term stri is used, whereas in the text oi Sankha and others,
And it has been previously shewn
the term patni is used
that all married women do not acquire the status of
the ^mtni. Accordingly in another text of Narada himBut the king adhering to his duties shall
self, namely,
estate
and) allow maintenance to his stris ; tl>is
the
(take
is pronounced the law of inheritance excepting in the <5ase
it appears from the use of the term stri
of Brahmanas,'
that maintenauce only is to be allowed to the wives of a
person other than a Brahmana, who do not hold the rank
But^the wives of a person other than a Brahof the patni.
mana, who hold the rank of the patni are entitled to take
Thus Vrihaspati says,
the entire estate of the husband.
The estate of the Kshatriyas, Vaisyas and Siidras who
are sonless and destitute of the patni and brothers, the
desking shall take, for he is the lord of all.' The term
titute of the fatni and brothers' indicates the failure of all
the heirs down to the fellow-student because the order of
their succession being settled, the king cannot Intervene
between them, and because in the previously cited text,
Vishnu having mentioned the heirs down to the fellowstudent, says,
in their default it goes to the king excepting the property of a Brahmana.' "

—

—

'

—

'

—

—

'

—

'

;

—

'

As to the above view (of Jfmutavahana) what
be remarked is this. What is the objection to the
reconciliation, namely, that the texts of Narada Sankha
and others are relative to jointness or re-union ? Is it in
conflict with any reason, or is it in conflict with any text ?
There is not, however, conflict with any reason, for there
is not any reason against it.
But rather there is a reason
in sup})ort of it.
Since when the husband dies unseparated, he had no (specific) share at all, then what will the
wife take ? And if re-united, then although his share had
been specified, it was lost by reason of the accrual of a com13.

is

to

^ec.
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Nor can it be argued that there is
right over again.
certainly his undefined share although it is the subject of

a common right. For although this be admitted, still on
the demise of one by whose relation the right became
common, the succession of him alone whose right subsists
is proper, but not the supposition of the accrual of anIf it be said that, by reason of the text of
other's right.
Gautama, viz., " From marriage indeed arises union as
regards religious acts, their fruit and the acceptance of
chattels"
the wife's right accrues to the husband's share
though undefined, wherefore then is the extinction of that
right assumed while she is alive ?
The answer is
Her
right is only fictional but not a real one
the wife's right
to the husband's property, which to all appearance seems
to be the same (as the husband's right) like a mixture of
milk and water, is suitable to the performance of acts
which are to be jointly performed, but it is not mutual
like that of the brothers
hence it is that there may be
separation of brothers, but not of the husband and wife
on this reason is founded tiie text, namely, " Partition
cannot take place between the husband and wife ; therefore
it cannot but be admitted that on the extinction of the husband's right the extinction of the wife's right is necessary
hence it is to be assumed (by you) either that the wife's
right accrues to the property of the husband who was joint
or re-united (on his demise), or that the existing right of
a co-sharer who is joint or re-united is not common the
latter alternative alone cannot but be admitted (by you) by
reason of simplicity. Nor can the wife herself be a party
to partition, as there is no authority establishing the same.
Nor can it be said that these very texts (which lay down
tlie wife's succession) establish it.
Because it is not settled as to what case these texts are applicable, and because these may as well be taken to refer to the estate of
one who was separated and not re-united. Accordingly
the fallacy of mutual dependence ( mentioned by Jinnitavahana, p. 160) is out of the question. Since the fallacy
cannot interrupt the enquiry (into the subject to which the
texts are applicable) and since when the enquir}' is over,
the subject to which the texts are applicable has already
been dotcrniined.

—

—

:

—

:

;

—

;

:

;

;
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As for what has been said in the passage, namely,
" For even when the family is joint or re-united &c."
160); that is not capable of weakening our contention.
if the right of each member be admitted to
extend to a fractional portion though unascertained, still
that the texts
it is established by a different reason,
(laying down the wife's succession) cannot refer to a case
of re-union. Nor can it be argued that there is no autho'' The
rity for holding that the texts, such as,
wife and
refer to tlie estate of one who was
the daughters &c."
separated and not re-united, while there is nothing to that
Because there being no
effect in the texts tliemselves.
other reasonable reconciliation of the conflicting texts of
Narada and others, the inference of a meaning, which is
based upon the reason which has previously been set forth
And it will subsequently be stated
is itself the authority.
that no other reconciliation is reasonable.
Nor can it be argued that just as (you say that) there are
no terms used in tlie text itself to show that it is relative to
the estate of a person separated and not re united, because
it appears by implication that the text,
" The wife and
the daughters &c." refers to that case by reason of partition having previously been dealt with, and by reason of
re-union having been subsequently treated of: that therefore for the same reason the term sonless' also ought not to
have been mentioned (in the text), because the text,
" The wife and the daughters &c." being set about after
having discussed the subject of partition between the
primary and subsidiary sons, it would have appeared,
(by implication) that the text refers to tlie estate of a sonl^ecausc the term ('sonless') is used for the
less person,
purpose of indicating a meaning wliich lias not been
cxj)rcsscd by Yogisvara in any other text, but which
meaning is mentioned in other Institutes by texts like
''
The avram or legitimate son alone is the master of the
paternal wealth,"
and " Not brothers nor parents but
the sons are entitled to the ])roperty of the fiither."
Otherwise there might bo a doubt that as on partition
during the father's lifetime or after his demise, his wives
are entitled to' shares even when there are sons, so the
same would bo the case in this instance too. If it be said
(p.

For even

—

—

—

—

'

—

— —
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that there is no occasion for such a doubt, the text being
declared after the subject of partition amongst sons has
been finished then in other Institutes the declaration of
separate texts, such as,
" The aurasa or legitimate son
alone is the master of the paternal wealth," and " Xot
brothers nor parents but sons are entitled to the paternal
wealth," for establishing the absence of the right of the
w^ife and the rest when there are the legitimate and
would be altogether useless. And the
subsidiary sons,
ground on which this objection may be removed (by you),
namely, that in the Institutes of law, a proposition though
it may be deduced by means of the rules of interpretation
is still for the purpose of clearness separately enunciated,
may with greater reason be applicable to a single term
If it be said that wherefore have not the
sonless').
(viz.
terms separated' and not re-united' also been for the
sake of clearness inserted (in the text of Yajnavalkya to
qualify the sonless person') ? The answer is, because the
sages had their own independent will. Besides, agreeably
to the maxim tliat when there is an effect (in the shape of
erroneous knowledge) its reason is investigated,
where
there is a separate text of law embodying a meaning which
is deducible by the rules of interpretation (from other texts)
then, because what is so deducible ought to be maintained,
therefore it is said that the separate text is intended to elucidate the same so that the text may not be considered useless.
As for what has been said, namely, that the text,
*'
Of a re-united (co-heir), however, a re-united (co-heir)"
is intended to lay down a special rule when the succession opens to brothers, and not to exclude the wife &c.
that too is erroneous for it is opposed to the term
however ;' and because in that part of the Institutes (of Yajnavalkya) each succeeding text is put by way of exception to
what has previously been laid down hence the term however' has been inserted in every text, and the text
" An
impotent &c." (which succeeds the above text) is declared
embodying an exceptional rule for excluding, by reason of
impotence and the like, from inheritance all the sons and
the rest who have previously been declared to be heirs.
Accordingly, in the Mitakshara these texts have been introduced and explained in this way by Vijn^nesvara.

—

;

— —

—

—

—

—

'

'

'

'

—

—

;

'

;

'

;
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In the passage " Besides &c."

I.

the right of the
(p. 161)
parents in default of brothers, as laid down in the text of
Sankha and Likhita has been refuted (by Jimiitavahana)
having put his argument in an alternative form. That too
for our view cannot be questioned in that
is very weak
way, inasmuch as, like you, we can as well by reversing
the order explain that text to be relative to parents who
are separated and not re-united.
As for what has been said (p. 161) in the passage
^'
Moreover &c." that is to be passed by, as being of the
same kind with the preceding.
As also for what has been said (p. 162) in the passage
*' moreover &c."
that too is not a valid objection, because
although the adjectives (unseparated and re-united) be not
applicable to tlie mother (included under the term parents')
still they may properly be construed with the father
(comprised by the same term). But in reality, though
directly there can be no partition with the mother, still
re-union (of the mother), preceded by the particular
stipulation based upon affee>jion, may take place with
sons, since she too may get a share by the choice of the
father at a partition during his lifetime, and since participation (of a share) by her at a partition after the demise
of the father is distinctly declared.
Nor can it be argued
that this is contrary to the text of Vrihaspati, namely,
*'
He who having been separated &c." that hence it is said
by the author of the Mitakshara that re-union does not take
])lace with any person indifferently, but with the fatlier,
brother or uncle, and the above text is cited by him in
support of this view.
Because, if that were so, tlien reunion with tlie daughter's son and the like, which is recognised by the practice of all })coplc, would become improTherefore of tliosc only amongst wliom there may
j)er.
be mutual partition, the mutual union preceded by it
(partition), and based upon the particular stipulation, is
re-union, and not by the mere mixture of cacli otlicr's
property as in the case of traders. This is wliat is intended by the text of Vrihas})ati, but not the exclusion of tlio
motlicr and tlie like.
For it' the exclusion of the mother
&c. were the purport of tlu^ text of Vrihaspati, then the
o})jcction would arise that the text embodies a prohibition
;

;

;

—

'

;
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is

liable to three

this reason that the particle

It is for

'

or'

is

repeated in the text of Vrihaspati to show that no value is
So in the Ratnakara,
to be attached to the enumeration.
Chandesvara says, The particle or' shows that no importance is to be attached to the enumeration hence we get
what is recognised by all people, namely, the re-union of
one dwelling together after partition with the paternal
uncle's son who was a co-sharer (before partition).
Also
Vachaspati saj^s to the same effect. As for what he (Vd,chaspati) says, namely, that re-union is, by reason of
simplicity, defined to be only the union together of those
who had separate properties the fact of there having been
previous partition is not the condition of it nor is mutual
that is not tenable because it is
assent its foundation
opposed to the term again' ; and because the term reunion would be applicable even to partition, for if right
by birth be not admitted, then on (the occasion of) partition there is union of those having distinct properties
otherwise, if it be said that bath (the definitions) being deducible from the text, the one maintained by the other side
is equally valid, then it would exclude the re-union with
an ascendant such as the father, although such re-union is
recognised by all people. Also the author of the Mitakshara by saying " not with any person indifferently,"
intends r/ot to exclude the mother and the like, but only
to lay down the restriction, that re-union must be preceded
by partition and based upon the particular stipulation,
and so to exclude the union consisting in the mixture of

—

'

;

;

:

—

;

'

chattels in

As

any way.
what you have

said, namely, that the object of
*' Of the re-united
(co-heir), however, a
the text, viz.,
is to provide for special rules
re-united (co-heir) &c."
governed by the circumstance of re -union, ih.Q fact of
being uterine, and so forth, (rules) which are to apply
that, howwhen the succession opens to the brother's
ever, is very unreasonable since there U no reason why
that text should not be applicable to other gentiles such
And this will be discussed at length where
as the father.
that subject (re-union) itself is do-^H with.
for

—

—

—

:

;

22

—
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Hence there
made by

liation

is

I.

no defect ^attributable to the reconcithe shape of a conflict with any

us) in

reason.

Nor can it be argued that there is a conflict with the text,
on the ground that when he (Vrihaspati) has (in his text
159} qualified the re-united person also by the adjective
devoid of the wife and the father," then it follows that
the right (of a brother) to the estate of re-united brothers
takes eff'ect only in default of the wife and the father, in
Because the
the same way as in default of male issue.
succession of the wife to the estate of her re-united husband is expressly forbidden by Narada in the text, '' The
sages hold that amongst the re-united brethren, however,
that share (which would go to the husband on partition)
she is not entitled to." Also in the reading of this text,
'^ The share of one
as adopted in the Kalpataru, namely,
of the re-united brethren, however, is ordained to be theirs
alone" the exclusion of the wife and the like certainly
Nor can it be argued that
follows from the term alone.'
" Among brothers if any
if the text of Narada, namely,
one die &c." (p. 142) be, by virtue of the context, interpreted to refer to a case of re-union, then there would be
tautology, since the same thing is expressed in the text,
" The sa!gt5s hold &c." hence, because the term stri^ is used
in this text (of Narada) and the term patiiV is used in other
texts (which lay down the succession of the wife in preference to the brothers &c.), therefore the reconciliation
^^h^ch alone is preferable is that the latter texts refer to the
jiaini or the lawfully wedded wife, (and the previous text
Because the objection of tauof Narada, to other wives).
tology is of no effect, for what are intended to be laid
down ^in the first text of Narada) are only the impartibility of f^.e wives' peculiar property and their maintenance,
and this subject is introduced by repeating what has been
previously Oidalned. (in the second textj; and because it
would be unrci^sonable to prohibit the succession of the
other wives to tli^ estate of their husband, as their succession cannot follow from texts like,
" The wife and the
daughters &c." in vhich the term jt?a/wi is used. Again,
a{^v<»cably to your opinV)n^ the term
through covetousp.
*'

—

—

—

'

—

—

'

;

*

—

—

*

nebs for the. heritage'

in Vasishtha's text,

which

qualifies
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,

the term * appointment' would become unaccountable
for
the wife be first of all entitled to take the estate of the
husband, who is destitute of male issue, without distinction arising from jointness separation or re-union, then
how can there be the acceptance by the wife of appointment
through covetousness for heritage, that it is prohibited ?
Agreeably to our opinion, however, by virtue of the texts
of N^rada and others, the wife has no concern with the
estate of the sonless husband while there is a brother joint
or re-united, but her right may arise through a son alone,
hence the acceptance of appointment through covetousness
of inheritance may take place, and so it is prohibited.
Nor can it be argued that inasmuch as in your opinion a
wife other than apatni is not entitled to the inheritance,
her acceptance of the appointment, proceeding from covetousness of wealth is prohibited, and not what we say
might have happened (but for the prohibition). Because
the patni alone being premised there, it would be unreasonable to say that it refers to a wife other than the patni.
;

if

Accordingly Dharesvara and'*others have set forth this very
text of Vasishtha as an authority for holding that the text,
"The wife and the daughters &c." refers to a, patni
willing to accept the appointment.
Hence, there is the

—

—

prohibition of the wife's succession to the estate of the
re-unite^ husband^ by virtue of the texts of Narada and
Vasishtha there is, again, the prohibition of even the
uterine brother's succession to the estate of a re-united
brother, when there is the wife, by reason of the declaration in the text of Vrihaspati namely,
" This is the law
regarding the estate of a person who is childless and
destitute of the wife and the father :" this conflict which
necessarily arises, and ought to be any how got rid of by
referring the texts to distinct cases, but which has not been
got rid of by others, is thus reconciled,
Although it would
follow, regard being had to the subject treated in the context, that the term re-united person' is to be supplied as the
destitute of the wife
substantive to which the adjective
and the father' relates, still it is opposed by the necessity
of the adjective referring to one not re-united, by reason
of the contradictory texts of Narada and others because
the
context cannot lead to a conflict of precepts.
;

—

—

'

'

;
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be said that since the pronoun
this*
law of succession to the property of a reunited person, with regard to which a particular rule is
laid down in this part of the text, (viz.'' This is the law

Nor

can

it

'

relates to the

therefore the

&c."),

and the

adjective

destitute

'

father,' like the adjective

'

of

the

wife

childless' qualifies the

re-united deceased (co-sharer) that hence the conflict is not
between the precept and the context, but between the
Because, though the pronoun relates to
two precepts.
the succession to the estate of a re united (co-sharer,) still
(the meaning may be taken to be) this' same law of succession, which obtains with regard to the estate of a re-united
co-sharer, is applicable even to the estate of one not reunited who is destitute of issue, and has not the wife or
the father surviving him, (that is to say) let not a uterine
brother, however, take the estate of a deceased childless
brother, who was Separated and not re-united, when there
is the wife or the father, but let the wife or the father
take the proposition may be reasonably explained in this
Thus the word cha 'also is to be explained as
way.
not re-united' which is not
suggesting that the term
Hence also, if the subject be
expressed is understood.
taken to be disjoined by this proposition relative to the
estate of a brother not re-united, then also the use of the
term re-united' becomes significant, in the succeeding
" Of the re-united, however, if any one
text, namely,
&c." otherwise it would be useless, for the same meaning
would appear here too from the context. Accordingly
in the third chapter (of the iMimansa) it has been lield
while dealing with the topic of the nivids (or invocations
of gods at the time of offering sacrifices to them) that the
putting-on of the upper garment (which is subsequently
enjoined) is not subservient to the chanting of the hymns
for kindling the holy fire, by reason of the topic of these
hymns, which is separated (from the topic in which the
putting-on of the upper garment is enjoined) by the
forming a minor topic
different toj)ic of tho nivids,
whole
sacrifice of Darsabut is subservient to the
paurnamasa which is the comprehensive topic (and
includes the minor ones)
and it is maintained by
Bhatta that tho subsequent attributes (of the hymns,
;

'

:

'

'

—

;

—

:
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.

called kamyasj are enjoined by repeating the hymns for
kindling the holy fire, on account of their distance, in
the same way as the twelve propitiating hymns.
But in
reality, the succession of the sister, in default of a uterine
brother, to the estate of a re-united brother, is indicated
by the text, "if there be any sister &c.", and this
alone which immediately precedes is referred to by the
pronoun this' occurring in the sentence " this is the law
&c." and in this interpretation there is no conflict whatIt has been so explained in the Chandrika also.
ever.
The succession, however, of the widow to the entire
estate belonging to her sonless husband who was unseparated is opposed to what is declared by Katyayana for
he says, " But when the husband dies unseparated, the
wife is entitled to food and raiment or (tuj she gets a
The particle tu bears
portion of the estate till her death."
the sense of or' hence the meaning is this
Either she
may directly receive food and raiment, or till her death,
i. e. during
her life, she may get so much share of the
property as is sufficient for lier maintenance and for the
performance of necessary religious ceremonies which a
woman is competent to perform. By reason of the declaration "a portion of the estate till her death," the position
that the widow gets the entire estate of the unseparated
husband,, fails. Nor can it be argued from the "use of the
term stri [in the above text), that this text refers to a wife
other than a paint.
Because the adjective unseparated'
would be meaningless and because it is ordained that a
sonless wife other than a patni is entitled only to maintenance, even when the husband was separated. Accordingly Vrihaspati having said (in the previous text, p. 13o)
"even when partition has been made," goes on to declare,
" Must allow (her) subsistence, or if she choose, a
share of the field."
This text has been explained in the
Smritichandrika, thus
The term subsistence' includes
food and raiment wealth sufficient for the same, or agreeably to her own choice a share of the field equal to that
purpose, must be allowed to a widow other than a patni
who is entitled to the estate of the husband, by the brother
&c. taking the estate the term must' shows the necessity
of giving the allowance.
To this very subject refers the

—

—

'

:

—

;

—

'

;

:

;

'

;

—

—

:

—

'

;

:

'

—
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I.

—

" All the chaste widows should
following text of Narada,
be maintained with food and raiment, by the eldest
(brother of the husband), or by tlie father-in-law, or by any
other gentile"- i. e., whoever takes the husband's estate
maintenance is to be allowed by reason of succession to
the estate.
By the term chaste' (in the above text of Narada)
it is shewn that, in all (the texts), the maintenance of the
But that too, even the
chaste widows alone is intended.
patnis that are unchaste, are not entitled to, by reason of
what is ordained in the latter part of the text of Narada,
*' but if they behave otherpreviously cited (p. 143), viz.
and in
wise, the brothers may resume their allowance,"
other texts. Accordingly also Vrihaspati says that what has
been given by the father-in-law &c. to the chaste for their
maintenance should not be resumed even by other kinsmen, thus " But such immoveable or other property, as
has been given by the father-in-law to the wives (of
his sons) can, on no account, be resumed by the kinsmen
here."
But even what has been given to those that prove to
be of a different character may be resumed. This is
"(A woman) complying with
declared by Katyayana,
tlie wishes of the venerable protector, is entitled to enjoy
if she does not comply wHh their
the allotted share
should
she
be reduced to the livelihood of a
wishes, then
bent
upon injurious acts, is shameless
who
is
She
slave.
adulterous,
is not entitled to even woman's
or
spendthrift
or
expression
is not entitled,' two meanthe
property."
By
ings are conveyed, namely, tliat even wliat is sufficient
for maintenance should not be given, and that even what
has been given should be resumed from one that proves to
:

'

—

—

—

:

—

'

be such.

As

for the text of Sruti,

namely,

—

''

Therefore

women

are devoid of the senses fanindriyasj and incompetent to
and for the text of Manu based upon it, namely,
inlierit,"
" Indeed the rule is that women are always devoid of
these are both
the senses and incompetent to inherit ;"
to bo interpreted to refer to those women whose right of
llaradatta
inheritance has not been expressly declared,
this very way, in his
also, has explained (these texts)

—

—

—

m
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commentary on the Institutes of Gautama, called Mitakshara.
But some (commentators) say that the term incompetent to inherit,' implies censure only, by reason of
'

association with the term

devoid of the senses.' This
because it cannot but be admitted that the
portion, namely, incompetent to inherit' is prohibitory
and not condemnatory, for it cannot reasonably be held
to be an absolutely superfluous precept inasmuch as the
taking of the heritage (by women) may take place under
But the portion devoid of the
the desire (for property).
senses' is to be somehow explained as being a superfluous
precept, and purporting the dependence (of women) on
men for the negation, what is contrary to the nature,
meaning as it does of things, is objectionable. Hence what
has been said above forms the best interpretation. The venerable Vidyaranya {i. e., a forest of learning), however,
has, in his commentary on the Institutes of Parasara, explained the above text of Sruti in a difl*erent way
The
term incompetent to inherit' indicates that the wife is not
entitled to a share in case o^ier retirement to a forest the
term anindriyas (rendered above into devoid of the senses')
embodies the reason for the same for it appears from the
text m.,
" The soma]\nQ,Q indeed is the indriya,''^ that the
term indriya signifies also the soma, hence those that are
not entitled to it are anindriyas, i. e., not entitled to taste
the som^ juice the text being laudatory of the retirement
of the wife into a forest (on the death of the husband).
its

is

not tenable

'

;

'

'

;

:

—

'

;

'

—

;

:

Thus ends the

discussion of the wife's right.

—
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II.

—The

—

2.
daughter's succession and the reason for the same.
The
reason as stated hy Jimutavahana excluding the barren and widow
3.
The opinion that the appointed
daughters noticed and criticized.
daughter alone succeeds, is criticized. 4. The order of succession
text of Vrihaspati explained by the author
amongst daughters. 5.
6.
The plural number in ' daughters'
of the Smritichandrika.
in Yajnavalkya's test explained.

—

—A

—

In default of the wife,

1.

—

Hhe

daughters' are entitled

to take the estate of a sonless person who was separated
and not re-united. Accordingly Manu says, " As a man

when
is himself so is his son, a daughter is alike to a son
there is himself in the shape of a daugliter wherefore
should any other take the estate?" Also Vrihaspati says,
" A daughter like a son springs from every limb of the
therefore why should another person take the
father
Hei^ it is to be observed that
estate of the father ?"
although a daughter is directly begotten by the father,
alike to a son' and
like a son,' a
still by the terms
daughter is declared to be similar to a son, inasmuch as
the constituent elements of a son's body are derived mostly from the limbs of the father, and those of a daughter's
body, mostly from the limbs of the mother for it is so
established in the Institutes of law as well as in Physio" A male child is
logy by passages like tlie following,
generated when the virile seed exceeds, and a female child
when the uterine blood prevails." The term himself (iu
when there is himself in the shape of a daughthe text,
ter') signifies, similar to a son who is even as the father
'' Indeed a man is himself
himself by reason of the text,
born as a son ;" " when there is himself in the shape of a
daughter," means, in preference to a daughter.
It may be asked that althougli the reason as set
forth in the above texts indicates the daughter's succession
to the estate on failure of the legitimate or aurasa son, still
on what ])rinciplc docs the succession of the daughter take
The
effect in default of the subsidiary sons and the wife ?
answer is, that that too has clearly been set forth by
;

—

;

'

'

;

—

—

'

'

—

•
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Narada for the benefit of the dull thus he- says, '' In
default of the sous, however, the daughter (succeeds) by
reason of similar lineage ;" this text again has been
explained by Narada himself, thus,
son as well as a
daughter are both perpetuators of the fatlier's lineage."
The intention is this lioth the sow and the daughter are
the parents of the father's descendants called (respectiveI}) the paiittra or the son's son and the dauhitra or the
daughter's son ; hence their capacity for perpetuating the
lineage being similar, the daughter too, like the son, has
the right of succession.
But a son's son and a daughter's
son are not equal in themselves, hence the equality is
intended to have reference to their acts. The acts again
do not consist in liquidating the debts or taking the
unobstructed heritage, for a daughter's son has no concern
with these while there is a son's son, by reason of the
'' The debts are to be liquidated
texts, viz.
by sons and
son's sons,"
and *' Therein the ownership of both the
father and the sons is equal,"
the latter text being relative to the grandfather's pr'S-joerty.
Hence the acts here
are spiritual ones, namely, the performance of the srdddhas, by reason of the text of Vislinu, namely,
" In the
performance of tlie funeral obsequies of the ancestors a
Thus a daug-hson's son and a dauijhter's son are alike."
ter that confers only spiritual benefits through the instrumentality of her son is inferior to a son that renders
benefits by means of his sons and confers spiritual as well
as temporal benefits.
Nor can it be said that thus a
daughter who is begotten by a man himself is nearer than
the wife, and as such is entitled to take the estate in •
Because tlie wife, who by her
preference to the wife.
companionship assists the husband in the performance of
the ceremonies enjoined in the Vedas such as tlie consecration of the sacred fire, and who renders both spiritual
and temporal benefits by being the means of lineage, and
by being the instrument of satisfying the human end called
desire, and who is extolled as half the body of the husband,
Hence the term in
is certainly superior to a daughter.
the failure of
indicate
to
taken
default of the sons' is to be
the wife also, by reason of the previously cited (Ft. I, ^ i)
text of Vishnu and this text of Yogisvara (Pt. I, § \),
;

— —
"A

:

—

— —

—

—

—

'

23"
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Althougti tlie father who is the object to whom funeral
oblations are addressed by the son, and wlio as such
conduces personally to the spiritual benefit of the son, is
" The
nearer than a daughter, and hence the text, viz.
father or the brother shall take the estate of a sonless
person" should proj^erly be applied, previously to the
daughter's succession still she is preferable by reason of
'' when
the proximity of body as ordained in the text,
shape
of
and it
a daughter &c.",
there is himself in the
the
above
applied,
that
default
text
is
to
be
is in her
because from the use of the particle or' (in the above text),
it appears that no stress is intended to be put on the order.

—

—

—
—

;

'

Jimutavahana, however, while discussing the
2.
" Since the perpetuating of
daughter's succession, says,
the lineage is set forth as the reason for her succession
and since, of the descendants he who offers oblations
benefits the deceased, but he who presents no oblation
does not confer any benefit, and there being no distinction
between the failure of offspring and having offspring other
than those that conduce to the spiritual benefit hence a
daughter who has or who is likely to have male issue is
entitled to the inheritance and consequently the opinion
of Dikshita is to be accepted, viz, a daughter who is
barren or who is widow or who is mother of daughters
alone, and as such, is not likely to have male issiie, is not
entitled to succeed."
This too is open to criticism. Since lie himself maintains the preferential right of the maiden daugliter in the
• passage,
First of all the maiden daughter alone succeeds.
upon the authority of the
to the estate of the father,'
'* Let
the maiden
following text of Parasara, namely,
daughter and in her default the married daughter take
and of the
the property of a sonless deceased person,"
"And to the maiden
following text of Devala, namely,
daughter shall bo given the father's wealth (and) nuptial
Jiut at that time there is no certainty that she
property."
will give birth to male issue and since what has been set
forth as the reason for her succession may reasonably bo
taken to be intended to indicate only the greater })roxMoreover ho himself shows exceptions to what
imity.

—

;

;

;

—

'

—

—

—

;

—

5>oc.
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he holds to be the reason by laying down thfe succession
of a daughter who has or who is likely to have male issue
on failure of the maiden daughter. Therefore, agreeably
to what we have said, the reason (as set forth in the texts)
is to be explained to. intend proximity.
3.
Dharesvara, Devasvamin, Devasata and others,
however, in order to avoid a conflict of the texts ordaining
the daughter's succession with the following text, viz.
*'
The father or the brothers shall take the estate of a
sonless person,"
say, that the texts establishing the daugh-

—

—

ter's

succession (in preference to the father &c.) refer to

the appointed daughter fj^uitriJioJ ; in her default, however,
the father and the rest are heirs agreeably to their order.
This is very unsound. Since the appointed daughter
is placed in the category of subsidiary sons by the follow'' The* legitimate
ing text of Yogisvara, namely,
son is
one born of a lawful wife similar to him is the puttriJcdsiita (an appointed daughter or her son)"
and by the
following text of Vasishtha,'^namely,' "The son of an
appointed daughter is known as the third (subsidiary
and since, by reason of the text of Manu, namely,
son) ;"
nor the father but the sons (primary and
Not
brothers
"
subsidiary) take the estate of the father,"
an appointed
daughter, like the other subsidiary sons such as the wife's
son, succeeds to the inheritance in spite of the wife
therefore, a fortiori it follows that she succeeds when there
is no wife.
Hence the above texts would be liable to
objection on the ground of being unnecessary, if they be
interpreted to refer to an appointed daughter
also it
would be unreasonable to assume without any cause that
the texts w^hereof the terms include all daughters without
any qualification, are relative to a particular class (of
daughters, viz., the appointed daughters). Moreover, the
succession of the appointed daughter is declared (by Vri'' A
haspati) in the text,
daughter, like a son, sprino-s
from every limb of the father &c." which is, agreeably
to your contention, relative to the appointed daughter
the very same thing is again ordained by the very same
sage in the text,
" An equal (daughter), espoused by (a
person of^ an equal (class), chaste and following the wishes

—

:

— —

— —

—

;

—

—

—
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appointed or not (expressly) appointed,
of the sonless father ;" hence it
property
the
takes
slie
-vA'ould have to be assumed in order to avoid tautology,
that the one text is merely explanatory of the other (in
our opinion) however, there is clearLy no tautology, the
one text being general in its application and the other,
'An equal daughter,' means, a daughter of
particular.
espoused by an equaP
the same class with the father
by a person of the same class Jimutavahana says
i.
e.,
that this excludes those espoused by a person of a superior or inferior class, for it is ordained that a son born
of her cannot perform the sraddha of the maternal grandfather of a superior class but this is not acceptable, since
a damsel of a superior class cannot be married by a man
of an inferior class therefore the term by an equal' is to

of the liusbald,

:

:

'

;

;

'

;

be taken to be intended to exclude one married to a
person of a superior class.
Nor can it be argued that Narada lias laid down as
rule that all the daughters including the maiden,
general
a

who

are destitute of the father and the brothers, are incompetent to inherit the estate of the father, for he says,
" If she has a daughter, the paternal share is ordained
she shall enjoy the share
for (the latter's) maintenance
afterwards the husband shall maintain
till her marriage
she' (in the first line) relates to a sonless widow,
her,"
as the text is declared with reference to her hence if such
a widow has a daughter then her paternal property is
ordained merely for the puri)ose of her maintenance, consequently until her marriage she obtains her paternal
share solely for her maintenance, afterwards', /. <?., subsequent to her marriage the husband shall maintain her;

—

;

—

;

'

;

'

therefore also the residue of the property after defraying
lier maintenance during that time, may be resumed from
her: the succession, however, of the daughter,to the father's
property, with the power of disposing the same according
And that
to pleasure cannot at all be contended for.
daughter's
succestexts
which
establish
the
all
the
hence
sion to the fathers estate must be admitted to refer solely

laying down an exception
declared in the above text; for otherwise if
both the classes of texts referred generally to all daughters
to tiic appointed daughter, as

1o

what

is
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difficult to

down

ought to be accepted as correct.
This contention would have been correct had, the text

Narada referred to the estate of a separated person.
But having regard to what precedes and to what follows
^he above text in the Institutes of Narada) it clearly
of

appears that this text refers to the property of one who
joint or re-united.
Hence the texts wliich lay down
the succession of the daughter without any qualification,
to the estate of the father, in default of the wife, embody
a rule not provided anywhere else which is applicable
to the property of a separated person, but they do not
provide an exception
consequently we do not see any
reason whatsoever for considering these texts as referrin"*
to the appointed daughter alone.
Jfniiitavahana sets forth the text of Devala, viz.
" To the maiden daughters shall be given &c.", as an
authority for establishing th9i» right of the maiden daughter
to succeed to the entire estate of the father.
But
this is inconsistent with what is said by him in another
place for this very text is cited by him as an authority
lor allowing, on partition during life, to the maiden daughters, property sufficient for their marriage.
That too has
been refuted by us before.

was

;

—

;

Amongst the daughters also, first let the unmar4.
ried daughters take the paternal property in their default
the married daughters amongst these also, first the unprovided ones, and on failure of them the provided ones ;
all in the same predicament, however, take the property
dividing it equally.
This rule is settled. Accordingly Katyayana says,
" The wife who is not unchaste,
gets the wealth of the husband
in her default, the
daughter if she be then unmarried." Gautama ordains,
:

;

—

;

''

Woman's property goes

—

to

—

daughters unmarried and

Unprovided' means indigent. Although
is here mentioned, still the reason
being the same, the text is applicable to paternal property
also.
But it is not reasonable to say that the term '' ununprovided."
'

'

woman's property'
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provided" means, destitute of oflfspring by reason of barrenness and the like; for her succession (in that order ?)
is not proper, inasmuch as she cannot confer spiritual
benefit

by means

of sons.

The author
way the

of the SmritichandrikEi explains in tlie
previously cited text of Vrihaspati,
namely, " An equal (daughter) espoused by (a person off
an equal (class), chaste, and following the wishes of the
husband, appointed or not (expressly) appointed, she takes
The first four adjecthe property of the sonless father :"
daughter
who
takes
tlie wealth after the
a
tives refer to
adjectives
two
qualify
remaining
a daugliter
tlie
wife
succeeding in preference to the wife. The substantive
imttrikd or tlie appointed daughter is to be supplied to the
adjectives ' appointed or not (expressly) appointed ;' the
substantive daughter' is to be supplied to the other adjecThe particle or' marks an alternative applicable
tives.
Thus the
to a determinate different state of things.
meaning is as follows The^twofold appointed daughters
are entitled, in preference to the wife, to take tlie property
of the father destitute of legitimate sons and the daughequal' &c. sucters who are qualified by the adjectives
ceed on failure of the wife. Thus in default of the wife,
when there are daughters provided as well as unprovided,
married as well as maiden, tlien first, the maiden daughter
alone succeeds, for the father was bound to maintain lier
5.

following

—

—

;

'

'

:

;

'

in her default, a married daughter who is unprovided
(succeeds), for tliough the husband is bound to maintain
her, still she is unprovided by reason of the husband's
on failure of her, even a proinability to maintain her
equal,' &c.
qualified
by
the attributes
daughter
vided
takes the property agreeably to the propin(j[uity previous;

'

ly mcutioned.
Others, however, liaving admitted that the term ' appointed' means the -puUrika,, and the term not a})pointed,'
any other daughter, and that the particle or' indicates indifference, explains without su])plying any substantive that
the whole text refers to any daughter, because the pronoun
*
she' relates to the daughter without any qualification,
(as used in the i)reccding text).
'

*
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in the term daughters' (in
for the purpose of showing
is
used
131)
p.
that the shares of the daughters of the same class are
equal, but the shares of the daughters of different classes
are distinct agreeably to the order of their classes.
6.

The

plural

'

Yajnavalkya's text

Here ends the succession of the

PART
1.

§

dauo^hters.

I I I.

—

— The

2.
The interpretation that the
daughter's son's succession.
daughter's son means the appointed daughter's son, is rejected.
3.
The daughter's son is not entitled to prefereD<ce to the widow and the
daughter.

1.

On

—

failure of daughters,

the daughter's son (be-

comes heir); for the term aiso' (in Yajnavalkya's text,
and the daughters also,' p. 131), indicates the inclusion
Accordingly Vishnu says, " On
of what is not expressed.
failure of descendants such as the son and the son's son, the
'

—

'

daughter's sons obtain the property for, in the performance
of the funeral obsequies, the son's son and the daughter's
son are* alike." The term on failure of the descendants
such as the son and son's son,' indicates the failure of heirs
down to the daughters. Also Manu says, " (If a daughter) whether -appointed or not appointed brings forth a son
by her marriage with a person of equal class in him, the
he shall offer the
maternal grandfather has a son's son
funeral oblations and inherit the wealth."
By the term
has a'son's son.' it is shown that as a son's son succeeds
to his paternal grandfather's estate in default of sons, so
Also Vrihasthe daughter's son in default of daughters.
" As her ownership arises in the father's
pati says,
wealth, although kindred exist in the very same way, her
son also obtains the estate of the mother's father." The
As', ^. e. through the funeral oblations
meaning is
offered by the daughter's son, the daughter becomes heiress
of her father's estate j in the very same way/ t. e. through
;

'

—

;

:

'

;

:

'

'

—
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the selfsame offering of oblations, the daughter's sons also
become the owners of the maternal grandf'atlier's wealth
although kindred,' i. e. the father and the like exist.'
'

'

cannot be said that this text (of Vrihaspati)
refers to t]\e son of an appointed daugliter
because the
her son' relate to the unqualified
pronouns
her' and
daughter mentioned before. Accordingly Manu also has
declared the riorht of succession to the maternal o-randfather's estate, of tlie son of a daughter without any quali" The daughter's son indeed, shall take
fications, thus,
the entire estate of the (mother's) sonless father
he alone
shall offer two oblations to the father and the maternal
Between a son's son and a daugliter's son,
grandfather.
since their
in this world, there is no difference in law
mother and father are sprung from his body." The term
*
father' is to be interpreted as the mother's father, accordmaternal grandfather' is subsequently
ingly the term
stated or (it may mean) as he takes the entire estate of his
It

2.

;

'

'

—

;

;

—

'

:

father so also of the iRother's father who leaves no
male issue, by reason of his personally performing the duties
he alone &c."
of his son this is expressed in the 2:)assage,
his
own
father
mother's
father
is,
to
and
the
the meaning
mother
and
father'
are
construed
not
to
be
the terms
respectively, but the proper construction is that the son's
son's father and the daughter's sou's mother are sprung
from the body of the proprietor.

own

'

;

'

3.

Vishnu,

Some commentators, however, taking
viz.

—"

On

the text of

failure of descendants sucli as the son

—

and the son's son &c." in its literal acceptance, say that
the daughter's son succeeds in preference to the widow and
This is to be rejected, because it would bo
the daughter.
in conilict with the text of Yogisvara, and because tlie
inferiority of the daughter's son to the daughter is indi" in the very
cated also in the text of Vrihaspati, namely,
same way her son also."

—

Thus ends the

succession of the daughter's son.

Sees.

1,
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,

IV.

— A passage of

the Mitakshara, cited,
determined. 3.
A
passage of the Smritichandrika cited, criticizing the Mitakshara. 4.
The Dajabhaga cited. 5. Of the priority of the father. 6. Objec7.
tions against the Mitakshara, removed.
The author's conclusion.
2.

where the order of succession between parents

—

—

—

is

—

1.
On failure of the daughter's son, ^ the parents'
(pitarauj take the estate, (vide Yajnavalkya's text, p. 131).

On

said in the Mitakshara
Although the order in which the mother and the father
succeed to the estate does not clearly appear (from the term
pitarau in Yajnavalkya's text, p. 131,) since a conjunctive compound is declared t*;* signify simultaneously the
sense of the component words, and the uni-residual compound (in which one of the words is retained and the
other is suppressed) is an exceptional form of the same
yet, as the word mother' stands first in the phrase whereof the uni-residual compound is the result, and is read first
in the fol^m other than the uni-residual, viz.^ 7natdpitarau,
or the mother and the father ;' therefore the order of the
sense, as deducible from the order of reading, should not
be rejected, when there is an inquiry concerning the order
of succession hence the mother takes the estate of her
sonless son, in the first instance
and, on failure of her,
the father.
Besides, the father is a common parent to
other sons, but the mother is not so hence her propinquity is the greatest. And Manu has, in the text,
" To
the nearest sapinda the inheritance next belongs"
laid
down the rule that even amongst the sapindas the samdnodakas and the like, the greatness of propinquity determines the right of succession. Consequently when there
is this question for determination, there is nothing to
prevent the application of this text (of Manu) to the present
case also.
2.

this subject

it

is

:

'

*

;

;

;

24

—
—
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Thereupon, the author of the Smritichandrika
following refined observations
the
makes
There being no
indication of order in the text,
" There are two sdrasvata
sacrifices," ^or sarasvaiaic, one in honor of the goddess Sarasvati, the other in honor of the god SarasvdnJ
it is established in the fifth chapter (of the Mimansd) that the order of
performing the sacrifices is regulated by the order of the
hymns (called ydiyasj ; but it is not established that any
indication of the order arises from the uni-residual compound itself, fviz. sarasvatauj. Similarly, in this instance
too, other authority ought to be searched for establishing
the order of succession if there be no other authority,
then it is reasonable to say that both the parents take the
estate, dividing it in equal shares, for, as in the conjunctive compound so in the uni-residual form, the conjunction
of the two words is expressed.
As for what has been said
that it is proper that the
(in the Mitakshara), namely,
inother should succeed in preference to the father, by
reason of her greater propinquity, inasmuch as the father
is common to even the sftns of the step-mother but the
mother is not so '; that too is not consistent with reason.
Since there cannot be greater or lesser propinquity of the
mother and the father to their offspring for although the
father may beget other sons, still he is equally with the
mother, the parent of an offspring since causality (of the
parents in begetting a child) cannot be considerea to exist
separately in each parent (but exists jointly in both.) Nor
can it be argued that the estate if taken by the father
may descend even to stepbrothers, but if obtained by the
mother, it will go only to the whole brothers therefore
the mother succeeds (in preference to the father). Because
such propinquity being the standard whereby the succession of tlie brotliors and sisters is determined, cannot
reasonably be taken to be the criterion for determining
the succession of the mother in preference to the father
and because propinquity is of no consequence in tliis case,
where co-cquality is expressed by tlio uni-residual compound which is an exceptional form of the conjunctive compound. Indeed where the question concerning the order
(of succession) arises, there propinquity determines the
order, and not otherwise.
Iloncc the right of the parents
3.

—

:

—

;

'

—

;

;

;

;
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being co-equal tliey shall take in equal shares the estate
This is riiaintained by Srikara.
of a son without issue.
But it is not reasonable. For the joint succession of the
father and the mother cannot take effect, inasmuch as the
independent right of each of them appears from the texts
*'
The father shall take the estate of a sonless person,"
and " Indeed tlie mother shall take the estate of a person,
who departs for heaven witliout leaving male issue ;" just
as when it appears that rice or barley is a means (of something) independently of each other, it does not follow that
their mixture has the same effect.
Some (commentators)
say that the mother is entitled to succeed first, because
she confers a greater amount of benefit by bearing the
child by nursing it and by the like acts, and because it
it is laid down that,
" The mother is entitled to reverence
a thousand times more than the father."
This too is
nothing since the father also confers benefits in various ways, by performing the initiations, by furnishing the
means of maintenance, &c., and since it is contrarily laid
down that " Of these agaia the father is superior, because the seed is declared to be superior." If the reverence
alone due to a person had had any eff'ect in determining the
succession, then the spiritual preceptor would have succeeded even in preference to the father, inasmuch as it is
declared that
" Of the parent and the preceptor of the
Vedas, the father preceptor is superior ;" and the paternal
grandfather, the paternal uncle and the like would have
succeeded in spite of the brother and the brother's son.

—

•

;

—

—

Jirautavahana, however, says: ''From the term
4.
the parents' or^;?YaraM (pt. 1, sect, l) it appears that the
since by the radical word
father is first in the order
pit?'i (whereof the dual number in the nominative case, is
jpitarauj the father is first suggested; and the dual number
suggests that the term jntarau is the result of the uniresidual compound in which one word has been suppressed,
but as this compound cannot reasonably be taken to be
one of two similar words, (meaning two fathers) therefore
in conformity with what has been declared by Vishnu,
Manu arid others, it is ascertained to be one of two dissimilar words
and then the mother is suggested. Hence
'

;

;
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said by Srikara, namely, that the mental apprehension of an order (of succession) can take place only
•when there is an expression of such order, hence the
expression of order being wanting, the apprehension (of
the same) cannot take place' ; and the reverse order as
maintained by Vijnanesvara are not consistent with

what

is

'

—

reason.'^
5.

Hence when there

is

difference as to the order to

be reasonably deduced from the term pitarau or

*

the

parents,' the order as declared in the text of Brihadvishnu
ought to be accepted. And in that text it is first said
it devolves on daughters,' and it is then stated that
that
*
if he be dead,
if there be none, it belongs to the father
'

;

goes to the mother.' The author of the Mitakshara,
however, certainly manifests a great deal of thoughtlessness when he first of all cites this text of Brihadvishnu,
adopting the above reading, and then relying upon mere
reason contrary to it, concludes that among the parents
the mother succeeds in prfeference to the father. The
daughter's son again being included in the category of
*
daughters' has not separately been mentioned by Brihadvishnu, therefore it is to be observed that the default of
daughters indicates the default of the daughter's son also.
Hence the conclusion arrived at by many commentators
such as the authors of the Smritichandrika, the Madanaratna, the Kalpataru, the Ratn^kara and the Parijdta,
is that it is only in default of the father that the mother
succeeds to the estate of a son without male issue.
Vachaspati, however, reads the text of Brihadvishnu
if there be none, it goes
in the following way, namely,
to the mother if she be dead it belongs to the father'
and thus conies to the same conclusion as in the Mitakshara.
But this is undoubtedly erroneous, as this reading
is not met with in any other work.
it

—

'

;

Also the argument in the Mitdkshard, namely,
mother' stands fu'st in the phrase whereof
is said to be
the uni-residual compound is the result''
erroneous for the rule that the term mother must stand
is not applicable to the phrase which is reduced to
first,
6.

*'

as the

word
;

*

—

'

'
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the compound, since that rule is laid down by grammarians with regard to the compound, but not in respect of the
phrase to which the compound is resolvable.
now
proceed to remove this and other objections raised by
others against the reason assigned by Vijnanesvara.
The
proposition, however, that a conjunctive compound signifies simultaneously the sense of the component words, has
been refuted at great length in the Bdrtika and the
Tantrarattia while dealing with the subject of the conBut as regards the construction
struction of sentences.
with any other word in the sentence, the conjunction of
the component words is grammatically conveyed by the
conjunctive compound hence in the passage, " the parents
fpitarauj are heirs," although the grammatical construction
(of the parents' with the other words) is simultaneous,
still there can be no defect in the sentence even if there
be in reality an order between the two parents. This
being admitted by Srikara and all others, all this may Be
Now since in the forms (of the compound) other
solved.
than the uni-residual one, namely, mdtdpitarau and rndtarapitarau or the mother and the father,' the term mother
takes its place first and since, if the complete and the
uni-residual forms of the conjunctive compound had not
been capable of conveying the same idea, the optional use
of either form would not have been directed therefore it
should 6e admitted that by the uni-residual form also, the
same idea is conveyed in the same order. And although
the rule is not authoritatively laid down that the term
' mother' must stand first
in the phrase into which the
compound is resolvable, yet it is certainly established by
the uniform practice of all commentators since nowhere
is the compound pitarau found resolved into the phrase
the
flither as well as the mother,' but always into the phrase
the mother as well as the father.'
Hence by reason of
the maxim that even a minute distinction may lead to a
conclusion,' this too may effect the determination (of
It may be that what has been
the order of succession).
said by the author of the Mitakshara is with this intention.
Although the causality of the parents in the production of a child does not separately exist in each parent
still the greater propinquity of the mother, deduced from

We

;

'

'

;

;

;

*

*

'
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the consideration that tlie father may be a common parent
has been said
to other sons but the mother is not so,
(by Vijnanesvara) with reference to that consideration
There are certainly the attributes of (the one's)
alone.
common
and (the other's) being not common, arising
being
from relationship and consisting (respectively) in the
tardiness and the facility of realizing the notions conveyed
by the (correlative) terms (father and mother) ; for it is so

—

felt.

When no order is indicated by the grammatical
meaning of the passage, wherefore then is an order in fact
assumed ?' This argument of Srikara, however, which the
authors of the Smritichandrika, &c. also had to meet, is
refuted on the ground that an enquiry into the order
arises, inasmuch as the independent right (of each of the
^

—

parents)

is

laid

down

in other texts.

All that remains is the conflict with the text of
7.
Brihadvishnu, which it is difficult to answer. That also
we proceed to reconcile as fav as we are able to do. Now
we find that there are conflicting texts establishing the
comparative reverence due to the father and to the mother.
These must be reconciled by referring them to difl'erent
Thus, the following texts and others to the same
cases.
effect establish that higher reverence is due to the mother
" The preceptor of the Vcdas ten times more than
viz.
the tutor, the father hundred times more than the preceptor, but the mother a thousand times more than the father,
and '' The motlior is entitled
is entitled to reverence,"
to a greater degree of piety by reason of her bearing the
" Of
child and nursing it" while texts of Smriti, such as
these two, again, the father is superior, because the seed
and facts like the followii%
is declared to be superior,"
that Parasur^ima, in comrelated in the Puranas, namely
pliance with the order of his father, beheaded liis motlier,
and tliat Ivtnna, altliougli prevented by Kausalya (liis
mother) did, in obedience to the command of his father,
renounce tlie throne and retire to the forest, show that
hiirher reverence is due to tlio fatlier.
And the way in which these may be reconciled is this
When the father is endowed with all the qualities entitling

—

;

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

:
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described in texts
*' A father

—

like the following one of Yogisvara, namely,
is entitled to the highest veneration, who having

performed

the initiatory ceremonies, instructs the son in the Vedas ;"
and when the mother is devoid of all those virtues which
constitute chastity, such as obedience to the husband
then, of these tlie father is entitled to higher respect than
If,
however, the mother is like Arundhatf,
the mother.
endowed with all the virtues of chastity, and the father is
merely the progenitor then in such a case the mother
is indeed entitled to greater respect than the father.
Likewise, from the story of Chirakarika in the Mahabharata
also, this distinction appears as the purport of that story.
Hence in this instance also, the succession to the estate of
a son without male issue, which, as laid down in the texts
of Manu and other sages, appears to devolve in the first
instance to the mother according to sofne (texts), and to
the father agreeably to others,
ought properly to be
reconciled in this way alone.
Thus, Manu says,
" The
mother shall obtain the pi'operty of a son without male
issue, and if the mother be dead, then the father's mother
shall take the estate :" Vrihaspati says,
" The mother
shall take the estate of a deceased son who leaves neither
widow nor son, or a brother (shall take) by her permission :" again Manu says,
" The father or the brothers
alone sfiall take the estate of one leaving no male issue :"
the text of Brihadvishnu, cited before, lays down that '' if
there be none, it belongs to the father; if he be dead, it
goes to the mother :" and in the text of Yogisvara is used
the term "parents," which, according to Vijnanesvara,
signifies first the mother and after her the father,' and
according to others, the joint succession of both the parents, or the priority of the father. There being this diversity, (the reconciliation is, that) the mother succeeds in
preference to the father, if she be entitled to greater
reverence than the father but she is postponed to the
father, if she be entitled to lesser reverence than the father.
And it is reasonable that a mother who confers greater
benefits than a father who does not provide with the means
of maintenance and the like, should take the estate
and
that a father who furnishes with the means of maintenance
;

—

.

—

—

—

'

;

;
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like, and consequently renders the greatest benefit
rearing and by providing with the means of subsistence
for life, should take the estate (in preference to the mother).
It should be particularly noticed by the learned, 'that it is
thus that all the texts and all the commentaries become

and the

by

reconciled.

PART
§

1.

— Succession of brothers.
On

2.

—Of

V.

whole brothers and half brothers.

failure of the parents the brothers take the estate.

Although it appears from the text of Sankha and
Paithinasi, namely,
" The wealth of a sonless person
who departs for heaven goes to the brothers if there be
none, let the parents take &c." and from the text of
Manu, namely, " Or the brothers alone" that the brothers succeed in preference to the father
and it appears
from the text of Manu, namely, '' And if the mother too
be dead, the father's mother shall take the estate" that
the paternal grandmother is entitled to succeed in pre-

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

ference to the brothers still in order to avoid a conflict
with the texts of Yogisvara and Brihad Vishnu which lay
down the order of succession, it is to be held that the
above texts lay down merely their right of inheritance
and that with a view to intimate that there is no conflict with the above order, Manu and Paithfnasi employ
the term or' thus, " or tlie brothers alone" and '' or let
the senior wife take ;" otherwise, if they were heirs of
equal position the use of the particle
or' would be extremely unreasonable. Tliis is the opinion of the author
of the Mitakshard and of many others.
But the author of the Kalpataru says
When there
are the widow and a brother, then the chaste widow who
is competent to perform the funeral obsequies and the
like, succeeds first
but one who is not so, succeeds after
a brother and the father but when tlicro are the father
and a brother, then the property which was acquired by
:

'

*

:

;

:

—
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the father, grandfather &c., and which on partition was
allotted to the son, goes to the parents if the son dies
without male issue but the property which was acquired
by him without using paternal property devolves on th3
brother notwithstanding the parents.
But it appears to me that in the text of Manu^
namely,
" if the mother too be dead, the father's mother
and in the text of Sankha and
shall' take the estate"
" if there be none, let the parents
Paithfuasi, namely,
take" and in the text of Devala, namely,
"Then the
uterine brothers shall divide (amongst themselves) the
heritage of one leaving no male issue or else the equal
daughters or else the surviving father the brothers of
the same class, the mother or the widow, agreeably to
their order in default of all these, those kinsmen fkulyasj
who dwell together shall take" order is expressed by the
in his default' and
terms
dead'
agreeably to their
Hence it is not at all a perfect reconciliation to
order.'
say that the texts of Yogisvara and Vishnu being alone
declaratory of the order of succession, and the other texts
being intended to show merely the right of inheritance,
no objection can arise from the assignment of positions
(to these heirs) in the latter texts, contrary to those in
But as in the instance of the wife's son
the previous ones.
and othe;:s, the conflicting order expressed in the texts of law
has been reconciled with reference, to their possession or
want of good qualities and to their friendliness or animosity towards the legitimate faurasaj son so here too
in the chapter on Partition of Heritage, the description of
the sons &c. conferring benefits upon the father &c., or the
description of the possession or want of good qualities, can
have no other object, like the description of comparative
Hence any conflict of texts with regard to
propinquity.
the order of succession is to be reconciled with reference
to the possession or want of good qualities, and to the
greatness or smallness of benefits conferred upon the pro*
Any other reconciliation is not acceptable as
prietor.
being imperfect. Similarly in any in^stancc in the sequel.
Thus every thing is consistent.
;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

:

'

—

'

'

;

2.

Amongst the
25

brothers also,

first

the uterine bro-

Because
down by Manu in the
— " To the nearest
sapinda the inheritance next be— and by Vrihaspati in the text— " When one has

tliers (succeed).

text,
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it is

laid

longs''

man J j'ndt is (or kmsmen,) sahd/jas
who is nearest among these shall

—

as well as hdndhavas ; he
take the estate of one

that the greatness of propinquity
leaving no male issue"
alone the criterion (of succession) in the absence of
special provision and the remoteness of half brothers is
caused by their mother. But the term brothers' being
used without any qualification, the half brothers succeed
This is clearly stated by
in default of uterine brothers.
" If there be two
the autlior of the Sangraha, thus,
classes of brothers, namely, whole brothers and half
then the whole brothers take the estate notbrothers
withstanding the half brothers."
is

;

'

—

;

Thu*s ends the' succession of brothers.

PART
§

1.

— Succession

VI,

—

2.
of the brother's son.
Uterine brother's son succeeds
in preference to a half brother's son.

In default of brothers, Hlieir sons', i. e., the broNor can it be said that since by the
term likewise' in the passage likewise, their sons,' similarity between the brothers and the brothers' sons is indicated
and since it has been declared that '' Among
those, however, whose- fathers are different, the allotment
of shares is according to the fathers ;"
therefore on failure of the parents, let them both jointly take the estate.
Because, for fear of a conflict with the text of Vishnu, the
term likewise' is to be taken to convey the same meaning as the term and.' Oherwisc, as tlie term
likewise'
might as well be construed with what precedes, wherefore
1.

thers' sons are heirs.
'

'

—

;

—

*

*

could not the
take place ?
reason of its
nuiy bo said

'

joint succession of the parents and brothers
If it bo said tliut it does not take place by
the same
conflict witli the text of Vishnu
in this instance as well.
And the meaning

—
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of the text,
different

''Among

&c."

—

is

:

their right takes effect, i.
out leaving male issue

1
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however, whose fathers are

those,

this

.

when on the death of a brother
e. when any brother dies
with-

and the right of all the surviving
brothers accrues to the estate left by him, but if prior to
the partition of the estate any one amongst these also die,
then his sons would have become entitled to equal shares
with their uncles, but (agreeably to the above text) they
are all to take that share only which their father would
have taken on partition, and not each a share equal to that
Because, while a brother is alive, his sons
of an uncle.
have no right to the estate of their uncle since it is declared in the text of Yogisvara that " in the absence of the
preceding one, every succeeding one is heir;" and since
in the text of Vishnu, namely,
" On their default it goes
the failure of brothers is expressed,
to the brothers' sons,"
as the pronoun their' relates to the term brothers.'
;

—

—

'

'

Amongst the brothers' sons also, the sons of the
2.
uterine brothers, by reason of their greater propinquity,
in their default, the sons of
succeed in the first instance
And this is reasonable because a son of a
half brothers.
half brother presents the pinda to the (deceased) proprietor's father and to his own paternal grandmother, omitting the proprietor's mother, therefore he being inferior to
a uterine brother's son succeeds after him. Nor can it be
argued that inasmuch as the three ancestors together with
their wives are the objects to whom the funeral oblations
are addressed, therefore the rival mother and the like also
are included.
Because the terms mother' and the like
signify primarily one's own parent, the father's parent,
and the grandfather's parent and these as such are declared to be the objects to whom oblations are offered ;
thus, it is ordained,
" The mother partakes of the funeral
oblations consisting of food with her own husband also
the paternal grandmother with her own, and with her
own the paternal great-grandmother."
The offering of
oblations to the rival mother and the like, rather follows
from what is declared in the text, viz. " Those men as
;

;

'

;

—

;

—

also women who die without male issue
to them also
should be offered oblations addressed to a single indivi;
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on parva ocBesides, all persons beginning with the son are
competent to perform the ceremony of the srdddha in honor
of the forefathers with their wives, and there are not
always the rival mother and the like, therefore it is reasonable to hold that the rule of presenting oblations to the
ancestors with their wives includes only the mother and
the like, so that there might not be the objection of uniting
what is constant with what is accidental.

dual, but not such oblations as are presented

casions."

Thus ends the

succession of brothers' sons.

PART
§ 1.

VII

—The same
— GensamanodaJctts these terms explained.
consist of the sapindas
— Cognates three descriptions maternal uncle &c. — Preceptor
— Fellow- student. — The king. — The Brahand

— Of

the gentiles

;

its

meaning as in the Mitakshara. 2.
and Dajabhaga. 3. Criticized.

—

as in the Smritichandrika

and*^

tiles
5.

;

pupil.

6.

;

8.

7.

4.

;

9.

manas.
1.

On

failure of the brothers' sons, (the heirs are) the

who are to be taken to be other than
the father, the brother and his son that have been previously set forth, by reason of the rule of the bulls and the

'

o-entiles' fgotrajasj

'

beeves.'

—

Vijnanesvara says: The gentiles are the paternal
grandmother, the sapindas (or persons of the same family
or gotra connected through the pinda or body), and the
samunodakas, (or persons of the same family other than
Of these the paternal grandmother succeeds
the sapindasj.
Although it would appear from the
in the first instance.
'' when
the mother too is dead,
namely,
text of Manu,
shall
take
the
estate,"
that the sucmother
the father's
grandmother
paternal
the
takes
place
of
immedicession
still
mother
she
the
cannot
reasonably
after
bo
ately
])laced between the settled series of heirs from the parents
and there is no reason for postponing her
to the nephew

—

—

;

:

further, in spite of her superiority (as set forth in the text

*
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'

of Manu) hence it is only after her that the paternal
grandfather and other gentiles succeed.
:

On this subject the author of the Smritichandrika
2.
says : The term gentiles or gotrajas (or those descended
from the ^o^r« or family), being a uni-residual compound
of similar terms, denotes males only, but not females.
For a term is taken to be an uni-residual compound of
dissimilar terms, when it is shewn to be so by the purport
as understood from other evidence such as the association
with another sentence, just as in the passage, '' Bring two
chickens, which will make a pair ;" but there is no such evidence in the present instance. On the contrary, the association with the terms brother's sons &c. shows that the male
Besides, the succession of the
gentiles alone are intended.
widow, the daughters and the like being specially laid down,
'' Therefore
the text of Sruti, namely,
women are devoid of
the senses, and incompetent to inherit" may be explained
to refer to other women than these (with regard to whose
succession there are special provisions) but in the case of
the gentiles and so forth, the supposition of the term beinoa uni-residual compound of dissimilar terms ought rather
to be rejected, in order to avoid a conflict with that text.
Accordingly, while explaining the text of i\'pastamba,
namely^ " The father during his life may divide the
heritage among the sons,"- the commentator says,
may
divide the heritage among the sons onl}^, not among the
daughters, they being females' and then goes on to say,
Although here the term sons' may be made to include
daughters, by considering the term ' sons' to be a uniresidual compound of sons and daughters, upon the authority of the Aphorism of Panini, namely,
" The terms
brother and son (may be compounded in the uni-residual
form) with the terms sister and daughter" (respectively)
yet the males are heirs and not the females, by reason of
the following text of Sruti,—" Therefore women are devoid of the senses, and incompetent to inherit." I'he intention of the commentator is, that although there is authority for taking the term
sons' to be a uni-residual
compound of dissimilar terms, still in the instance under
consideration, it is not taken to be so, by reason of conflict

—

—

—
;

—

—

'

;

*

—

•

'
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with the text of Sruti and by reason of the absence of anything suggesting that purport.
And Yajnavalkya makes
Also Jimiitavdhana says
gentiles
for the purpose of showor
gotrajas
use of the term
of
the
father &c., who are
sons
daughters'
ing that the
gotra,
become
heirs in the order
same
the
from
descended
offering of oblato
the
reference
with
nearness
of their
also for the purpose of excluding the wives of sations
Acpindas, they being not sprung from the same gotra.
cordingly Baudhayana. having in the previous text, said,
'' Not to the heritage,
*'
a woman is entitled to," declares,
since a text of the Sruti ordains, women are devoid of the
The construction is
senses, and incompetent to inherit.' "
The sucthat a woman is not entitled to the heritage.
cession of the widow and the like is not opposed (to the
above interpretation) inasmuch as that is expressly de:

—

;

—

'

clared.

That is not good. Since in the texts of Manu
3.
and others, cited before, the succession of the paternal
grandmother has expressly been laid down therefore even
;

the text of Yogisvara be, consistently with those texts,
considered to include her by taking the term gentiles or
grotajds to be a uni-residual compound of dissimilar terms,
there would be no conflict with the (above mentioned)
Sruti which may be held to refer to women other than the
if

paternal grandmother.
Jimiitavahana, however, does, in that part of his work
where he deals with the mother's succession, say, ** The
paternal gradmother's succession takes place after the paternal grandfather and before the grandfather's descendants,
The succeslike the mother's succession after the father.
sion of the paternal grandfather and grandmother has not
been separately propounded by Yiijnavalkya, inasmuch as
the same is virtually declared by showing the mother's
But in this part of his work, he says, '' The
succession."
term gotruja has been used for the purpose of excluding tlio wives of the sapindas.''^ Thus ho fails to observe
For in the text of Yogfsvara,
that ho contradicts himself.
the absence of express mention of the paternal grandmother is the same as that of the wives of the paternal uncle

—

—
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; SO the text of Sruti, declaring incompetency to inherit
as well applicable to the paternal grandmother as to the
wives of the paternal uncle.
Agreeably, however, to the interpretation put upon

&c.

is

—

the text of Sruti, viz.
" Therefore women are devoid of
the senses &c. by the venerable Vidyaranya, which has
previously been cited (p. 175), this text does not at all
prohibit women's right of succession so there can neither
be a doubt (as to their competency to inherit) nor an answer (to such doubt). But it should be remarked that
how can that interpretation be accepted when it is in
conflict with the text of Baudhayana ?
For although the
term indriya may be taken in any of its acceptations, still
there is nothing else (in the text of Sruti) to support
women's incompetency to inherit, and it cannot be held
that the text of Sruti has nothing in it to support the
position that women are not entitled to' inherit ; hence it
cannot but be held that the text of Sruti does j^rohibit
women's right of succession, inasmuch as otherwise the
quotation (by Baudhayana) of that text as establishing
the position would be unreasonable just as in the instance,
" Therefore an unknown embryo being killed (a man becomes) murderer of a Brahmana."

—

:

:

4.
On failure of the paternal grandmother, the paternal
grandfather and the other sapindas of the same gotra are
heirs
since the sapindas (or persons connected through
the pinda or body) of a different goty^a are included under
the term bandhu or cognates.'
Among these also, in default of the father's descendants, the paternal grandmother, the paternal grandfather,
the paternal uncles and their sons become heirs in their
order in default of the paternal grandfather's descendants, the paternal great-grandmother, the paternal greatgrandfather, his (paternal grandfather's ?) brothers and
similarly to the seventh (degree) the sapindas
their sons
of the same gotra take the estate of a person without male
;

'

;

;

issue.

On

failure of the sapindas^ the samdnodalms (succeed).
(degrees) above the sapindas, or all

They comprise seven

whose birth (from the same gotra) and (family) name are
known.
Thus Manu says, " The sapinda (or consan-

—
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guine) relationship, however, ceases in the seventh generation, but the samdnodaka relationship extends up to the
fourteenth (generation), or as some affirm to those whose
The term gotra signifies these
birth and name are known.
It has already
{i. e.j the sajnnclas and the sa7nanodakas).^^
been shown that, in the text of Vishnu (p. 142) the term
handhu signifies a scqnnda, and the term sakulya means a
The samdnodalcas also become heirs in the order
sagotra.
of propinquity.

On failure of the samdnodalcas the cognates' or
5.
The cognates are of three descriptions
landhus are heirs.
the cognates of a man himself, the cognates of the father,
and the cognates of the mother. To this effect is the
"One's father's sister's
following passage of the Smriti,
sons, one's mother's sister's sons and one's maternal uncle's
the father's
sons are to be known one's own cognates
father's sister's sons, the father's mother's sister's sons
and the father's maternal uncle's son are to be known the
the mother's father's sister's sons, the
father's cognates
mother's mother's sister's sons and the mother's maternal
uncle's sons are to be known the mother's cognates."
Amongst these also the order is, that, by reason of
greater propinquity, firsir one's own cognates, after them
the father's cognates, and after them the mother's cog'

;

—

;

;

nates.

—

In the text of Manu, namely, "In their default, a
sahdya, or the preceptor, or a pupil (becomes heir),"
the term sakidija includes the sagotras fsapindas ?J
and samd?iodakas, the maternal uncle and tlic like, and

—

•

Also in the text of Yogfstlie three classes of cognates.
cognates' or handhu comprises also the
vara the term
maternal uncle. Otlierwise, tlie exclusion of the maternal
And it would
uncle and the like would be the result.
be extremely improper tliat their sons are heirs, but they
themselves though nearer are not heirs.
'

In default of the cognates, the preceptor is heir.
is not mentioned in the text of
Yogisvara, still tlie pupil has been mentioned
and it
ouglit, by reason of pro})riety, to bo held that the prccep6.

Although the preceptor

;

Sees.
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tor who is superior to him and nearer, is implied.
Because
the succession of a pupil on failure of the preceptor is
'' or the precepexpressly declared by Manu in the text,
" If there
tor or a pupil," and by A'pastamba in the text,
be no male issue, the nearest sapinda inlierits in their
default, the preceptor failing him, a pupil."

—

;

;

On failure of a pupil, the fellow student takes the
that is, he who received his investiture and education from the same preceptor.
7.

estate

;

8.
If there be no fellow students,.the king shall take
excepting the estate of a Brahmana, by reason of the text
of Vasishtha, cited before, which, after declaring the succession of all down to the pupil, says,
" in his default, it
goes to the king excepting the property of a Brahmana,"
and by reason of the text of Manu,' namely, " In default of all those, however, the property shall go to such
Brahmanas, as are versed in the three Vedas, as are pure

—

—

—

in body and mind and as ha've subdued their passions
The property of a Brahthus, religious merit is not lost.
mana shall never be taken by the king this is the settled
But the wealth of the other classes, on failure of all
law.
:

:

(heirs,) the

king

may

take."

In default of all down to the fello\7 student, the
9.
wealth of a Brahmana is taken first by a srotriya or such a
Brahmana as is versed in the Vedas failing him, by any
Brahmana. Thus Gautama says, " The srUnuaB shall take
the estate of a Brdhmana leaving no male issue."
But any
Brahmana succeeds, as in the text of Manu the term Brdhmana is used without any qualification. It is also declared
by N^rada, "If there be no heir of a Brahmana's wealth,
on his demise, it must be given to a Brahmana. Otherwise the king is tainted with sin."

—

—

26
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— Succession to

tlie

explained.

With

1.

VIII'

VIII.

property of a hermit, &c.
2.

Pt.

;

the text of Yajnavalkya

—An objection stated and answered.

reference to the estate left

by a hermit,

&c.,

an exceptional rule, excluding the (ordinary) heirs such as
the son and the rest also the wife and the like, is propounded by Yogisvara, thus, " The heirs of a hermit
{yanaprasiha or one who has entered the third order of life),
or an ascetic {yati or one desirous of moJcsha or liberation
from transmigration) and of a student (hrahmachari), are, in
their order, the preceptor, the virtuous pupil and the
spiritual brother resident in the same holy place."
The term 'student' here, by reason of its association
with the term ascetic,' means a lifelong student (?'. e. one
who has taken a vow to remain a student for life and not
hence the estate of a person
to enter into a married life)
who has been leading the temporary life of a student
(which every twice-born is enjoined to lead before becoming a householder) devolves on the parents and the
like in the specified order, for such a person cannot have
heirs from a son down to a daughter's son.
The order mentioned in the above text is to be underAccordingly tlie wealth of a
stood to be the inverse one.
deceased student goes to tlie preceptor of an ascetic, to

—

'

:

;

the virtuous pupil of a hermit, to the spiritual brother
resident in the same holy place.
The spiritual brother is one adopted as a brother
holy place signifies a hermit age, hence resident
term
the
in the same holy place, means, resident in the same hermitage the meaning is, one who is a spiritual brother as
well as is resident in the same holy place.
The virtuousness of a pupil, however, does not mean
good conduct. For the exclusion from inlieritance, of
even tho son and the rest, whose conduct is bad, is estaAnd that will bo mentioned.
blished by other authority.
;

;
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But

it is to be taken to consist in the capacity for understanding lectures on psychology, digesting the same and
following its doctrines in practice.
The author of the Madauaratna, however, having
cited the text of Vishnu, namely,
" The preceptor shall
take the wealth of a hermit {vanaprasihci)^ or the pupil,"
and thinking the order (mentioned in Yajnavalkya's text)
to be direct and not inverse, says that in default of the
preceptor the pupil takes the wealth of a hermit.

—

—

If it be said
It being established that the life2.
long student and others have no concern with property,
in texts like the following one of Vasishtha, namely,
" They who have entered into another order, are debarred
from shares," the declaration, in the above text of Yajnavalkya, of the succession to their estate is not proper. Nor
can it be argued that although their Hght of taking the
heritage is forbidden by Vasishtha and others, still the
above text establishes the right of succession to their
property acquired by other mfeans. Since it is ordained
that, " A student and an ascetic both are owners of the
prepared food (and of nothing else)," and since acceptance
:

—

and the like (meajis of acquisition) are prohibited to students, and since the saving of property by an ascetic is
'*
prohibited in the text (of Gautama), namely,
A mendicant sh'all have no hoard."
The answer is, that it is not tenable. Since, by

—

—

reason of the text, namely,
''(The hermit) may make a
hoard of things sufficient for a day, a month, six months
or a year
and in the month of A'svina he should give
away what has been collected," a hermit has certainly
some property sufficient for food, &c. the ascetic too has
something such as clothes, books, &c., by reason of the
text,
" An ascetic should wear clothes to cover his privy
parts, and take the requisites for austerities (jjoga) and the
sandals ;" the lifelong student also must have clothes and
the like for the protection of his body.
Hence the question occurring, who is to take these things belonging to
them, after their death ? the above heirs are declared to
the exclusion of other heirs
;

—

;

—
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re-union may be formed.
5.
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6.
Same as in tbe Smriticbandi-ika. 7. Same by Sulaby Srikara.
8.
Same as in the Dayatattva. 9. The wife's succession.
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10.
The Sister. 11. The Sapindas, &c. 12. Sons re-united or
an exception regarding a son born after partinot, equally succeed
13.
Maintenance of the wife and daughters the marriage of
tion.
the latter.

—

—

—

1.

Now

—

—

—

—

;

—
—

;

—

;

;

the partition of re-united property

dered.

is

consi-

—

'' Should
Manii says,
those, who
dwell together after having been separated, again divide
tlieir property; in that case the distribution shall be
Here, alequal there is no deduction for senicy-ity."
though it follows from the very restriction laying down
equal distribution, that the mode of unequal division is to
be rejected still the passage '' there is no deduction for
seniority," is added in order to show that only the unequal distribution caused by seniority, &c., does not take
place, but that there is certainly unequal division on
account of the union of greater and less property.
Some, however, say that the unequal distribution
owing to seniority, &c., must be made of the augmented
but the diviportion (if any) of the re-united property
witli a view
equal
re-united
property
must
be
sion of the
for
deduction
no
the
portion
is
this
"there
indicate
to
has been added.
seniority"
This is not tenable. For a distinction like this does
not appear from the above text, since, from the passage
" in lliut case the distribution shall bo equal," it ai)pears

On

that suhject,

;

;

;

:

—

—

that the restriction as
accession also.

to

equality

is

applicable to the

Sees.
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Just as in the partition of undivided property,
2.
so also in the partition of re-united property, the impartibility of what has been acquired by science, &c., without
using re-united property, would equally have been the
rule
but an exceptional rule has been laid down by
Vrihaspati, thus,
" But if any one of the re-united coheirs acquire property by science, heroism, &c., two
shares shall be allotted to him, the rest shall be equal

—

;

sharers."

Many

are of opinion that re-union may be formed
&c., but not with any othor, by
only with
reason of the text of Vrihaspati cited before, namely,
3.

the father,

''

He, who being once separated dwells0gain through
together with the father, brother or paternal

affection

uncle

called re-united."
at great length that the enumeration of the father, &c., is illustrative (not exhaustive).
is

But we have shown

4.

Just as in the case of partition

among

among undivided

those'that are re-united, if any one
is
made,
his sons shall take and divide
partition
before
die
amongst themselves their paternal share, by reason of the
text,
" Among those whose fathers are dead (different ?)
the allotment of shares is according to their fathers."
But if any one of the re-united co-heirs die without
leaving male issue, then the succession to his estate would
have devolved on the wife, &c., by reason of the text,
" The wife and the daughters also, &c. ;" but in continuation of the passage " of a sonless deceased person," (occurring in that text) an exceptional rule is laid down by Yogisvara in the following text, namely,
" But of a re-united
(co-heir,) a re-united (coparcener shall keep the share,
when he is deceased or deliver it if born)." The term
' but' shows that
it forms an exception to what precedes.
Thus the meaning is, that the estate of a re-united co-heir
dying without male issue shall be taken by a re-united coheir alone, and not by the wife or the like.
Hence, Jimutavahana must be considered to have erred, who interprets the text to be applicable when, among the series of
heirs to the estate of a sonless person beginning with the
wife, the brothers' right takes effect.
co-heirs, so also

—

—
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To this role again, an exception is propounded (in
the latter part of the aboTO text),
Bat of a uterine
brother, a nterine brother, shall keep the share when he
is deceased, or delirer it if born.''
This is to be construed
with the preceding portion, namely, '^ Of a re-united, a
re-united.''
AccordUngly the meaning is as follows:
re-united uterine brother shall deliver the share of a
re-united uterine brother, if bom, i. e., if he is bom in the
shape of a son, that is to saj, shall delirer it to his son
or ^aQ keep, t. «., shall himiself take the share (of a reunited utenne brother) when he is deceased, L e., not
Hiring eren in the shape of the son, grandson, or greatgrandson. K^yiis text were interpreted witiiout construing it with th^wo terms that precede, then it would be
opposed to the fact of this text forming an exception to
what precedes, which follows by force of the term * but.'
And it forms an exception to what precedes, in this way
when there are a uterine brother and a half brother both
re-united, in that case the re-united whole brother alone
is entitled to the property of a re-united uterine brother,
and not the half brodier.
When, howeTer, a half brother alone is re-united, and
a whole brother is not so, then they take in equal shares
the property of a brother without male i^ue. This is
declared (by Yogisvara) in the tejdt, ** But a re-united
half brother may take the property, not a half Drother
(not re-united) ; also the (brother) united (throagh uterus)
though not re-united may take, not the (united) son of
a diltferent mother (exdusively./'' Here the term * not
re-united' is, like the eye of a crow, connected both with
the preceding and with the latter part. So the term
' united ;'
and this term signifies, in the first part, united
through the uterus, f e., a uterine brother ; but in the

—

'^^

A

—

—

.

The term
re-united.
supplied immediately alter the term
latter part^

exclusively' is to be
son of a different
of the text is this :
step'

*

A

mother.' Hence the meaning
brother, though not sprung from the same mother, takes
the property if re-united; but a step-brother does not
take, if not re- united : therefore, by showing the existence
and absence of re-union to be the cause respectively of the
succession and non-succession of a half brother, what is
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affirmed is, tliat the re-union of a half brother is the sole
cause of his succession, and not his fraternity alone likewise the united,' i. e., the uterine brother although not reunited succeeds, and a Jorfw?-i when re-united and the son
of a different mother, although united, z. e., re-united shall
not exclusively take the property, but shall take together
with a uterine brother though not re-united. Tlie purport
when the uterine brother is not reof the text is this
united but the half brother is re-united, then because of
the two attributes, namely, being a uterine brother and
being re-united, each of which constitutes a cause of the
right of succession, one is present in each, therefore both
of them take in equal shares the property of a brother
without male issue should the uterine brother be reunited, then by reason of the combination of both the
causes he becomes the preferrable claimant, therefore he
alone takes the entire estate.
Although b)^ each of the restrictive rules laid down
in the above texts of Yogisvara, the inefficacy of the
other cause of succession is'establislied, still for the sake
of emphasis the same is expressed over again
for in both
ways the same meaning may be expressed.
The masculine gender in the terms re-united &c.'
(in the above texts of Yogisvara) is not intended to be
Accordingly Manu declares the right of the
significant.
uterine sisters also to succeed to the property of a reunited brother. Thus he, having premised partition among
the re-united kinsmen, in the text,
" If those who are
associated after separation make a partition again"
goes
on to say, " Of these, if the eldest or the youngest or
any other be deprived of his share at the distribution, or
any one of them die, his share shall not be lost but his
uterine brothers being assembled and united shall divide
that equally ; also brothers that are united and sisters
born of the same mother." The meaning is: Among
re-united brothers, if the eldest, the youngest or the middle-most, at the distribution, i. e.y at the time of makino- a
the termination of the word {ansapradanatas,)
partition,
which denotes any case, denotes here the locative case,
be deprived, i. e., become disentitled by reason of degradation or adoption of an order other than that of the house:

'

:

:

:

;

'

—

—

—

;

—

—
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holder, or dies before partition

his share shall not

be lost,
be delivered to his male
issue in the first instance failing them, the uterine brothers
though not re-united, being assembled, i. e., if gone to a
different country returning thence, united, i. e., assembled
i.

e.,

shall

be set apart

:

but

it

;

shall

:

together; also brothers, i. e half brothers that are united,
i. e., re-united, and the uterine sisters of the deceased shall
divide, i. e., take it after division, equally, i. e.j without
Here Manu by declaring the succession of the
inequality.
uterine brothers and sisters, even if they are not reunited, and of the half brothers in case they are re-united,
clearly expresses the very same meaning as is declared by
Yogisvara.
,

On this Srikara says When there are only re5.
united half brothers, then the precept, " But of a reunited (co-heir), a re-united (co-heir) shall keep the share,
when he is deceased, or deliver it if born" is independent of any otlier precept; so is the precept, '' But of a
uterine brother, a uterine brother, &c.,"
when there are
only uterine brothers not re- united but, when there are
both a re-united half brother and a whole brotlier not
re-united, if the two precepts be applicable, then both
But
precepts take effect dependcntly upon each other.
it is not right that the same precept be operative independently of, and dependently upon, another precept for in
that case there would be variableness in the precept.
Just as in the seventh cliapter (of the Mimansa) a different conclusion is made for fear of variableness in the
precept, which would have been the consequence, had tlio
opcrativencss of the precept, " in these two tlie holy fire
been taken, in respect of the two of the four
is kindled"
sacrifices, to be dependent on the option created by the
prohibition embodied in tlic precept, " the holy firc-i)laco
but inde})onJcnt, in
IS not made in the vaisvadcva^ &c."
Accordingly, when
respect of the otlier two sacrifices.
tliero are a half brotlier ro-unitcd and a whole brother not
and it
re-united, neither of the precepts is applicable
would follow that no one could take the estate (there
being no provision for this case). Hence it is to bo held
that the right of a rc-uiiited co-heir to auccccd to tho
:

—

—

:

;

—

;

;

m
I
I
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.

property of a re-united coparcener, being declared in the

— But of a re-united
&c.," — the
part,
— " But
of a uterine brother, a uterine brother, &c.,"

text,
viz.^

(co-heir),

''

latter

is set forth as forming an exception to that.
Hence it
follows that a half brother though re-united has no right,
when there is a whole brother although not re-united.
This assertion is the consequence of not studying the
principles of the topics of construction contained in the
Mimansa. For it is not correct, that there is variableness
in precept, merely because two precepts, which are
independently applicable to some cases, become both
applicable to some other case where the subjects of both
Since, if it were so, then
(the precepts) are combined.
the precepts enjoining the bestowal of the whole wealth
as gratuity to the priest in the one instance, and no
gratuity in the other, which are respectively applicable
independently of each other, if either the priest called
udgatri, or the one called pratistotri, singly stumble (in
passing from one apartment to the other, at the celebration of the sacrifice called jyotistoma),
would not be
applicable (by reason of variableness, such as is maintained
by you,) if both those priests should stumble at the same
time ; so there would be no conflict, there being no two
propositions opposed to each other hence the discussion
in the topic of stumbling (in the Mimansa), must be held
Therefore the variableness in precept
to be uncalled for.
is, when a precept becomes operative in one instance, independently of any opposition of a different precept, and
in another instance dependently of such opposition
as
has previous^ (p. 150) been illustrated by the instance of the
precept,
" Here they construct the holy fire-place, &c."
Otherwise, neither of the two precepts, viz., " Shall touch
with the hymn called chaturhotrd at the full moon," and
''
Shall touch with the hymn termed panchahotrd at the
new moon" (in which the burnt-offering is meant to be
which are severally applicable to
the object of touch),
the sacrifices called updnsu (which takes place at the full
moon) and agnisomiya (which takes place at the new moon)
in the first of which the burnt-offering is curd consecrated
to Indra, and in the second, milk consecrated to Indra,
would be applicable to a sacrifice which takes place both

—

;

:

—

—

—
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the full moon and at the new moon, although the
burnt- offerings are combined.
As for his own interpretation, namely, that the
*' But of a uterine brother, &c.",
is an exception to
rule,
" But of a re-united, &c."
that is extremelyrule,
the
incongruous. For the converse (of the proposition that
one is an exception to the other) may as well be asserted,
and the mere
there being no criterion for determination
fact of the one being placed after the other cannot lead
Again, the text,
" But a re-united
to that conclusion.
has been said (by Srikara) to be explahalf brother, &c.,"
" But of a re-united (co-heir), &c."
natory of the text,
But to say this, is to say that that text is useless. Besides,
" But of a uterine brother, &c.," being exthe text
plained (by Srikara) to exclude a re-united half brother
when there is a whole brother although not re-united, it is
not applicable to the case where both a whole brother and
a half brother are not re-united consequently neither of
them would be heir, or both of them would be equally
If it be said that the very text,
" But of a
entitled.
is applicable to this case also, then
uterine brother, &c.,"
the objection of variableness in the precept may be retorted on you for, in one instance it becomes operative
dependently of opposition of the text, ^' But of a re-united
and in another instance, independently of
(co-heir), &c.,"
such opposition. Just as, if the precept directing the construction of the altar at a sacrifice with the soma plant,
were applicable to the dikshaniya and the like sacrifices
(which are performed at the full moon and the new moon
and in which soma is employed), in opposition to the precept
which generally directs the construction of an altar in the
darsapaurnamasa sacrifice performed at the new and the
full moons, and which extends to the above mentioned
then that
sacrifices, which are parts of that sacrifice
precept would be operative in those sacrifices dependently
of opposition of the extending precept, and in others independently thereof: so there would be variableness in
the ])recept hence it has been concluded that the precept
uppliea to those sacrifices with reference to which thcro
is no other
precept directing the construction of an

at

—

—

:

—
—

;

—

—
—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

;

;
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to tlie mode of interpretation adopted
the subjects of the two rules (of Yogisvara) being
different, the objections of uselessness and of variableness in precept cannot arise.
There is no use in spinning
out the matter.

But agreeably

by

us,

The author

of the Smritichandrika, however,
appears from the terms also', being assembled'
and 'united' in the text of Manu, viz., " Of these, if the
eldest or the youngest &c."
that the uterine brother and
sister and the re-united half brother are jointly entitled to
succeed but it appears from the text of Yogisvara, that a
half brother is not entitled to succeed when there is a
re-united whole brother hence there is a conflict between
these two texts.
With a view to avoid this conflict, some
explain the text of Manu in the following way
That
unlost share shall be taken by those uterine brothers
alone that are re-united, and not also by such uterine
failing a re-united whole
brothers as are not re-united
brother, all the uterine brothers, 'being assembled', i. e.y
meeting together, and united', i. e., with equal prominence, shall divide it 'equally', z. e., in equal shares;
in default of the uterine brothers, the uterine sisters
and
in their default, the half brothers.
This interpretation is
to be rejected, as in it many terms are to be supplied (which
are not in the text) and as it is far-fetched.
Vijndnesvara
has, in order to make the two texts consistent with each
other, adopted a different reading of the text of Yogisvara,
namely, " But a re-united half brother may take the
property, not a half brother (not re-united)" but nevertheless, the interpretation put by him is evolved out of his
inner consciousness, for it is a forced one, by reason of
the supply (of a term not in the text) and of the construction of the same term with different sentences, and is very
obscure.
Hence a reconciliation of the texts of Manu and
Yogfsvara, as bearing only the plain meanings, is to be
effected only by referring them to different cases, and not
by ringing changes upon the words (of the one text) to
The same we
give out the same meaning (as the other).
proceed to show. The text of Manu shows the joint suc6.

says

:

—

It

'

—

'

—

:

:

:

;

'

;

—

;

cession of brothers, whether re-united or not,

and of sisters,
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Tvhen the estate consists of both moveables and immoveables but the text of Yogisvara refers to a case when the
estate consists of immoveables only, or of moveables only.
This follows from the text of Prajapati, viz. " But when
the estate consists of chattels and other property it goes,
however, to the re-united but the land and house shall be
taken by the unassociated (whole brothers ?) according to
The term chattels,' by the rule of the bulls
the share."
and the beeves,' signifies bipeds, quadrupeds and the
like
the re-united' means, the re-united half brothers.
The correct reading of the text of Yogisvara is, *' A half
brother though re-united does not take the estate of a half
brother."
Hence, when there is only immoveable property or only moveable property, then, by reason of the
text of Yogisvara, a uterine brother though not re-united
when,
takes, but not a half brother though re-united
however, there are both kinds of property, then agreeably
to what is laid down in the text of Prajapati, the unassociated uterine brother and sister as well as the reThis also is the
united half brother take in equal shares.
meaning of the text of Manu.
This is not good. Since the defects of insertion (of
terms not used in the text), forced construction &c., are not
wanting in the interpretation put by you and what is
declared in the text of Prajapati is not in conflict with the
the interpretation put by Vijnanesvara (on the' text of
Accordingly the author of the Madanaratna,
Yogisvara).
adopting this interpretation, cites this very text of PrajaBut agreeably to your interpretation,
pati in support of it.
there is rather the defect of tautology unavoidable in the
text of Yogisvara, for (agreeably to your reading) it is in
"A half brother though re-united does
the first part said
not take the estate of a half brother," and the very same
thing, neither more nor less, is expressed in the last part,
namely, " not the re-united son of a difi'erent mother."
And although an interpretation involving the defect of tautology, miglit even reluctantly be accepted for tho purpose
of making tho text consistent with the text of Manu still
it would bo improper to adopt a meaning which is liable
to tho objection of multiplicity for assuming another radi:

—

;

—

;

'

'

'

:

;

—

—

—

;

cal revelation.
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Sulapiini, in liis commentary on the Institutes of
7.
Ydjnavalkja, says (while interpreting the above texts
A half browhich are read by him in a different way)
ther though re-united shall not take the property of a
half brother the uterine brother alone though not reunited shall take, but not a re-united half brother.
If
the reading be, " But a re>united half brother may take
the property, not a half brother," then the meaning is
that a half brother being a half brother, may not take
This text shows the
the property though re-united.
succession of an unassociated whole brother, hence there
is no defect of tautology.
This, however, is of the same nature with what is
The author of the Ratnakara, however,
said by Srikara.
says that the reading (of the text of Yajnavalkya), as found
in the Kalpataru, is ^' slmll not take the property of a
half brother," but this must be a copying mistake, inasmuch as the reading found in the copies of the Institutes
of Yajnavalkya, and in the commentaries such as the
''
Mitakshara, the Parijata arxl the Halayudha, is
not
a half brother, may take the property ;" and the interpretation of that text, (in these commentaries), are iu accordance with that reading.
:

—

;

—

The author

8.

of the Dayatattva, however,

says

:

But when there are a half brother re-united, and a uterine brother not re-united, and when there are a whole
brother and a half brother both re-united then two questions arise, which of the two is to succeed in each case.
"As to the first, it is said A half brother &c.,' which
''

:

'

let a half brother, if re-united, take, but not
a half brother merely as such
but a uterine brother
though not re-united may take for the term, uterine
brother,' which occurs in the preceding text is also to be
construed with the latter proposition.
Therefore when
there are an unassociated uterine brother and a re united
half brother, they both succeed
because the equality of
the relation of re-union, and of the status of a whole
brother, is expressed by the first part of the text.
" As to the second, it is ordained and not the son of
a different mother who is re-united,' the meaning is that

signifies

;

:

'

;

;

'
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a whole brother re-united, the son of a
though re-united shall not take, i. e.j the
since though
re-united whole brother alone shall succeed
they are equally re-united, still the whole brother as such

when

there

is

different mother,

;

preferred."
This is in conformity with what is said in the Mitakshara and the like, but it discloses great want of skill in
interpretation.
is

The

authors of the Smritichandrika and the
When, however, the father or the
uncle is not re-united, then the unassociated half brother
succeeds in his default, however, the unassociated father
Accordingly Sankha says
The
failing him, the wife.
person
who departs for heaven, goes
wealtli of a sonless
in their default, let the parents take, or
to the brothers
The meaning is, The property of a
wife."
the senior
(person) goes, in default of a
re-united
sonless
deceased
an unassociated half brother.
to
(coparcener)
re-united
is, be relative to the estate
asrit
also,
may
text
this
Hence
person.
re-united
of a
The author of the Mitakshara and others say that
this text refers only to re-union, consequently there is no
inconsistency in the succession of the parents and the wife
on failure of the brothers.
The term ' seIt is stated in the Smritichandrika
nior' has been employed in the text of Sankha for the
purpose of indicating the possession of virtues such as the
control of passions, not for the purpose of excluding the
middlemost or any other junior wife. The term in their
default' should have been used over again, but in its
lias been used, for the effect is
stead, the particle or
Since, the term 'or' marks an alternative; but
the same.
in the present instance there cannot reasonably be au
alternative with reference to the ownership which is a determinate thing for it is a rule laid down by the Sastras,
also established by reason, that An indeterminate allirmation is not made with reference to a determinate thing
therefore, here the term or indicates an alternative with
hence jihe result is the same. Acreference to default
cordingly the order is this in default of the brothers,
9.

Madanaratna say

:

—

—

;

;

;

'

—

:

—

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

:
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the father in his default, the mother in lier default, the
senior wife.
In the Madanaratna, however, it is said that the
mother succeeds in the first instance and then the father.
I'he intention being, that it follows from the principle set
forth in the Mitakshard, there being no text against the
application of that principle to the present case, like the
text of Vishnu relative to the estate of a person separated
and not re-united. Accordingly, on account of the text
of Vishnu it has been held in that treatise, in the same way
as in the Smritichandrika, that the term parents
in the
text,
" The wife, and the daughters also &c.,"
means
that the father succeeds in the first instance, in his default
the mother.
have already dealt with this at great
length.
Hence it appears that the above text of Sankha being
in conflict with the text,
"The wife and the daughters also
is taken to be relative to partition after re-union,
&c.,"
in order to avoid the conflict.
The order of the heirs, which
is laid down in the text, "'The wife and the daughters
and which is founded upon a principle and is
also &c.,"
relative to separate property,
is opposed by the order
laid down by texts of law with reference to the present
In this order, there is no principle hence this order
case.
rests entirely upon the authority of the texts of law.
A Iso
Narada ^ays, " But when the husband is dead, the wives,
who are destitute however of (the husband's) brother, father and mother, and all the sa^nndas shall divide the (whole
re-united) property agreeably to shares."
The meaning
'The wives' fhhdrydsj i. e., the patnis ;
of this text is:
'who are destitute of brother, father and mother,' means,
in case the brother father and mother of the husband do
not exist. By deviating from the rule regarding the conjunctive compound, agreeably to which the father and
mother who are entitled to greater respect than a brother,
ought to have been placed first in the compound ahhratripitri-7ndiriJcds (rendered above into
destitute of brother,
father and mother,') and by combining the words in the
reverse order, Narada intended to show that the estate of
a re-united sonless person goes to the brother in the first
instance, in their default to the father, in his default to
;

;

;

—

'

'

—

We

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

'
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Tims
the mother, and in her default to the virtuous wife.
it is to be observed that the wife of a re-united person succeeds first, not in default of the legitimate and the subsidiary sons (only) but on failure also of re-united (coparceners,)
whole and half brothers, father and mother. The meaning
of all the sapindas &c.,' is this ; those other than the
brothers, father and mother, who are scqnndas of a resuch as the brother's
united person destitute of male issue,
shall, on his death, divide their own property
sons &c.,
which was re-united by their father and tlie like with the
property of that sonless person, with his wives, agreeably
to shares', i. c, allotting the brother's sh^are to the nephews
and the husband's share to the wives, and so not modif}^ing the shares.
'

—

—

'

10.
On failure of the wife, the sister gets tlie share
Thus it is ordained by
of a sonless re-unlted person.
" But if there be a sister, ske is entitled to
Vrihaspati,
get a share of it, this is the law regarding the estate of
a person destitute of issue, also destitute of the wife and
the term 'also' fchaj suggests, "also destithe father,"

—

—

tute of the mother."

On failure of the, sister, the mere {i. e., unassosapindas, that is, the nearest sapindas shall divide
the estate left by a re-united person, agreeably to'" shares,
shall get the estate in the order of propinquity as
i.
e.,
" To the nearest sapinda,
declared by Manu in the text,
tlic inheritance next belongs ;" since the order of succes11.

ciated)

—

Thus
these has not been expressly declared.
If
the
deceased
declares,
"
the same sage (Vrihaspati)
have no issue, "nor wife, nor brother, nor father nor mother,
then all the sapindas shall divide his ju-opcrty agreeably to
shares." " His property" signifies the property of a re"If the deceased leave no issue &c.,"
united person
means, if the deceased be destitute of those (heirs) the
order of whose succession to the re-united estate has
sion

among

—

;

expressly been declared.

But it is to be observed that in default of the sapindas
the estate of a re-united person, like the estate of a person
separated, goes on his death to the samdnodakas and tlie

Sec. 12.]
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like in tlie order previously mentioned agreeably to the
degree of propinquity.
P'or there is no special text of
law relative to the re-united estate, declaring the order of
succession on failure of the sapindas.
12.
If it be argued that as by reason of the text a reunited brother and the like succeed to the estate of a re-united person in spite of the wife and the like, so by virtue of
the same text the re-united sons alone should inherit the
estate of the father when there are both re-united and
unassociated sons.
The answer is that the argument is
not tenable since the term sonless' occurring in the previous text, is to be construed with this text hence the
death of a re-united person witJiout male issue, is the cause
of the succession (of a re-united co-heir)
therefore when
a re-united person leaves male issue, then the text,
" But
of a re-united (co-heir) &c.,"
cannot? apply, since the
circumstance of his beino^ without male issue is wantingconsequently, in this instance too, both descriptions of
sons are equally entitled to •take the father's share by
*' The sons shall on the demise
reason of the text,
of the
parents, divide their estate and debts in equal shares."
But only whatever remains after the enjoyment by a
person re-united with his son, of that share which was
previously allotted to him (on partition,) shall be separately adjusted z. e., whatever share would belong to
the father at the time, shall be taken by the sons, dividing
the same.
Nor can it be contended that let not the term
sonless' occurring in the previous text be construed with the
text,
" But of a re-united (co-heir) &c." Because it would
follow that even as regards the property of a re-united
brother or the like who is not without male issue, his
brother or the like will take his share to the exclusion of
the male issue
and this would be opposed to the immemorial custom of all countries. And because if the text
" But of a re-united &c.," were relative without distinction
to a person who has male issue as well as to one who is
destitute of male issue, tlien this text could not reasonably
be said to form an exception to the text,
" The wife and
the daughters also &c.,"
which is relative only to a person
consequently the above contendestitute of male issue
'

:

;

;

—

—

;

'

—

;

—

—

;

28

—
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contrary to the term " but" which marks an excepit be argued (admitting the construction of
the term sonless' with the text regarding re-union) that
agreeably to the rule laid down by the learned, namely,
" An adjective becomes significant if it may reasonably be
applied, and if without it there would be inclusion of things
not intended to be included," this adjective (properly) refers only to one who is re-united with a brother or the
like, for it becomes exclusive
and not to one who is reunited with his son, for as that which is to be excluded is
wanting, its application would be unreasonable. Because
in the absence of two separate propositions if the precept
embodied in one proposition be operative sometimes
in connection with the adjective and sometimes without it, then in consequence of the two-fold meaning
of the same proposition caused by its construction and nonconstruction with the adjective, there would be variableness
in the proposition consisting in the variableness in the
precept. Besides, ownership in the property of the father or
other ancestor is to be held to be caused by sonship &c.,
alone, if not attended with degradation and the like disqualification, but not also if attended with re-union
by reason
of multii;)licity and as the sonship &c., belong equally to

tion

is

Nor can

tion.

'

—
;

;

:

(the male issue,) whether re-united or not, therethe succession, to their property, of all the sons and
the like without distinction is proper.
Nor can it be
said, that right (of the sons &c., as such) to the property
of the father and other ancestors, ceases by partition.
Because (if that were so) then it would follow that when
all the sons are separated and not re-united, then the
wife &C.J will become heirs as in default of male issue ;
and because the right of the fatlier and son to each other's
property is on the contrary laid down by A'pastamba and
lliirita, thus they say,
" (The father) may, in his lifetime divide the property and retire to a forest or adopt
the order befitting an old man or may divide a small portion and retain the greater portion liimself; and if ho bo
pinched, may resume from them."
" Tiio order befitting
on old man," means mendicancy (or the fourth order of
life)
bo pinched,' means, be reduced lor want of
food.
all

fore

—

—

;

'
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a son be born after partition, then (agreeably
said above, also) the sons who have been previously separated would have been entitled to the father's
property, but they are debarred by the text of Vrihaspati,
namely, " Those born before partition are not entitled to
the share of the parents
nor one born after it, to the
share of a brother. Whatever is acquired by a father separated from the son, belongs entirely to one born after
partition
those born before partition are declared to be
not entitled. As in the property so in debts also, in
gifts, pledges and purchases, they have no claim on each
other, except for acts of mourning and libations of water."
to

if

is

—

;

;

The

the estate of a re-united person
and support his daughters till
they are married as well as perform the ceremony of their
This is declared by Sankhu and Narada after
marriage.
premising re-union,
" If any one of the brothers without
issue die or enter a religious order, let the rest divide his
wealth, excepting the wife's s'eparate property.
Let them
allow a maintenance to his wives until the end of their lives,
provided they preserve unsullied the bed of their husband
but if they behave otherwise, the brothers may resume
their allowance. If he leaves a daughter, her paternal share
is ordained for maintenance, she shall get her portion till
afterwards the husband shall maintain her."
marriagfe
" If they behave otherwise" means, if they do not preserve
unsullied the bed of their husband, i. e., if they be of bad
character the prefix a in dsanskarat, (rendered into till
marriage',) signifies inclusion, hence the celebration of
marriage also is included.
13.

must maintain

heir

to

his wives

—

;

—

;

*

;

Thus ends

the partition of rc-united estate.

CHAPTER

V.

WOMAN'S PEOPERTY.

PART
§1.

I,

— The term striclhanam bears no
— Woman's property enumerated.
—^The terms gift before the &c., explained,
technical meaning.
— The amount of maintenance allowed to females. —The power
2.

3.

'

4.

fire'

5.

— Males

have no power over woman's property mgintenance may be exacted by the wife, if not
7.
Husband's power over the wife's propert}" in the event
wicked.
8.
What was promised by the husband to his wife must
of distress.
be given by his sons sons cannot divide the mother's property during
her life.
of females over their property.

—

6.

;

—

;

».

1.
Now, with a view
dhanam or tvoman^ s ]jroperty

On

Manu

this

(nuptial)

what

fire,

says,
is

to explain the partition of stri~

nature
— " What
^

its

determined.
given before the

is first

is

presented in the bridal procession,

bestowed in token of affection, and what is received from the brother, the mother or the father these
The term sixsix-fold are declared to be stridhanamy
fold' is intended, not as a restriction of a greater number,
but as a denial of a less. Accordingly Yogisvara uses the
term the like in the text, " What is given by the father,
the mother, the husband or the brother, what is received
before the (nuptial) fire, what is presented on the husband's
marriage to another wife, or the like, is pronounced to be
Also, Vishnu declares more than six sorts of
sir'idhanam?^
woman's property; thus he says, "What is given by the
father, the mother, the son or the brother, what is received
before the (nuj)tial) fire, what is presented on the husband's
marriage with another wife, what is given by the bandhus
or relations, and anvadhcyaJcam or a gift subsequent to
marriage these are denominated woman's property."

what

is

—

'

;

'

—

'

—

;

Narada

says,

— "What

is

received before the (nuptial)

fire,
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what

by

presented in the bridal procession, likewise a gift
husband, what is given by the brother and the
these six-fold are declared to be stridlianamP
term six-fold' is to be explained in the same way as
is

the
parents

The
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—

;

'

in the text of

Manu.

The term

siridlianam or woman's property has
above texts) in its ordinary meaning,
f/^., property whereof a woman is the owner, and not in
a technical sense (as including only the enumerated items
of property ;) for when the ordinary meaning is acceptable,
it is not proper to adopt a technical meaning.
Accordingly Yogisvara has employed the term the like' on purpose
2.

been used

(in the

'

to include what is acquired by the common means of
acquisition, such as inheritance, purchase &c.
If it were so, then the exclusion of cerIf it be said
tain kinds of property from the category of woman's proper:

—

ty would be unreasonable ; for, a woman's ownership therein cannot be denied by reasop of contradiction (with the
above exposition;) thus, Katyayana says,
"Among these,
what is given conditionally or what is given under collusion by the father, brother or husband that is not denomi-

—

;

nated woman's property."

'

Condition'

is

the restriction

ornament or the like, which is given to you, is
to be put on by you only on days of festivity &c., and not
what is given with such a restriction is
at any other time
*'
given conditionally :" '' under collusion" means, with the
that this

;

—

—

intention of defrauding the co-heirs,
(as if saying)
This
has been given to a maiden daughter, how can such property
be partible ?' It is also said by the same sage that what is
acquired by means of mechanical arts, also what is presented
out of affection by a friend or the like does not become woman's property, thus, " But whatever is acquired by
means of mechanical arts, also what is received through
affection from any other; therein the husband's ownership
the rest, however, is pronounced
arises at that time
woman's property." It is upon the assumption that the
term stridhanam is technical in its meaning, that what
would, by reason of being given by a brother &c., be
included by the term stridhanam is excepted (in the first
of the above texts ;) hence a technical meaning is intended

—

;

'
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the term
tlie above two texts) to be attached to
woman's property, viz. that stridhanam means what is
given by the father or the like excepting that (which
is mentioned in the first of the above texts) or excepting
wliat is gained by mechanical arts and the like (men-

(by

tioned in the second text.)
The answer is In the above texts the denial is, not
being woman's property, but of its consequentheir
of
ces, such as distribution (by her choice amongst her heirs,
&c. Accordingly in the latter text it is said, " therein
The meaning is that
the husband's ownership arises."
the husband and not the woman has independence in
In the first text, however,
dealing with such property.
the denial also of the woman's right is possible, by reason
of the employment of the terms condition' and collusion'
and it is universally known that no right accrues to such
'' Collusive
gifts, by reason of the text of Manu, namely,
gift
and
collusive
and
acceptance,
morto-age and sale,
fraud)
is
(or
found
all
these
condition
w^herever a
The following text (of Manu,)
be prevented."
shall
a son, also a slave these three
and
wife
"
A
namely,
property
whatever they acquire
holding
of
incapable
are
:

'

'

—
;

—

;

:

—

is to be taken to refer,
belongs to him whose they are,"
in the case of a wife, only to what is acquired by mechanical
arts &c., by reason of the simplicity of the supposition
that both the precepts are founded on the same radical

revelation.

The terms gift before the nuptial fire,' and the
by Katyayana, thus, '' What is given
explained
like are
of their marriage, near the nuptial
time
the
at
women
to
the wise as the woman's property
by
proclaimed
is
fire,
given before the nuptial fire. That again, which a woman
receives while she is conducted from her father's house
(to her husband's dwelling) is declared as woman's property under the name of gift presented in tlie bridal i)roccssion. Wliatever, however, is given through afi'ection by
the mother-in-law or the fatlicr-in-law, or what is given
on obeisance by touching the feet (of a woman,) is
Subse(|ucnt to marriage, howcalled an alTcctionate gift.
ever, what is received by a woman from lier Inisband's
family is called a gift subsequent, and so is what is like3.

'

—

f
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"

Whatever, however,
wise received from her own family.
conreceived as a price of household furniture,
is
veyance, milch-cattle and ornaments, is denominated
That which is received by a married
fee or siiJka.
woman or by a maiden in the house of her husband
or of her lather, from her brother or from her parents,
The reading (of the text definis termed a kind gift."
ing a kind gift) as adopted in the Kalpataru and other
" from her husband"
from
(instead of
works, is
The terms presents before fire,' &c.
her brother.')
although they convey their derivative meaning, are still
technical, inasmuch as they are applied only to the above
It has been explained
descriptions of woman's property.
the
price
of household furniture
that
Madanaratna,
in the
&c., which is taken from the bridegroom or the like for
giving (in marriage"^ the bride, in the shape of the bride's
In the Mitakshara,
ornaments, is the fee or sulka.
however, it is said, that the fee or sulka is that which
But
having been taken, the bride is given in marriage.
in both (the books), it is intended that the father or the
like takes it on the understanding that it is to belong to the
bride because, otherwise, in the absence of her right
thereto, the application of the denomination of woman's
But Jimutavahana
propert}'" to it, would be unreasonable.
having adopted a reading (of the above text of Katj^ayana,

—

'

'

;

.

defining the fee or sulkaj in which there

is

the

word karmi-

nam, workmen, instead oi karmandnij acts, has explained
"In order to have a work done by
the text in this way
workmen on houses &c., i. e., by artizans, what is given as
a bribe to a woman for inducing her husband or others
(of her family who are the artizans}, to do the work,
This itself is the price, as it is paid
is the fee or sulka.
He has further said, " Or the fee
for her inducement."
is what is described by Vyasa in the text,
What is o-iven
to bring her to her husband's house is called the fee or
sulka.''
The meaning is, that what is given by way of
bribe or the like, to induce her to go to her husband's house
is the fee or siilka.''^
Both these descriptions of property
belong to the woman, for to her alone they are given
hence it is easy to understand the application of the name
woman's property' to these, in the same way as to other
kinds of woman's property.
:

—

—

*

—

'
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A gift on supersession fcidliivedanikamj is what is bestowed on the first wife on the occasion of espousing an" To
other wife. This is described by Yajnavalkya, thus
a woman whose husband marries a second wife, let him
give an equal sum as a compensation for supersession,
but if
if woman's property have not been given to her
any have been assigned, let him allot half."

—

;

Katyayana lays down a

special rule regarding the
the father or the like, to females
" The father, the mother, the
for their maintenance
jncitis or kinsmen of the same
brother
or
the
the
husband,
family, shall agreeably to their means, give to women
stridhanam, not exceeding two thousand, excepting immoveable property." The meaning is, that property other
than immoveables, extending to two thousand kdrshdpanas
So also Vyasa
shall be given according to the means.
" But an allowance of property amounting to
declares,
two thousand at the most shall be given to a female."
Katyayana by the term not exceeding two thousand,'
and Vyasa by the term at the most,' show that even a
rich man is not to give more to women (whom he is bound
This restriction, however, is to be underto maintain).
stood to apply to what is given every year, and not to
an allowance once for all. Hence there is no incongruity,
4.

grant of property

b)''

:

—

—

—

'

'

if

the property

given for maintenance for

amount

many

years

maintenance that the
exceed this
gift is made, but it is not possible that that for the whole
life can be covered by merely two tliousand fkdrshajianasj,
;

for it is for

In the disposal of woman's property, however,
5.
females have not independence witliout tlic permission
This is declared by Manu thus,
of their husband.
" Women shall not make any disbursement out of family
pro})erty whicli is common to many, or even out of their
own property without the permission of their husband."
Disbursement fnirhdraj means, expenditure.
But in the disposal of some kinds of woman's property,
females have independence this, Katyayana having de" The iudependonco
scribed a kind gift, declares thus,
gift, is admitted (in
kind
received
a
have
of women who
;

—

^t't-'-
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was given by them out of kindness,
With respect to a kind gift, the

for their maintenance.

independence, at

making

all

times,

of

sale or gift according to

women

is

pleasure,

proclaimed in
even when it

consists of immoveable property."
But as regards property given by the husband, they
have independence in dealing only with property other
Tliis is declared by Narada, thus,
than immoveables.
" What has been given by an affectionate husband to his
wife, she may, even when he is dead, consume it or give
it away as she pleases, excepting immoveable property."
The meaning is, that the wife can only enjoy the immoveable property given by the husband by dwelling on it,
&c., but cannot make a gift, sale, or the like.
Some are
of opinion that the text of Katyayana also, viz.
" Let the
sonless wife, preserving unsullied the bed of her husband
&c." refers onl}^ to immoveable projoerty given by the
husband, since (if interpreted in this way) it embodies the
same precept as the text of Narada. But what it refers to,
has been discussed by us w^ile explaining the text,
" The wife and the daughters also, &c." (p. 136 et sequel).

—

—

The males (of the family), however, have no
6.
power of disposal over any kind of stridhanam^ inasmuch
this is declared by
as they have no ownership in it
*' Neither the husband nor the son nor
K^tyay^fna,
the father nor the brothers can assume the power over a woman's
property to take it or give it away. If any of these persons
forcibly consume a woman's property, he shall be compelled
to make it good with interest, and shall also incur a fine.

—

If such a i^erson

:

having obtained her consent amicably,

consume her property, he shall be required to pay the
principal, when he becomes rich (enough to pay it).
But
if the husband have a second wife and do not show honor
to his first wife, he shall be compelled by force to restore
her property though amicably lent to him.
If food,
raiment and dwelling be withheld from the woman, she
may exact her due supply and take a share (of the estate)
with the co-heirs."
The meaning of the two couplets beginning with " But
if the husband having taken the
if the husband," is this
29
:
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wealth of one wife lives with another wife and neglects the
the king shall forcibly compel him to restore that
first,
wealth and if the husband does not supply her with
food, raiaient and dwelling, then these also or property
sufficient for these, may be forcibly exacted by the wife.
This also is to be understood to take effect when she is
blameless for a wicked woman is not entitled to obtain
any sort of woman's property whatsoever, as is declared
by the same sage, '' But a woman who is inimical, shameless, dissipator of wealth, or adulterous is not worthy of
woman's property." By the expression is not worthy ', it
is indicated that what has been received by her may be
is one who is always
inimical
forcibly taken from her
engaged in committing acts against the will of the husband, another reading is impudent {nirmaryacla instead
;

;

—
—

'

:

—

'

'

'

'

of shameless).

—

Devala says, " Her subsistence, her ornaments,
her fee or sulka^ and her gains are the separate property of
She herself exclusively has the right to enjoy it,
a woman.
her husband has no right to use it, except in distress. In
case of consumption or disbursement without cause, he must
7.

Subsistence or vridit to the wife with interest."
means, according to the Snu'itichandrika, what is given
by the father or the like (relation) towards her advancement. In the Madanaratna, however, this is read as vritti^
and is explained to mean what is given by the father or the
Gains signifies what is received
like for subsistence.
from any person, who makes the present for the purpose
without cause
of pleasing Gauri or some other goddess
disbursement,' moans
means, otherwise than in distress
abandonment, i. c, giving away this is relative to gift
and enjoyment that are not permitted by the wife, but if
she permits, tliere is no ilxult even when there is no distress
the term exclusively in the passage siie herself exclubecause the
is intended to exclude her children
sively
her
passage
by
the
down
laid
husband's exclusion is
husband
the
because
it,'
and
use
husband has no right to
being excluded, tlie exclusion of the brother and other
relations who are more distant than the husband is, by

refund

'

'

dhi,

*

'

:

:

'

'

;

:

'

'

'

'

;

'

the rule of the staff and the cake, established.

From

tho
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except in distress,' it appears that there is no fault
the wife's property be used) in distress ; hence the same
*' Is
entitled to
sage declares in the concluding text,
for
tlie
also
relief
property,
of the distress
use woman's
The term husband (occurring in the preceof ihe son."
ding text) is to be construed with this text. The term
the meaning is,
son' is intended to indicate the family
for the relief of the distress, i. e., the pain caused by the
want of food &c., of the family. The term ' also,' shows
that the husband is entitled to give away or consume the
wife's property without her consent, in any other difficulty caused by the want of money.
How can it be shown by this text that a
If it be said
person is entitled to give away or consume another person's
property without the consent of the owner for it would
be a contradiction in terms in the case of consent, however, there is no difficulty although there be no distress.
The answer is, that by virtue of the texts (to that effect
it is to be admitted that) he has ownership itself over
such property to use it for-^uch purposes so there is no

plirase

'

—

(it"

—

*

;

:

;

:

—

;

Accordingly Yogisvara says,
" A husband, if
unwilling, is not liable to make good the property of his
wife, taken by him in a famine or for the performance of
some religious duty or during illness or while under
For the performance of some religious duty,'
restraint."
means,' for the performance of necessary, daily or occawhile under restraint means, while
sional, ceremonies
arrested by the king for the levy of a fine or the like
but Vdchaspati says that the term sampratirodhake (rendered into while under restraint ') is an adjective qualifying
illness,' and that it means preventing the pursuit of avodefect.

—

'

'

'

;

:

'

'

cations.

Also,

the proposition,

—

"

if

unwilling,

is

not

is to be understood to refer to the
to make good"
case of inability to refund on account of poverty and the

liable

he is able to repay, then even what is taken
and the like, must be refunded when this
text may reasonably be interpreted in this very way, it
would be improper to maintain that he may choose not to
refund even if he is able to do so.
As the term husband
is used in the text, therefore it is to be known that even
in the event of distress the husband alone but no other
like

;

but

if

in a famine

:

'
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woman's property and

(relative) has the right to take a

repay

it

to

at his desire.

What
when he

the husband promised to give to his wife
is dead, be given to her by the son and the
This too is declared by the same sage, " Property
like.
promised by the husband to his wife must be paid by his
sons, just as his debts."- The term sons' includes grandsons and great-grandsons, by reason of the expression
By this it is shewn that although the
'just as his debts.'
to their mother's property by
sons
accrues
right of the
no
partition, while she is alive.
can
be
still
there
birth,
8.

must,

—

—

'

Thus woman's property has been

PART
§ 1.

described.

II,

— Joint

succession of sons and daughters to gift subsequent and
2.
Maiden daughters succeed to yauaffectionate gift of husband.
3.
Daughter's succession to other kinds of property in prefertalca.

—
—
to yautaka
—According to Jimiitavahana
ence to
to every descrip— But according Vijnancsvara,
by Jimutavahana.
—Latter's argument
tion of property.
— Criticism by the author. — The daughter's daughters, and
9 — 15. — Succession to j^roperty of a
woman.
—Succession
— Jiof husband and parents according to form of marriage.
— Brothers' succession to of
mutavahana's opinion
Sulka goes to uterine brothers.
— Gift of bandhus
parents.
15. — Females not
— Of other
goes to landhns.
sons.

only.

this refers

4.

this refers

to

5.

criticized

G.

8.

7.

sons.

chihlless

9.

10.

criticized.

11.

gift

13.

12.

14.

heirs.

ex])ressly

mentioned, cannot succeed.
1.

Now,

the partition of woman's property

plained.

Manu

—

is

ex-

'' But when tlie mother is dead,
uterine brothers and the uterine sisters shall
Since in this text
ecjually divide the nuiternal estate."
the term and' is used which convoys the same meaning
as the conjunctive compound, tliereforo it is shewn tliat
the uterine brothers and sisters are jointly entitled to take
Tlie term uterine' is used to debar
tlio mother's estate.
the children of a different mother.

On

all

this

says,

the

'

'

•
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comraon to
dead but if

is
is

;

without leaving issue, let her husband, mother, brother or
In this text, however, the conjunctive comfather take it."
pound itself (of sons and daughters, viz., puttra-kanyandm)
is used, hence the joint succession of sons as well as daugh-

—

ters is clear.
But this (joint succession of the

son and daughter)
two descriptions of woman's property, namely,
subsequent and what is through affection given

is relative to

the gift
by the husband.

—

Manu

himself says,
" The
gift subsequent and what has been given by the affecthese
become the property of the
tionate husband
children of the deceased woman though the husband is
The gift subsequent as defined before, also what
alive."
these
has through affection been given by the husband
descriptions of a woman's property belong to children,'
Although
i. e,, sons and daughters of the deceased woman.
means, in spite of the surviving
the husband is alive
husband since the locative ease in patyau (husband) is
The term children in this
indicative of disregard.
text being used witliout any qualification, the co-equal
ownership of the male and female children is expressed ;
hence they are to take the maternal estate in equal shares
in their
not, however, the sisters in the first instance
default. the brothers.
The sisters in the text of Manu (para. I ) are to be
taken to be unmarried. Accordingly Vrihaspati says,
" A woman's property appertains to her issue, the daughbut when there is an unmarried
ter also is a sharer of it
daughter, the married one obtains a mere token of reThe term issue means, sons
spect."
since
the
daughter is separately mentioned
sharer of it means,
a mere token of respect
an equal sharer with a son
means that she obtains something, as a token of respect
(due to her), in proportion to it, but not an equal share
with a son.
In default of the unmarried daughters, the married
ones also, whose husbands are alive, participate with their
This is declared by Katydyana,
brothers.
" The sisters
whose husbands are alive shall succeed together with

Accordingly

;

—

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

^

:

'

'

:

;

'

'

;

—

'

'

'

;

'

:

:

'

'

'

—

their brothers."
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At the time of partition sometliing should be given
Accordingly Manu says,
also to the daugliter's daughters.
" If there be daughters of the daughters, to them also,

—

according as they deserve, should be given through affection, sometliing out of their grandmother's property,"
* according as they
deserve,' means, regard being had to
propriety and to poverty and the like. Nor can it be argued
that as the daughter's daughters have not then any right,
wherefore is anything to be given to them ? Since, just
as in the case of paternal property, although the daughters
have no right of inheritance when there are sons, still a
quarter share is to be allotted to them by virtue of texts
Accorthe same reason holds good in this instance also.
dingly the term through affection' is used. The distinction is, that in the present instance it being declared that
the gift is to be made through affection, it is also indicated
that it is optional but in the other instance, the allotment
is compulsory by reason of the expression of censure in
" those that are unwilling to give become
the text,
degraded."
;

'

;

—

'2.
But the yautalca property (the nuptial presents)
of the mother belongs to the maiden daughters alone not
Tliis is declared by
to sons nor to married daughters.
Manu himself, " But the yautaka or the nuptial present of
the mother is the share of the unmarried daughters-alone."
According to the root yu to unite, wliatever is, at the
time of marriage, given to the bride and the bridegroom
sitting upon the same seat, is called yautaka through the
derivation, what belongs to the yiilau (or the two united)
But some (commentators, among whom the
is yautaka.''
author of the Dayabhdga is one) maintain that on marriage
the corporeal union of the man and wife takes place, by
" (His) bone (becomes idenreason of the Sruti, namely,
flesh, skin witli skin,"
flesh
with
bone,
(her)
tical) with
bones and otlier parts of
is,
that
the
whicli
of
moaning
the
Others (among whom
one.
wife
become
and
husband
the
the author of the Dayatattva is one) say that on marriage
the union (of the husband and wife) arises, since it is
indicated in the text (which the bride and the bridegroom
are made to recite at the time of the marriage,) namely,
;

—

'

—
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my

let that become mine, what is
In the Nighantu it is said
thine."
What belongs to the two united ov yuta is yautaka.^ The
term is also read as yautuka^ since it is stated in the Kosa
"What is ycmtoJta is also
(or authoritative vocabulary,)
Devasvamiu
says
The
property of the mother
yautxika.^^
which was received by her in the house of" her father is
QVLW^diyautaka, such property being distinct from what was
since the term
received in the house of her husband
yauta signifies also disunion as it is said in the Dhatupatha that The root yu means, to unite or to disunite,'
and it is used in this sense, thus, on completion of the
This, [i. e., what is said by Devayuta or disunion.'
*'

AVhat

heart

let

thy heart,

is

become

that

'

—

:

;

;

'

'

svamin) ig not good. For it is merely an assumption,
inasmuch as there being no criterion for determination, it
may equally be said that the term yautaka means the property received in the liusband's house, such property being
distinct from what is obtained in the father's house.
When there are more than one maiden daughter,
then agreeably to the maxim^ Equality is the rule where
no distinction is expressed,' their shares must be equal,
no distinction being expressed.
'

The property

of the mother excepting these three
subsequent, affectionate gift of the husband
and yavfiaka) devolves on her daughters (in the first instance and not on her sons.) Amongst them also, first on
the unmarried daughters
in their default, on those that
amongst these also, first on those that are
are married
unprovided
on failure of them, on those who are provided, and whose husbands are living failing them, on the
widowed ones. Accordingly Gautama declares, " A woman's property goes to her daughters, unmarried and unprovided."
It is explained by Apararka and the author
of the Kalpataru that
unprovided' means childless,
indigent, neglected (by the husband) or widowed.
Vijnanesvara and others attach to the term the first two of the
above meanings. In this text also although the general
woman's property' is employed, still it is to be
term
taken to refer to property other than the three descriptions
mentioned above. This is said also in the Smritichandrika
and the Madanaratna.
3.

kinds,

{viz., gift

;

:

;

;

—

'

*

—
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Ragliuuandana maintain

above, (§3,) the text of
Narada,
namely,
"The daughters (shall take) their
mother's (property ;) in default of daughters, her (or their)
offspring,"
the text of Katyayaua, namely,
" But in
default of the daughter, that property devolves on the
son,"
the text of Yogisvara, namely
" Daughters share
the residue of their mother's property after payment of her
debts in their default, the issue,"
and other texts of law,
declaring the succession of daughters to woman's property,
refer to yautalca or nuptial presents only, in conformity
with the text of Manu, namely " The ijautaha is the
share of the unmarried daughters alone,"
and with the
text of Vasishtha,
" Let the females divide the nuptial
present of their mother"
otlierwise there would be a conflict with the text of Manu cited before (§ 1.)
The term
pdrinayya (in Vasishtha's text, rendered into
nuptial
present') has been explained by them to mean what is
received at marriage fparinaya^J that is to say, yautaka.
But in the Kalpataru and the Vivadachintdmani, the reading is imrindyya which is explained to mean the parapliernalia of a woman, such as the mirror, comb and the

—

cited

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

:

'

like.

But Vijnanesvara sa3^s
Every description of woman's property goes first,
even when there are tlie sons and the rest, to the daughters, the daughter's daughters and the dauglitcr's sons
and in their default to the sons and the rest. Tlie succes5.

sion

to

:

the estate of a childless

woman

will be explained

—

hereafter. In the text of Yogisvara, namely,
" Daughters
share the residue of their mother's property after payment

of her debts

;

in their default the issue"

— the term

'

their

'

not to daughters alone, but also to daughter's
daughters and daughter's sons, by reason of the text of
Naiada, namely,
" The daughters (shall take) their
mother's (})roperty) in default of the daughters, their
(or her) offspring."
In this text (of Narada) the term tat
(their or her) in the compound tadanvayas (their or her
oll'spring) refers to the contiguous term daughters (and
not to the term mother's' which is more remote). Accorrelates

—

;

'
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dingly the daughters' offspring including the daughters'
daughters and the daughters' sons (is meant by the term
Amongst them also first the daughter's
tadanvayas).
daughter (succeeds ;) in her default, the daughter's son. In
the text of Yogisvara, which will be cited below, the term
daughters' in the passage ^' but if she leave progeny, it
will go to the (daughter's) daughters,"
means the daughfor, otherwise, there would be tautology,
ter's daughters
as he himself has clearly declared the
succession of
*' The daughters share the residue
daughters in the text,
The succession of the
of their mother's property &c."
daughter's son follows from the general expression " the
daughters' offspring" (Narada's text).
But the right of the sons follows from the uni-residual
conjunctive compound intros (' of the parents') in the text
(of Yajnavalkya,^
" After the demise of the parents the
sons shall equally divide the heritage and the debts" and
this has been already explained before.
Also in the text,
" The daughters (shall take) the mother's (property)
the son and the like
their
default, the issu-e,"
in
issue,' since it is proper to
are intended by the term
mother's,' and since
construe it with the term
the
But there can be
daughters' are separately mentioned.
no defect of tautology (attributable to this interpretation of
the above two texts of Yajnavalkya) since this (latter)
text is 'intended to establish the succession of the sons in
default of the daughters, (while in the first text the mere
right of the sons to inherit, is mentioned).
But the meaning of the text of Manu, namely, '' But
when the mother is dead, &c." (§1) is this
All the
uterine brothers shall equally divide their maternal pro'

—

;

—

—

:

—

—

'

'

'

—

when
when

—

:

'

succession opens, and the uterine
their right takes effect.
But the meaning
is not that both (brothers and sisters) shall together divide ;
for, in the absence of the conjunctive compound or the
uni-residual conjunctive compound, the mutual union (of

perty,'

sisters'

their

'

brothers and sisters) does not appear but the term
and'
(which it may be contended, bears the same meaning as
a conjunctive compound) may reasonably be explained to
express the union (of brothers and sisters') merely so far
as regards their grammatical construction, both bein^j;

'

30

'
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nomlnntive to the verb divide.' As for example, if it is
Devadatta and Yajnadatta shall pursue agriculture,'
said,
it does not (necessarily) appear that they must jointly do
the same. Although, the right of both (sons and daughters)
to succeed to their mother's estate has been declared in
other texts, still this text is intended to prohibit, by the
employment of the term equally,' the mode of unequal
distribution on account of specific deductions and the
'

'

'

like.

uterine' is used (in the above text of Manu)
the purpose of excluding the brothers and sisters
sprung from a different mother. Hence it is that Manu
(in another text) declares that the property, of a low caste
woman is taken by the daughter of her co-wife of a
superior class, though not begotten by herself, and in her
thus,
" The wealth of a woman,
default by her progeny
which has been in any manner given to lier by her father,
or let it behmg
let the Brahmaiii (step) daughter take
Here by the term woman' is intended
to her offspring."
a woman of the Kshatriya or the like (inferior) class,
having no issue and the term Brahmani' is illustrative,
meaning, belonging to a superior class. This (text) forms
an exception to the rule that the jDroperty of a childless
woman, appertains to the husband.' Hence the daughter
of a Kshatriya co-wife takes the property of her childless
step-mother of the Vaisya class, and the daughter of a
rival wife of the Vaisya class takes the property of her
and in her default lier
Siidra step-mother without issue
and in their default, the text, '' The jn'opcrty
children
of a childless woman appertainsto the husband,"
is applicable to such "property.
Hence the daughters and the rest are entitled to take
the property of a woman leaving issue, in the first instance and after them the sons and the like.

The term

'

for

—

;

;

'

*

'

;

'

—

;

;

—

;

On this Jimiitavahana says Since, although a
6.
brothers' and
sisconjunctive conq^ound (of tlio terms
ters') is not enq)loyed in the texts of Manu, Vrihaspati,
JSankha and Likhita, yet the same meaning (that is ex])rcsscd l)y a conjunctive compound) is conveyed by the
term and' which signifies conjunction ) since in the text
:

*

'

'

I
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of Devala the conjunctive compound itself of ' sons and
and since, for
daughters,' vis., piittra-'kanydmim is used
the sake of consistency (of this text of Devala with the
texts of Manu and the rest), it is proper that the term
and' in those texts (of Manu and the rest) also, should
denote the mutual union (of brothers and sisters connected
by it), therefore it is reasonable to say that brothers and
sisters shall together take the property, dividing the same.
Besides if the daughters alone were entitled to take the
entire property of their mother, then the special text with
respect to tlie yaiitaJca or nuptial presents would be meaningless.
And it is not reasonable to say that this
text
(regarding yautaka) is intended to exclude the
married dauohters, as in it the term " unmarried dauo'hters" is
because their exclusion,
as
reemployed
gards all kinds of stridhanam, is declared in the texts of
Gautama and the rest, and because \\ cannot but be admitted that on failure of the unmarried daughters, the
married ones are entitled to take even the yautaka. Hence
the distinction is, that joint succession alone of sons and
daughters, is intended by Manu and the rest, to be relative to the presents before the fire, and other kinds of
woman's property 'but the succession of the daughters
alone, to be relative to yautaka or nuptial presents.
But
tlie terms
affectionate gift of the
gift subsequent' and
husband* used by Manu in another text are intended to
include other descriptions of woman's property such as
for, otherwise, the
presents before the nuptial fire.,' &c.
separate text regarding the yautaka would be useless.
This is the opinion also of the author of the Dclyatattva and of others.
;

'

;

;

'

'

'

;

7.

As regards

this

(contention)

it

appears that, as

no authority to support the view that the terms
gift subsequent,' &c., mentioned (in the text of Manu)
are intended to be illustrative, therefore to all kinds of
the mother's estate excepting these two {viz., the gift subsequent and the affectionate gift of the husband), the
there

is

'

succession of the daughters takes place in the first instance; and on failure of them, the succession of the sons.
The special provision, however, concerning the yautaka is
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intended to indicate the exclusion of the married daughters
and the like. If it be said that tlieir exclusion is common
to other kinds of woman's property (and not peculiar to
Ihe ycmtaJia, consequently the special provision is useless).
The answer is, true; t3ut (the distinction is that) the
exclusion is not unconditional (as regards other kinds of

woman's property), wliereas in tlie case of y^z/^/Zt^ it is
unconditional. Accordingly it is held by the author of
the Smritichandrika, and others that on failure of the
maiden daughter the yautaka appertains to the husband
or the like, alone, according to tlie form of marriage, and
not to the married daughters and the like.
But what is intended by Professor Vijnanesvara is
The text (of Yajnavalkya) which generally lays
this
down that woman's property is to be inherited by the
daughters, can only be restricted in its application, if
there be another text which admits of no other interpretaBut
tion excepting the one that restricts the first text.
it cannot be contended that the texts of Manu and others,
establish the joint succession' of sons and daughters^ and
admit of no other explanation. For these texts may be
explained to establish the son's right of inheritance. Nor
can it be contended that the joint succession of the sons
and daughters is indicated by the term and' (in some
texts) and by the conjunctive compound (in tlio text of
Devala, §1). Because these may as well be expldined to
express the construction (of both the brother and sister
or the son and daughter) as the persons who are to
Otherwise, when tlie uni-residual
effect the division.
'' The
wife
conjunctive compound is used in the text,
and the dauglitcrs also*, the parents fpitarauj, &c.," and
" it appertlie conjunctive compound is used in tlie text,
the
tains to the mother and the father fmdtu-pitrosj
succession of the mother and the father, one after the
other, which is maintained in all the commentaries (on
In that instance it is said
law), would bo uiireiisoiuiblc.
that, consistently with the text of Vishnu and the like, the
compounds may be explained to express no more than the
association (of the comi)onent words) as regards grammatical construction, but that the order of succession, one
after the other, of the persons expressed by the words,
:

'

—

—

—
—

^''^
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at variance (with the grammatical construction)
Similarly, in this instance
not incompatible (with it).
also, the order of succession, one after the other, (of
the sons and the daughters.) is expressed by the text
of Yogisvara, namely,- " On failure of them, the issue,"
and by the text of Katyayana, namely, ** But in
default of the daughters, the inheritance devolves on the
sons ;" and in conformity with these texts, it is proper to
explain the conjunctive compound and the term and'
(used in other texts) to mean no more than the association (of the terms sons and daughters) for grammatical
construction but it is not proper to say that agreeably to
the conjunctive compound and the term and' (occurring in
other texts) these texts are to be interpreted to bear a
different meaning (from w^hat appears on the face of them).
Besides, there would be the fallacy of mutual dependence
since, if the joint succession (of sons 'and daughters) be
established, then the texts (declaring the
succession
of daughters alone) are to be restricted in their application
but if these texts be -restricted in their application,
then it can be ascertained that the texts (in which the
conjunctive compound or the term
and' is used) intend
joint succession (of sons and daughters).
It cannot be argued that (agreeably to the above
view) the special text (of Manu §1) regarding the gift subsequent and the like would be meaningless.
Since this
text may have a meaning, if it be interpreted in the same
way in which the text regarding the yautaka has been
explained in the Smritichandrika.
Or all the texts may
have a meaning if interpreted in this way the mere ri"-ht
of inheritance of the children being established by the
text (of Manu regarding the gift subsequent and the like)
gift subsequent' is intended to be
in which the term
illustrative, the equality (of shares) and the like are laid
down by the texts like " But when the mother is dead,
&c." (§ 1). Thus there is no difficulty.
The venerable Vidyaranya, however, has given both
(the above interpretations, the first of which is) accordinoto the Smritichandrika and (the second according to) the
Mitakshard, but he has not passed any opinion.

though
is

—

—

—

*

:

'

:

;

'

:

'

—
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But the succession, before tlie sons and the like,
daughter's daughter, and after her, of the daughter's
son is unanimously admitted by the authors of the Mitakshard, the (Smriti) Chandrika and the Madanaratna as
well as by the venerable Vidyaranya.
But Jimutavahana and the author of the Dayatattva
In default of the daughters, the succession of sons
say
alone takes place, but not the succession of the daughter's
daughter and the like, and afterwards that of the sons.
" The mother's
Since, in the text of Narada, namely,
in default of
(property), the daughters (shall take)
daughters, her (or their) issue" the term issue' which
signifies, the issue in the shape of the son and tlie like,
cannot properly be construed with daughters.' For the
term daughter which signifies a particular sort of progeny
issue'
cannot possibly be construed with another (word
signifying) progeny, as there is no mutual requirement
Nor is the want of
(of the words) both being alike.
mutual requirement affected by the construction (of the
term issue') with the pronoun tat (her or their), for this
pronoun (relating as it does agreeably to the opposite
view, to the term daughters) must present the idea of
daughters as such. Besides, as in the text of Yajnavalkj^a
(§ 4), the term daughters' has the termination of the first or
nominative case, and the pronoun of them' ftdhhyasj^ has
that of the fifth or ablative case, they cannot bo construed
with the term issue' which requires a word in the genihence it is to be
tive case to be construed therewith
construed with the term mother's' though it is separated
by the intervention of other terms. Therefore consistently
witli the text of Yajnavalkya the meaning of the term in
the text of Narada also, is, mother's issue sucli as sons
and tlic like, but not the dauglitcrs' issue. Moreover, conformably with the text of Baudhayana, namely '* j\Iale
issue of the body fangajaj being left, the property must
go to them," tlie succession of the son alone as an
immediate issue of the body is proper by reason of propinquity, but not of the daughter's son and the like who arc
mediate descendants not born of her person.
This is erroneous. For if a word signifying progeny
could not be construed with another word denoting progeny,
8.

of

tlie

:

—

—
;

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

—

—
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then there could be no such construction in the case of
son and the like also. If this argument be met by
saying that there can be no objection to the construction
of two words signifying progeny when one is expressed
to be the progeny of the other, then the same may be said
(And it must be so said,) for otherin this instance too.
wise there could be no construction even in such a case,
Therefore this (objection ofJias the daughter's son.'
miitavahana) proceeds only from ignorance of grammatical
In the text of Yajnavalkya, however, alconstruction.
though the son and the like alone are expressed by the
mother's issue,' still this text merely recites the right of
the sons which has already been laid down in the text,
''
On the demise, of the parents, the sons shall equally
divide the heritage and the debts,"
for the purpose of

the

'

'

—

showing that the liquidation of the debts and the default
of the daughters are the conditions ®f their right and
there can be no inconsistency if their right takes effect
even after the daughter's sons. But the text of Baudhayana, namely " male isyue of the body being left &c."
which may be taken'to establish by its generality the
:

—

—

son's right of succession to the estate of the mother, or to
establish generally the right of sons and daughters as the
term angaja (rendered into male issue) signifies any child,

ought to be interpreted with reference to a propinquity
which ie not inconsistent with any other text. So this (e. e,
the argument drawn from this text) is nothing.

(The heir to woman's property) on failure of issue
9.
'' If she be gone
declared by Yogisvara,
(to rest) without issue, her kinsmen shall take it."
If she be gone,'
i. e.j if she die
without issue,' i. e., without leaving descendants from the daughter to the great-grandson, her kinsmen,' i. e., such as are mentioned in the following couplet,
shall take it,' i. e. the woman's property.
The same sage declares the succession of the kinsmen
in different ways according to the different forms of marriage, thus,
" The property of a childless woman, (married.) also in the four forms of marriage, of which (series
of four) the Brahma stands in the beginning, goes to her
husband j but if she is a mother, it belongs to her (daugh-

—

is

—

'

'

'

'

—
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daughters and in other forms of marriage, it goes to
The four forms of marriage are, the Brahma,
the father,"
the Daiva, the A'rsa and the Prajapatya the Gdndharva
also.'
Or the four
also is included, by force of the term
forms' may be taken to be exclusive of the Brahma, and to
include the Daiva, the Arsa, the Prajapatya and the
Gandharva for the compound hrdhmddisJm (rendered into,
being a
of which the Brahma stands in the beginning,')
hahuvr'ihi or a descriptive adjective, the attribute expressed
by it may be taken to have no reference to the predication. By this (interpretation) is removed the disagreement
(of this text of Yajnavalkya) with the following text of
Manu, namely, " It is ordained that the property (of a
woman married) in (the forms of marriage called) the
Brahma, Daiva, A'rsa, Gandharva or Prajapatya, shall
belong to the husband alone, if she die without issue."
The property of a childless woman married in the
Brahma or the like form of marriage belongs to her
husband, and on failure of him to the husband's nearest
For the nearness l;o the owner being debarred
relations.
by the husband, preference ought fo be given to the nearness to the husband.
But if a woman be married in other forms of marit goes to her father,'
riage,' i. e.j in ths A'sura or the like,
and the father, since the term 'father'
i. <?., to the mother
(^pitrij is the result of the uni-residual conjunctive compound
Amongst them also, it goes to the
(of mother and father).
and after her to the father,
instance,
the
first
mother in
according to the principle set forth while explaining the
term parents', fpitaruu in the text, " The wife and the
daughter also, the parents &c.") there being no other text
against the application of that principle to the present
'' But the property
Accordingl}^, in the text,
given
case.
to a woman (married) in the A'sura or tlio like forms of
marriage, is ordained for the mother and the father, if she
IManu sliows the priority of
die witliout leaving issue,"
the mother, by placing first the term motlicr in the conjunctive compound mdia-pitros.
Besides, as it is expressly declared that the father inherits the property of a maiden on failure of the motlicr,
Thus Bauso the same order is proper in this case also.

—

ter's)

;

'

:

'

;

'

—

'

—

'

'

—

'

—

—

I
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dliayana declares,
" The wealth of a deceased maiden,
let the uterine brothers themselves take on failure of them,
it shall belong to the mother
in her default, to the father."
On failure of the mother and the father, it goes to their
nearest relations.
In all the above-mentioned forms of marriage without
distinction, if the woman be a mother,' i. <?., have issue, her
property belongs to her daughters.' It has already been
mentioned that by the terra daughters' in this text (para.
2) the daughter's daughters are intended. I'he daughter's
daughters also, inherit in the order of the unmarried ones,
&c., by reason of the text of Gautama and others. And it has
previously been stated that when the daughters take the
property, something should through affection be given to the
daughter's daughters.
When the daughter's daughters
have their mothers different, and those sprung from one
mother are unequal in number to those sprung from another, they shall divide their grandmother's property according to their mothers, just as grandsons do according
to their fathers; for Gautama* declares,
" Or let the share
of each class be according to the mother."
;

;

'

'

'

—

—

10.
But Jimutavahana says
This text lays down a
rule regarding only that wealth which is received at the
time of the celebration of marriage in the Brahma or the like*
forms, but not regarding the entire property of a woman
married in any of those forms. Because the connection
(of the words) being, " the property, in (the forms of mar:

—

if the time of the celeriage called) the Brahma, &c.,"
bration of marriage be indicated, the term (' in the Brdhma
&c.',j has a metaphorical meaning, in relation to time present but, if a woman married in those forms be intended,
it has a metaphorical meaning in relation to the past ceremony of marriage hence the latter meaning is less approved than the former.
The same is the opinion of his follower, the author of
the Dayatattva.
This is not right. For it being generally laid down
in the preceding text that the kinsmen shall take the property of a childless woman, the question arises, what sort
of kinsmen shall take the property of what description of
31
;

:
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a childless woman ? Therefore it is proper to say that the
terms Ihahma, &c., are intended to qualify her, (i. e., the
childless woman). As for the argument founded upon a
consideration of the relation to the present and past time
that is worthless.
Because in both (the meanings) the
quality of being past is the same when the partition is
made, (gift and marriage being then both past) and because the quality of being present at the time of marriage
is of no importance
also because the conntibial relation
(of the woman) effected by the marriage, is of greater
importance.

—

;

;

;

11.
But whatever may be the form of marriage, the
property received by a woman from her parents subsequent
to the marriage, belongs to her brothers alone.
This is
declared by Katyaj^aua,
" But whatever immoveable property has been given by the parents to their daughter,
goes always to her brothers, if she die without issue."
What had
But Visvarupa and Jimtitavahana says
been given to her by the parents before her marriage, goes
to the brothers because what is received after marriage

—

:

—

;

becomes

'

gift subsequent,'

and what

is

received at the

time of marriage goes, according to the form of marriage,
,

cither to the husband or to the parents.
For there is no conflict (of this
Tliis is not tenable.
text with any other text,) as this text is relative ,to immoveable property. Nor can it be argued that when the
brother succeeds to immoveable property, his succession
to moveable property follows from the rule of the staff
and the cake' {a fortiori). For that rule is not a2)plicabl0
'

to

what forms an exception.

fee or suVca belongs to uterine brothers
the text of Gautama, namcl37-,
" The
of
alone, by reason
brother."
uterine
On
to
the
belongs
sidka
sister's fee or
iailurc of the uterine brother, it goes to the mother ; for the
same sage says, " After them, it belongs to the mother
1

2.

But the

—

—

but son)e say, (the mother inherits) before them."
latter is the opinion of others.

:

—The

1 3. What was given to a woman by her handJms (or consanguine relations) belongs, if she die without issue, to her
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handhus, In the first instance, failing them, to her husband,
by reason of the text of Katy^yana, namely, '' What was
given by the bandhus appertains to the hmidhus ; on failure
of them, it goes to the husband."

—

14.
But when there is a failure of the above-mentioned heirs to a childless woman's property, Vrihaspati
ordains,
" The mother's sister, the maternal uncle's wife,
the paternal uncle's wife, the father's sister, the mother-inlaw and the wife of an elder brother are pronounced similar to mothers
if they leave no issue of the body, nor son
(of a rival wife,) nor daughter's son, nor their son, the sister's son and the rest shall take their property."
Here by
issue of the body,' both sons and
the term aiirasa or
daughters are included for they debar all (other heirs,)
and the order in which they debar others has previously
been mentioned. And by the term s6n,' is intended the
son of a co-wife for Mann declares,
" If among all the
wives of the same person, one be a mother of a son, then all
of them become by that son naothers of male issue: this is
ordained by Manu." But the term son' is not intended
to be in apposition with the term aurasa or issue of the
body because in that case it would be useless, and because the sister's son and the rest would be heirs although
the son of a co-wife be living and that would be contrary
The pronoun their' or tat in the
to immemorial custom.
phrase their son' relates to the terms issue of the body'
and son of a co-wife,' though they are separated (by other
words,) and not to the term daughter's son' though it immediately precedes because the son of a daughter's son
is not competent to offer oblations.
Hence on failure of
heirs down to the daughter's son, first the aiirasa inherits,
For it is proper that
after him his sons and grandsons.
the succession should devolve on them, inasmuch as they
are competent to present i\iQ pinda and are liable to dis'^ Debts are
charge the debts, by reason of the text,
to
be liquidated by sons and son's sons." In their default,
the son of a rival wife, his son and grandson (become heirs
in their order); by reason of their being, under the circumstances, the giver of the pinday and the liquidator of
debts, and by reason of the text of Manu, cited above.

—

:

—

'

;

'

—

;

'

;

;

'

*

'

'

'

;

—
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failure of these, the sister's son and the rest
of the sapindas such as the father-in-law,
in
spite
alone,
of
this text (of Vrihaspati) which is not revirtue
by
are,
concileable in any other way, entitled to succeed, according
to their comparative propinquity, to the property of their

Hence on

mother's sister and the

rest.

But the daughter-in-law and others (of the same
15.
sex) are entitled to food and raiment only for the nearness as a sapinda is of no- force when it is opposed by ex" Therepress texts since a text of the Sruti declares,
fore women are devoid of the senses and incompetent to
and a text of Manu, founded upon it, says,
inherit,"
*'
Indeed the rule is that, devoid of the senses, and incompetent to inherit, women are useless." The conclusion
arrived at by the author of the Smritichandrika, Haradatta and other southern commentators as well as by all the
oriental commentators such as Jimutavahana, is, that those
women only are entitled to inherit, whose right of succession
" The wife
has been expressly mentioned in texts such as.
and the daughters also &c.," but that others are certainly
prohibited from taking heritage by the texts of the Sruti
;

—

:

—

—

—

and of Manu.

Thus ends the

partition of a

woman's property.

J

CHAPTER

VI.

PAETITION OP CONCEALED PEOPEETY.
§

1.

—Partition o£ concealed property.
is theft.

1.

3.

— Eestoration

2.

— Concealment of joint

property

to be caused by gentle naeans.

Now is explained the mode

of distribution of that

time of partition, concealed by any one
On that
(of the co-heirs), but is subsequently discovered.
'' When
all tho debts and wealth
(subject) Manu says,
have been justly distributed according- to law, if anything
be afterwards discovered the whole of it shall be equally
Yogisvara deslares,
" Effects which have
distributed."
been stolen by any one of the co-heirs, and which are discovered after the separation, let them again divide in
Here, from the use
equal shares this is a settled rule."
of the term equal' it appears that the (mode of unequal)
by the
distribution with specific deductions is prohibited
term divide' it is indicated that the property shall not be
taken by him alone who discovers it, and that a smaller
share shall not be allotted to him who concealed it.

which was

at the

—

—

;

—

:

*

:

'

Some (commentators) assert that, when the (above)
may have a meaning (if interpreted) in this way, the

2.

texts

concealment (by a co-heir) of joint property does not
constitute the offence of theft, inasmuch as it was taken
under the belief of its being (his) own. This is foolish.
For in joint property there being also the right of other
(co-heirs), it cannot be denied that there is
the wrongful
taking of another's property,' which is the meaning of
If it be said that there is no theft as it was
the term theft.
not taken with the belief of its being another's. (The
ensweris:) it is not so, since concealment necessarily
involves the belief of its being another's
accordingly
'

—

j
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the term stolen' is employed (in the above text of Yajna(If it be asked) has not Manu in the text
valkya).
" The eldest (brother) who out of covetousness defrauds
his younger ones, shall forfeit the right of the eldest and
his share, and shall be punished by the king"
condemned the eldest alone and not the younger ones iu
case of misappropriation of common property ?
(The
answer is) true but when an act which may be committed,
is affirmed to be an offence if committed even by the
eldest (brother) who holds the position of a father (to his
younger brothers), then it becomes necessarily affirmed by
reason of the rule of the staff and the cake,' that the same
is an offence if committed by those (younger brothers)
that are dependent on him and hold the position of a son
Hence those who maintain that the texts de(to him).
claring equal distribution in a case of concealment of joint
property, intend that there is no offence of theft,
are
silenced by this text of Manu, as well as by the following
text of Sruti which declares it to be an offence without
any distinction, namely, " irany one dispossesses a sharer
of his share, he may molest him or if he does not molest
him, he may molest his son or son's son." The meaning
'If any one dispossesses,' i. e., deof this text of Sruti is
prives 'a sharer,' i. e., one entitled to a share, of his
share,' that is, anyhow by force or fraud does not give him
he,' i. e., who is dispossessed of his sharo ' may
a share ;
molest,' i. <?., injure 'him,' i. e., the dispossessor by reason
of liis offence ; if he does not injure him, he may injure his
Those, however, who are ignorant of the
son or grandson.
But wo liavc alSruti may indeed talk irrationally.
ready said that even in the case of joint property, tliere
being another's right, the definition of theft is not inappli'

—

:

'

—

—

;

—

:

'

'

cable.

Just as (in an instance discussed in the Mimansa)
If, when tlie sacrithe adverse argument is set forth thus,
is not procurakidney
-beans
ficial food consisting of green
a
substitute
by reason
used
as
kidney-beans
be
ble, black
kinds
beans
in many
of
(of
these
two
similarity
of the
in
tlio
laid
passage.
prohibition
down
tiic
then
respects),
" Jilack kidney-beans are not fit for sacrifices," does notf
apply because they arc used under the impression that

—

;
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they contain the constituent elements of the green kidneybeans but tlie conclusion arrived at is, that tliey cannot
be used even as a substitute, upon the ground that all that
is necessary for the validity of a prohibition, being, that
what is prohibited might take place (but for the prohibition), the prohibition (of the use of black kidney-beans for
sacrificial purposes), is not unreasonable, since (some of)
the ^nstituent elements of black kidney-beans also are
unavoidably used, even when green kidney-beans are used,
(because the two sorts of beans must have some of their
constituent elements common, which make them appear
similar), and hence those elements would have been fit
:

for sacrifices.
3.

No

complaint, however, should be

made by

the

co-sharers before the king, and even if it be made the king
shall cause the restoration by gentle means this, of which
the only visible object is the maintenance of good feelings
(of the co-heirs towards each other), is declared by Katy ay ana, thus, ''Property misappropriated by a landlm
or kinsman shall not be caused to be restored by force."
Nor should it be complained that the consumption by a
co-heir during coparcenary was over and above his due
proportion and even when there was such consumption, it
is not to be taken into account by the king.
To this
*' The (unequal)
effect the same sage declares,
consumption of unseparated hcmdJms or kinsmen shall not be removed" (by an adjustment of accounts). The purport is
:

—

;

—

that unequal consumption cannot be prevented, as it is
unavoidable.
It is to be observed that while these texts (of Katyayana) may in this way be reasonably explained to mean
no #ore than what they plainly signify it cannot be held
that these texts also intend that there is no offence of
theft, for then they would have a meaning not expressed
hence in the above cases also, the penance for theft, and
legal punishment must take place.
;

:

CHAPTER

VII.

•

OF IMPARTIBLE THINGS.
§

1.

— Self-acquired property.

2.

— Of other things not

liable to partition.

Now, what is not liable to partition, is explained.
Yogisvara declares,
''Whatever else is, without
detriment to the paternal property, acquired by a man
himself, or received from a friend or obtained at nuptials,
does not belong to his co-heirs fddijadasj ; nor shall he, who
recovers hereditary property which had been taken away,
give it up to his co-heirs
nor what has been gained by

—

1.

On

this

j

learning."

The term ' without detriment to the paternal property' is to be construed with all (the items of property
described) ; for, were it isolated in construction, then the
items such as what is received from a friend, although
they involve the expense of the paternal property, would
not be liable to partition but this would be opposed to
the practice of persons following the precepts of the Vedas,
and, with respect to what is gained by learning, to the
text of Narada, namely,
" lie who maintains the family
of a brother engaged in the pursuit of knowledge, shall
take, though he may be ignorant, a share of the wealth
gained by that knowledge."
Katyayana also confirms this view by the definition
h") gives of the gains of learning that are impartible, ffius,
" Wealth gained through learning acquired from a stran.

;

—

—

ger while receiving a foreign maintenance
of learning."

—

is

termed gains

]\Ianu also clearly says,
" Whatever a man has acquired through his own exertion without relying on the
paternal property, he shall not give it up tohis coparceners
fdaijadasj ; nor what has been acquired through learning."
Exertion' signifies service and the like.
'

I
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A special rule has been laid down by Sankha, with
regard to hereditary immoveable property, though recovered without detriment to the paternal estate, as in the
" When one parcener alone has by his own exertion
text,
the others
recovered land which had been lost before
shall get in proportion to their shares, but after setting
The meaning is after
apart a quarter share for him."
having allotted to the recoverer a fourth part (of the land)
as a price of the recovery, all the co-sharers (including the
recoverer) shall equally divide the remaining three parts.
Although this sort of impartibility follows from the
very (plain) principle that what is acquired by a man
belongs to him,' (and so no authority of the Sastras is
necessary for establishing it) still there is no defect, inasmuch as generally the Institutes on Positive law do, as we
have already stated in the introductory chapter, lay down
rules which are as well deducible from reason.

—

;

^

—

:

'

;

Other kinds of proj)erty not

liable to partition
Clothes, vehicles, ornaments, prepared food, water, women, religious fund and
charitaable work (yoga.hshemamj^ as well as a passage
are declared to be not liable to partition."
Patram (' vehicle') means, conveyance.
*
Clothes and the like' (^. e. ornaments) belong to him
2.

are mentioned

by Manu,

thus,

—

''

but those that are
alone by whom they have been worn
not worn but are intended for sale, are certainly liable to
:

distribution.
'

all as

i. e., cooked food, shall be partaken by
can,
but shall not be weighed and
as they

Prepared

much

food,'

divided.

.

Water^' u e., a reservoir of water, such as a well, shall
be used by all accordingly as they require.
Women,' i. e,, female slaves being unequal (in number
to the shares) shall not be divided, but shall be employed
in work by turns.
But women kept in concubinage by
the father shall not be divided, though equal in number,
by reason of the text of Gautama, namely, *' No partition
is allowed in the case of concubines."
The term religious fund' [yoga) means a fund for
the performance of religious ceremonies
and charitable
'

*

—

'

'

;
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work' {kshemam) signifies a reservoir of water, or the

like,

The impartibility of these
constructed for public benefit.
two, though raised or made at the charge of the paternal
property, are set forth as examples
since, directly or indirectly, a partition of these is not possible, far less when
Accordingly Laugakshi declares,
these are hereditary.
*'
The sages declare that charitable work is a reservoir of
water or the like constructed for public good, and that
religious fund is property set apart for the performance of
religious rites
these two are pronounced impartible
so
Some hold, that the term
are the bed and the seat."
yoga-hsliema intend those who perform sacrifices and charitable works, as the king's minister (of charitable works,)
Others say that it signithe (family) priest, and the like.
fies weapons, cow-tails, shoes and similar things.
A passage' is a way for ingress and egress to and
from a house, garden or the like this also is impartible.
:

:

:

'

;

•

Clothes and the like worn b}'- the father shall be
3.
given to the person who partakes of food at his obsequies
" The clothes and ornaments,
as directed by Vrihaspati,
the bed and similar furniture, appertaining to the father,
as well as his vehicle and the like, shall be given, after
perfuming them with fragrant drugs and wreatlis of flowers,
to the person who partakes of the funeral repast."

—

4.
Also ornaments that are worn by the females are
"The ddfjddas ov conot partible: thus it is declared,
heirs shall not divide such ornaments as are worn by the
females during the life of their husband they, who do so,
become degraded." From the term worn' it appears
By
that those that are not worn are liable to partition.
husband,'
it
is
indicated
life
the
of
their
the i)hrase during
tliat whatever is worn in any part of the body as a badge
of the husband's life, is not liable to partition.

—

:

—

*

'

Also what has been received from the father as a
5.
token of affection, cannot be divided thus it is declared,
" 15y favor of the father, clothes and ornaments aro
used."
By the term arc used,' their impartibility is in-

—

:

—

dicated.

'
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Likewise, what has been given by the parents (is
" Whatever
not divisible) by reason of the text of law,
has been given by the parents to any one, becomes exclusively his property."
But it is to be observed that gifts by the parents out
of favor or affection should be guided by propriety but
not by caprice for that would be contrary to the practice
of the learned,

—

;

The details of what has been acquired by the use
6.
of paternal property are found in many texts of law concerning what is gained by heroism, and the like
but
these are not written here for fear of increasing the bulk
of the book.
;

CHAPTER

VIII.

EXCLUSION FROM INHERITANCE.
§

1.

2 — Maintenance.
—Those incompetent to
—Penance.
— Right cannot be divested by subsequent
right
— Females
revives on subsequent
— Their
not to be maintained.
— Outcast and
sons
— Impotent &c. can marry.
— Son by a woman of superior
10. — The daughters and wives.
—The vicious are excluded.
inherit.

3.

disqualification

4.

cure.

entitled.

7.

5.

disqualified.

his

son,

class.

8.

;

6.

9.

11.

1.

Now

those that are not entitled to shares on par-

tition (or succession) are described.
On this subject Yogisvara, ''

—

An

impotent person,

an outcast and his issue, one lame, a madman, an idiot, a
blind man, a person afflicted with an incurable disease, as
well as others (similarl}^ disqualified) shall not, get shares,
but shall be maintained."
" His issue" means, the issue of an outcast.
It is to be observed that ^' an impotent persoii" and
*'
a blind man," if so from their birth, are certainly not
entitled to shares on partition, but if they become so in
the interim, are certainly entitled to shares on a partition
" Or his
agreeably to the mode laid down in the text,
allotment must be made out of the visible estate corrected
provided their
for income and expenditure," (p. 94,)
cure be effected by medication or the like.
By the term *' others" are included those that have
adopted an order other than that of the householder, that
are inimical to their father, that arc addicted to vice (upapataki,) that are deaf or dumb, and that are destitute of an
organ of sense (or action). Tims Vasishlha declares,
*'
Jiut tliose who have adopted an order other than that of
the householder are not entitled to shares." So also

—

—

—

'' An
enemy to his father, an outcast, an
impotent person, and one who is addicted to vice take no
share (of the inheritance), though they bo aurasa or real
Also Manu
sons, much less if they bo sons of the wife."

KArada

says,

Sees.

2—5.]
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,

—

'' An impotent person and an outcast are
excluded
from a share of the heritage and so are persons deaf and
blind from birth as well as madmen, idiots, the dumb and
whoever are destitute of an organ (of sense or action) :"
nirindriya or " destitute of an organ" is one who has lost
an organ of sense by disease hence an impotent person
does not come under it. But some say that " destitute of
an organ" means those that are devoid of hands, feet or

says,

;

;

the like (organ of action).

The impotent and the others do not obtain any
" shall be maintained" (§ 1 Yogisvara's text) i. e.
but
share
supported by giving food, raiment or by the like. But if
they be not maintained, a grave offence is committed
so
Manu declares, " To all of them food and raiment
ought to be given by a wise man he who does not give,
becomes deeply degraded." " Deeply" means for life.
2.

—

;

—

;

Amongst them, however, an outcast fpatitaj and
3.
one addicted to vice fuj^d-patakij are excluded from inheritance, if they do not perform the penance.
But of
one who does not, out of perverseiiess, perform the penance,
the exclusion

is certain.

The

exclusion, again, of these, takes place, if their
previously to partition (or succession ;j but not also if subsequently to partition (or succession ;) for there is no authority for the resumption of
allotted shares.
Professor Vijnanesvara says that if subsequently (to
partition or succession) their defects are cured by medication or the like, they become entitled to obtain their shares.
And this is reasonable because it is by reason of the defects that they were disqualified to share ; and because the
same principle is applicable (to such a case) as is laid
down in the text, '' One who is begotten by one of equal
4.

disqua'lification occur

;

—

the co-parceners have been separated,
of the share." (p. 92.)

class, after

5.

&c,,

is

The

is

taker

(masculine) gender in the words an outcast,'
not intended to be expressive (of restriction,) for it
'
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in the
cannot reasonably be accepted (in that sense)
same way as in the text, " A Bralimana (in the mascuHence,
line gender) shall not drink spirituous liquors."
so far as is applicable, this (law of exclusion based upon
defects) excludes the wife, the daughters or the like

—

;

(female heirs) as well.

Though the impotent and the rest are excluded
6.
from inheritance, still their sons are entitled to the shares
This is
(which would have been allotted to them).
'' But of these, the aiirasa or true
declared by Yogisvara,
son and the Jcshetraja or son of the wife, if free from defect,
" Free from defect" means, having no
take the shares."
defect such as is mentioned above which causes the excluAmong those (that are excluded
sion from inheritance.
from inheritance,) an impotent person may have a Jcshetraja or son of the wife the rest, an aurasa or a real son as
The mention of these two kinds of sons is intended
well.

—

—

;

to exclude the other descriptions of sons.

An

outcast and his son are not entitled to mainDevala says, " When the father
Accordingly
tenance.
person,
a leper, a madman, an idiot,
impotent
an
is dead,
the
offspring
of an outcast and a
outcast,
an
man,
blind
a
person wearing the token (of religious mendicancy) do
not obtain a share of the heritage. Food and raiment lihould
be given to them excepting the outcast but the sons
of such persons being free from similar defects, shall obtain
A person weartheir father's share of the inheritance."
in"- the token' means one who has become a religious
wanderer or the like. Here (/. 6'., in the second verse) the
term outcast' includes also tlie son of an outcast, for bein"* begotten by an outcast he too becomes an outcast
by reason of the text of law, namely, " Tlie issue of an
outcast becomes certainly outcast excepting a female, for
The term dead' indicates
she goes to another (family)."
they are not entitled
partition,
because
for
(only) tlie time
during
the
lifetime
of the father.
nuide
be
partition
oven if
7.

—

:

—

'

'

—

*

8.

Also Katyj'iyana says,

married in

\x\\

irregular order,

—

**

and

The
lie

son

wlio

of a
is

woman

begotten by
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a kinsman of tlie same family are unworthy of inheritance and so is an apostate from a religious order."
If
a woman of a superior tribe be espoused after marrying
one of an inferior tribe, then both of them are married
A kshetraja or son of the wife, proin irregular order.
created by a kinsman of the same family without being
authorized to raise up issue, is unworthy of inheritance.
'' But the son of
a woman married in irregular order,
may be heir, provided he belong to the same class with
and so may the son of a man belonging to a
his father
different (but superior) tribe, but begotten by a woman
espoused in the regular order.
The son of a woman married by a man of inferior tribe does not take the {riktha
or unobstructed) heritage.
But bare food and raiment
only should be given by his landlius. But in default of the
handhiis he may take his paternal property.
The hdndavas
(being step-brothers ?) shall not be compelled to give up
(to him a share of) that property received ;by them, and)
;

;

belonging to (their or his
bhaga, eh. V. para. 16 and

?)

own

father."

(

Vide

Daya-

nt)tes.)

by Manu that an impotent person
espouse wives and have sons, thus,
*'If an impotent person and the rest should at any time
desire to marry, the offspring of such as have issue shall be
capable of inheriting."
Tantu (rendered into issue)
means'offspring.
It cannot be argued, how can an impotent person and
the rest contract marriages, since they are degraded for
want of investiture with the sacred thread ? Because, for
want of investiture owing to unfitness for investiture, a
person is not degraded, any more than a Sudra.
9.

and the

It is declared
rest

may

Their daughters must be maintained till their
10.
marriage, and must be married.
Their wives, however
that are childless and chaste must be maintained, provided they are not perverse if otherwise, shall be expelled.
This is declared by Yogisvara,
" Their daughters also
must be maintained until provided with husbands. Their
childless wives, conducting themselves aright, must be
supported but such as are unchaste should be expelled
and so indeed should those that are perverse."
;

:

—

•
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—

'' Of an excommunicated
A'jDastamba ordains,
person, the inheritance, oblations of food and libations of
An excommunicated person' is one in
water cease."
whose company water is not drunk (by his caste men).
'' Though born of a woman of
Likewise Vrihaspati says,
equal class, a son destitute of virtue is unworthy of the
paternal wealth it is declared to belong to such kinsmen
offering funeral oblations to him as are versed in the Vedas.
A son redeems his father from debt to superior and inferior
beings hence there is no use for one who acts otherwise.
What can be done with a cow which neither gives milk
nor bears calves ? For what purpose was that son born
who is neither learned nor virtuous ? A son who is ignorant of the Sastras and devoid of courage and good purposes, who is destitute of the practice of devotion, and
who is wanting in good conduct, is similar to urine and excrement."
The meaning is this A son who performs the obsequies of his father and other ancestors, is of approved
not a son who acts
excellence, though he be uninitiated
otherwise, be he the eldest and conversant with the whole

11.

—

'

—

:

:

:

;

Veda.

The purport is, that the very ownership of the paternal
property forms the remuneration of one who performs the
wherefore should one that neglects them
duties of a son
have a right to that remuneration ? To this effect' is the
"Since a son delivers his father
text of law, namely,
from the hell called put, therefore he is named put-tra by
the self-existent himself."
" All the brothers who are addicted
Also Manu says,
The purport is,
to vice lose their title to inheritance."
that those who are incapable of performing tlie rites enjoined by the Sruti and the Smriti, as well as those that are
addicted to vice, are not entitled to get shares.
:

—

—

Thus (arc described) those that
shares on partition (or succession).

—

are not

entitled

to

CHAPTER

IX.

EIGHTS OF SEPARATED CO-SHARERS.
§

1.

— Power o£ a separated co-sharer to dispose of
ables.

3.

his share.

— Partition cannot he re-opened.

Now

2.

— Immove-

the rights of separated kinsmen (are conthat subject Narada says,
" When there
are many sprung from one man, whose duties are separate,
whose transactions are separate, and whose instruments of
(household) work are sejDarate if they be not accordant in
affairs, should they give or sell their own shares, they may
do all that as they please for they are'masters of their own
wealth."
The meaning of this is '' Many sprung from one
man," i. e., many brothers, ^ome say that the term "being
separated" is understood, but in our opinion, the terms
" whose duties are separate," &c., signify that they are
separated, for it does not appear that these terms form the
predicate, (and the construction of the text is not that
" many sprung from one man, shall have separate duties
&c.,")*since such an injunction would be useless;
" whose duties" such as the worship of gods, ancestors
and the twice born, " are separate," z. e., apart from those
it does not mean that duties
of the other co-sharers
consisting in the preservation of the sacred fire, &c., are
separate, for although the performance of these duties depend upon wealth, still they are separate even in a joint
family accordingly, Vrihaspati says, ^' The worship of
gods, ancestors, and the twice-born is joint among those
who live in commensality but the same takes place in
every house of the separated kinsmen ;" and this (text) has
been already considered (by us;) "whose transactions,"
i. e., agriculture and similar temporal business, " are sepaif they be not accordant in affairs," t. e., if they do
rate
not give permission to each other, still " should they give
or sell their own shares, they may do, as they please, all
1.

sidered).

—

On

;

;

—

;

:

—

;

:

—

;
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that" also any other transaction such as mortgaging, borrowinf^ or lending.
If the separated co-sharers accord their assent then
only the determination of any dispute becomes facilitated
but if they do not, then gift &c., do not become invalid.
The reason for this is, " for they are masters of their own
wealth," i. e., of the property which has become tlie subThe purport being, that
ject of their exclusive right.
mutual assent is requisite when the property is common,
but not also when it is separate.
2.

namely,

what has been
—As" Separated
kinsmen,
for

ordained by Vrihaspati,

as those that are unsepafor
of immoveable property

rated, are equal in respect

;

one has not power over the whole to give, mortgage or
:"
that also is to be taken to lay down that the
sell it
permission of the separated kinsmen is desirable simply
for the purpose of the facility of determining, any dispute,

—

in the
village.

same way as the permission of the headman of the
For in the case of immoveable property the

determination in a different time, of the question whether
the family was separated or joint, may become difficult if
in the long interval the attesting witnesses and tlie like
But should the permission be granted,
cease to exist.
then any dispute (regarding the disposition of property)
may be decided, without determining the question as to
This is the oi^inion of Vijnanesvara and many
partition.
If
But the author of the Smritichandrikd says
others.
the co-sharers though separated consider the partition of
immoveable property to be inconvenient, and so divide
the other kinds of property and take their sliarcs separately, but keep the immoveable property joint, with the
stipulation that we shall enjoy its profits by dividing the
same at the time of realization :' this text (of Vrihaspati)
refers to such immoveable property.
This (assertion of the author of the Smritichandrika)
an assumi)tion for in that case permission is
merely
is
necessary by reason of the very fact of the property being
:

—

'

;

joint.
3.

The same sage

declares,

— " AVhatcver

share has

i
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been allotted to any one, he shall not complain after receiReceiving' means, accepting. Any one
ving the same."
who gives his assent at the time of partition and afterwards
disputes, shall be restrained by the king, and punished
should he persist. This is declared by the same sage,
" If any one who has received an allotment by
thus,
he shall be confined to
his own choice, disputes again
bis own share, by the king, and shall be punished .if he

—

'

—

;

perseveres.''

—

'

Perseveres'

means

persists.

CHAPTER

X.

ASCERTAINMENT OF A CONTESTED PARTITION.
§ 1.

—Evidence
and

oaths.

of partition.
4.

2.

— Circumstantial

— Partition over

evidence.

3.

— Ordeals

again.

The mode of partition liaving been described,
stated the mode of determining a doubt regarding
the fact of a partition having been made.
On that subject Ydjnavalkya says, ''It is to be
known that in case of conceahiient of partition, the ascertainment of the fact of partition may be made by the
evidence of kinsmen (jnatis,) relations and witnesses,
and by documentary evidence, as well as by disconnected
1.

now

is

—

houses and fields."

(The meaning is :) "It is to be known that in case of
concealment," i. e., denial, " of partition," made by any one
of the separated co-sharers, "the ascertainment," /. e., the
determination " of the fact of partition may be made by
the evidence of kinsmen," ^. e., the father's relations, " rela" and wittions," i. e.y the maternal uncle and the like,
nesses," i. 6., strangers falling under the definition of a
although kinsmen and relations also come under
witness
the category of witnesses, still by the rule of the bulls
and the heaves' they are separately mentioned, since tliey
being nearer than outside witnesses, are aware of facts
that are incidents of partition, such as separate perfor-

—

:

'

of the sraddha and the like (rites,) and are apand " by
])ointed arbitrators to cany out a partition
partition:
the
of
evidence,"
i.
e.,
instrument
documentary
*'
as well as by disconnected (yautaka)," i. <?., separated by
metes and bounds, agreeably to the root f/ic which means
'
" houses and fields."
to unite' or to disunite'
Narada says, " If a question arise among co-heirs in
regard to the fact of partition, it must be ascertained by
tlio evidence of agnatic relations, by the deed of partition
The term
or by the separate transaction of affairs."
{ignutic relations' is used in order to sliow that if such
(witncttses) be forthcoming, other persons should not bo

mance

:

'

—
—

—

—

•
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and the like.
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'

affairs'

.
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are such as agriculture

—

Sankha declares, '^ Should a doubt arise on the subject of partition of the wealth of kinsmen, the family may
give evidence, if the matter be not known to the agnatic
'
relations."
Family' means the cognates, such as the
maternal uncle ; hence it is, that the agnatic relations are
prominently set forth by Ndrada. The reading, jndtribhis
or
if the eye-witnesses be not known' (instead of if the
'

'

matter be not known to agnatic relations') is not genuine,
since it is not found in old manuscripts nor in the commentaries.

The documentary evidence is of greater weiglit than
the testimony of witnesses.
This has been dealt with (by
us) in the Paribhdsha (or that part of this commentary,
where the adjective law has been treated).

—

"Gift and acceptance of gift,
land and attendants, must be considered as distinct among separated brethren, as also cooking, religious ceremony, income and expenditure.
Separated, and not unseparated kinsmen may reciprocally
bear testimony, become sureties, bestow gifts and accept
presents.
Those by whom such matters are publicly
transacted with their co-heirs, are to be known separate
Religious ceremony^
even without written evidence."
means, the worship of gods and the like, by reason of the
text cited before (ch. IX, § 1, para. 2) namely,
" The
worship of gods &c.", and by reason of the text of Narada, namely
" Of undivided brethren, the religious duties
are common after partition, the religious duties also of
each of them become separate."
Vrihaspati says,
" A violent crime, a pledge of immoveable property, and a previous partition among cosharers may be ascertained by presumptive proof, (if)
there are neither writing nor witnesses."
The particle
if is understood.
"They who have their income, expenditure and wealth distinct, and have mutual transac-

Narada ordains,

2.

cattle, food, house,

—

'

—

—

—
;

—

*

—

'

—

tion of money-lending and traffic, are undoubtedly separate."
Money-lending' is, the investment of money for
interest ;
traffic' is trade j ' mutual transaction' means,

—

'

'

VIRAMITRODAYA.
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brother is creditor and another is debtor, one
and another buys from him from these and similar
which cannot be accounted for except by separation,

when one
sells

:

facts

partition

is

to be inferred.

the plural number in ''such matters" it is not
to be supposed that the inference arises only when all
these jointly exist because the intention is, that the inference arises from all or some of them, and because the text
is (not arbitrary but) based upon reason.

From

;

Where

the fact of partition cannot be ascertained
by circumstantial evidence, it is to be determined by
ordeals or oaths, according as the estate is small or large.
It has been set forth in the introductory chapter, that
''
When the circumstances also fail, it is to be determined
3.

by

oaths."

When, however, no oral evidence is forthcoming,
4.
the circumstances are meagre, and neither party wishes to
have recourse to ordeals and oaths ; in such a case, Manu
''When
says that partition is to be made again, thus,
a doubt arises as to the mutual separation of the co-heirs,

—

then re-distribution

is

to

be made by them although

re-

siding in different places."
this is to be done in the
the re-united co-heirs,
by
partition
same way as in the
all.
of
debts
after liquidating the
As for what Manu says, namely, '' Only once may the
distribution of shares take place, only once may a maiden
bo given (in marriage), only once may the same article bo
It

is

to

be observed that

gifted (by an owner): tliese three may occur but once:"
tills applies in the absence of any reason for repetition.
The same is true also in the gift of a daughter in marriage,

—

any other gift.
TJius is finished the determination of the fact of partition in a case of doubt.
as well as in

And

thus

is

finished the topic of litigation called Par-

tition of Heritage.

INDEX.

INDEX.
A.

ABANDONMENT

Page

bj husband, of adulterous

wife,

when

allowed,

...

...

153

...

33
31

ACCEPTANCE
by donee necessary

to complete gift,
not so according to Dayabhaga,

"

...
...

...

ACCOUNT,
247

co-heir not liable to, for excess of consumption,

ACHA'RYA,

or preceptor,
succession of, ...

...

...

ACQUIKER'S DOUBLE SHARE,

*

...

...

...

200

63—70, 205

...

ACQUISITION,
means of

—— common and

special,

8

...

not a matter of divine authority,
...
known from Sastras alone according to some,
father's double share in his own,
...
...
father not entitled to two shares of son's,
...
...
without detriment to joint stock, not partible,
...
by a re-united co-heir, partible, ...
...

17
...
7
63
...
64 70
... 248
205

re-united co-heir entitled to two shares of his,

...

..,

...

256
...224
222

...

...

ib.

...

100
115

ADDICTED TO

VICE, excluded from

A'DHIYEDANIKA,

ADHYAGNI,

inheritance,

or gift on supersession,

or presents before

fire, ...

...

ADHYAVAHANIKA, or present at bridal procession,
ADOPTED SON, or the dattaJca or given son,

...

—

...

described,

...

...

an only son shall not be given or taken

...

as,

...

ib.

...

...
the eldest son,
...
cannot be taken by woman without husband's assent,
...
one having a son cannot authorize his wife to take an,
a step-son is an, to a woman,
...
...
may be taken by a woman for her own sake with the assent of
husband, ...
...
...
...
...
may be taken by a widow with the assent of husband's kinsmen,
mode of taking an, ...
...
...
becomes a kinsman or member of the (jotra of the adoptive father,
is entitled to a quarter share, if an aurasa son be subsequently

born,

...

34

...

...

ih.

c.

...

117
115
ih.

116
ib.
ib.

117
126
121i

266

INDEX.

•

ADOPTED SON,— (continued).
may

Tage

from sapindas and samanodaTcas

inherit

default of near heirs,

may do

so if

may

a child of inferior caste

...

...

endued with good

of adoptive father in

qualities or according to local custom,

be,

...

...

126
127
117

ADOPTION,
sons by,
...
...
...
100—130
...
involves the idea of father's proprietary right over wife and son,
ih.

ADULTEROUS WIFE
not entitled to succeed to husband,
...
133, 152
not entitled to maintenance from heirs to undivided husband, 174
not entitled to maintenance, when husband excluded from inheriif

tance,
...
...
disposed to perform penance,

may

husband,
...
be abandoned by husband,

...

...

is

...

entitled to maintenance

153

...

...

if perverse,

255

from

...

...

ib.

...

...

253

ADULTERY,
does not disqualify mother for inheriting,
subsequent, does not divest right,
...
See Adulterous Wife.

AGNATES,

preferred to cognates as heirs,

191

...

,

20O

...

AFFECTIONATE GIFT BY HUSBAND,
joint succession of son

AFFIANCED, meaning
ALIENATION,

and daughter

of,

to,
...

...

229

...

...

...

...106

father may make, of moveables, ...
......
...
16
father cannot make, of immoveables ancestral or self -acquired, ...
17
father may do so with son's consent, or for legal necessity,
87
...
any member may make, for legal necessity, ...
ib.
by widow, of husband's estate, for legal necessity, valid,
...
141
by wife, of stridlian, independently of husband, not allowed' as a
general rule,
...
...
...
... 224
by wife, of some kinds of stridhan, independently of busband,
allowed,
...
...
...
ih.
by wife, of property given by husband, allowed in case of moveables,

...

...

by husband, of

...

...

...

wife's property, valid in distress,

225
226

ANCESTOR WORSHIP.
should be performed by descendants and heirs,

...

90,

256

ct

seq.

ANCESTRAL PROPERTY.
right of father and son, co-equal in,
...
partition of, may take place by son's choice,
immoveable, cannot be alienated by father,
...
except with son's consent, or for legal necessity,
son's share in, not legally liable for father's debts,

ANVADHEYA,

or gift subsequent, described,

joint succession of sons

APAVIDDHA,
described,

and daughters

or deserted son,
,.,

to,

65

49

...

...

17
87
154

...

...

...
,,,

10,

...

...

...

...

,,,

...

222
228

...101
119

267
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APPARELS, not partible,
APPOINTMENT, to raise

TTT

...

...

249, 250

"...

issue,

an ancient custom appears to be based upon the notion of -wife's
being an article of property,...
...
... 104
111

—

disapproved,
prohibited in this Kali age,

...

143, 148

...

...

...

APPOINTED DAUGHTER'S SON,
described,

...

...

...
...

100,

...

...

...

may mean,

appointed daughter herself,
...
agreement with husband, not necessary to be express,
succession of,

ARSHA,

...

...

...

an approved form of marriage,

ASCERTAINMENT

.„

...

...

...

...
...

121

...

of contested partition,

by direct evidence,
...
by circumstantial evidence,
by ordeals and oaths,
...

'.

...

...

or Yati, succession to the estate of,
ASURA, a disapproved form of marriage,
A, or real legitimate son, described,
the principal son,
...
partition by, and subsidiary sons,
...

AURAS

..,

...

...

...
...

...

... 240
260-262

260
261
... 262
202
132, 240
... 101
120

...

•

ib.

et seq.

...

...
...

ASCETIC,

61
102
102
103

121

et

seg[.

AUTHORITY.
profane, means sensation, perception and inference,
divine or sacred, means the authority of the Sastras,
of husband, necessary for adoption by wife,
...
of husband's kinsmen, necessary for adoption by a widow,

...

...

...

8
14
115
116

B.

BANDHU,
or kinsman (sec. 19), means a member of the ffotra,
...
126, 142
mean's a cognate (Yajnavalkya's text), ...
...
...
131
in the sense of a cognate means sapindas, i. e., blood relations,
belonging to a different ^o^r«,
...
...
156, 199
succession and classification of,
...
...
... 200

enumeration

of, illustrative,

...

of woman, means blood relation,
succession of, to woman's property,

ib.

...
...

...

...

242
ib.

...

BARREN DAUGHTER,
not disqualified to inherit,
as such, not entitled to preference,

is

BASTARD SON

by a female

...

...

...

slave,

of a Sudra

is entitled to half share,
...
to whole estate,
...
...
of a twice-born, entitled to maintenance only,

...

...

130

...

...

ib.

...

...

252
240

. ,

201

when

BLIND,

excluded from inheritance,

BRAHMA, an approved form
BRAHMANAS,
inherit

from a Brahmana

178
lyj.

...

...

of marriage,

ib.

...
...

in default of all heirs, not the king,

.

INDEX.

268

BEOTHEE,

Page

and other co-heirs succeed to a member of joint family
of male issue,
...
...
...
succession of, to a separated brother,
uterine, succeeds first, ...

in default

ISi, 16i

...

...

half, after him, ...
...
re-united, succeeds in default of male issue,
re-united uterine, succeeds first, ...

...

...

...

...

...

...

192
193
194
205
206

re-united half, and unassociated -whole, succeed together,
ih.
...
unassociated half, succeeds in preference to wife,
214
succession of uterine, to maiden's property,
... 240
,,,
to sister's property,
...
242
marriage and investiture with sacred thread, of, charges on estate, 81

BEOTHEE'S SON,
succeeds in preference to wife,
succession of, to separated uncle,
...
uterine, preferred to half,
...
if re-united, succeeds in preference to wife,
equal to son in conferring spiritual benefit,
if joint,

...

...

154, 164

...

...

...

...

...

...

192
193
205
157

c.

CAPACITY for

conferring spiritual benefit,
does not determine succession to" joint estate,...
determines priority of succession to separate person,
is equal, of son, grandson and great-grandson,
also brother's son,

...

...

91

...

...

ih.

...

155
157

CASTE,
intermarriage of a man of superior, with a woman of inferior,
allowed,
...
...
...
...
95, 132
intermarriage of a man of inferior, with a woman of superior,
not invalid,
255
...
adoption of a child of inferior, allowed, ...
117
a wife of a superior, succeeds first,
...
132, 152
• • •

CAUSE OF HEEITABLE EIGHT,
to unobstructed heritage, is birth,
to obstructed heritage, is extinction of right,...

3

4

CHAEGES ON INHEEITANCE,
debt of deceased owner,
initiation of co-heir,

154

...

• • •

marriage of co-heir,
marriage of daughter,

•••

...

81 219

53

sister,

•

81
ib.

maintenance of widow,

153, 174, 219

CHASTITY,
condition of wife's succession,

not a condition of mother's succession,
condition of widow's right to maintenance

153, 174,

191
against

husband's

co-heirs,

not a condition of wife's right to maintenance,

153, 174
• • •

•

••

153

INDEX.
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CHASTITY— (continued).
by subsequent want

Page
right to receive maintenance from hus-

of,

band's co-heirs, forfeited,
widow's estate is not divested,

'

COGXATES

...
...

174
253

BANDHUS,

or
are sapindas, in the sense of blood relations, of a different gotra, 199

See Bandlm.

CO-HEIR,
nature of
's right in joint property,
...
cannot alienate his interest in joint property,
can alienate joint property for legal necessity,
is not liable f6r excess of consumption, ...
can alienate his share after partition,
...

mother

is a,

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

is

42
87
ih.

...

...

CONCEALED PROPERTY, distribution of,
CONCEALMENT OF EFFECTS, by a co-heir,

"...

...

theft,

...

247
257
168
245
ib.

CONFLICTING TEXTS,
to be reconciled

by referring them to

190

distinct cases,

CONSANGUINITY,
the principle of inheritance,
nearness of, determines succession,

is

...

...

...

...

1,

3

185, 194, 195, 200

"

CONSENT,

of sons necessary for alienation of

immoveable property,

...

87

...

...

107
260

...

...

...

...

...

ih,

...

...

...

169

CONSUMMATION,
re-marriage of

widow

before,

CONTESTED PARTITION,

by direct evidence, ...
by circumstantial evidence,..,
by ordeals and oaths, ...
re-partition,

...

...

...

determination

of,

...

...

...

...

ih.

...

...

261
262

CO-PARCENER. See Co-Jieir.
CO-SHARER. See Co-heir.
COUSINS,
may be re-united,
CO\TERTURE,

...

woman's power over her s^Wrf^w during,

224

...

CRITERION

of order of succession,
is nearness of propinquity, ...
...
also capacity for conferring spiritual benefit,

185, 194, 195, 200

91

...

CROWN,
estate of deceased, in default of heirs escheats to,
a Brahmana does not,
...
...

CUSTOM
local,

USAGE,'
may be taken

...

...
\

201
ih.

or

into consideration for determining doubtful

questions,...

has force of law,

...

...

...

...

.,,
...

...

127
108

270

INDEX.
Tage

D.

D ATTAKA, or
DAUGHTER,

son given.

See Adopted Son.

.

maiden, entitled to quarter share on partition,
...
succession of to estate o£ separated father,
...
order of succession amongst different kinds of, ...
succession of, to stridhan,
...
...
order of succession,
...
...
...
marriage and maintenance of maiden, charge on inheritance,

...

81

176

,

...

181

...

228
231
219

81,

DAUGHTER-IN-LAW,
244

not heir to mother-in-law,
...
...
entitled to maintenance from mother-in-law's estate,
'

...

ih.

...

238

81,

219

DAUGHTER'S DAUGHTER,
succession of to s^ri£?A«w,
,

...

...

...

DAUGHTER'S MARRIAGE,
charge on inheritance,

...

...

...

DAUGHTER'S SON,
succession of, to separated grandfather,
to stridhan, ...

...

...

...

...

partaker of oblations, divided or undivided,
heir to the same yo^r«,
...
...

...

per

stirpes,

.„

...

...

183
238
241

DATADA,
means a

co-heir,

...

^

...

140
155
126

DEAF,
excluded from inheritance,

...

253

...

DEATH,
...
extinguishes right,
...
opens succession to obstructed heritage,

...

...

4
ib.

...

DEBTS,
moral liability of sons, grandsons and great-grandsons to discharge,
...
legal liability of heir to discharge,

DEDUCTION

154
ih.

specific,

partition with,

...

...

53

...

...

et seq.

DEED OF PARTITION,
best evidence of partition,

...

...

...

260, 261

DEGRADATION,
37
253
101, 119

extinguishes right in the absence of penance,
...
excludes from inheritance in the absence of penance,

DESERTED

SON,

...

...

...

...

DESERTION,
by husband, of unchaste wife when allowed,

...

...

153

...

253

DIVESTING OF ESTATE,
is

not caused by subsequent disability,

...

...

DISCIPLE

or PUPIL,
succession of, ...

,,,1

...

,„

201, 202

271

INDEX.
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DISEASE,
iucurable, excludes from inheritance,
husband may use wife's property dui-ing,

...

252
227

...

252

...

226
26

...

...

DISQUALIFICATION,
from physical or moral

to inherit arises

defect,

DISSIPATOE OF WEALTH,
a woman who is, not entitled to siridhan,
DISTKESS,
in, husband may take wife's property,
in extreme, theft allowed,

...

...

...

...

^

...

DISTRIBUTION,
father's choice of his property in two modes only,
equal, of father's property, by sons' choice,
...
of grandfather's property, must be equal,
...
equal, is preferable in all cases,
...
...

by

...

...

53
60
65
70

DIVINE
is

or sacred authority,
the authority of the Sastras,

DIVISION.

...

14,25

...

See Distribution and Partition.

DOUBLE SHARE,
of acquirer,
...
...
of father in self-acquired property,
of acquirer who is re-united,
"...

QZ

...

...

...

et seq.
...

ih.

205

...

DUBIOUS PARTITION,
how

DUMB,

ascertained,

...

...

excluded from inheritance,

...

...

...

...

...

.

DVYAMUSHYAYANA,
or son of two fathers,

...

...

260
253
104;

...

DWELLING,
husjpand

must provide wife with,

...

226

...

E.

EFFECTS,

not liable to partition,

...

248

...

...

53
117
252

...

...

ih.

...

,_

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

ELDEST SON,
may

be entitled to specific deduction,
cannot be given away in adoption,

ENEMY, to father, not entitled to inherit,
EUNUCH, not entitled to inherit,
EVIDENCE OF PARTITION,
deed of partition,
direct,

circumstantial,
oaths and ordeals,

EXCLUSION,

...

...

...

...

260

...
...

from inheritance,

,

...
...

...

...

...

...
...

...

H,
261
262
252

EXCOMMUNICATED,
excluded from inheritance,

...

256

...

EXPIATION,
removes disqualification arising from degradation,

,.,

37,253

273

INDEX.
Page

F.

FAMILY,
maintenance of, is a legal necessity,
for maintenance of, husband may take wife's property,

87
227

FAMINE,
at a time of, husband

may

take wife's property,

ih.

FATHER,
may

alienate ancestral moveable for certain purposes,
cannot alienate immoveable ancestral or self -acquired,
can alienate immoveable with consent of sons or for legal necessity,...

may

...

...

_

87

...

49
53
57
63
65
69
185
191

distribute his property

at his desire,
in two modes only,
may give a share to his wife out of his property,
...
entitled to two shares of his property,
equal share of ancestral property,
not entitled to two shares of son's acquisition,
succession of, to estate of separated son,
succeeds before unchaste mother,...
...

...

succession of, to estate of daughter,

FATHER

16
17

24-0

and SON,
16, 74, 87

respective rights of, in joint property,

FATHER-IN-LAW,
when

244

succeeds to daughter-in-law,

FATHER'S CONCUBINES,
249

not partible,

FATHER'S GIFTS,
250, 251

not partible,

FATHER'S FATHER'S SISTER'S SON,
is

a handlm and heir,

...

...

...

200

FATHER'S MATERNAL UNCLE'S SON,
is

a handlm and heir,

ib.

FATHER'S MOTHER'S SISTER'S SON,
is

a handhu and heir,

...

...

...

ih.

FATHER'S SISTER'S SON,
is

a

iaw£?/iM

and

heir,

ib.

FATHER'S WIVES,
entitled, according to Mltakshar.i to shares

80

sonless, entitled to

ib,

on partition by stepsons,
maintenance only, according to the author, ...

fep:lings,
what is repugnant to, tliough legal, should not be practised,
preservation of good, of co-licirs after separation, should be looked

61

2J7

to,

FELLOW STUDENT,
Hucccssiou of,

...

...

,.,

201

273

INDEX.

FEMALES,

^age

as a general rule, excluded
expressly allowed,

from inheritance, but may

inherit

when

... 174, 198, 244i
...
.
are %pindas, in the sense of allied by funeral oblations, of husband
...
195, 244
...
and of husband's sapindas, ...
that get shares on partition are co-heirs and may be re-united, ... 168
.

See Wife and Woman's Property.

G.

GAINS OP SCIENCE,
defined and

when not

GANDHARVA,
GENTILES.

partible,

...

a form of marriage,...

...

...

...

...

...

...

218
240

...

See Qotrajas.

GIFT,
relinquishment by donor not sufficient to comj)lete,
...
acceptance by donee completes,
...
may be revoked,
...
...
...
of sons and daughters,
...

32
33
262
65

GIFT SUBSEQUENT. See Anvddheya.
GOTEAJAS or GENTILES,
are those that are descended in the male line from a common male
199
...
ancestor, ...
...
...
...
includes females admitted into the gotra by marriage,
190
120
subsidiary sons admitted into gotra by adoption,
...
are divided into sapindas and samanadakas,
...
196, 199

GRANDFATHER,
succession of,

paternal,

...

GRANDFATHER'S
succession

.

...

of,

...

...

GRANDFATHER'S property.
GRANDMOTHER, paternal,
succession of,

...

...

199

...

descendants,

...

...

ib.

...

See Ancestral Property.

entitled to a share on partition,

...

...

...

196
79

...

...

GRANDSONS,
acquire right by birth,
...
different fathers, take per stirpes,
succession of, to stridhan, ...

...

...

by

90

3,

72

...

,„

...

...

238

GREAT-GRANDFATHER,
succession of,

...

GREAT-GRANDFATHER'S
succession of,

...

...

199

...

descendants,
...

...

...

ib.

...

GRE AT-GR ANDMOTHE R,
is

silently introduced as heir, there being

succession,

...

no express text for her

...

199

...

See Females.

GREAT-GRANDSONS,
acquire right by birth,

...

by different grandfathers take ^er

35

.,,

stirpes,

...
...

...3,

90
72

INDEX.
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GUARDIAN,

Ffige

father has the prefei'able right to be,

GUDHAJA,

...

or secret-born son, a subsidiary son,

...

...

93
Ill

...

1,

...
...

..

H.
HEIRS,
relatives are,

...

...

...

2

...
131
to a separated person enumerated,
order amongst, determined by nearness of propinquity, 185, 194,
195, 200

HERITAGE,
defined,
is

of

two

...

...

two

sorts,

2
3

...

...

obstructed and unobstructed,

sorts of, explained,

...

...

...

...

ih.

HERMIT,

or Vanaprastha,
succession to the estate of,

HUSBAND

and

202

...

...

WIFE,

on completion of ceremony of marriage,
unity of,
...
...
...
...
...
as between, no partition,
...
relation of, arises

...
...

107

230
165

HUSBAND,
must provide wife with food, raiment and dwelling,
permission of, for the disposal of property by wife,
...
power of over s^rif^Aaw in distress, ....
...
...
...
succession of,
must refund 5^nt?Aon taken, when rich enough to pay,

...

...

,

...

226
224
226
240
227

I.

IDIOT, excluded from

inheritance,

...

252

...

ILLEGITIMATE

son by a female slave,
of a Sudra, entitled to half share, or to whole property,
of a twice-born, entitled to maintenance only,

...

130
ib.

ILLNESS,
during, husband

may

take wife's property,

...

...

...

...

...

...

227

IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY,
right to, not absolute before birth of son,
by a co-sharer,...
...
saleable by a co-sharer after partition, ...
...
given by husband, not alienable by wife,
given by parents to daughter, goes to her brother

joint, not saleable

issue,

...

...

in

default

17
87
257
226

of

242

...

IMPOTENT,
excluded from inheritance,
can marry,
...

INCURABLE DISEASE

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

excludes from inheritance,

252
255
252

INDEX.
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INFANT,

:Bage

co-sharer's being, no bar to partition,
...
...
share of, to be entrusted to guardian, ...
conceived before partition, but born after, entitled to a share
...
...
re-opening partition,
...
conceived after partition, entitled to father's share,..,

89
90

...

by
92, 93

92

...

INHERITANCE,
vests in relations,

from
from
from
from
from

...

...

a separated person,

...

...

certain religious persons,
a re-united person,
...

a

woman,

...

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

—

...1

...

an unseparated person, vests by survivorship,

165
131^
201
202, 203
204 219
228 244

—
—

—

INITIATION,
means, the performance of the SansTcdras or sacraments including
marriage,
...
...
...
of brothers and sisters, charge on inheritance,

INSANE,

excluded from inheritance,...

81
...

...

ib.

252

...

INTERMARRIAGE,
man of superior class with a woman of inferior class
allowed,
...
... 95 et seq
...
...
of a man of inferior class with a woman of superior class,
... 255
of

a

INVESTITURE

with the sacred thread, an initiation,
of brother, charge on inheritance,
...
impotent, &c., are not fit for,
...
...

...

...

81

255

ISSUE,

male,
includes grandson and great-grandson,

...

...

...

154

JOINT FAMILY,
iii., does not apply to estate of a member of,
...
...
...
154
succession by survivorship applies in,
...
...
... 165
a person may be a member of, with his son, grandson, greatgrandson, father, grandfather, great-grandfather and three
descendants, in the male line, of father, of grandfather
and of great-grandfather,
...
...
72
also with the wives of these,
...
... 165

law of succession, as in ch.

K.

KANtNA, or maiden-born son,
KARSHA'PANA = 4 x 20 x

a subsidiary son,

Ill

...

=

1280 coiories,
16
...
(for the purj)ose of penance, taken to be equal to one rupee.)

...

224

KING,
...
when entitled to take estate,
not entitled to take estate of Brahmapas,

201

...

...

...

ib.
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KINSMAN,

Fa;ie

means a person

KRI'TA,

same gotra,

of the

...

...
or son bought, a subsidiary son,
or son made, a subsidiary son,
or wife's son, a subsidiary son,...

KRITRIMA,
KSHETKAJA,

...

...

...

...

...

126
117
118
101

L.

LAME, excluded
LAW, or Smriti,

from inheritance,

...

252

...

consolidates what was observed by primeval men, ...
from reason,
...
positive, is therefore superfluously treated iu Sastras,

...

19

...

20
20

positive, is dedueible

Sastras on positive, prevent the unthinking from committing mistakes,

...

...

ih.

cases,...

190

...

...

...

conflict of, to be reconciled

by referring them to distinct

LEGAL NECESSITY,
necessary religious ceremony, maintenance of family, &c., constitute,

...

See Alienation,

LEPER,

141

IG, 87,

...

...

...

,

excluded from inheritance,

252

...

...

LIMITED INTEREST,
wife only has, in husband's estate.

LUNATIC,

excluded from inheritance,

MADMAN,

excluded from inheritance,

...

...

140
252

...

...

M.
252

...

...

MAIDEN,

daughter,
succeeds first to separated father,
mother,
entitled to quarter share on partition,
marriage of, charge on inheritance,

maintenance

•

181

••

231
81

...
...

219
219
240

si'.

of,...

succession to estate of,

MAIDEN-BORN SON.
MAINTENANCE,

See Kdntna.

of chaste widows, charge on inheritance,

153, 174, 219

of maiden daughters,
of illegitimate sons, ...
of daughter-in-law, from mother-in-law's estate,
of wife,
of unchaste wife,
highest amount of, to be annually given to a female,

219
130
244
226
153
224

...
...

MARRIAGE,
of unmarried brothers and sisters, charge on inheritance,
of maiden daughters, charge on inheritance, ...
of widows,
of persons of different caste,

...

53, 81
81 ,219

...

114
95 255
,
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MAERIAGE— (continued).

Pcge

persons competent and bound to give a girl in,
...
completed on completion of ceremony of,
involves the idea of gift of the girl,
...

...

...

...

86
107

107,113,202

MARRIED DAUGHTER,
succession of, to separated father's estate,
...
to mother's estate,

...
•••

...

181
231

MATERNAL UNCLE,
is

a handhu, and as such succeeds,

MATERNAL UNCLE'S

200

...

SON,

succeeds as a handhu,

...

...

...

...

ib.

MINOR,
a co-heir's being minor, no bar to partition,
share of, to be entrusted to guardian, ...
father is guardian of,...

...

...

89

90
93

MOTHER,
74! ei seq.

no bar to partition, ...
entitled to a share on partition,
share of, becomes her stridhan,

life of,

is

a co-heir of sons,

...

.

• •

79
92

79, 108

...

but cannot demand partition,
may be re-united with sons,

168

...

168, 169

succeeds by survivorship,
...
^
succeeds to a separated son,
before father if chaste and virtuous,
after father, if unchaste, ...
succeeds to a re-united son in preference to wife,
succeeds to daughters,
right by bii'th of sons to s^WJAcw of,
no partion of property of, during her life,

...
...

164
185
191
ib.

M,

216
240
228
228

...

200

...

MOTHER'S RELATIONS,
succession of,

...

...

...

...

MOVEABLES,
ancestral, father's right to,

...

...

...

16,

17

MULTIPLICITY,
is

a defect in a hypothesis
assumptions,
...

when

it

involves a greater

number of
29

...

...

N.

NECESSITY.

NEPHEWS.

See Leffol Necessity and Alienation.
See Brother's son and Sister's son.

NISHA'DA.
a son of a
right of,

is

Brahmana by a Sudra
...

'

wife,

...

...

...

...

...

97
98

l^IYOGA

or appointment to raise issue,
practice of, censured, ...
...
...
may be made by husband or the venerable protectors,

theory that widow aiCcepting, succeeds,

is

rejected,

...

106, 108
...

. , .

Ill

113, 148
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NUPTIAL

presents or Tautaka, or presents before nuptial
described,
...
...
...
...
succession to,
...
...
...

fire

222, 230

230

0.

OBSEQUIES,
performance

of,

obligatory on heirs,

...

256

...

...

OBSTEUCTED HERITAGE,
described,...

succession to,

ONLY

...
...

...

3

...

...

...

131

...

—203

SON,

cannot be given in adoption,

115

...

...

OEDER OF SUCCESSION,
See Succession, Stridhan and Be-unio7i.

ORNAMENTS,
not partible,

...

...

...

...

...

250

...

253
254

OUTCAST AND HIS SON,
excluded from inheritance, if penance be not performed,
not entitled to maintenance,
...
...

P.

PA'RASAVA
PARENTS,

or son of a

succession of,

Brahmana

by. a

...

...

Sudra wife,
...

...

...

97, 119

185

...

PARTITION,
defined,

...

...

...

does not produce proprietary right,

...
...

39
42
131, 204, 228, 252
3,

...

...

...

means also succession or devolution,
of joint family property,
...
...
of father's property, when and by whom made,
mode of, by father of his property not arbitrary, ...
on, father entitled to two shares of his property,
on, father's wives may get shares of his property, ...
of ancestral property, may be enforced by sons,
on, of ancestral property father and sons equal sharers,
on, after father's death mother entitled to a share,
on, maiden daughters get quarter share,
...
may take place at the instance of a single co-heir,
one born after, entitled to a share,
...
...
by sons of different castes,
...
...
by true and subsidiary sons,
...
...
of the estate of a separated person,
...
See Succession.
of the estate of a rc-unitcd person,
...
...
Sec Re-union.
of woman's property,...
...
...
Sec Stridhanam.
of concealed property,
...
...
...
cannot be re-opened by one that has assented to it,
may be revoked when,
...
...
...

...
...

44^130
44

— 53

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

95
121
131

—
—

53
63
57
49
65
79
81
89
92
100
130
203

204

219

228

244

...

...

245
259
56
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PARTITION OF HERITAGE,
means law

of succession and inheritance,

1

...

—

PARVA OCCASIONS,
means days of new moon, half moon,
the sun from one sign of the zodiac

full

moon, and

transit of

to another,...

90

...

PA'RVANA SRADDHA,
means ancestor worship on parva

occasions.

PATNr,
...
132
a wife wedded in a lawful form of marriage,
...
succeeds first to the estate of separated husband without male

is

issue,

...

...

132

...

See Wife.

PAUNARBHAVA or son

of twice married

woman

described,

114

...

PINDA,
means food, body and food offered to a deceased person at a
Sraddha ceremony,

POSTHUMOUS

...

110, 121

...

...

SON,

born after partition entitled to a share by re-opening

PR A J APATYA, an

approved form of marriage,

94
240

partition,...
...

...

PRECEPTOR,
succession of,

...

...

...

200, 202

...

PRESENTS,
woman by relatives, become Siridhan,
by strangers, not absolute Siridhan,
to a

220
222

...

...
...

PROPANE AUTHORITY,
is,

the authority of sensation, perception and inference as distinguished from the authority of the Sastras, ...
...

25

PROPERTY,
is

a

own,
not of divine origin,

distinct category of its

notion of,

is

...

24

...

17

...

...

—24

PROPINQUITY,
nearness of, determines succession,

. . .

185, 194, 195, 200

PUPIL,
succession of,

...

...

...

...

.

201, 202

PUTTRIKAPUTTRA,

or appointed daughter's son,
a subsidiary son, described,
...
...
means either such daughter's son,
...
or such daughter herself, ...
...
rights of,
...
...
...

102
...

...

ib.

103
...

121

et seq.

R.

RECOVERED PROPERTY,
in ancestral,

by

father, he has the

property,

same rights as

...

...

without detriment to paternal

in self -acquired

...

estate, is partible,

73,

...
...

.

.

.

74
2 i9

RELIGIOUS DUTY,
of heirs to perform

/S^ra(?(/Aa

of deceased,

...

25G

280
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liELIGIOUS PRIXCIPLE,
not the principle of inheritance,
...
...
...
determines priority to some extent,
according to, son, grandson and great-grandson equal,

90, 91

is

...

155

— 159

90,

155

...

114
61
107

...

72

RE-MARRIAGE,
of widows,
...
...
...
gf undefiled widows, explained to refer not to Kali age,
in the shape of appointment, of undefiled widows,

REPRESENTATION,
rule of,

...

...

...

...

RE-UNION,
may

be formed with one who was a member of the joint family,
e., with one male
or female who obtains a share on

i.

partition,

-7

...

...

...

168,205

...

equal distribution or partition after,
...
...
... 204
on partition after, a co-heir entitled to two shares only of pro...
perty self -acquired during, ...
205
sons reunited or not equally succeed in the first instance to
father re-united with his brother &c,,
...
205, 217
representation obtains on partition after,
...
205
order of succession to the estate of one dying after, without

male issue

:

(1) re-united whole brother, (2) re-united half brother and unassociated whole brother, (3) re-united mother, (4) re-united
father, (5) any other re-united co-parcener, (G) unassociated

half brother, (7) unassociated mother, (8) unassociated
father, (9) wife, (10) sister, (11) sapindas, (12) samanodakas,

(13) handhus,

...

...

...

_

205—207

maintenance of maiden daughter and wife, and marriage of
'...219
daughter, charges on the estate of one dying after, ...

RE-UNITED,
docs not include son of a re-united co-sharer,

...

...

216

REVERSION,
allowed after widow alone, the interest of other female heirs
absolute,

...

110

...

...

who would

take joint estate,

REVERSIONERS,
after

widow

are ddyddas or those

...

140

RIGHT,
...
to unobstructed heritage, by birth,
to obstructed heritage, by extinction of previous owner's right,...
...
...
extinguished by death, degradation &c.,

3,

4

ib.

37

RIVAL WIVES,
may
of,

132
...
divide husband's property, ...
she that is married in a lawful form of marriage, succeeds
first,

...

...

...

of, she that is of the .same caste

...

...

ib.

with husband succeeds in pro-

fcrcnce to one of inferior caste,

...

ib.
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SACRED AUTHORITY,
is

the authority of the Sastras,

14,

...

...

25

SAGOTRA,
means a person descended from a common male ancestor,
...
...
...
...
male line,
includes females affiliated to the gotra by marriage,...

in the

305, 196
...

ib.

...
12G
includes subsidiary sons,
...
divided into sapindas and samdnodaJcas, relationship extends to
fourteenth descendant of fom'teenth ancestor, or so far as

commoif descent

SAHODHHA,
SAKULYA,

is

known,

...

...

...

means a sagotra,

...
...
,..
142,
...
a sapinda in the sense of blood relation other than a sapinda
in the sense of allied by oblations,...
...
...

SALE.

199

or son received with a pregnant bride, a subsidiary son, 110

200

156

See Alienation.

SAMANODAKA,
a sagotra other than a sapinda, ...
...
...
199,
relationship, extends to the fdlirteenth descendant in the male
in the male line, up to the
line of all the ascendants,

is

—

fourteenth in ascent, barring the sapindas,
or to all those that are recognised to be of
in the male line,
...
...

...

common

...

200

ih.

descent
ih.

SANSKARAS,

or initiatory rites,
See Initiation.

SAPINDAS OP A PERSON,
sense of allied by oblations, are his son, grandson, greatgrandson, father, grandfather, great-grandfather, and three
descendants in the male line of father, of grandfather and
of great-grandfather, ...
...
...
...
155
in the sense of blood relations are six descendants, six ascendants
in the male line, ajid six descendants in the male line of each
of the six ascendants in the male line,
...
...
199, 200
blood relations of a different gotra, though literally sapindas are
not technically called s«pjW£?«s but Sowc^Ams,
...
...
199

in the

SASTRAS,
proper subject of, is what is beyond the means of human
knowledge,
...
...
...
still, treat of things that are otherwise deducible from reason, ...

SAUDAYIKA,
females

or kind gift, a kind of Stridhan,
independently deal with,

may

20
ib.

224

...

SELF-ACQUIRED PROPERTY,
father entitled to two shares of his,
...
re-united co-heir entitled to two shares of his,
when not partible,
...
...

36

...

...

...

63

...

205
24S

283
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SEPARATED CO-SHARER,
rights of,...

...

...

257

...

SISTER,
uterine, succeeds to re-united brother, ...
maiden, entitled to quarter share on partition,

marriage

of,

charge on inheritance,

...

...

53, 81

...

...

215
81

SISTER'S SON,
succession oi, io Stridhan,

243

...

...

SLAVE,
illegitimate son

by a female,

...

...

SON,

...

—

130

right of, in property of father, &c. arises by birth, a, 13
17, 66, 228
4 13, 31
so, according to Dayabhaga and others,
49
partition of father's property by choice of, wheu..allowed,
...
65
entitled to ancestral property equally with father, ...
grandson and great-grandson entitled to succeed to separated
...
131,154
father &c. in the first instance,
...
tore-united father, &c. in the first instance,... 205
... 217
between a re-united, and one not so, there is no distinction,
succeeds to certain kinds of mother's property equally with
...
228
daughter,...
...
238
...
other properties in default of daughter's issue,

not

.

.

—

—

SONS,

...
...
true and siibsidiary,
...
1, true legitimate son, or aurasa described,
...
superior to subsidiary,
...
...
2, appointed daughter's son or ^w#^ri^a-/)M<<r«,
means either the appointed daughter herself,
...
...
or her son,
...
...
3, wife's son or ^s^e^m/o,
...
...
incXw^es Dvydmusltydyana,
4, secretly begotten in the house or Qudhhaja,
...
...
5, maiden-born or kdnina,
6, son of twice married woman or Paunarhhava,
...
...
7, son ^iven ox dattaka, ...
...
...
8, son bought or krita,
...
...
9, son made or kritrima, ...
...
10, .son self-given or Svayandutta,
11, son received with a pregnant bride or srtZtorfiMfl',
...
...
12, dcscrieA son ov Ainividdha,
^

...
...
partition by,
...
rights of subsidiary, in adopted family,

...

100—130
...

...

...

...

101
120
102
103
102
104
ib.

Ill
...

ih.

...

114
115
117

...

118

...

119

ih.

ib.

•

•••

...

121
120

SON'S SON,
succeeds with son,
j>cr stirpes,

succession of, to Stridhan,

...

...

...

...

...

...

205
72,205

72, 00, 15i,
••

...

...

...

...

21;3

SON'S SON'S SON,
succeeds with son and son's son,

po'

stirpes,

succession of, to (ilridhan,

...

...

...

72, 90, lol,

...

...

...

...

...

205
72
243
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SOX'S WIFE,
\a

ak

tapmda,

...

...

...

not entitled to inherit from mother-in-law,
entitled to r

ib.

...

...

...

...

...

...

not the principle of inheritance, ...
determines to a certain extent, priori tv,...

...

'

SPECIFIC DEI
partition with,

2i4i

..

...

ih.

>

-

...

...

53

SPIEITCAL BEXEFIT,
90, 91
90,91,155

...

SPIEITUAL BEOTKELB,
soccessioa of,

SBXDDHA,

is

...

202

...

...

a ceremony in honor of deceaaed.

STEP-BROTHEE,
5X1

f,

STEP-^

...

...

.R'S

191

...

soy

SUCCcsaiOIi of,

195

...

STEP-DAUGHTER,
snccesdon of ,

...

...

231

...

...

..

STEP-MOTHEB,
OB partition, agreeably to Jfl^JtsAord,
to nudqtenance only according to author, ...

entitled to a share

80

...

ib.

...

STEP-SOX,
is

Uke an adopted

STSrDHAX,

116
213

8on,

succeeds to step-mother,
son and son's son of, succeed,

...

•

.

.

.

ib.

...

or woman's property,

described,

...

...

220—221

...

...

bears no technical meaning,
...
...
no power of disposal of, without husband's permisaon,
...
excepting certain kinds,
immoTeable giren by husband not absolute, ...

male members hare no power orer,
husband may take, in distress,
...
taken by husband, when recomable,

SuccEssioy TO,

221
221r

...

ib.

.

.22.5

...

...

...

ib.

...

226
227

—

22S 214
to gift subsequent and affectionate gift by husband, son and
daughter jointly succeed,
...
...
228
...

...

...

..

to yautaka,

maiden daughter succeeds,
...
in her default, husband succeeds,

...

...

...

...

230

235, 236

to other kinds of,

(1) maiden daughter, (2) nnTirovided married daughter,
V) widowed daughter, ... 231
(.3} provided married da
^me order as daughters,
(5) daughter's daughter 1
...
...
..^ 23^,241
(6) daughter's son,
(7) son. rS;

Sion'a son.

(9) son'5 sou'.s

aoci.

..,

,

243

INDEX.
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STRl'DHAN,— (continued).
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(10) step-son, (11) his son, (12) his grandson,
...
...
...
(13) husband,
...
other heirs,
...
...
...
... 239
what is given by parents after marriage goes to brothers in
default of issue,
...
...
...
...
szfZ^ffl goes to brother,
...
...
...
,,,
gift by 6a«(^te goes to &««(//<?* in default of issue, ...
...

2-43

239

—214

242
ib.

ib.

STUDENT,
lifelong, succession to estate of,

SUCCESSION

...

...

to estate of a re-united person,

...

202

...201—219

...

See Be-union.

SUCCESSION to estate of certain religious persons,
SUCCESSION to estate of a separated person, ...
(1) son, grandson and great-grandson,
...
...
(2) chaste wife,
1, of the same caste,
...
2, of inferior caste,
(3) daughters,
1,

...

...

maiden,

2,

...

1, uterine, 2, half,

(7) brother's son,

1, uterine, 2, half,

131, 154,

132, 153

...

ib.
...

...

married provided,

...

...

3,

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

202

—201

...

...

...

131

...Vil, et scq.

...

married unprovided,

...

...
...

...

...

...
...
(4) daughter's son,
...
...
(5) parents,
1, chaste mother, 2, father,
1, good father, 2, unchaste mother,

(6) brothers,

...

176
181
183
185

191
192
193
194
195
196

...
...
...
(8) grandmother,
(9) grandfather, (10) paternal xtncle, (11) paternal uncle's son,
(12) paternal great-grandmother, (13) great-grandfather,
(14) grand uncle, (15) grand uncle's son, (10) nearest
199
sapinda, (17) nearest samanodaka,
...
...
200
...
(18) nearest handJiu, (19) preceptor,
201
...
(20) pupil, (21) fellow student, (22) king or Brdhmanas,

SUCCESSION TO STRIDHAN,

...

...

...

228—244

See Siridhan.

SUDKAS,
inferior position of,

...

...

...

321, 130

SULKA,
defined,

...

...

...

goes to brother,...

...

•

...

...

...

...

223
242

SUPERCESSION,
on, a wife entitled to compensation,

224

...

SUPERFLUOUS PRECEPT,
is

or injunction,
a text of Sastras, declaring what is doducible from proiano
...
authority, or from another text,
...
„,

SURVIVORSHIP,

...

...

...

.

5
104
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T.

THEFT,
concealment by oo-Leir of joint property
...
allowed, when,
...

THINGS

not

liable to partition,

is,

...

245
26

...

...

...

...248

...

u.

UNCHASTITY,
excludes widow from inheritance, ...
...
...
133,154
subsequent, does not divest,
...
...
... 253
does not exclude mother,
...
191
...
disentitles widow to maintenance,
...
...
...
174
wife of one excluded from inheritance, to maintenance, 255
•

UNCLE,
paternal, succession of,

maternal,

...

...
...

,

UNDIVIDED FAMILY,

...

199
200

^qq Joint Family.

UNEQUAL DISTRIBUTION,
of paternal property

...
...

by

,

father's choice,

58,

...

63

UNINITIATED,
initiation of, charge

on inheritance,

...

...

...

81

UNMARRIED,
brother, sister and daughter, nurriage of,
girl succession to property of,
...

...

...

219
240

...

3,4

53, 81,
..»

...

UNOBSTRUCTED HERITAGE,
defined,

devolution

...

of,

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

131—203

USAGE,
overrides law,

...

...

...

...

...

61

V.

VANAPRASTHA or hermit,
succession to property of,

...

202

...

w.
WIDOW,
chaste, succeeds to separated husband,

re-marriage

of,

...

chaste, entitled to maintenance,

...

...

...

132, 153
61, 107,

...

...

...

cannot adopt without consent of husband's kinsmen,
Sec Wife,

...

114
153
116

286
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WIDOWED DAUGHTER

without son,

entitled to succeed to father,

...

as such, not entitled to preference,

...

178

...

...

...

181, 231

...

107, 132
105, 113

WIFE,
status of, arises on completion of marriage ceremony,
sort of proprietory right over, ...

husband has a

husband's son by co-wife is like an adopted son
can adopt son with husbaad's permission,
...
for her

own

sake,

to,

...

...

...

ih.

59,

165

ib.

...

no partition between husband and,

116

...

...

...

acquires a sort of peculiar right over husband's property during
their joint life,

...

...

entitled to food, raiment and dwelling
entitled to share on partition,
different castes of,

...

165

...

225, 228

from husband,
...

...

...

...

57
153

...

95, 132,

.

...
153,161
does not succeed to joint husband,
...
132, 153
succeeds to separated husband in default of male issue,
214 216
...
succeeds to re-united husband when,
...
...
...
chastity, condition of succession of,
152, 153
adulterous, entitled to maintenance. from husband if disposed to
...
... 153
...
perform penance,
...
...
153, 174
of joint co-heir, entitled to maintenance if chaste,
...
... 219
of re-united co-heir entitled to maintenance,
of excluded from inheritance, entitled to maintenance if chaste
.

...
and not perverse,
power of, over s^reVi^Aow during coverture,
's atridhan in
power of husband over

.

.

—

...
...

...

diBtress,

255
224
226

WITNESS,
best, of partition, are

kinsmen,

...

...

...

260,261

WOMAN'S PROPEETY,
See Stridhan.

WORDS IN A PRECEPT,
cannot signify two meanings, one primary and the other

bcoori !ary,

70

WRITING,
is

better than parol evidence,

...

261

...

Y.
or ASCETIC,
succession to estate of,

YATI

...

...

...
...
maiden daughters alone succeed to,
in default of maiden daughter, husband «fcc. succeed,

...

...

...

202

YAUTAKA,
described,...

...

...

2o0

...

...

ih.

235, 236

